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CONSPECTUS

FIRST CHAPTER _Kurukshetra

Arjuna, the representative man of his age, is overcome with dejection and sorrow at the most critical moment of his life on the battle-field of kurukshetra, and raises incidentally the whole question of human life and action, the whole exposition of the Gita revolves and completes its cycle round this original question of Arjuna.

1 - 12

SECOND CHAPTER

The answer of the Teacher proceeds upon two different lines:

1.(1-38) The Creed of the Aryan Fighter
First, a brief reply founded upon the philosophic and moral conceptions of Vedanta and the social idea of duty and honour which formed the ethical basis of Aryan society

13 - 24

II.(39-72) The Yoga of the Intelligent Will

Another reply founded on a more intimate knowledge, opening into deeper truths of our being, which is the real starting-point of the teaching of the Gita. The Gita lays the first foundation by subtly unifying Sankhya, Yoga and Vedanta.

24-45

THIRD CHAPTER

I.(1-26) Works and Sacrifice

Arjuna, the pragmatic man, is perplexed by metaphysical thought and asks for a simple rule of action. The Gita begins to develop more clearly its positive and imperative doctrine of works, - of works done as a sacrifice to the Divine.

46-57

II.(27-43) The Determinism of Nature

Arjuna is told that he must act always by the law of his nature. “All existences follow their nature and what shall coercing it avail?”

58-65

FOURTH CHAPTER

I.(1-15) The Possibility and Purpose of Avatarhood

The divine Teacher, the Avatar, gives his own example, his own standard to Arjuna. In India the belief in the reality of the Avatar, the descent into form, the revelation of the Godhead in humanity has grown up and persisted as a logical outcome of the Vedantic view of life and taken firm root in the consciousness of the race.

66-73

II.(16-23) The Divine Worker

Equality, impersonality, peace, joy and freedom -these are the signs which distinguish a divine worker; they are all profoundly subjective and do not depend on so outward a thing as doing or not doing works

74-78

III.(24-42) The Significance of Sacrifice

The Gita brings out the inner meaning of the Vedic sacrifice, interpreting the secret symbolism of the ancient Vedic mystics.

79-85

FIFTH CHAPTER - Renunciation and Yoga of Works
The Gita, after speaking of the perfect equality of the Brahman-knower who has risen into the Brahman-consciousness, develops in the last nine verses of this chapter its idea of Brahmayoga and of Nirvana in the Brahman.

SIX CHAPTER - Nirvana and Works in the World

This chapter is full development of the idea of the closing verses of the fifth, - that shows the importance which the Gita attaches to them.

SEVENTH CHAPTER

The seventh to the twelfth chapters lay down a large metaphysical statement of the nature of the Divine Being and on that foundation closely relate and synthetise knowledge and devotion, just as the first part of the Gita relate and synthetised works and knowledge in giving the primary basic of its teachings.

I. (1-14) The Two Natures

The Gita makes the distinction between the two Natures, the phenomenal and the spiritual. Here is the first new meta-physical idea of the Gita which heips it to start from the notions of the Sankhya philosophy and yet exceed them and give to their terms a Vedantic significance.

II. (15-30) The Synthesis of Devotion and Knowledge

The Gita is not a treatise of metaphysical philosophy. It seeks the highest truth for the highest practical utility. Thus it turns the philosophic truth given in the opening section of this chapter into the first starting-point for the unification of works, knowledge and devotion.

EIGHTH CHAPTER – The Supreme Divine

We have here the first description of the Supreme Purusha,-the Godhead who is even more and greater than the Immutable and to whom the Gita gives subsequently (as in the fifteenth chapter) the name of Purushottam. The language here is taken bodily from the Upanishads.

NINTH CHAPTER - Works, Devotion and Knowledge

What the Gita now proceeds to say is the most secret thing of all. It is the knowledge of the whole Godhead which the Master of his being has promised to Arjuna (VII-I). To direct the whole self Godwards in an entire union is the way to rise out of a mundane into a divine existence.

TENTH CHAPTER

I. (1-11) *The Supreme Word of the Gita*
The divine Avatar declares, in a brief reiteration of the upshot of all that he has been saying, that this and no other is his supreme word.

149-154

II, (12-42) God in Power of Becoming

This section enumerates examples of Vibhutis or forms in which the Divine manifests its power in the world. It leads up to the vision of the World-Purusha in the next chapter.

155-164

ELEVENTH CHAPTER

The Vision of the World-Spirit I. (1-34) Time the Destroyer

165-173

II- (35-55) The Double Aspect

The Time figure of the Godhead is now revealed and from the million mouths of that figure issues the command for the appointed action to the liberated Vibhuti. This vision of the universal Purusha is one of the most powerfully poetic passages in the Gita.

174-180

TWELFTH CHAPTER—The way and the Bhakta

In the eleventh chapter the original object of the teaching has been achieved and brought up to a certain completeness. What remains still to be said turns upon the difference between the current. Vedantic view of spiritual liberation and the larger comprehensive freedom which the teaching of the Gita opens to the spirit. The twelfth chapter leads up to this remaining knowledge and the last six that follow develop it to a grand final conclusion.

181-188

THIRTEENTH CHAPTER—The Field and its Knower

The distinctions between Purusha and Prakriti, Soul and Nature, rapidly drawn in this chapter in the terms of the Sankhya Philosophy, are the basis on which the Gita rests its whole idea of the liberated being made one in the conscious law of its existence with the Divine.

189-200

FOURTEENTH CHAPTER—Above the Gunas

The Gita now proceeds to work out its ideas of the action of the gunas, of the ascension beyond the gunas and of the culmination of desireless works in knowledge where knowledge coalesces with bhakti,—knowledge, works and love made one,—and it rises thence to its great finale, the supreme secret of self-surrender to the Master of Existence.

201-212

FIFTEENTH CHAPTER—The Three Purushas

The entire doctrine of the Gita converges, on all its lines and through all the flexibility of its turns, towards one central thought—the idea of a triple consciousness, three and yet one, present
in the whole scale of existence. All that is now brought together into one focus of grouping vision. This chapter opens with a description of cosmic existence in the Vedantic image of the *asvattha* tree.

213-221

SIXTEENTH CHAPTER—*Deva and Asura*

The Gita now proceeds to give the psychological discipline by which our human and earthly nature can be transmuted. But first it prefaces the consideration of this enlightening movement by a distinction between two kinds of being, the Deva and the Asura.

222-230

SEVENTEENTH CHAPTER—*The Gunas, Faith and Works*

The Gita next gives an analysis of action in the light of the fundamental idea of the three guna? and the transcendence of them by a self-exceeding culmination of the highest sattwic discipline. In this chapter it lays special stress on Faith, *shraddha*, the will to believe and to be, know, live and enact the Truth as the principal factor.

231-241

EIGHTEENTH CHAPTER

I. (1-39) *The Gunas, Mind and Works*

The Gita enters into a summary psychological analysis of the mental powers before it proceeds to its great "finale, the highest secret which is that of a spiritual exceeding of all dharmas."

242-255

II. (40-48) *Swabhava and Swadharma*

In this section the Gita deals with an incidental question of great importance— the ancient social idea of *chatwvarnya*, which was a very different thing from the present day caste system.

256-262

III. (49-56) *Towards the Supreme Secret*

In this section the Gita re-states the body of its message.

263-271

IV. (57-78) *The Supreme Secret*

The essence of the teaching and the Yoga has thus been given to the disciple and the divine Teacher now proceeds to apply it to his action. Attached to a crucial example, spoken to the protagonist of Kurukshetra, the words bear a much wider significance and are a universal rule for all who are ready to ascend above the ordinary mentality and to live and act in the highest spiritual consciousness.

INTRODUCTION
It may be useful in approaching an ancient Scripture, such as the Veda, Upanishads or Gita to indicate precisely the spirit in which we approach it and what exactly we think we may derive from it that is of value to humanity and its future. First of all, there is undoubtedly a Truth one and eternal which we are seeking, from which all other truth derives, by the light of which all other truth finds its right place, explanation and relation to the scheme of knowledge. But precisely for that reason it cannot be shut up in a single trenchant formula, it is not likely to be found in its entirety or in all its bearings in any single philosophy or scripture or uttered altogether and for ever by any one teacher, thinker, prophet or Avatar. Nor has it been wholly found by us if our view of it necessitates the intolerant exclusion of the truth underlying other systems; for when we reject passionately, we mean simply that we cannot appreciate and explain. Secondly, this Truth, though it is one and eternal, expresses itself in Time and through the mind of man; therefore every Scripture must necessarily contain two elements, one temporary, perishable, belonging to the ideas of the period and country in which it was produced, the other eternal and imperishable and applicable in all ages and countries. Moreover, in the statement of the Truth the actual form given to it, the system and arrangement, the meta-physical and intellectual mould, the precise expression used must be largely subject to the mutations of Time and cease to have the same force; for the human intellect modifies itself always, continually dividing and putting together it is obliged to shift its divisions continually and to rearrange its synthesis; it is always leaving old expression and symbol for new or, if it uses the old, it so changes its connotation or at least its exact content and association that we can never be quite sure of understanding an ancient book of this kind precisely in the sense and spirit it bore to its contemporaries. What is of entirely permanent value is that which besides being universal has been experienced, lived and seen with a higher than the intellectual vision.

We hold it therefore of small importance to extract from the Gita its exact metaphysical connotation as it was understood by the men of the time,—even if that were accurately possible. That it is not possible, is shown by the divergence of
the original commentaries which have been and are still being written upon it; for they all agree in each disagreeing with all the others, each finds in the Gita its own system of metaphysics and trend of religious thought. Nor will even the most painstaking and disinterested scholarship and the most luminous theories of the historical development of Indian philosophy save us from inevitable error. But what we can do with profit is to seek in the Gita for the actual living truths it contains, apart from their metaphysical form, to extract from it what can help us or the world at large and to put it in the most natural and vital form and expression we can find that will be, suitable to the mentality and helpful to the spiritual needs of our present-day humanity. No doubt in this attempt we may mix a good deal of error born of our own individuality and of the ideas in which we live, as did greater men before us, but if we steep ourselves in the spirit of this great Scripture and, above all, if we have tried to live in that spirit, we may be sure of finding in it as much real truth as we are capable of receiving as well as the spiritual influence and actual help that, personally, we were intended to derive from it. And that is after all what Scriptures were written to give; the rest is academical disputation or theological dogma. Only those Scriptures, religions, philosophies which can be thus constantly renewed, relived, their stuff of permanent truth constantly reshaped and developed in the inner thought and spiritual experience of a developing humanity, continue to be of living importance to mankind. The rest remain as monuments of the past, but have no actual force or vital impulse for the future.

The thought of the Gita is not pure Monism although it sees in one unchanging, pure, eternal Self the foundation of all cosmic existence, nor Mayavada although it speaks of the Maya of the three modes of Prakriti omnipresent in the created world; nor is it qualified Monism although it places in the One his eternal supreme Prakriti manifested in the form of the Jiva and lays most stress on dwelling in God rather than dissolution as the supreme state of spiritual consciousness; nor is it Sankhya although it explains the created world by the double principle of Purusha and Prakriti; nor is it Vaishnava Theism although it presents to us Krishna, who is the Avatar of Vishnu according to the Puranas, as the supreme Deity and allows no
essential difference nor any actual superiority of the status of the indefinable
relationless Brahman over that of this Lord of beings who is the Master of the
universe and the Friend of all creatures. Like the earlier spiritual synthesis of the
Upanishads this later synthesis at once spiritual and intellectual avoids naturally
every such rigid determination as would injure its universal comprehensiveness. Its
aim is precisely the opposite to that of the polemist commentators who found this
Scripture established as one of the three highest Vedantic authorities and attempted
to turn it into a weapon of offence and defence against other schools and systems.
The Gita is not a weapon for dialectical warfare; it is a gate opening on the whole
world of spiritual truth and experience and the view it gives us embraces all the
provinces of that supreme region. It maps out, but it does not cut up or build walls
or hedges to confine our vision.

There have been other syntheses in the long history of Indian thought. We
start with the Vedic synthesis of the psychological being of man in its highest
flights and widest rangings of divine knowledge, power, joy, life and glory with
the cosmic existence of the gods, pursued behind the symbols of the material
universe into those superior planes which are hidden from the physical sense and
the material mentality. The crown of this synthesis was in the experience of the
Vedic Rishis something divine, transcendent and blissful in whose unity the
increasing soul of man and the eternal divine fulness of the cosmic godheads meet
perfectly and fulfil themselves. The Upanishads take up this crowning experience
of the earlier seers and make it their starting-point for a high and profound
synthesis of spiritual knowledge; they draw together into a great harmony all that
had been seen and experienced by the inspired and liberated knowers of the Eternal
through-out a great and fruitful period of spiritual seeking. The Gita starts from
this Vedantic synthesis and upon the basis of its essential ideas builds another
harmony of the three great means and powers, Love, Knowledge and Works,
through which the soul of man can directly approach and cast itself into the
Eternal. There is yet another, the Tantric, which though less subtle and spiritually
profound, is even more bold and forceful than the synthesis of the Gita,—for it
seizes even upon the obstacles to the spiritual life and compels them to become the means for a richer spiritual conquest and enables us to embrace the whole of Life in our divine scope as the Lila of the Divine; and in some directions it is more immediately rich and fruitful, for it brings forward into the foreground along with divine knowledge, divine works and an enriched devotion of divine Love, the secrets also of the Hatha and Raja Yogas, the use of the body and of mental askesis for the opening up of the divine life on all its planes, to which the Gita gives only a passing and perfunctory attention. Moreover it grasps at that idea of the divine perfectibility of man, possessed by the Vedic Rishis but thrown into the background by the intermediate ages, which is destined to fill so large a place in any future synthesis of human thought, experience and aspiration.

We of the coming day stand at the head of a new age of development which must lead to such a new and larger synthesis. We are not called upon to be orthodox Vedantins of any of the three schools or Tantrics or to adhere to one of the theistic religions of the past or to entrench ourselves within the four corners of the teaching of the Gita. That would be to limit ourselves and to attempt to create our spiritual life out of the being, knowledge and nature of others, of the men of the past,

---

1 All the Puranic tradition, it must be remembered, draws the richness of its contents from the Tantra.
2 The cosmic Play.

instead of building it out of our own being and potentialities. We do not belong to the past dawns, but to the noons of the future. A mass of new material is flowing into us; we have not only to assimilate the influences of the great theistic religions of India and of the world and a recovered sense of the meaning of Buddhism, but to take full account of the potent though limited revelations of modern knowledge and seeking; and, beyond that, the remote and dateless past which seemed to be dead is returning upon us with an effulgence of many luminous secrets long lost to the consciousness of mankind but now breaking out again from behind the veil. All this points to a new, a very rich, a very vast synthesis; a fresh and widely
embracing harmonisation of our gains is both an intellectual and a spiritual necessity of the future. But just as the past syntheses have taken those which preceded them for their starting-point, so also must that of the future, to be on firm ground, proceed from what the great bodies of realised spiritual thought and experience in the past have given. Among them the Gita takes a most important place.

Our object, then, in studying the Gita will not be a scholastic or academical scrutiny of its thought, nor to place its philosophy in the history of metaphysical speculation, nor shall we deal with it in the manner of the analytical dialectician. We approach it for help and light and our aim must be to distinguish its essential and living message, that in it on which humanity has to seize for its perfection and its highest spiritual welfare.

FIRST CHAPTER
KURUKSHETRA

1. Dhritarashtra\(^1\) said: _On the field of Kuruksetra, the field of the working out of the Dharma\(^2\), gathered together, eager for battle, what did they, O Sanjaya.my people and the Pandavas?

1. THE peculiarity of the Gita among the great religious books of the world is that it does not stand apart as a work by itself, the fruit of the spiritual life of a creative personality like Christ, Mahomed or Buddha or of an epoch of pure spiritual searching like the Veda and Upanishads, but is given as an episode in an epic history of nations and their wars and men and their deeds and arises out of a critical moment in the soul of one of its leading personages face to face with the crowning action of his life, a work terrible, violent and sanguinary, at the point when he must either recoil from it altogether or carry it through to its inexorable completion. It matters little whether or no, as modern criticism supposes, the Gita is a later composition inserted into the mass of the Mahabharata by its author in order to invest its teaching with the authority and
popularity of the great national epic. There seem to me to be strong grounds against this supposition for which, besides, the evidence, extrinsic or internal, is in the last degree scanty and insufficient. But even if it be sound, there remains the fact that the author has not only taken pains to interweave his work inextricably into the vast web of the larger poem, but is careful again and again to remind us of the situation from which the teaching has arisen; he returns to it prominently, not only at the end, but in the middle of his profoundest philosophical disquisitions. We must accept the insistence of the author and give its full importance to this recurrent preoccupation of the Teacher and the disciple. The teaching of the Gita must therefore be regarded not merely in the light of a general spiritual philosophy or ethical doctrine, but as bearing upon a practical crisis in the application of ethics and spirituality to human life.

2. We might symbolically translate the phrase as the field of human action which is the field of the evolving Dharma. The Gita takes for its frame such a period of transition and crisis as humanity periodically experiences in its history, in which great forces clash together for a huge destruction and reconstruction, intellectual, social, moral, religious, political, and these in the actual psychological and social stage of human evolution culminate usually through a violent physical convulsion of strife, war or revolution. The Gita proceeds from the acceptance of the necessity in Nature for such vehement crises and it accepts not only the moral aspect, the struggle between righteousness and unrighteousness, between the self-affirming law of Good and the forces that oppose its progression, but also the physical aspect, the actual armed war or other vehement physical strife between the human beings who represent the antagonistic powers. A day may come, must surely come, we will say, when humanity will be ready spiritually, morally,
3. “Behold this mighty host of the sons of Pandu, O Acharya, arrayed by Drupada's son, thy intelligent disciple.

अत्र शूरा महेश्वासा भीमार्जुनसमायुधि ।  
युयुधानो विराटश्च दुपदश महारथः ॥ ४॥  
धृष्टकेतुश्रेष्ठकितानः काशिराजश्च वीर्यवानः ।  
पुरुजितकुस्तिमोजश्च शैव्यश्च नरपुंगवः ॥ ५॥

4-6 Here in this mighty army are heroes and great bowmen who are equal in battle to Bhima and Arjuna; Yuyudhana, Virata and Drupada of the great car, Dhrishtaketu, Chekitana and the valiant prince of Kashi, Purujit and Kuntibhoja, and Shaibya, foremost among men; Yudhamanyu, the strong, and Uttamauja, the victorious; Subhadra's son {Abhimanyu} and the sons of Draupadi; all of them of great prowess.

अस्मांक तु विशिष्ठये तात्त्विकोभ्य द्विजोत्तम ।  
नायकाम मम सैन्यस्य संज्ञाय तान्त्रवीमि ते ॥ ७॥

socially for the reign of universal peace; meanwhile the aspect of battle and the nature and function of man as a fighter have to be accepted and accounted for by any practical philosophy and religion. The Gita, taking life as it is and not only as it may be in some distant future, puts the question how this aspect and function of life, which is really an aspect and function of human activity in general, can be harmonised with the spiritual existence.
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7. On our side also know those who are the most distinguished, O best of the twice-born, the leaders of my army; these I name to thee for thy special notice.

भवानीप्रस्थ कुण्डल कुष्ठ समितिजयः ।  
अध्याध्यामा विकर्णतिसौमदत्तिस्वयं च ॥ ८॥  
अन्ये च बहवः शूरा मददं त्यक्तजीवितः ।  
नानाश्चास्त्रप्रहरणः सर्वं युद्धविशारदः ॥ १-९॥
8-9. Thyself and Bhishma and Karna and Kripa, the victorious in battle, Ashvatthama, Vikarna, and Saumadatti also; and many other heroes have renounced their life for my sake, they are all armed with diverse weapons and missiles and all well-skilled in war.

8-10. Thyself and Bhishma and Karna and Kripa, the victorious in battle, Ashvatthama, Vikarna, and Saumadatti also; and many other heroes have renounced their life for my sake, they are all armed with diverse weapons and missiles and all well-skilled in war.

10. Unlimited is this army of ours and it is marshalled by Bhishma, while the army of theirs is limited, and they depend of Bhima.

11. Therefore all ye standing in your respective divisions in the different fronts of the battle, guard Bhishma.”

11. Therefore all ye standing in your respective divisions in the different fronts of the battle, guard Bhishma.”

12. Cheering the heart of Duryodhana, the mighty grandsire (Bhishma), the Ancient of the Kurus, resounding the battlefield with a lion's roar, blew his conch.

12. Cheering the heart of Duryodhana, the mighty grandsire (Bhishma), the Ancient of the Kurus, resounding the battlefield with a lion's roar, blew his conch.

13. Then conchs and kettledrums, tabors and drums and horns, suddenly blared forth, and the clamour became tremendous.

13. Then conchs and kettledrums, tabors and drums and horns, suddenly blared forth, and the clamour became tremendous.

14. Then, seated in their great chariot1, yoked to white horses, Madhava (Sri Krishna) and the son of Pandu (Arjuna) blew their divine conchs.

14. Then, seated in their great chariot1, yoked to white horses, Madhava (Sri Krishna) and the son of Pandu (Arjuna) blew their divine conchs.

Arjuna is the fighter in the chariot with divine Krishna as his charioteer. There is a method of explaining the Gita in which not only this episode but the whole Mahabharata is turned into an
allegory of the inner life and has nothing to do with our outward human life and action, but only with the battles of the soul and the powers that strive within us for possession. That is a view which the general character and the actual language of the epic does not justify and, if pressed, would turn the straightforward philosophical language of the Gita into a constant, laborious and somewhat puerile mystification. The language of the Veda and part at least of the Puranas is plainly symbolic, full of figures and concrete representations of things that lie behind the veil, but the Gita is written in plain terms and professes to solve the great ethical and spiritual difficulties which the life of man raises, and it will not do to go behind this plain language and thought and wrest them to the service of our fancy. But there is this much of truth in the view, that the setting of the doctrine, though not symbolical, is certainly typical, as indeed the setting of such a discourse as the Gita must necessarily be if it is to have any relation at all with that which it frames.

There are indeed three things in the Gita which are spiritually significant, almost symbolic, typical of the profoundest relations and problems of the spiritual life and of human existence at its roots; they are the divine personality of the Teacher, his characteristic relations with his disciple and the Occasion of his teaching. The teacher is God himself descended into humanity; the disciple is the first, as we might say in modern language, the representative man of his age, closest friend and chosen instrument of the Avatar, his protagonist in an immense work and struggle the secret purpose of which is unknown to the actors in it, known only to the incarnate God-head who guides it all from behind the veil of his unfathomable mind of Knowledge; the occasion is the violent crisis of that work and struggle at the moment when the anguish and moral difficulty and blind violence of its apparent movements forces itself with the shock of a visible revelation on the mind of its representative man and raises the whole question of the meaning of God in the world and the goal and drift and sense of human life and conduct.
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पाण्डुजन्यं हृषिकेशो देवदत्तं धनंजयः ।
पौष्ण्ड्रण्डग्यो महाशाहं भीमकर्मो वृक्कोदरः ॥ १-१५ ॥

अनन्तविजयं राजाकृतीपुष्च्यो मुखिष्ट: ।
नकुलः सहदेवश्च सुघोषमणिपुष्पको ॥ १-१६ ॥

15-16. Hrishikesha (Krishna) blew his Panchajanya and Dhananjaya (Arjuna) his Devadatta (god-given); Vrikodara of terrific deeds blew his mighty conch, Paundra; the King Yudhishthira, the son of Kuniti, blew Anantavijaya; Nakula and Sahadeva, Sughosha and Manipushpaka. (Yudhishthira, Vrikodara, Nakula and Sahadeva are the four brothers of Arjuna.)
17-18. And Kashya of the great bow, and Shikhandi of the great chariot, Dhrishtadyumna and Virata and Satyaki, the unconquered, Drupada, and the sons of Draupadi, O Lord of earth, and Saubhadra, the mighty-armed, on all sides their several conchs blew.

19. That tumultuous uproar resounding through earth and sky tore the hearts of the sons of Dhritarashtra.

20. Then, beholding the sons of Dhritarashtra standing in battle order, and the flight of missiles having begun,¹ the son of Pandu (Arjuna), whose emblen is an ape, took up his bow and spoke this word to Hrishikesha, O Lord of earth:

The symbolic companionship of Arjuna and Krishna, the human and the divine soul, is expressed elsewhere in Indian thought in the heavenward journey of Indra and Kutsa seated
21-23. Arjuna said: O Achyuta (the faultless, the immovable), stay my chariot between the two armies, so that I may view these myriads standing, longing for battle, whom I have to meet in this holiday of fight, and look upon those who have come here to champion the cause of the evil-minded son of Dhritarashtra.

in one chariot, in the figure of the two birds upon one tree in the Upanishad, in the twin figures of Nara and Narayana, the seers who do tapasya together for the knowledge. But in all three it is the idea of the divine knowledge in which, as the Gita says, all action culminates that is in view; here it is instead the action which leads to that knowledge and in which the divine Knower figures himself. Arjuna and Krishna, this human and this divine, stand together not as seers in the peaceful hermitage of meditation, but as fighter and holder of the reins in the clamorous field, in the midst of the hurtling shafts, in the chariot of battle. The Teacher of the Gita is therefore not only the God in man who unveils himself in the word of knowledge, but the God in man who moves our whole world of action, by and for whom all our humanity exists and struggles and labours, towards whom all human life travels and progresses. He is the secret Master of works and sacrifice and the friend of the human peoples.

1 The Gita starts from action and Arjuna is the man of action and not of knowledge. It is typical of the pragmatic
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24-25. Sanjaya said: Thus addressed by Gudakesha (one that has overcome sleep. Arjuna), Hrishikesha, O Bharata, having stayed that best of chariots between the two armies, in front of
Bhishma, Drona and all the princes of earth, said: “O Partha, behold these Kurus gathered together.”

26. Then saw Partha standing upon opposite sides, uncles and grandfathers, teachers, mother's brothers, cousins, sons and grandsons, comrades, father-in-law, benefactors.

27. Seeing all these kinsmen thus standing arrayed, Kaunteya, invaded by great pity, uttered this in sadness and dejection:

man that it is through his sensations that he awakens to the meaning of his action. He has asked his friend and charioteer to place him between the two armies, not with any profounder idea, but with the proud intention of viewing and looking in the face these myriads of the champions of unrighteousness whom he has to meet and conquer and slay "in this holiday of fight" so that the right may prevail. It is as he gazes that the revelation of the meaning of a civil and domestic war comes home to him, a war in which not only men of the same race, the same nation, the same clan, but those of the same family and household stand upon opposite sides. All whom the social man holds most dear and sacred, he must meet as enemies and slay, all these social ties have to be cut asunder by the sword. It is not that he did not know these things before, but he has never realised it all; obsessed by his claims and wrongs and by the principles of his life, the struggle for the right, the duty of the Kshatriya to protect justice and the Jaw and fight and beat down injustice and lawless violence, he has neither thought out deeply nor felt it in his heart and at the core of his life. And now it is shown to his vision by the divine charioteer, placed sensationaly before his eyes, and comes home to him like a blow delivered at the very centre of his sensational, vital and emotional being.
28-29. Arjuna said: Seeing these my own people O Krishna, arrayed for battle, my limbs collapse and my mouth is parched, my body shakes and my hair stands on end; Gandiva (Arjuna's bow) slips from my hand, and all my skin seems to be burning.

30. I am not able to stand and my mind seems to be whirling; also I see evil omens, O Keshava.

31. Nor do I see any good in slaying my own people in battle; O Krishna, I desire not victory, nor kingdom, nor pleasures.

1. The first result is a violent sensational and physical crisis which produces a disgust of the action and its material objects and of life itself. He rejects the vital aim pursued by egoistic humanity in its action,—happiness and enjoyment; he rejects the vital aim of the Kshatriya, victory and rule and power and the government of men. What after all is this fight for justice when reduced to its practical terms, but just this, a fight for the interests of himself, his brothers and his party, for possession and enjoyment and rule? But at such a cost these things are not worth having. For they are of no value in themselves, but only as a means to the right maintenance of social and national life and it is these very aims that in the person of his kin and his race he is about to destroy. And then comes the cry of the emotions.

32-35. What is kingdom to us, O Govinda, what enjoyment, what even life? Those for whose sake we desire kingdom, enjoyments and pleasures, they stand here in battle, abandoning
life and riches, teachers, fathers, sons, as well as grandsires, mother's brothers, fathers-in-law, and other kith and kin; these I would not consent to slay, though myself slain, O Madhusudana, even for the kingdom of the three worlds; how then for earth? What pleasures can be ours after killing the sons of Dhritarashtra, O Janardana?

36. sin I will take hold of us in slaying them, though they are the aggressors. So it is not fit that we kill the sons of Dhritarashtra, our kinsmen; indeed how many we be happy, O Madhava, killing our own people?

The whole thing is a dreadful sin,—for now the moral sense 'awakens to justify the revolt of the sensations and the emotions. It is a sin, there is no right nor justice in mutual slaughter; especially are those who are to be slain the natural objects of reverence and of love, those without whom one would not care to live, and to violate these sacred feelings can be no virtue, can be nothing but a heinous crime. Granted that the offence, the aggression, the first sin, the crimes of greed and selfish passion which have brought things to such a pass came from the other side; yet armed resistance to wrong under such circumstances would be itself a sin and crime worse than theirs because they are blinded by passion and unconscious of guilt, while on this side it would be with a clear sense of guilt that the sin would be committed. And for what? For the maintenance of family morality, of the social law and the law of the nation? These are the very standards that will be destroyed by this civil war.

37-38. Although these, with a consciousness clouded with greed, see no guilt in the destruction of the family, no crime in hostility to friends, why should not we have the wisdom to draw back from such a sin, O Janardana, we who see the evil in the destruction of the family?
39. In the annihilation of the family the eternal traditions of the family are destroyed; in the collapse of traditions, lawlessness overcomes the whole family.

40. Owing to predominance of lawlessness, O Krishna, the women of the family become corrupt; women corrupted. O Varshneya, the confusion of the Varnas arises.

41. This confusion leads to hell the ruiners of the family, and the family; for their ancestors fall deprived of pinda (rice offering) and libations.

42. By these misdeeds of the ruiners of the family leading to the confusion of the orders, the eternal laws of the race and moral law of the family are the destroyed.

43. And men whose family morals are corrupted, O Janardana, live for ever in hell. Thus have we heard.

44. Alas! we were engaged in committing a great sin, we who were endeavouring to kill our own people through greed of the pleasures of kingship.
45. It is more for my welfare that the sons of Dhritarashtra armed should slay me unarmed and unresisting. (I will not fight.)

46. Sanjaya said: Having thus spoken on the battlefield, Arjuna sank down on the seat of the chariot; casting down the divine bow and the inexhaustible quiver (given to him by the gods for that tremendous hour), his spirit overwhelmed with sorrow.¹

¹. Although Arjuna is himself concerned only with his own situation, his inner struggle and the law of action he must follow, yet the particular question he raises, in the manner in which he raises it does really bring up the whole question of human life and action, what the world is and why it is and how possibly, it being what it is, life here in the world can be reconciled with life in the spirit. And all this deep and difficult matter the Teacher insists on resolving as the very foundation of his command to an action which must proceed from a new poise of being and by the light of a liberating knowledge. But what, then, is it that makes the difficulty for the man who has to take

the world as it is and act in it and yet would live, within, the spiritual life? What is this aspect of existence which appals his awakened mind and brings about what the title of the first chapter of the Gita calls significantly the Yoga of the dejection of Arjuna, the dejection and discouragement felt by the human being when he is forced to face the spectacle of the universe as it really is with the veil of the ethical illusion, the illusion of self-righteousness torn from his eyes, before a higher reconciliation with himself is effected? It is that aspect which is figured outwardly in the carnage and massacre of Kurukshetra and spiritually by the vision of the Lord of all things as Time arising to devour and destroy the creatures whom it has made. The outward aspect is that of world-existence and human existence proceeding by struggle and slaughter; the inward aspect is that of the universal Being fulfilling himself in a vast creation and a vast destruction. Life a battle and a field of death, this is Kurukshetra; God the Terrible, this is the vision that Arjuna sees on that field of massacre.

We must acknowledge Kurukshetra; we must submit to the law of Life by Death before we can find our way to the life immortal; we must open our eyes, with a less appalled gaze than Arjuna's, to the vision of our Lord of Time and Death and cease to deny, hate or recoil from the universal Destroyer.
Thus in the Upanishad sung by the Lord, the science* of Brahman, the scripture of Yoga, the dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna, ends the first chapter entitled "The Yoga of the Dejection of Arjuna".

SECOND CHAPTER

THE CREED OF THE ARYAN FIGHTER

1. Sanjaya said: To him thus by pity¹; invaded, his eyes full and distressed with tears², his heart overcome by depression and discouragement, Madhusudana spoke these words.

2. The Blessed Lord said: Whence³ has come to thee this dejection, this stain and darkness of the soul in the hour of difficulty and peril, O Arjuna? This is not

1. This pity of Arjuna is quite different from the godlike compassion mentioned later on in the Gita, which observes with an eye of love and wisdom and calm strength the battle and the struggle, the strength and weakness of man, his virtues and sins, his joy and suffering, his knowledge and his ignorance, and enters into it all to help and to heal. Arjuna's pity is a form of self-indulgence; it is the physical shrinking of the nerves from the act of slaughter, the egoistic emotional shrinking of the heart from the destruction of the Dhritarashtra's because they are "one's own people" and without them life will be empty.

2. Invaded by the self-indulgent pity Arjuna has lapsed into unheroic weakness which first draws a strongly worded rebuke from the divine Teacher.

3. This question points to the real nature of Arjuna's deviation from his heroic qualities. The Gita is not a mere gospel of war and heroic action, a Nietzschean creed of power and high-browed strength which holds pity to be a weakness. There is a divine compassion which
descends to u? from on high and for the man whose nature does not possess it, is not cast in its mould, to pretend to be the superman is a folly and an insolence, for he alone is the superman who most manifests the highest nature of the Godhead in humanity. But such is not the way cherished by the Aryan man; this mood came not from heaven nor can it lead to heaven, and on earth it is the forfeiting of glory.

3. Fall not from the virility of the fighter and the hero, O Partha! it is not fitting in thee. Shake off this paltry faint-heartedness! Standup, Parantapa (Scourage of the foes)!

4. Arjuna said: How, O Madhusudana, shall I strike Bhishma and Drona with weapons in the battle, they who are worthy of worship, O Slayer of foes?

the compassion which actuates Arjuna in the rejection of his work and mission. That is not compassion but an impotence full of a weak self-pity, a recoil from the mental suffering which his act must entail on himself, and of all things self-pity is among the most ignoble and un-Aryan of moods.

1. Arjuna's pity is a weakness of the mind and senses,—a weakness which may well be beneficial to men of a lower grade of development, who have to be weak; because otherwise they
will be hard and cruel. But this way is not for the developed Aryan man who has to grow not by weakness, but by an ascension from strength to strength. Not this was fitting in the son of Pritha, not thus should the champion and chief hope of a righteous cause abandon it in the hour of crisis and peril or suffer the sudden amazement of his heart and senses, the clouding of his reason and the downfall of his will to betray him into the casting away of his divine weapons and the refusal of his God-given work.

Better in this world to live even on alms than to slay these high-souled Gurus. Slaying these Gurus, I should taste to blood-stained enjoyments even in this world.

न चेतात्वमं तत्तथा गरीयो
यद्वा जयेम यदि वा नो जयेमुः।
वनेव हुवा न जिज्ञोविषामस्
ते जवस्थिता: प्रमुखे धार्मराध्रः॥ २-६॥

6. Nor do I know which for us is better, than we conquer them or they conquer us, — before us stand the Dhritarashtra and Kauravas whom having slain we should not care to live.

कार्पण्यदशोष्पहस्वभावः
प्रृच्छामि बां धर्मसंमूडचेता:।
यच्छेर्यः स्यास्त्थिति वृहि तत्ने
शिष्यास्ते अहं शाधि मां बां प्रपक्षम्॥ २-७॥

7. It is poorness of spirit that has smitten away from me my (true heroic) nature, my whole consciousness

1. Arjuna is the man of action and not of knowledge, the fighter, never the seer or the thinker. In the Gita he typifies the human soul of action brought face to face through that action in its highest and most violent crisis with the problem of human He and its apparent incompatibility with the spiritual state or even with a purely ethical ideal of perfection. The nature of the crisis which he undergoes is an all-embracing inner bankruptcy which he expresses when he says that his whole conscious being, not the thought alone but heart and vital desires and all, are utterly bewildered and can find nowhere the dharma, nowhere any valid law of
action. That for the soul of action in the mental being is the worst possible crisis, failure and overthrow. For this alone he takes refuge as a disciple with Krishna; give me, he practically asks, that which I have lost, a true law, a clear rule of action, a path by which I can again confidently walk. He does not ask for the secret of life or of the world, the meaning and purpose of it all, but for a dharma. Yet it is precisely this secret for which he does not ask, or at least so much of the knowledge as is necessary to lead him into a higher life, to which the divine Teacher intends to lead his disciple; for he means him to give up all dharmas
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is bewildered\(^1\) in its view of right and wrong I ask thee which may be the better—that tell me decisively. I take refuge as a disciple with thee; enlighten me.

\[
\text{n hi prapdayami mamapinudra} \\
\text{vachchchchhoṣhamāniśtramānaṃ} \| \\
\text{avāya bhūmāvapalasūnd} \\
\text{rajan sūraṇāmaṇi caadhīpatyam,} \| \text{2-8}\|
\]

8. I see not what shall thrust from me the sorrow that dries up the senses, even if I should attain rich and unrivalled kingdom on earth or even the sovereignty of the gods.

\[
\text{sāṅjañ urbāch} \| \\
\text{evamukṣa hṛṣīkeṣa guḍākeśa: pārṇap} \| \\
\text{na yōttasya iti gòvindāmuṣṭa toutaṃ bhūv h} \| \text{2-9}\|
\]

9. Sanjaya said: Gudakesha, terror of his foes, having thus spoken to Hrishikesha, and said to him, “I will not fight!” became silent.

\[
\text{tāmuvaḥ hṛṣīkeṣa: prahsaṃśriva bhārat} \| \\
\text{sennayoravāryāṃcy evaṃvīṣadhatuṃvach:} \| \text{2-10}\|
\]

except the one broad and vast rule of living consciously in the Divine and acting from that consciousness.
Dharma means literally that which one lays hold of and which holds things together, the law, the norm, the rule of nature, action and life.

1. It is a mistake to interpret the Gita from the standpoint of the mentality of today and force it to teach us the disinterested performance of duty as the highest and all-sufficient law. For the whole point of the teaching, that from which it arises, that which compels the disciple to seek the Teacher, is an inextricable clash of the various related conceptions of duty ending in the collapse of the whole useful intellectual and moral edifice erected by the human mind. The Gita does not teach the disinterested performance of duties but the following of the divine life, the abandonment of all dharmas, sarvadharman, to take refuge in the Supreme alone,
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श्रीभगवानुवाच ।
अशोच्यान्वतोपर्याचं प्रज्ञावादांश्च भाषसे ।
गतासूनगतासूंश नानुशोचलित्वा पणिदता: ॥ २-११ ॥

11. The Blessed Lord said: Thou grieved for those that should not be grieved for, yet speakest words of wisdom. The enlightened man does not mourn either for the living or for the dead.

(The answer of the Teacher proceeds upon two different lines, first, a brief reply founded upon the highest ideas of the general Aryan culture in which Arjuna has been educated, secondly another and larger found on a more intimate knowledge, opening into deeper truths of our being, which is the real starting-point of the teaching of the Gita. This first answer relies on the philosophic and moral conceptions of the Vedantic philosophy and the social idea of duty and honour which formed the ethical basis of Aryan Society.)

न बेवांह जातो नानं न बें नेमे जनाधिपाः ॥
न चैव न भविष्याम: सर्वं वयमत्त: परम् ॥ २-१२ ॥

12. It is not true that at any time I was not, nor thou, nor these kings of men; nor it is true that any of us shall ever cease to be hereafter.
13. As the soul passes physically through childhood and youth and age, so it passes on to the changing of the body. The self-composed\(^1\) man does not allow himself to be disturbed and blinded by this.

14. The material touches, O son of Kunti, giving cold and heat, pleasure and pain, things transient which come and go, these learn to endure, O Bharata.

15. The man whom these do not trouble nor pain O lion-hearted among men, the firm and wise who is equal in pleasure and suffering, makes himself apt for immortality\(^2\).

1 The calm and wise mind, the *dhira*, the thinker looks beyond the apparent facts of the life of the body and senses to the real fact of his being and rises beyond the emotional and physical desires of the ignorant nature to the true and only aim of the human existence. What is that real fact? That highest aim? This, that human life and death repeated through the aeons in the great cycles of the world are only a long progress by which the human being prepares and makes himself fit for immortality.

2 By immortality is meant not the survival of death,—that is already given to every creature born with a mind,—but the transcendence of life and death. It means that ascension by
which man ceases to live as a mind-informed body and lives at last as a spirit and in the Spirit. Whoever is subject to grief and sorrow, a slave to the sensations and emotions, occupied by the touches of things transient cannot become fit for immortality. These things must be borne until they are conquered, till they can give no pain to the liberated man, till he is able to receive all the material happenings of the world whether joyful or sorrowful with a wise and calm equality, even a? the tranquil eternal Spirit secret within us receives them,
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16. That¹ which really is, cannot go out of existence, just as that which is non-existent cannot come into being. The end of this opposition of 'is' and 'is not' has been perceived by the seers of essential truths.

अविनाशितु तद्विद्येष्व सर्वमिद्व तत्तमि ।
विनाशयम्यत्सायाय न कुश्यत्तर्महादि ॥ २-१७ ॥

17. Know that to be imperishable by which all this is extended. Who can slay the immortal spirit?

अत्तबन्त्तं इमेदं देहं नित्यस्तोत्रः: शरीरिणः ।
अनाशिनो ५प्रमेयस्य तस्मायुच्यस्य भारत ॥ २-१८ ॥

18. Finite bodies have an end, but that which possesses and uses the body, is infinite, illimitable, eternal, indestructible. Therefore fight, O Bharata.

य एवं वेत्ति हन्तारं यथैर्मं मन्यते हतम् ।
उभोऽ तौ न विज्ञानीतो नायं हन्ति न हन्यते ॥ २-१९ ॥

19. He who regards this (the soul) as a slayer, and he who thinks it is slain, both of them fail to perceive the truth. It does not slay, nor is it slain.
20. This is not born, nor does it die, nor is it a thing that comes into being once and passing away will never come into being again. It is unborn, ancient, sempiternal; it is not slain with the slaying of the body.

1. The soul is and cannot cease to be, though it may change the forms through which it appears. This opposition of 'is' and 'is not', this balance of being and becoming which is the mind's view of existence, finds its end in the realisation of the soul as the one imperishable self by whom all this universe has been extended.

21. Who knows it as immortal eternal imperishable spiritual existence, how can that man slay, O Partha, or cause to be slain?

22. The embodied soul casts away old and takes up new bodies as a man changes worn-out raiment for new.
23. Weapons cannot cleave it, nor the fire burn, nor do the waters drench it, nor the wind dry.

अच्छेऽयमदाह्यो यमक्षेऽयं श्वोष्य एव च ||
नित्वं: सर्वंगतं: स्थाणुरचलो यं सनातनं: || २-२४ ||

24. It is uncleavable, it is incombustible, it can neither be drenched nor dried. Eternally stable, immobile, all-pervading, it is for ever and for ever.

अव्यक्तो यमचिन्त्यो यमविकारः यमचुच्यते ||
तत्साद्विगतं विद्यते नानुशोचितमहसि || २-२५ ||

25. It is unmanifest, it is unthinkable, it is immutable, so it is described (by the Srutis); therefore knowing it as such, thou shouldst not grieve.

अथ चैन नित्यजातं नित्यं वा मन्यसे मृतम् ||
तथापि बृ महावाहो नैनं शोचितमहसि || २-२६ ||

1 Not manifested like the body, but greater than all manifestation, not to be analysed by the thought, but greater than all mind, not capable of change and modification like the life and its organs and their objects, but beyond the changes of mind and life and body, it is yet the Reality which all these strive to figure.
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26. Even if thou thinkest of it (the self) as being constantly subject to birth and death, still, O mighty-armed, thou shouldst not grieve.

जातस्य हि ध्रुवो मृत्युश्रुवं जन्म मृत्यु च ||
तत्सादपिरहारः यं न बृ शोचितमहसि || २-२७ ||
27. For certain is death for the born, and certain is birth for the dead; therefore what is inevitablenought not to be a cause of thy sorrow.

अव्यक्तादीनि भूतानि व्यक्तमयानि भारत ।
अव्यक्तनिधनान्येव तत्र का परिदेवना॥ २-२८॥

28. Beings are unmanifest in the beginning, manifest in the middle, O Bharata, unmanifest likewise are they in disintegration. What is there to be grieved at?

आश्चर्यवत्त्वपति कथिदेवनम्
आश्चर्यवद्वद्वति तथेव चान्यः ।
आश्चर्यवचेनमन्यं श्रुणोति
श्रुवाप्येन चेद न चैव कथितम्॥ २-२९॥

29. One sees it as a mystery or one speaks of it or hears of it as a mystery, but none knows it. That (the Self, the One, the Divine) we look on and speak and hear of as the wonderful beyond our comprehension, for after all our learning from those who have knowledge, no human mind has ever known this Absolute.¹

¹ Constant subjection to birth and death is an inevitable circumstance of the soul's self-manifestation. Its birth is an appearing out of some state in which it is not non-existent but unmanifest to our mortal senses, its death is a return to that unmanifest world or condition and out of it it will again appear in the physical manifestation. The to-do made by the physical mind and senses about death and the horror of death whether on the sick-bed or the battlefield, is the most ignorant of nervous clamours. Our sorrow for the death of men is an ignorant grieving for those for whom there is no cause to grieve, since they have neither gone out of existence nor suffered any painful or terrible change of condition, but are beyond death no less in being and no more unhappy in circumstance than in life.
30. This dweller in the body of everyone is eternal and indestructible, O Bharata; therefore thou shouldst not grieve for any creature.

स्वर्धमापि चावेक्ष्य न विकम्पितमहत्।
धर्माद्यै युद्धाच्छेदो अन्यत्क्षत्रियस्य न विचिते॥ २३१॥

31. Further, looking to thine own law of action thou shouldst not tremble; there is no greater good for the Kshatriya than righteous battle.

1 It is this which is here veiled by the world, the master of the body; all life is only its shadow; the coming of the soul into physical manifestation and our passing out of it by death is only one of its minor movements. When we have known ourselves as this, then to speak of ourselves as slayer or slain is an absurdity. One thing only is the truth in which we have to live, the Eternal manifesting itself as the soul of man in the great cycle of its pilgrimage with birth and death for milestones, with worlds beyond as resting-places, with all the circumstances of life happy or unhappy as the means of our progress and battle and victory and with immortality as the home to which the soul travels.

2 But how does this self-knowledge justify the action demanded of Arjuna and the slaughter of Kurukshetra? The answer is that this is the action required of Arjuna in the path he has to travel; it has come inevitably in the performance of the function demanded of him by his swadharma* his social duty, the law of his life and the law of his being. This world, this manifestation of the Self in the material universe is not only a cycle of inner development, but a field in which the external circumstances of life have to be accepted as an environment and an occasion for that development. It is a world of mutual help and struggle; not a serene and peaceful gliding through easy joys is the progress it allows us, but every step has to be gained by heroic effort and through a clash of opposing forces. Those who take up the inner and the outer struggle even to the most physical clash of all, that of war, are the Kshatriyas, the mighty men; war, force, nobility, courage are their nature; protection of the right and an unflinching acceptance of the gage of battle is their virtue and their duty.

*The Kshatriya ideal, the ideal of the four orders is here placed in its social aspect, not as afterwards in its spiritual meaning
32. When such a battle comes to them of itself like the open gate of heaven, happy are the Kshatriyas then.

33. But if thou does not this battle for the right, then hast thou abandoned thy duty and virtue and thy glory, and sin shall be thy portion.

34. Besides, men will recount thy perpetual disgrace, and to one in noble station, dishonour is whose than death.

35. The mighty men will think thee fled from the battle through fear, and thou, that wast highly

---

1 The Teacher turns aside for a moment to give another answer to the cry of Arjuna over the sorrow of the death of kindred which will empty his life of the causes and objects of living. What is the true object of the Kshatriya's life and his true happiness? Not self-pleasing and domestic happiness and a life of comfort and peaceful joy with friends and relatives, but to battle for the right is his true object of life and to find a cause for which he can lay down his life or by victory win the crown and glory of the hero's existence is his greatest happiness.

2 There is continually a struggle between right and wrong, justice and injustice, the force that protects and the force that violates and oppresses, and when this has once been brought to
the issue of physical strife, the champion and standard-bearer of the Right must not shake and
tremble at the violent and terrible nature of the work he has to do. His virtue and his duty lie in
battle and not in abstention from battle; it is not slaughter, but non-slaying which would here be
the sin.

3 To give the example of a hero among heroes whose action lays itself open to the reproach
of cowardice and weakness and thus to lower the moral standard of mankind, is to be false to
himself and to the demand of the world on its leaders and kings.
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esteemed by them, wilt allow a smirch to fall on thy honour.

अवाच्यवादांश्च बहुन्निष्ययन्ति तत्वाहिताः ।
निन्दङ्गतस्तति सामध्ये ततो दुःखतरं नु व किम् ॥ २-३६॥

36. Many unseemly words will be spoken by thy enemies, slandering thy strength;
what is worse grief than that?

हतो वा प्राप्त्यसि स्वर्गं जीवं वा भोक्ष्यसे महीम् ।
तस्मादुत्तिष्ठ कौन्तेय युद्धाय कृतनिश्चयः ॥ २-३७॥

37. Slain thou shalt win Heaven, victorious thou shalt enjoy the earth;
therefore¹ arise, O son of Kunti, resolved upon battle.

सुखेति खे समेकृतं लमालाभस्यै जयायण ।
ततो युद्धाय युत्यैव नैव पापमवाप्स्यसि ॥ २-३८॥

38. Make grief and happiness, loss and gain, victory and defeat equal to thy
soul and then turn to battle; so thou shalt not incur sin.²

¹ Indian ethics has always seen the practical necessity of graded ideals for the developing
moral and spiritual life of man. This, says Krishna In effect, is my answer to you if you insist on
joy and sorrow and the result of your actions as your motive of action. I have shown you in what
direction the higher knowledge of self and the world points you; I have now shown you in what
direction your social duty and the ethical standard of your order point you, sviadharmam api chavekshya. Whichever you consider, the result is the same. But if you are not satisfied with your social duty and the virtue of your order, if you think that leads you to sorrow and sin, then I bid you rise to a higher and not sink to a lower ideal. Hence the next verse.

2 Put away all egoism from you, disregard joy and sorrow, disregard gain and loss and all worldly results; look only at the cause you must serve and the work that you must achieve by divine command; "so thou shalt not incur sin." Thus Arjuna's plea of sorrow, his plea of the recoil from slaughter, his plea of the sense of sin, his plea of the unhappy results of his action, are answered according to the highest knowledge and ethical ideals to which his race and age had attained,
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SECOND CHAPTER

II. THE YOGA OF THE INTELLIGENT WILL

In the moment of his turning from this first and summary answer to Arjuna's difficulties and in the very first words which strike the keynote of a spiritual solution, the Teacher makes at once a distinction which is of the utmost importance for the understanding of the Gita,—the distinction of Sankhya and Yoga. The Gita is in its foundation a Vedantic work; it is one of the three recognised authorities for the Vedantic teaching. But still its Vedantic ideas are throughout and thoroughly coloured by the ideas of the Sankhya and the Yoga way of thinking and it derives from this colouring the peculiar synthetic character of its philosophy. It is in fact primarily a practical system of Yoga that it teaches and it brings in metaphysical ideas only as explanatory of its practical system.

What, then, are the Sankhya and Yoga of which the Gita speaks? They are certainly not the systems which have come down to us under these names as enunciated respectively in the Sankhya Karika of Ishwara Krishna and the Yoga aphorisms of Patanjali. Still, all that is essential in the Sankhya and Yoga systems, all in them that is large, catholic and universally true, is admitted by the Gita, even though it does not limit itself by them like the opposing schools. Its Sankhya is the catholic and Vedantic Sankhya such as we find it in its first principles and elements in the great Vedantic synthesis of the Upanishads and in the later developments of the Puranas. Its idea of Yoga is that large idea of a principally subjective practice and inner change, necessary for the finding of the Self or the union with God, of which the Raja-Yoga* is only one special application and not the most important and vital. The Gita insists- that Sankhya and Yoga are not two different, incompatible
The Yoga system of Patanjali is a purely subjective method of Raja-Yoga.

and discordant systems but one in their principle and aim; they differ only in their method and starting-point.

But what are the truths of Sankhya? The philosophy drew its name from its analytical process. Sankhya is the analysis, the enumeration, the separative and discriminative setting forth of the principles of our being of which the ordinary mind sees only the combinations and results of combination. It did not seek at all to synthetise. Its original standpoint is in fact dualistic, not with the very relative dualism of the Vedantic schools which call themselves by that name, Dwaita, but in a very absolute and trenchant fashion. For it explains existence not by one, but by two original principles whose inter-relation is the cause, of the universe,— Purusha, the inactive, Prakriti, the active. Purusha is the Soul, not in the ordinary or popular sense of the word, but of pure conscious Being immobile, ' immutable and self-luminous. Prakriti is Energy and its process. Purusha does nothing, but it reflects the action of Energy and its processes; Prakriti is mechanical, but by being reflected in Purusha it assumes the appearance of consciousness in its activities, and thus there are created those phenomena of creation, conservation, dissolution, birth and life and death, consciousness and unconsciousness, sense-knowledge and intellectual knowledge and ignorance, action and in action, happiness and suffering which the Purusha under the influence of Prakriti attributes to itself although they belong not at all to itself but to the action or movement of Prakriti alone.

For Prakriti is constituted of three gunas or essential modes of energy; sattwa, the seed of intelligence, conserves the workings of energy; rajas, the seed of force and action, creates the workings of energy; tamas, the seed of inertia and non-intelligence, the denial of sattwa and rajas, dissolves what they create and conserve. When these three powers of the energy of Prakriti are in a state of equilibrium, all is in rest, there is no movement, action or creation and there is therefore nothing to be reflected in the immutable luminous being of the conscious Soul. But when the equilibrium is disturbed, then the three gunas fall into a state of inequality in which they strive with and act upon each other and the whole inextricable business of ceaseless creation, conservation and dissolution begins, unrolling the phenomena of the cosmos. This continues so long as the Purusha consents to reflect the disturbance which obscures his eternal nature and attributes to it the nature of
Prakriti; but when he withdraws his consent, the gunas fall into equilibrium and the Soul returns to its eternal, unchanging immobility; it is delivered from phenomena. So the Sankhya explains the existence of the cosmos.

But whence then come this conscious intelligence and conscious will which we perceive to be so large a part of our being and which we commonly and instinctively refer not to the Prakriti, but to the Purusha? According to the Sankhya this intelligence and will are entirely a part of the mechanical energy of Nature and are not properties of the soul; they are the principle of Buddhi, one of the twenty-four Tattwas, the twenty-four cosmic principles. (See Chap. III, Sl. 42 and Chap. XIII, Sl. 5.) If we find it difficult to realise how intelligence and will can be properties of the mechanical Inconscient and themselves mechanical \textit{jiada}, we have only to remember that modern Science itself has been driven to the same conclusion. But Sankhya explains what modern Science leaves in obscurity, the process by which the mechanical and inconscient takes on the appearance of consciousness. It is because of the reflection of Prakriti in Purusha; the light of consciousness of the Soul is attributed to the workings of the mechanical energy. To get rid of this delusion is the first step towards the liberation of the soul from Nature and her works.

What we do not seize at first is why Sankhya should bring in an element of pluralism into its dualism by affirming one Prakriti, but many Purushas. It would seem that the existence of one Purusha and one Prakriti should be sufficient to account for the creation and procession of the universe. But the Sankhya was bound to evolve pluralism by its rigidly analytical observation of the principles of things. First, actually, we find that there are many conscious beings in the world and each regards the same world in his own way and has his independent experience of its subjective and objective things, his separate, dealings with the same perceptive and reactive processes. If there were only one Purusha, there would not be this central independence and separativeness, but all would see the world in an identical fashion and with a common subjectivity and objectivity. There is another difficulty quite as formidable. Liberation is the object set before itself by this philosophy as by others. This liberation is effected, we have said, by the Purusha's withdrawal of his consent from the activities of Prakriti which she conducts only for his pleasure; but, in sum, this is only a way of speaking. The Purusha is passive and the act of giving or withdrawing consent cannot really belong to it, but must be a movement in Prakriti itself. If we consider, we shall see that it is, so far as it is an operation, a movement of reversal or recoil in the principle of Buddhi, the discriminative will. Buddhi arrives by the process of discriminating things at the acid and dissolvent realisation that the identity of the Purusha' and the Prakriti is a delusion. Buddhi, at once intelligence and will, recoils from the
falsehood which it has been supporting and the Purusha, ceasing to be bound, no longer associates himself with the interest of the mind in the cosmic play. But if there were only the one Purusha and this recoil of the discriminating principle from its delusions took place, all cosmos would cease. As it is, we see that nothing of the kind happens. A few beings among innumerable millions attain to liberation, the rest are in no way affected, nor is cosmic Nature in her play with them one whit inconvenienced by this summary rejection which should be the end of all her processes. Only by the theory of many independent Purushas can this fact be explained.

The Gita starts from this analysis and seems at first, even in its setting forth of Yoga, to accept it almost wholly. It accepts Prakriti and her three gunas and twenty-four principles; accepts the attribution of all action to the Prakriti and the passivity of the Purusha; accepts the multiplicity of conscious beings in the cosmos; accepts the dissolution of the identifying ego-sense,* the discriminating action of the intelligent will and the transcendence of the action of the three modes of energy as the means of liberation. The Yoga which Arjuna is asked to practise from the outset is Yoga by the Buddhi, the intelligent will. But there is one deviation of capital importance,—the Purusha is regarded as one, not many; for the free, immaterial, immobile, eternal, immutable Self of the Gita, but for one detail, is a Vedantic description of the eternal, passive, immobile, immutable Purusha of the Sankhyas. But the capital difference is that there is One and not many. This brings in the whole difficulty which the Sankhya multiplicity avoids and necessitates a quite different solution. This the Gita provides by bringing into its Vedantic Sankhya the ideas and principles of Vedantic Yoga.

The first important new element we find is in the conception of Purusha itself. Prakriti conducts her activities for the pleasure of Purusha; but how is that pleasure determined? In the strict Sankhya analysis it can only be by a passive consent of the silent Witness. Passively the Witness consents to the action of the intelligent will and the ego-sense, passively he consents to the recoil of that will from the ego-sense. He is Witness, source of the consent, by reflection Upholder of the work of Nature, sakshi anumanta bharta, but nothing more. But the Purusha of the Gita is also the lord of Nature; he is Ishwara (see Chap. XIII, Sl. 22). If the operation of the intelligent will belongs to Nature, the origination and power of the will proceed from 'the

* The ego-sense (Ahankar), is a principle of Nature which induces the Purusha to identify himself with Prakriti.
conscious Soul; he is the Lord of Nature. If the act of intelligence of the Will is the act of Prakriti, the source and light of the intelligence are actively contributed by the Purusha; he is not only the Witness, but the Lord and Knower, master of knowledge and will, *jñata ishwarah*. He is the supreme cause of the action of Prakriti, the supreme cause of its withdrawal from action. In the Sankhya analysis, Purusha and Prakriti in their dualism are the cause of the cosmos; in this synthetic Sankhya, Purusha by *his* Prakriti is the cause of the cosmos. We see at once how far we have travelled from the rigid purism of the traditional analysis.

But what of the one self immutable, immobile, eternally free, with which the Gita began? That is free from all change or involution in change, *avikārya*, unborn; unmanifested, the Brahman, yet it is that "by which all this is extended." Therefore it would seem that the principle of the Ishwara is in its being; it is immobile, it is yet the cause and lord of all action and mobility. But how?

And what of the multiplicity of conscious beings in the cosmos? They do not seem to be the Lord, but rather very much not the Lord *anish*, for they are subject to the action of the three gunas and the dualism of the ego-sense, and if, as the Gita seems to say, they are all the one self, how did this involution, subjection and delusion come about or how is it explicable except by the pure passivity of the Purusha? And whence the multiplicity? or how is it that the one self in one body and mind attains to liberation while in others it remains under the delusion of bondage? These are difficulties which cannot be passed by without a solution.

The Gita answers them in its later chapters by an analysis of Purusha and Prakriti which brings in new elements very proper to a Vedantic Yoga, but alien to the traditional Sankhya. It speaks of three Purushas or rather a triple status of the Purusha. The Upanishads in dealing with the truths of Sankhya seem sometimes to speak only of two Purushas. There is one unborn of three colours, says a text, the eternal feminine principle of Prakriti with its three gunas, ever creating; there are two unborn, two Purushas, of whom one cleaves to and enjoys her, the other abandons her because he has enjoyed all her enjoyments. In another verse they are described as two birds on one tree, eternally yoked companions, one of whom eats the fruits of the tree,—the Purusha in Nature enjoying her cosmos,—the other eats not, but watches his fellow,—the silent Witness, withdrawn from the enjoyment; when the first sees the second and knows that all is his greatness, then he is delivered from sorrow. The point of view in the two verses is different, but they have a common implication. One of the birds is the eternally silent, unbound Self or Purusha by whom all this is extended and he regards the cosmos he has extended, but is aloof.
from it; the other is the Purusha involved in Prakriti. The first verse indicates that the two are the same, represent

different states, bound and liberated, of the same conscious being,—for the second Unborn has
descended into the enjoyment of Nature and withdrawn from her; the other verse brings out what
we would not gather from the former, that in its higher status of unity the self is for ever free,
inactive, unattached, though it descends in its lower being into the multiplicity of the creatures of
Prakriti and withdraws from it by reversion in any individual creature to the higher status. This
theory of the double status of the one conscious soul opens a door; but the process of the
multiplicity of the One is still obscure.

To these two the Gita, developing the thought of of other passages in the Upanishads, adds
yet another, the supreme, the Purushottama, the highest Purusha, whose greatness all this
creation is. Thus there are three, the Kshara, the Akshara, the Uttama. Kshara, the mobile, the
mutable is Nature, Swabhava, it is the various becoming of the soul; the Purusha here is the
multiplicity of the divine Being; it is the Purusha multiple not apart from, but in Prakriti.
Akshara the immobile, the immutable, is the silent and inactive self, it is the unity of the divine
Being witness of Nature, but not involved in its movement; it is the inactive Purusha free from
Prakriti and her works. The Uttama is the Lord, the supreme Brahman, the supreme Self, who
possesses both the immutable unity and the mobile multiplicity. It is by a large mobility and
action of His nature, His energy, His will and power that He mani- fests himself in the world and
by a greater stillness and immobility of His being that He* is aloof from it; yet is He as
Purushottama above both the aloofness from Nature and the attachment to Nature. This idea of
the Purushottama, though continually implied in the Upanishads, is disengaged and definitely
brought out by the Gita and has exercised a powerful influence on the later developments of the
Indian religious conscious- ness. It is the foundation of the highest Bhakti-Yoga which claims to
exceed the rigid definitions of monistic

* Purusha..... Aksharat..... Paratah Parah,—although the Aksharah is supreme, there is a
supreme Purusha higher than it, says the Upanishad.

philosophy; it is at the back of the philosophy of the devotional Puranas.
The Gita is not content, either, to abide within the Sankhya analysis of Prakriti; for that makes room only for the ego-sense and not for the multiple Purusha, which is there not a part of Prakriti, but separate from her. The Gita affirms on the contrary that the Lord by His nature becomes the Jiva. How is that possible, since there are only the twenty-four principles of the cosmic Energy and no others? Yes, says the divine Teacher in effect, that is a perfectly valid account for the apparent operations of the cosmic Prakriti with its three gunas, and the relation attributed to Purusha and Prakriti there is also quite valid and of great use for the practical purposes of the involution and the withdrawal. But this is only the lower Prakriti of the three modes, the inconscient, the apparent; there is a higher, a supreme, a conscient and divine Nature, and it is that which has become the individual soul, the Jiva. In the lower Nature each being appears as the ego, in the higher he is the individual Purusha. In other words, multiplicity is part of the spiritual nature of the One. This individual soul is myself, in the creation it is a partial manifestation of me, *mamaiva anshali*, and it possesses all my powers; it is witness, giver of the sanction, upholder, knower, lord. It descends into the lower nature and thinks itself bound by action, so to enjoy the lower being: it can draw back and know itself as the passive Purusha free from all action. It can rise above the three gunas and, liberated from the bondage of action, yet possess action, even as I do myself, and by adoration of the Purushottama and union with him it can enjoy wholly its divine nature.)

1. I have declared to you the poise of a self-liberating intelligence in Sankhya. I will now declare to you another poise in Yoga. You are shrinking from the results of your...
40. On this path no effort is lost, no obstacle prevails; even a little of this dharma delivers from the great fear.¹

41. The fixed and resolute intelligence² is one and homogeneous, O joy of the Kurus; many-branching and multifarious is the intelligence of the irresolute.

works, you desire other results and turn from your right path in life because it does not lead you to them. But this idea of works and their result, desire of result as the motive, the work as a means for the satisfaction of desire, is the bondage of the ignorant who know not what works are, nor their true source, nor their real operation, nor their high utility. My Yoga, says the divine Teacher to Arjuna, will free you from all bondage of the soul to its works.

1. Arjuna is seized with the great fear which besieges humanity, its fear of sin and suffering now and hereafter, its fear in a world of whose true nature it is ignorant, of a God whose true being also it has not seen and whose cosmic purpose it does not understand. My Yoga, says the divine Teacher to him, will deliver you from the great fear and even a little of it will bring deliverance. When you have once set out on this path, you will find that no step is lost; every least movement will be a gain; you will find there no obstacle that can baulk you of your advance. A bold and absolute promise and one to which the fearful and hesitating mind beset and stumbling in all its paths cannot easily lend an assured trust.

2. Buddhi, the word used, means, properly speaking, the mental power of understanding, but it is evidently used by the Gita in a large philosophic sense for the whole action of the discriminating and deciding mind which determines both the direction and use of our thoughts and the direction and use of our acts; thought, intelligence, judgment, perceptive choice.
42-43. This flowery word which they declare who have not clear discernment, devoted to the creed of the Veda, whose creed is that there is nothing else, else, souls of desire, seekers of Paradise, it gives the fruits of the works of birth, it is multifarious with specialities of rites, it is directed to enjoyment and lordship as its goal.

and aim are all included in its functioning: for the characteristic of the unified intelligence is not only concentration of the mind that knows, but especially concentration of the mind that decides and persists in the decision, vyavasaya, while the sign of the dissipated intelligence is not so much even discursiveness of the ideas and perceptions as discursiveness of the aims and desires, therefore of the will. Will, then, and knowledge are the two functions of the Buddhi. The unified intelligent will is fixed in the enlightened soul, it is concentrated in inner self-knowledge; the many-branching and multifarious, busied with many things, careless of the one thing needful is, on the contrary, subject to the restless and discursive action of the mind, dispersed in outward life and works and their fruits.

In the first six chapters the Gita lays a large foundation for its synthesis of works and knowledge, its synthesis of Sankhya, Yoga and Vedanta. But first it finds that karma, works, has a particular sense in the language of the Vedantins; it means the Vedic sacrifices and ceremonies or at most that and the ordering of life according to the Grihyasutras in which these rites are the most important part, the religious kernel of the life. By works the Vedantins understood these religious works, the sacrificial system, the yajna, full of a careful order, vidhi, of exact and complicated rites, kriyavishesha. Bahulam. But in Yoga works had a much wider significance. The Gita insists on this wider significance; in our conception of spiritual activity all works have to be included, sarvakarmani- At the same time it does not, like Buddhism, reject the idea of the sacrifice, it prefers to uplift and enlarge it. Yes, it says in effect, not only is sacrifice, yajna, the most important part of life, but all life, all works should be regarded as sacrifice, are yajna, though by the ignorant they are performed without the higher knowledge and by the most ignorant not in the true

44. The intelligence of those who are misled by that (flowery word), and cling to enjoyment and lordship, is not established in the self with concentrated fixity.
45. The action of the three gunas is the subject-matter of the Veda; but do thou become free from the triple guna, O Arjuna; without the dualities, ever based in the true being, without getting or having possessed of the self.

order, avidhi-pvwakam. Sacrifice is the very condition of life; with sacrifice as their eternal companion the Father of creatures created the peoples. But the sacrifices of the Vedavadins are offerings of desire directed towards material rewards, desire eager for the result of works, desire looking to a larger enjoyment in Paradise as immortality and highest salvation. This the system of the Gita cannot admit; for that in its very inception starts with the renunciation of desire, with its rejection and destruction as the enemy of the soul. The Gita does not deny the validity even of the Vedic sacrificial works; it admits them, it admits that by these means one may get enjoyment here and Paradise beyond; it is I myself, says the divine Teacher (Ch. IX, Sl. 24), who accept these sacrifices and to whom they are offered, I who give these fruits in the form of the gods since so men choose to approach me. But this is not the true road, nor is the enjoyment of Paradise the liberation and fulfilment which man has to seek. It is the ignorant who worship the gods, not knowing whom they are worshipping ignorantly in these divine forms; for they are worshipping, though in ignorance, the One, the Lord, the only Deva, and it is He who accepts their offering. To that Lord must the sacrifice be offered, the true sacrifice of all the life's energies and activities, with devotion, without desire, for His sake and for the welfare of the peoples. It is because the Vedavada obscures this truth and with its tangle of ritual ties man down to the action of the three gunas that it has to be so severely censured and put roughly aside; but its central idea is not destroyed; transfigured and uplifted, it is turned into a most important part of the true spiritual experience and of the method of liberation.
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in the true being, without getting or having, possessed of the self
46. As much use as there is in a well with water in flood on every side, so much is there in all
the Vedas for the Brahmin who has the knowledge.

कर्मण्येवाधिकारस्ते मा फलेषु कदाचन ।
मा कर्मफलहेतुर्भूतः मे सत्र उस्बक्ष्मणि ॥ २-४७ ॥

47. Thou hast a right to action,² but only to action, never to its fruits; let not the fruits³ of thy
works be thy motive, neither let there be in thee any attachment to inactivity.

योगस्थः कुरु कर्माणि सञ्ज्ञ त्यज्ञा धनजय ।
सच्चासिद्धोऽस्मो भूला समवं योग उच्चते ॥ २-४८ ॥

---

1 What gettings and havings has the free soul? Once we are possessed of the Self, we are in
possession of all things. And yet he does not cease from work and action. There is the originality
and power of the Gita, that having affirmed this static condition, this superiority to Nature, this
emptiness even of all that constitutes ordinarily the action of Nature for the liberated soul, it is
still able to vindicate for it, to enjoin on it even the continuance of works and thus avoid the great
defect of the merely quietistic and ascetic philosophies,—the defect from which we find them
today attempting to escape.

2 The whole range of human action has been decreed by me with a view to the progress of
man from the lower to the higher nature, from the apparent undivine to the conscious Divine.
The whole range of human works must be that in which the God-knower shall move. Let no one
cut short the thread of action before it is spun out, let him not perplex and falsify the stages and
gradations of the ways I have hewn.

3 But "let not the fruits of thy works be thy motive." Therefore it is not the works practised
with desire by the Vedavadins, it is not the claim for the satisfaction of the restless and energetic
mind by a constant activity, the claim made by the practical or the kinetic man, which is here
enjoined.
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48. Fixed in Yoga¹ do thy actions, having abandoned attachment, having become equal in
failure and success, for it is equality that is meant by Yoga.
49. Works are far inferior to Yoga of the intelligence, O Dhananjaya; desire rather refuge in the intelligence; poor and wretched souls are they who make the fruit of their works the object of their thoughts and activities.

50. One whose intelligence has attained to unity, casts away from him even here in this world of dualitities both good doing and evil doing; therefore strive to be in Yoga; Yoga is skill in works.

1 It is because he acts ignorantly, with a wrong intelligence and therefore a wrong will in these matters, that man is or seems to be bound by his works; otherwise works are no bondage to the free soul. It is because of this wrong intelligence that he has hope and fear, wrath and grief and transient joy; otherwise works are possible with a perfect serenity and freedom. Therefore it is the Yoga of the Buddhi, the intelligence, that is first enjoined on Arjuna. To act with right intelligence and, therefore, a right will, fixed in the One, aware of the one self in all and acting out of its equal serenity, not running about in different directions under the thousand impulses of our superficial mental self, is the Yoga of the intelligent will.

Action is distressed by the choice between a relative good and evil, the fear of sin and the difficult endeavour towards virtue? But this is true only of the action of the ordinary man, not of a Yogin.

2 For he rises to a higher law beyond good and evil, found- ed in the liberty of self-knowledge. Such desireless action can have no decisiveness, no effectiveness, no efficient motive, no large or vigorous creative power? Not so; action done in Yoga is not only the highest but the wisest, the most potent and efficient even for the affairs of the world; for it is informed by the knowledge and will of the Master of works: "Yoga is the true skill in works."
51. The sages who have united their reason and will with the Divine renounce the fruit which action yields and, liberated from the bondage of birth, they reach the status beyond misery.

52. When thy intelligence shall cross beyond the whirl of delusion, then shalt thou become indifferent to Scripture heard or that which thou hast yet to hear.

53. When thy intelligence which is bewildered by the Sruti, shall stand unmoving and stable in Samadhi, then shalt thou attain to Yoga.

1 But all action directed towards life leads away from the universal aim of the Yogi which is by common consent to escape from bondage to this distressed and sorrowful human birth? Not so, either; the sages who do works without desire for fruits and in Yoga with the Divine are liberated from the bondage of birth and reach that other perfect status [bramhi sthiti] in which there are none of the maladies which afflict the mind and life of a suffering humanity.'

2. The Vedas and the Upanishads are declared to be unnecessary for the man who knows (Sl. 46). Nay, they are even a stumbling-block; for the letter of the Word—perhaps because of its conflict of texts and its various and mutually dissentient interpretations—bewilders the understanding, which can only find certainty and concentration by the light within.

3 Sruti is a general term for the Vedas and the Upanishads. This criticism of the Sruti is so offensive to conventional religious sentiment that attempts are naturally made by the convenient and indispensable human faculty of text-twisting to put a different sense on some of these verses, but the meaning is plain and hangs together from beginning to end. It is confirmed and emphasised by a subsequent passage in which the knowledge of the knower is described as passing beyond the range of Veda and Upanishad, _shabdabrahmathivartate_ (Ch VI. Sl. 44). At the
54. Arjuna said: What is the sign of the man in Samadhi whose intelligence is firmly fixed in wisdom? How does the sage of settled understanding speak, how sit, how walk?

(Arjuna, voicing the average human mind, asks for some outward, physical, practically discernible sign of Samadhi. No such signs* can be given, nor does the Teacher attempt to supply them; for the only possible test of its possession is inward and that there are plenty of hostile psychological forces to apply. Equality is the great stamp of the liberated soul and of that equality even the most discernible signs are still subjective).

55. The Blessed Lord said: When a man expels,\(^1\) O Partha, all desires from the mind, and is satisfied in the self by the self, then is he called stable in intelligence.

same time, as we have already seen, the Gita does not treat such important parts of the Aryan Culture in a spirit of mere negation and repudiation.

*The sign of the man in Samadhi is not that he loses consciousness of object? and surroundings and of his mental and physical self and cannot be recalled to it even by burning or torture of the body,—the ordinary idea of the matter; trance is a particular intensity, not the essential sign.

\(^1\) The test of Samadhi is the expulsion of all desires, their inability to get at the mind, and it is the inner state from which this freedom arises, the delight of the soul gathered within itself with the mind equal and still and high-poised above the attractions and repulsions, the alternations of sunshine and storm and stress of the external life. It is drawn inward even when acting outwardly; it is concentrated in self even when gazing out upon things; it is directed wholly to the Divine even when to the outward vision of others busy and preoccupied with the affairs of the world.
56. He whose mind is undisturbed\(^1\) in the midst of sorrows and amid pleasures is free from desire, from whom liking and fear and wrath have passed away, is the sage of settled understanding.

57. Who in all things is without affection though visited by this good or evil and neither hates nor rejoices, his intelligence sits firmly founded in wisdom.

58. Who draws\(^2\) away the senses from the objects of sense, as the tortoise draws in his limbs into the shell, his intelligence sits firmly founded in wisdom.

---

1. The Stoic self-discipline calls desire and passion into its embrace of the wrestler and crushes them between its arms, as did old Dhritarashtra in the epic the iron image of Bhima. The Gita, making its call on the warrior nature of Arjuna, starts with this heroic movement. It calls on him to turn on the great enemy desire and slay it. Its first description of equality is that of the Stoic philosopher. But the Gita accepts this Stoic discipline, this heroic philosophy, on the same condition that it accepts the tamasic recoil,—it must have above it the sattvic vision of knowledge, at its root the aim at self-realisation and in its steps the ascent to the divine nature. A Stoic discipline which merely crushed down the common affections of our human nature,—although less dangerous than a tamasic weariness of life, unfruitful pessimism and sterile inertia, because it would at least increase the power and self-mastery of the soul,—would still be no unmixed good, since it might lead to insensibility and an inhuman isolation without giving the true spiritual release. The Stoic equality is justified as an element in the discipline of the Gita because it can be associated with and can help to the realisation of the free immutable self in the mobile human being, \textit{param drishtwa}, and to status in that new self-consciousness, \textit{esha brahmi sthitih}. 

\(\text{एें \ नूवाएहि दिनममनाः सुस्वेषु विगतस्मृहः।}
\text{वितरागभयकोधः स्थिताधीमूलनिरूच्यते॥ २-५६॥}

56. He whose mind is undisturbed\(^1\) in the midst of sorrows and amid pleasures is free from desire, from whom liking and fear and wrath have passed away, is the sage of settled understanding.

\(\text{एें \ नूवाएहि दिनममनाः सुस्वेषु विगतस्मृहः।}
\text{वितरागभयकोधः स्थिताधीमूलनिरूच्यते॥ २-५६॥}

57. Who in all things is without affection though visited by this good or evil and neither hates nor rejoices, his intelligence sits firmly founded in wisdom.

\(\text{यदा संहते चाचं कृमो द्वानीव सर्वं।}
\text{इन्द्र्याणीन्द्रियार्थभेदस्य प्रज्ञा प्रतिष्ठिता॥ २-५८॥}

58. Who draws\(^2\) away the senses from the objects of sense, as the tortoise draws in his limbs into the shell, his intelligence sits firmly founded in wisdom.
2 The first movement must be obviously to get rid of desire which is  the whole root of the evil and suffering; and in order to get rid of desire, we must put an end to the cause of desire.

59. If one abstains from food, the objects of sense cease to affect, but the affection itself of the sense, the rasa, remains; the rasa also ceases when the Supreme is seen.

60. Even the mind of the wise man who labours for perfection is carried away by the vehement insistence of the senses, O son of Kunti.

The embodied soul, having a body, has to support it normally by food for its normal physical action; by abstention from food it simply removes from itself the physical contact with the objects of sense, but does not get rid of the inner relation which makes that contact hurtful. It retains the pleasure of the sense in the object, the rasa, the liking and disliking,— for rasa has two sides; the soul must, on the contrary, be capable of enduring the physical contact without suffering inwardly this sensuous reaction (see Sl. 64).

2 Certainly self-discipline, self-control is never easy. All intelligent human beings know that they must exercise some control over themselves and nothing is more common than this advice to control the senses; but ordinarily it is only advised imperfectly and practised imperfectly in the most limited and insufficient fashion. Even, however, the sage, the man of
clear, wise and discerning soul who really labours to acquire complete self-mastery finds himself hurried and carried away by the senses.
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61. Having brought all the senses under control, he must sit firm in Yoga, wholly given up to Me; for whose senses are mastered, of him the intelligence is firmly established (in its proper seat).

62. n him whose mind dwells on the objects of sense with absorbing interest, attachment to them is formed; from attachment arises desire; from desire anger comes forth.

63. Anger leads to bewilderment, from bewilderment comes loss of memory; and by that the intelligence is destroyed; from destruction of intelligence he perishes.

. This cannot be done perfectly by the act of the intelligence itself, by a merely mental self-discipline; it can only be done by Yoga with something which is higher than itself and in which calm and self-mastery are inherent. And this Yoga can only arrive at its success by devoting, by consecrating, by giving up the whole self to the Divine, "to Me", says Krishna; for the Liberator is within us, but it is not our mind, nor our intelligence, nor our personal will,—they are only instruments. It is the Lord in whom, as we are told in the end, we have utterly to take refuge. And for that we must at first make him the object of our whole being and keep in soul-contact with him. This is the sense of the phrase "he must sit firm in Yoga, wholly given up to Me"; but as yet it is the merest passing hint after the manner of the Gita, three words only which contain in seed the whole gist of the highest secret yet to be developed. Yukta asita matparah,
2 By passion the soul is obscured, the intelligence and will forget to see and be seated in the calm observing soul, there is a fall from the memory of one's true self, and by that lapse the intelligent will is also obscured, destroyed even. For, for the time being, it no longer exists to our memory of ourselves, it disappears in a cloud of passion; we become passion, wrath, grief and cease to be self and intelligence and will,

64-65. It is by ranging\(^1\) over the objects with the senses, but with senses subject to the self, freed from liking and disliking, that one gets into a large and sweet clearness of soul and temperament in which passion and grief find no place; the intelligence of such a man is rapidly established (in its proper seat).

66. For one who is not in Yoga, there is no intelligence, no concentration of thought; for him without concentration there is no peace, and for the unpeaceful how can there be happiness?

1. But how is this desireless contact with objects, this unsensuous use of the senses possible? It is possible, \textit{param drishtwa}, by the vision of the Supreme,——\textit{param}, the Soul, the Purusha,— and by living in the Yoga, in union or oneness of the whole subjective being with that, through the Yoga of the intelligence. Then, free from reactions, the senses will be delivered from the
affections of liking and disliking, escape the duality of positive and negative desire, and calm, peace, clearness, happy tranquillity, \textit{atmaprasada}, will settle upon the man. That clear tranquillity is the source of the soul's felicity all grief begins to lose its power of touching the tranquil soul the intelligence is rapidly established in the peace of the self suffering is destroyed. It is this calm, desireless, grie Hess fixity of the buddhi in self-poise and self-knowledge to which the Gita gives the name of Samadhi.

The culmination of the Yoga of the intelligent will is in the Brahroic status, \textit{brahmi sthiti}. It is a reversal of the whole view, experience, knowledge, values, seeings of earth-bound creatures.

---

67. Such of the roving senses as the mind follows, that carries away the understanding, just as the winds carry away a ship on the sea.

68. Therefore, O mighty-armed, one who has utterly restrained the excitement of the senses by their objects, his intelligence sits firmly founded in calm self-knowledge.

69. That (higher being) which is to all creatures a night, is to the self-mastering sage his walking (his luminous day of true being, knowledge and power); the life of the dualities which is to them their waking (their day, their consciousness, their bright condition of activity) is a night (a troubled sleep and darkness of the soul) to the sage who sees.

70. He attains peace, into whom all desires enter as waters into the sea (an ocean of wide being and consciousness) which is ever being filled, yet ever motionless _ not he who (like troubled and muddy waters) is disturbed by every little inrush of desire.
71. Who abandons all desires and lives and acts free from longing, who has no “I” or “mine” (who has extinguished his individual ego in the One and lives in that Unity), he attains to the great peace.

72. This is brahmi sthiti (firm standing in the Brahman), O son of Pritha. Having attained thereto one is not bewildered; fixed in that status at his end, one can attain to extinction in the Brahman.¹

Thus ends the second chapter entitled “Sankhya-yoga” (the Yoga of knowledge).

¹ Nirvana is not the negative self-annihilation of the Buddhists, but the great immersgence of the separate personal self into the vast reality of the one infinite impersonal Existence. Throughout the first six chapters the Gita quietly substitutes the still immutable Brahman of the Vedantins, the One without a second immanent in all cosmos, for the still immutable but multiple Purusha of the Sankhyas. It accepts throughout these chapters knowledge and realisation of the Brahman as the most important, the indispensable means of liberation, even while it insists on desireless works as an essential part of knowledge. It accepts equally Nirvana of the ego in the infinite equality of the immutable, impersonal Brahman as essential to liberation; it practically identifies this extinction with the Sankhya return of the inactive immutable Purusha upon itself when it emerges out of identification with the actions of Prakriti.

Such, subtly unifying Sankhya, Yoga and Vedanta, is the first foundation of the teaching of the Gita. It is far from being all, but it is the first indispensable practical unity of knowledge and works with a hint already of the third crowning intesnsest element in the soul's completeness, divine love and devotion.
1. Arjuna said: If thou holdest the intelligence to be greater than works, O Janardana, why then dost thou, O Keshava, appoint me to a terrible work?

2. Thou seemest to be bewilder my intelligence with a confused and mingled speech; tell me then decisively that one thing by which I may attain to my soul's weal.

1. The Yoga of the intelligent will and its culmination in the Brahmic status, which occupies all the close of the second chapter, contains the seed of much of the teaching of the Gita, —its doctrine of desireless works, of equality, of the rejection of outward renunciation, of devotion to the Divine; but as yet all this is slight and obscure. What is most strongly emphasised as yet is the withdrawal of the will from the ordinary motive of human activities, desire, from man's normal temperament of sense-seeking thought and will with its passions and ignorance, and from its customary habit of troubled many-branching ideas and wishes to the desireless calm unity and passionless serenity of the Brahmic poise. So much Arjuna has under-stood. He is not unfamiliar with all this; it is the substance of the current teaching which points man to the path of knowledge and to the renunciation of life and works as his way of perfection. Krishna seems quite to admit the orthodox philosophic doctrine (Vedantic Sankhya) when he "says that works are far inferior to the Yoga of the intelligence (Ch. II,
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3. The Blessed Lord said: In this world twofold is the self-application of the soul (by which it enters into the Brahmic condition), as I before said, O sinless one: that of Sankhyas by the Yoga of knowledge, that of the Yogins by the Yoga of works.
1. The whole object of the first six chapters of the Gita is to synthetise in a large frame of Vedantic truth the two methods, ordinarily supposed to be diverse and even opposite. Whatever the precise distinctions of their metaphysical ideas, the practical difference between Sankhya and Yoga as developed by the Gita is the same as that which now exists between the Vedantic Yogas of knowledge and of works, and the practical results of the difference are also the same. The Sankhya proceeded like, the Vedantic Yoga of knowledge by the Buddhi, by the* discriminating intelligence; it. arrived by reflective thought, vichara, at right discrimination, viveka, of the true nature of the soul and of the imposition on it of the works of Prakrit! through attachment and identification, just as the Vedantic method arrives by the, same means at the right discrimination of the true nature of the Self and of the imposition on it of cosmic appearances by mental illusion which leads to egoistic identification and attachment. In the Vedantic method Maya ceases for the soul by its return to its true and eternal status as the one Self, the Brahman, and the cosmic action disappears ; in the Sankhya method the working of the gunas falls to rest by the return of the soul to its true and eternal status as the inactive Purusha and the cosmic action ends. The Brahman of the Mayavadins is silent, immutable and inactive; so too is the Purusha of the Sankhya; therefore for both ascetic renunciation of life and works is a necessary means of liberation. But for the Yoga of the Gita, as for the Vedantic Yoga of works, action is not only a preparation but itself the. means of liberation; and it is the justice of this view which the Gita seeks to bring out with such an unceasing force and insistence,—an insistence, unfortunately, which could not .prevail in India against the tremendous tide of Buddhism, was lost afterwards in the intensity of ascetic illusionism (made popular by Shankara) and the fervour of world-shunning saints and devotees and is only now beginning to exercise its real and salutary influence on the Indian mind. Renunciation is indispensable, but the true renunciation is the inner rejection of desire and egoism; without that the outer physical abandoning

न कर्मणामनारम्भशैष्कम्यं पुरुषो दश्चुते ।
न च संन्यसनादेव सिद्धि समाधिगत्य ॥ ३-४ ॥
4. Not by abstention from works does a man enjoy actionlessness,\(^1\) nor by mere renunciation (of works) does he attain to his perfection (to siddhi, the accomplishment of the aims of his self-discipline by Yoga).

\(\text{न हि कृष्णक्षणमपि जातु तिष्ठत्यकर्मः कृतः} \quad 3-5\)

of works is a thing unreal and ineffective, with it it ceases even to be necessary, although it is not forbidden. Knowledge is essential, there is no higher force for liberation, but works with knowledge are also needed; by the union of knowledge and works the soul dwells entirely in the Brahmic status not only in repose and inactive calm, but in the very midst and stress and violence of action. Devotion is all-important, but works with devotion are also important; by the union of knowledge, devotion and works the soul is taken up into the highest status of the Ishwara to dwell there in the Purushottama who is master at once of the eternal spiritual calm and the eternal cosmic activity. This is the synthesis of the Gita.

\(1\) \text{Naishkarmya,} a calm voidness from works, is no doubt that to which the soul, the Purusha has to attain; for it is Prakriti which does the work and the soul has to rise above involution in the activities of the being and attain to a free serenity and poise watching over the operations of Prakriti, but not affected by them. That, and not cessation of the work of Prakriti, is what is really meant by the soul's \text{naishkarmya.}

But if the works of Prakriti continue, how can the soul help being involved in them? How can I fight and yet in my soul not think or feel that I the individual am fighting, not desire victory nor be inwardly touched by defeat? This is the teaching of the Sankhyas that the intelligence of the man who engages in the activities of Nature, is entangled in egoism, ignorance and desire and therefore drawn to action; on the contrary, if the intelligence draws back, then the action must cease with the cessation of the desire and the ignorance. Therefore the giving up of life and works is a necessary part, an inevitable circumstance and an indispensable last means of the movement to liberation. This objection of a current logic, the Teacher immediately anticipates. No, he says, such renunciation, far from being indispensable, is not even possible.

5. For none stands even for a moment not doing work, everyone is made to do action\(^1\) helplessly by the modes born of Prakriti.
6. Who controls the organs of action, but continues in his mind\(^2\) to remember and dwell upon the objects of sense, such a man has bewildered himself with false notions of self-discipline.

7. He who controlling the senses by the mind, O Arjuna, without attachment engages with the organs of action in Yoga of action, he excels.

---

1 The strong perception of the great cosmic action and the eternal activity and power of the cosmic energy which was so much emphasised afterwards by the teaching of the Tantric Shaktas who even made Prakriti or Shakti superior to Purusha, is a very remarkable feature of the Gita. Although here an undertone, it is still strong enough, coupled with what we might call the theistic and devotional elements of its thought, to bring in that activism which so strongly modifies in its scheme of Yoga the quietistic tendencies of the old metaphysical Vedanta. Man embodied in the natural world cannot cease from action, not for a moment, not for a second; his very existence here is an action; the whole universe is an act of God, mere living even is His movement.

2 It is not our physical movements and activities alone which are meant by works, by *karma*; our mental existence also is a great complex action, it is even the greater and more important part of the works of the unresting energy,—subjective cause and determinant of the physical. We have gained nothing if we repress the effect but retain the activity of the subjective cause.

Since the mind is the instrumental cause, since inaction is impossible, what is rational, necessary, the right way is a controlled action of the subjective and objective organism.
8. Do thou do controlled action, for action is greater than inaction; even the maintenance of thy physical life cannot be effected without action.

यज्ञार्थान्तकमन्यो न्यत्त स्वस्त लोको भवेन कर्मवन्धनः ।
तद्धर्म कर्म कौन्तेय मुक्तस्वः समाचार ॥ २-९ ॥

9. By doing works otherwise than for sacrifice, this world of men is in bondage to works; for sacrifice

1 Do action thus self-controlled, says Krishna: I have said that knowledge, the intelligence, is greater than works, jayasyi karmano buddhih, but I did not mean that inaction is greater than action; the contrary is the truth, karma jayayo akarmanah. For knowledge does not mean renunciation of works, it means equality and non-attachment to desire and the objects of sense; and it means the poise of the intelligent will in the Soul free and high-uplifted above the lower instrumentation of Prakriti and controlling the works of the mind and the senses and body in the power of self-knowledge and the pure objectless self-delight of spiritual realisation, niyatam karma. Buddhiiyoga is fulfilled by Karmayoga; the Yoga of the self-liberating intelligent will finds its full meaning by the Yoga of desireless works. Thus the Gita founds its teaching of the necessity of desireless works, nishkama karma, and unites the subjective practice of the Sankhyas—rejecting their merely physical rule—with the practice of Yoga.

But still there is an essential difficulty unsolved. How, our nature being what it is and desire the common principle of its action, is it possible to institute a really desireless action? For what we call ordinarily disinterested action is not really desireless; it is simply replacement of certain smaller personal interests by other large desires which have only the appearance of being impersonal, virtue, country, mankind. How is true desirelessness to be brought about? By doing all works with sacrifice as the only object, is the reply of the divine Teacher.

2 We cannot accept the current interpretation of niyatam karma as if it meant fixed and formal works and were equivalent to the Vedic nityakarma, the regular works of sacrifice, ceremonial and the daily rule of Vedic living. Surely, niyata, simply takes up the niyamya of the last verse. Not formal works fixed by an external rule, but desireless works controlled by the liberated buddhi, is the Gita’s teaching.

3. It is evident that all works and not merely sacrifice and social duties can be done in this spirit; any action may be done either from the ego-sense narrow or enlarged or for the
practise works, O son of Kunti, becoming free from all attachment.

सहयद्री: प्रजा: सृष्टा पुरोवाच प्रजापति: ।
अनेन प्रसविध्यवेष वो प्रियाधकामभुक् ॥ ३-१० ॥

10. With sacrifice the Lord of creatures of old created creatures and said, By this shall you bring forth (fruits or offspring), let this be your milker of desires.

देवान्मायत्तानेन ते देवा भावयन्तु वः ।
परस्यर भावयन्त: श्रेयः परमवाप्यथ ॥ ३-११ ॥

11. Foster by this the gods and let the gods foster you; fostering each other, you shall attain to the supreme good.

इष्ठामोगातिः वो देवा दस्यन्ते वज्ञाविविताः ।
तैरत्तान्प्रदायियम्यो यो भुक्ते तेन एव स: ॥ ३-१२ ॥

12. Fostered by sacrifice the gods shall give you desired enjoyments; who enjoys their given enjoyments and has not given to them, he is a thief.

sake of the Divine. All being and all action of Prakriti exist only for the sake of the Divine; from that it proceeds, by that it endures, to that it is directed. All life, all world-existence is the sacrifice offered by Nature to the Purusha, the one and secret soul in Nature, in whom all her workings take place; but its real sense is obscured in us by ego, by desire, by our limited, active, multiple personality. So long as we are dominated by the ego-sense we cannot perceive or act in the spirit of this truth, but act for the satisfaction of the ego and in the spirit of the ego, otherwise than for sacrifice. Egoism is the knot of the bondage. By acting Godwards, without any thought of ego, we loosen this knot and finally arrive at freedom.

The Gita's theory of sacrifice is stated in two separate passages; one we find here in the third chapter, another in the fourth; the first gives it in language which might, taken by itself, seem to be speaking only of the ceremonial sacrifice; the second interpreting that into the sense of a large philosophical symbolism, transforms at once its whole significance and raises it to a plane of high psychological and spiritual truth.
13. The good who eat what is left from the sacrifice, are released from all sin; but evil are they and enjoy sin who cook (the food) for their own sake.

अन्नाध्यावति भूतानि पर्जन्यादन्वसंभवः ।
यज्ञाध्यावति पर्जन्यो यज्ञः कर्मसमुद्दवः ॥ २-१४॥

कर्म बहोद्वर्धव विद्धि बह्साक्षरसमुद्दवम् ।
तस्मात्सवेनाग्न्य बह्य नित्यं यज्ञे प्रतिष्ठितम् ॥ २-१५॥

14-15. From food creatures come into being, from rain is the birth of food, from sacrifice comes into being the rain, sacrifice is born of work; work know to be born of Brahman, Brahman is born of the Immutable; therefore is the all-pervading Brahman established in the sacrifice.

पंव प्रवत्तिति चक्षु नानुचर्यतोत्तोध यः ।
अधायुरिनिन्ध्यारामो मोच पार्थ स जीविति ॥ २-१६॥

16. He who follows not here the wheel thus set in movement, evil is his being, sensual is his delight, in vain, O Partha, that man lives.

1. In the Gita there is very little that is merely local or temporal and its spirit is so large, profound and universal that even this little can easily be universalised without the sense of the teaching suffering any diminution or violation; rather by giving an ampler scope to it than belonged to the country and epoch, the teaching gains in depth, truth and power. Often indeed the Gita itself suggests the wider scope that can in this way be given to an idea in itself local or limited. Thus it dwells on the ancient Indian system and idea of sacrifice as an interchange between gods and men,—a system and idea which have long been practically obsolete in India itself and are no longer real to the general human mind; but we find here a sense so entirely subtle, figurative and symbolic given to the word "sacrifice" and the conception of the gods is so little local or mythological, so entirely cosmic and philosophical that we can easily accept both as expressive of a practical fact of psychology and general law of Nature and so apply them to the modern conceptions of interchange between life and life and of ethical sacrifice and self-
17. But the man whose delight is in the Self and who is satisfied with the enjoyment of the Self and in the Self he is content, for him there exists no work that needs to be done.

18. He has no object to be gained by action done and none to be gained by action undone; he has no dependence on all these existences for any object to be gained.¹

19. Therefore without attachment perform ever the work that is to be done (done for the sake of the world, loka-sangraha, as is made clear immediately afterwards); for by doing work without attachment man attains to the highest.¹

giving as to widen and deepen these and cast over them a more spiritual aspect and the light of a profounder and more far-reaching Truth.

Having thus stated the necessity of sacrifice, Krishna proceeds to state the superiority of the spiritual man to works.

¹Here are the two ideals, Vedist and Vedantist, standing as if in all their sharp original separation and opposition, on one side the active ideal of acquiring enjoyments here and the highest good beyond by sacrifice and the mutual dependence of the human being and the divine powers and on the other, facing it, the austerer ideal of the liberated man who, independent in the Spirit, has nothing to do with enjoyment or works or the human or the divine worlds, but exists only in the peace of the supreme Self, joys only in the calm joy of the Brahman. The next verses create a ground for the reconciliation between the two extremes; the secret is not inaction as soon as one turns towards the higher truth, but desireless action both before and after it is reached. The liberated man has nothing to gain by action, but nothing also to gain by inaction, and it is not at all for any personal object that he has to make his choice.
20. It was even by works\(^2\) that Janaka and the rest attained to perfection. Thou shouldst do works regarding also the holding together of the peoples.

1 It is true that works and sacrifice are a means of arriving at the highest good; but there are three kinds of works, that done without sacrifice for personal enjoyment which is entirely selfish and egoistic and misses the true law and aim and utility of life, *mogham parti-id, sa jivati*, that done with desire, but with sacrifice and the enjoyment only as a result of sacrifice and therefore to that extent consecrated and sanctified, and that done without desire or attachment of any kind. It is the last which brings the soul of man to the highest.

2 There are few more important passages in the Gita than these seven striking couplets. But let us clearly understand that they must not be interpreted, as the modern pragmatic tendency concerned much more with the present affairs of the world than with any high and far-off spiritual possibility seeks to interpret them, as no more than a philosophical and religious justification of social service, patriotic, cosmopolitan and humanitarian effort and attachment to the hundred eager social schemes and dreams which attract the modern intellect. It is not the rule of a large moral and intellectual altruism which is here announced, but that of a spiritual unity with God and with this world of beings who dwell in Him and in whom He dwells. It is not an injunction to subordinate the individual to society and humanity or immolate egoism on the altar of the human collectivity, but to fulfil the individual in God and to sacrifice the ego on the one true altar of the all-embracing Divinity. The Gita moves on a plane of ideas and experiences higher than those of the modern mind which is at the stage indeed of a struggle to shake off the coils of egoism, but is still mundane in its outlook and intellectual and moral rather than spiritual in its temperament. Patriotism, cosmopolitanism, service of society, collectivism, humanitarianism, the ideal or religion of humanity are admirable aids towards our escape from our primary condition of individual, family, social, national egoism into a secondary stage in which the individual realises, as far as it can be done on the intellectual, moral and emotional level,—on that level he cannot do it entirely in the right and perfect way, the way of the integral truth of his being,—the
21. Whatsoever the Best\(^1\) death, that the lower kind of man puts into practice; the standard he creates, the people follows.

Oneness of his existence with the existence of other beings. But, the thought of the Gita reaches beyond to a tertiary condition of our developing self-consciousness towards which the secondary is only a partial stage of advance.

The rule given here by the Gita is the rule for the master man, the superman, the divinised human being, the Best, not Lin the sense of any Nietzschean, any one-sided and lop-sided, any Olympian, Apollonian or Dionysian, any angelic or demoniac Supermanhood, but in that of the man whose whole personality has been offered up into the being, nature and consciousness of the one transcendent and universal Divinity and by loss of the smaller self has found its greater self, has been divinised.

To exalt oneself out of the lower imperfect Prakriti, \textit{traigunyamayi May a}, into unity with the divine, being, consciousness and nature,* \textit{madbhavam agatah}, is the object of the Yoga. put when this object is fulfilled, when the man is in the Brahmic status and sees no longer with the false egoistic vision himself and the world, but sees all beings in the Self, in God, and the Self in all beings, God in all beings, what shall be the action,— [since action there still is,—which results from that seeing, and .what shall be the cosmic or individual motive of all his works ? It is the question of Arjuna (Ch. II. Sl. 54) but answered from a standpoint other than that from which Arjuna had put it. The motive cannot be personal desire on the intellectual, moral, emotional level, for that has been abandoned,—

\textit{even the moral motive has been abandoned, since the liberated man has passed beyond the lower distinction of sin and virtue, lives in a glorified purity beyond good and evil. It cannot be the spiritual call to his perfect self-development by means of disinterested works, for the call. has been answered, the development is perfect and fulfilled. His motive of action can only be the holding together of the peoples, \textit{chikirshzir lokasangraham}. This great march of the peoples towards a far-off divine ideal has to be held together, prevented from falling into the bewilderment, confusion and utter discord of the understanding which would lead to dissolution and destruction and to which the world moving forward in the night}
Sayujya, salokya and sadrishya or sadharmya. Sadharmya is becoming of one law of being and action with the Divine,

22. O Son of Pritha, I have no work that I need to do in all the three worlds, I have nothing that I have not gained and have yet to gain, and I abide verily in the paths of action (varta eva cha karmani, —eva implying, I abide in it and do not leave it as the sannyasin thinks himself bound to abandon works).

23-24. For if I did not abide sleeplessly in the paths of action, men follow in every way my path, these peoples would sink to destruction if I did not works and or dark twilight of ignorance would be too easily prone if it were not held together, conducted, kept to the great lines of its discipline by the illumination, by the strength, by the rule and example, by the visible standard and the invisible influence of its Best. But the divinised man is the Best in no ordinary sense of the world and his influence, his example must have a power which that of no ordinary superior man can exercise. In order to indicate more perfectly his meaning, the divine Teacher, the Avatar gives his own example, his own standard to Arjuna.

1. The giving of the example of God himself to the liberated man is profoundly significant; for it reveals the whole basis of" the Gita's philosophy of divine works. The liberated man is he who has exalted himself into the divine nature and according to that divine nature must be his actions. Neither the dynamism of the kinetic man nor the actionless light of the ascetic or quietist, neither the vehement personality of the man of action nor the indifferent impersonality of the philosophic sage is the complete divine ideal. These are the two conflicting standards of
the man of this world and the ascetic or the quietist philosopher, one immersed in the action of
the Kshara, the other striving to dwell entirely in the peace of the Akshara; but the complete
divine ideal proceeds from the nature of the Purushottama which transcends this conflict and
reconciles all divine possibilities.

Physical, vital, mental (including the higher mental worlds).

25. As those who know not act with attachment to the action, he who knows should act
without attachment to the action, he who knows should act without attachment, having
for his motive to hold together the peoples.

26. He should not create a division of their understanding in the ignorant who are attached to
their works; he should set them to all actions, doing them himself with knowledge and in
Yoga.

1 The whole range of human works must be that in which the God-knower shall move. All
individual, all social action, all the works of the intellect, the heart and the body are still his, not
any longer for his own separate sake, but for the sake of God in the world, of God in all beings
and that all those beings may move forward, as he has moved, by the path of works towards the
discovery of the Divine in themselves. Outwardly his actions may not seem to differ essentially
from theirs; battle and rule as well as teaching and thought, all the various commerce of man
with man may fall in his range; but the spirit in which he does them must be very different, and it
I is that spirit which by its influence shall be the great attraction drawing men upwards to his
own level, the great lever lifting the mass of men higher in their ascent.
II. THE DETERMINISM OF NATURE

The passages in which the Gita lays stress on the subjection of the ego-soul to Nature, have by some been understood as the enunciation of an absolute and a mechanical determinism which leaves no room for any freedom within the cosmic existence. Certainly, the language it uses is emphatic and seems very absolute. But we must take, here as elsewhere, the thought of the Gita as a whole and not force its affirmations in their solitary sense quite detached from each other. We have always to keep in mind the two great doctrines which stand behind all the Gita's teachings with regard to the soul and Nature,—the Sankhya truth of the Purusha and Prakriti corrected and completed by the Vedantic truth of the threefold Purusha and the double Prakriti of which the lower form is the Maya of the three gunas and the higher is the divine nature and the true soul nature. This is the key which reconciles and explains what we might have otherwise to leave as contradictions and inconsistencies. There are, in fact, different planes of our conscious existence, and what is practical truth on one plane ceases to be true, because it assumes a quite different appearance, as soon as we rise to a higher level from which we can see things more in the whole.)

27. While the actions are being entirely done by the modes of Nature, he whose self is bewildered by egoism thinks that it is his "I" which is doing them.

28. But one, O mighty-armed, who knows the true principles of the divisions of the modes and of works,
29. Those who are bewildered by the modes, not knowers of the whole, let me not knower of the whole disturb in their mental standpoint.  

1. Here there is the clear distinction between two levels of consciousness, two standpoints of action, that of the soul caught in the web of its egoistic nature and doing works with the idea, but not the reality of free will, under the impulsion of Nature, and that of the soul delivered from its identification with the ego, observing, sanctioning and governing the works of Nature from above her.

We speak of the soul being subject to Nature; but, on the other hand, the Gita in distinguishing the properties of the soul and Nature affirms that while Nature is the executrix, the soul is always the lord, Ishwara. It speaks here of the self being bewildered by egoism, but the real Self to the Vedantin is the divine, eternally free and self-aware. What then is this self that is bewildered by Nature, this soul that is subject to her? The answer is that we are speaking here in the common parlance of our lower or mental view of things; we are speaking of the apparent self, or the apparent soul, not of the real self, not of the true Purusha. It is really the ego which is subject to Nature, inevitably, because it is itself part of Nature, one functioning of her machinery; but when the self-awareness in the mind-consciousness identifies itself with the ego, it creates the appearance of a lower self, an ego-self. And so too what we think of ordinarily as the soul is really the natural personality, not the true Person, the Purusha, but the desire-soul in us which is a reflection of the consciousness of the Purusha in the workings of Prakriti: it is, in fact, itself only an action of the three modes and therefore a part of Nature. Thus there are, we may say, two souls in us, the apparent or desire-soul, which changes with the mutations of the gunas and is entirely constituted and determined by them, and the free and eternal Purusha not limited by Nature and her gunas. We have two selves, the apparent self, which is only the ego, that mental centre in us which takes up this mutable action of Prakriti, this mutable personality, and which says "I am this personality, I am this natural being who am doing these works,"—but the
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मयि सर्वाणि कर्माणि सांत्यस्याध्यात्मचेतसा ।
निराशीनिर्मित्तो भूता युध्यस्व विगतजवः ॥ ३० ॥

30. Giving up thy works to Me, with thy consciousness founded in the Self, free from desire and egoism, fight delivered from the fever of thy soul.
31-32. Who, having faith and not trusting to the critical intelligence, constantly follow this teaching of mine, they too are released from (the bondage of) works.

natural being is simply Nature, a composite of the gunas,—and the true self which is, indeed, the upholder, the possessor and the lord of Nature and figured in her, but is not itself the mutable natural personality. The way to be free must then be to get rid of the desires of this desire-soul and the false self-view of this ego. This view of our being starts from the Sankhya analysis of the dual principle in our nature, Purusha and Prakriti. Purusha is inactive, akarta; Prakriti is active, kartri: Purusha is the being full of the light of consciousness; Prakriti is the. Nature, mechanical, reflecting all her works in the conscious witness,' the Purusha. Prakriti works by the inequality of her three modes, gunas, in perpetual collision and intermixture and mutation with each other; and by her function of ego-mind she gets the Purusha to identify himself with all this working and so creates the sense of active, mutable, temporal personality in the silent eternity of the Self. But if this were all, then the only remedy would be to withdraw altogether the sanction, suffer or compel all our nature by this withdrawal to fall into a motionless equilibrium of the three gunas and so cease from all action. But this is precisely the remedy,—though it is undoubtedly a remedy, one which abolishes, we might say, the patient along with the disease,—which the Gita constantly discourages. Especially, to resort to a tamasic inaction is just what the ignorant will do if this truth is thrust upon them; the discriminating mind in them will fall into a false division, a false opposition, buddhibheda; therefore the Gita says "fight with all the fever of thy soul passed away from thee."
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But those who find fault with my teaching and act not thereon, know them to be of unripe mind, bewildered in all knowledge and fated to be destroyed.¹
All existences follow their nature and what shall coercing² it avail? Even the man of
knowledge acts according to his own nature.

1 In fact, these higher truths can only be helpful because there only they are true to
experience and can be lived, on a higher and vaster plane of consciousness and being. To view
these truths from below is to mis-see, misunderstand and probably to misuse them. It is a higher
truth that the distinction of good and evil is indeed a practical fact and law valid for the egoistic
human life which is the stage of transition from the animal to the divine, but on a higher plane
we rise beyond good and evil, are above their duality even as the Godhead is above it. But the
unripe mind, seizing on this truth without rising from the lower consciousness where it is not
practically valid, will simply make it a convenient excuse for indulging its Asuric propensities,
denying the distinction between good and evil altogether and falling by self-indulgence deeper
into the morass of perdition, sarva-jnana-vimudhan nashtan achetasah. So too with this truth of
the determinism of Nature; it will be mis-seen and misused, as those misuse it who declare that a
roan is what his nature has made him and cannot do otherwise than as his nature compels him. It
is true in a sense, but not in the sense which is attached to it, not in the sense that the ego-self can
claim irresponsibility and impunity for itself in its works; for it has will and it has desire and so
long as it acts according to its will and desire, even though that be its nature, it must bear the
reactions of its Karma. It is in a net, if you will, a snare which may well seem perplexing,
illogical, unjust, terrible to its present experience, to its limited self-knowledge, but a snare of its
own choice, a net of its own weaving.

2 This seems, if we take it by itself, a hopelessly absolute assertion of the omnipotence of
Nature over the soul. And on this it founds the injunction to follow faithfully in our action the
law of our nature. What is precisely meant by this Swadharma we have to wait to see until we
get to the more elaborate disquisition in the closing chapters about Purusha and Prakriti and the
gunas; but certainly it does not mean that we are to follow any impulse, even though evil, which
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34. In the object of this or that sense liking and disliking are set in ambush; fall not into their power for they are the besetters of the soul in it path.

श्रेयान्त्वधर्ममो विगुणः पराधमात्म्वनुशुचिताः।
स्वधर्म निधनं श्रेयः पराधमं भयावहः। ॥ ३-३५ ॥

35. Better is one's own law of works, swadharma, though in itself faulty than an alien law well wrought out; death in one's own law of being is better, perilous is it to follow an alien law.

what we call our nature dictates to us. For between these two verses the Gita throws in this further injunction, "fall not into the power of liking and disliking." There is therefore a distinction to be made between what is essential in the nature, its native and inevitable action, which it avails not at all to repress, suppress, coerce, and what is accidental to it, its wanderings, confusions, perversions, over which we must certainly get control. There is a distinction implied too between coercion and suppression, nigraha, and control with right use and right guidance, sanyama. The former is a violence done to the nature by the will, which in the end depresses the natural powers of the being, atmanam avasadadayet; the latter is the control of the lower by the higher self, which successfully gives to those powers their right action and their maximum efficiency,—yogah karmas tu kaushalam.

1 Man is not like the tiger or the fire or the storm; he cannot kill and say as a sufficient justification, "I am acting according to my nature," and he cannot do it, because he has not the nature and not, therefore, the law of action, swadharma, of the tiger, storm or fire. He has a conscious intelligent will, a biiddhi, and to that he must refer his actions. If he does not do so, if he acts blindly according to his impulses and passions, then the law of his being is not rightly worked out, swadharman su-anushtithah, he has not acted according to the full measure of his humanity, but even as might the animal. Man knows more or less imperfectly that he has to govern his rajasic and tamasic by his sattwic nature and that thither tends the perfection of his normal- humanity. The Teacher makes this clear in answering the following practical question of Anuna.
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36. Arjuna said: But (if there is no fault in following our Nature) what is this in us that drives a man to sin, as if by force, even against his own struggling will, O Varshneya?

37. The Blessed Lord said: This is desire 1 and its companion wrath, children of rajas, all-devouring, all-polluting, know thou this as the soul's great enemy (which has to be slain).

38. As a fire is covered over by smoke, as a mirror by dust, as an embryo is wrapped by the amnion, so this (knowledge) is enveloped by it.

---

1 The kinetic man is not satisfied with any ideal which does not depend upon the fulfilment of this cosmic nature, this i play of the three qualities of that nature, this human activity of mind and heart and body. The highest fulfilment of that activity, he might say, is my idea of human perfection, of the divine possibility in man. Each being is bound to his nature and within it he must seek for his perfection. According to i our human nature must be our human perfection; and each ' man must strive for it according to the line of his personality, his swadharma, but in life, in action, not outside life and action. Yes, there is a truth in that, replies the Gita; the fulfilment of God in man, the play of the Divine in life is part of the ideal perfection. But if you seek it only in the external, in life, in the principle of action, you will never find it; for you will then not only act according to your nature, which is in itself a rule of perfection, but you will be—and this is a rule of the imperfection—eternally subject to its modes, its dualities of liking and dislike, pain and pleasure and especially to the rajasic mode with its principle of desire and its snare of wrath and grief and longing.
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39. Enveloped is knowledge, O Kaunteya, by this eternal enemy of knowledge in the form of desire which is an insatiable fire.
40. The senses, mind and intellect are its seat,¹ enveloping knowledge by these it bewilders the embodied soul.

41. Therefore, O Best of the Bharatas controlling first the senses, do thou slay this thing of sin destructive of knowledge (in order to live in the calm, clear, luminous truth of the Spirit).

42. Supreme, they say, (beyond their objects) are the senses, supreme over the senses the mind, supreme over the mind the intelligent will: that which is supreme over the intelligent will, is he (the Pusrusha).²

1 And yet it is within this sense, mind and intellect, this play of the lower nature that you would limit your search for perfection! The effort is vain. The kinetic side of your nature must first seek to add to itself the quietistic; you must uplift yourself beyond this lower nature to that which is above the three gunas, that which is founded in the highest principle, in the soul. Only when you have attained to peace of soul, can you become capable of a free and divine action.

2 We must remember the psychological order of the Sankhya which the Gita accepts. First in order come Buddhi, discriminative or determinative power evolving out of Nature-force, and its subordinate power of self-discriminative ego.
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43. Thus awakening by the understanding to the Highest¹ which is beyond even the discerning mind, putting force on the self by the self to make it firm and still, slay thou, O mighty-armed, this enemy in the form of desire, who is so hard to assail.

Thus ends the third chapter entitled: the Yoga of Action
Then as a secondary evolution there arises out of these the power which seizes the
discriminations of objects, sense-mind or Manas. As a tertiary evolution out of sense-mind we
have the specialising organic senses, ten in number, five of perception, five of action. In the
evolution of the soul back from Prakriti towards Purusha, the reverse order has to be taken to the
original Nature-evolution, and that is how the Upanishads and the Gita following and almost
quoting the Upanishads state the ascending order of our subjective powers.

I The Akshara is the self higher than the buddhi—it exceeds even that highest subjective
principle of Nature in our being, the liberating intelligence, through which man, returning
beyond his restless mobile mental to his calm eternal spiritual self, is at last free from the
persistence of birth and the long chain of action, of Karma. Therefore, says the Gita, it is this
Purusha, this supreme cause of our subjective life which we have to understand and become
aware of by the intelligence; in that we have to fix our will,
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FOURTH CHAPTER

I. THE POSSIBILITY AND PURPOSE OF AVATARHOOD

श्रीभगवानुवाच ।
इस्में विवस्वते योगं प्रोक्तवानहमव्ययम्।
विवस्वानमनवेप्राह मनुरिष्क्याववेत्रश्वीतः। ॥ ४-१ ॥

1. The Blessed Lord said: This imperishable Yoga ¹I gave to Vivasvan (the Sun-God),
Vivasvan gave it to Manu (the father of men), Manu gave it to Ikshvaku (head of the Solar line).

एवं परंपराप्राप्तमिं राज्यर्यो विदुः।
स कालनेन महतां योगो नष्टं: परंतप ॥ ४-२ ॥

2. And so it came down from royal sage to royal sage till it was lost in the great lapse of
Time, O Parantapa.

स एवां मया तेन दव्योगः: श्रोक्तः: पुरातनः।
भक्तो दसि मे सर्वां चेति रहस्यं हृदयुक्तमम्। ॥ ४-३ ॥

3. This same ancient and original Yoga has been today declared to thee by Me, for thou art
My devotee and My friend; this is the highest secret.²
1 In speaking of this Yoga in which action and knowledge become one, the Yoga of the
sacrifice of works with knowledge, in which works are fulfilled in knowledge, knowledge
supports, changes and enlightens works and both are offered to the Purushot-tama, the supreme
Divinity who becomes manifest within us as Narayana, Lord of all our being and action seated
secret in our hearts for ever, who becomes manifest even in the human form as the Avatar, the
divine birth taking possession of our humanity, Krishna declares in passing that this was the
ancient and original Yoga which he gave to Vivasvan and is now renewed for Arjuna, because he
is the lover and devotee, friend and comrade of the Avatar.

2 It is superior to all other forms of Yoga, because those others lead to the impersonal
Brahman or to a personal Deity,
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4. Arjuna said: The Sun-God was one of the first-born of beings (ancestor of the solar
dynasty) and Thou art only now born into the world; how am I to comprehend that Thou
declaredst it to him in the beginning?

5. The Blessed Lord said: Many are my lives that are past, and thine also, O Arjuna; all of
them I know, but thou knowest not, O scourge of the foe.

6. Though I am the unborn, though I am imperishable in my self-existence, though I am the
Lord of all existences, yet I stand upon my own Nature and I come into birth by my self-
Maya.
to a liberation in actionless knowledge or a liberation in absorb- ed beatitude, but this gives the highest secret and the whole secret; it brings us to divine peace and divine works, to divine knowledge, action and ecstasy unified in a perfect freedom; it unites into itself all the Yogic paths as the highest being of the Divine reconciles and makes one in itself all the different and even contrary powers and principles of its manifested being. Therefore this Yoga of the Gita is not, as some contend, only the Karmayoga, one and the lowest, according to them, of the three paths, but a highest Yoga synthetic and integral directing Godward all the powers of our being.

1. The practical intelligence of Arjuna is baffled by Krishna's assertion that it was he who in ancient times revealed to Vivasvan this Yoga, since lost, which he is now again revealing to Arjuna, and by his demand for an explanation he provokes the famous and oft-quoted statement of Avatarhood and its mundane purpose.

2. To the modern mind Avatarhood is one of the most difficult to accept or to understand of all the ideas that are streaming in from the East upon the rationalised human consciousness. The rationalist objects that if God exists, he is extracosmic or supracosmic and does not intervene in the affairs of the world, but allows them to be governed by a fixed machinery of law; he is pure Spirit and cannot put on a body, infinite and cannot be finite as the human being is finite, the ever unborn creator and cannot be the-creature born into the world, — these things are impossible even to his absolute omni- potence. These objections, so formidable at first sight to the reason, seem to have been present to the mind of the Teacher, in the Gita when he says that although the Divine is unborn, ' imperishable in his self-existence, the Lord of all beings, yet he assumes birth by a supreme resort to the action of his Nature and by force of his self-Maya; that he whom the deluded despise because lodged in a human body, is verily in his supreme being the Lord of all; that he is in the action of the divine conscious- ness the creator of the fourfold Law and the doer of the works of the world and at the same time in the silence of the divine consciousness the impartial witness of the works of his own Mature,—for he is always beyond both the silence and

7. Whenssoever there is the fading of the Dharma and the uprising of unrighteousness, then I loose myself forth into birth.
the action, the supreme Purushottama. And the Gita is able to meet all these oppositions and to reconcile all these contraries because it starts from the Vedantic view of existence, of God and the universe. For all here is God, is the Spirit or Self-existence, is Brahman, *ekamevadwitiyam*,—there is nothing else, nothing other and different from it and there can be nothing else, can be nothing other and different from it. Far from the unborn being unable to assume birth, all beings are even in their individuality unborn spirits, eternal without beginning or end, and in their essential existence and their universality all are the one unborn Spirit of whom birth and death are only a phenomenon of the assumption and change of forms. The assumption of imperfection by the perfect is the whole mystic phenomenon of the universe; but the imperfection appears in the form and action of the mind or body assumed, subsists in the phenomenon,—in that which assumes it there is no imperfection, even as in the Sun which illumines all there is no defect of light or of vision, but only in the capacities of the individual organ of vision.
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8. For the deliverance of the good, for the destruction of the evil-doers, for the enthroning of the Right, I am born from age to age.

9. He who knoweth thus in its right principles my divine birth\(^1\) and my divine work, when he abandons his body, comes not to rebirth, he comes to Me, O Arjuna.

It is notable that with a slight but important variation of language the Gita describes in the same way both the action of the Divine in bringing about the ordinary birth of creatures and his action in his birth as the Avatar. "Leaning upon my own Nature, *prakritim svain avashtabhya*" it will say later "I loose forth variously, *visrijami*, this multitude of creatures helplessly subject owing to the control of Prakriti, *avasham prakriter vashat.*" "Standing upon my own Nature " it says here, "I am born by-my self-Maya, *prakritim svam adhishthaya... atmanayaya* I loose forth myself, *atmanam srijami.*" The action implied in the word *avashtabhya* is a forceful downward pressure by which the object controlled is overcome, oppressed, blocked or limited in its
movement or working and becomes helplessly subject to the controlling power, *avasham vashat*; Nature in this action becomes mechanical and its multitude of creatures are held helpless in the mechanism, not lords of their own action. On the contrary the action implied in the word *adhishthaya* is a dwelling in, but also a standing upon and over the Nature, a conscious control and government by the indwelling Godhead, *adhishthatri, devata*, in which the Purusha is not helplessly driven by the Prakriti through ignorance, but rather the Prakriti is full of the light and the will of the Purusha.

1 The language of the Gita shows that the divine birth is that of the conscious Godhead in our humanity and essentially the opposite of the ordinary birth even though the same means are used, because it is not the birth into the Ignorance, but the birth of the knowledge, not a physical phenomenon, but a soul- birth. It is the Soul's coming into birth as the self-existent Being controlling consciously its becoming and not lost to self- knowledge in the cloud of the Ignorance. It is the Soul born into the body as Lord of Nature, standing above and operating

10. Delivered from liking and fear and wrath, full of me, taking refuge in me, many purified by austerity of knowledge have arrived at my nature of being¹ (*madbhavam*, the divine nature of the Purushottama).

in her freely by its will, not entangled and helplessly driven round and round in the mechanism; for it works in the Know-ledge and not, as most do, in the Ignorance. It is the secret Soul in all coming forward from its governing secrecy behind the veil to possess wholly in a human type, but as the Divine, the birth which ordinarily it possesses only from behind the veil as the Ishwara while the outward consciousness in front of the veil is rather possessed than in possession because there it is a partially conscious being, the Jiva lost to self-knowledge and bound in its works through a phenomenal subjection to Nature. The Avatar* therefore is a direct manifestation in humanity by Krishna, the Divine Soul, of that divine condition of being to which Arjuna, the human soul, the type of ahighest human being, a Vibhuti, is called upon by the Teacher to arise, and to which he can only arise by climbing out of the ignorance and limitation of his ordinary humanity. It is the manifestation from above of that which we have to develop from below; it is the descent of God into that divine birth of the human being into which we
mortal creatures must climb; it is the attracting divine example given by God to man in the very type and form and perfected model of our human existence.

*The word Avatar means a descent; it is a coming down of the Divine below the line which divides the divine from the human world or status.

1 We have to remark carefully that the upholding of Dharma in the world is not the only object of the descent of the Avatar, the great mystery of the Divine manifest in humanity; for the upholding of the Dharma is not an all-sufficient object in itself, not the supreme possible aim for the manifestation of a Christ, a Krishna, a Buddha, but is only the general condition of a higher aim and a more supreme and divine utility. For there are two aspects of the divine birth; one is a descent, the birth of God in humanity, the Godhead manifesting itself in the human form and nature, the eternal Avatar; the other is an ascent, the birth of man into the Godhead, man rising into the divine nature and consciousness, madhavam agatah; it is the being born anew in a second birth of the soul. It is that new birth which Avatarhood and the upholding of the Dharma are intended to serve. If there were

11. As men approach Me, so I accept them to My love (bhajami); men follow in every way my path, O son of Pritha.

12. They who desire the fulfilment of their works on earth sacrifice to the gods (various forms and personalities of the one Godhead); because the fulfilment that is born of works (of works without knowledge) is very swift and easy in the human world.

not this rising of man into the Godhead to be helped by the descent of God into humanity, Avatarhood for the sake of the Dharma would be an otiose phenomenon, since mere Right, mere justice or standards of virtue can always be upheld by the divine omnipotence through its ordinary means, by great men or great movements, by the life and work of sages and kings and religions teachers, without any actual incarnation. The Avatar comes as the manifestation of the divine nature in the human nature, the apocalypse of its Christhood, Krishnahood, Buddhahood,
in order that the human nature may by moulding its principle, thought, feeling, action, being on the lines of that Christhood, Krishnahood, Buddhahood transfigure itself into the divine. The law, the Dharma which the Avatar establishes is given for that purpose chiefly; the Christ, Krishna, Buddha stands in its centre as the gate, he makes through himself the way men shall follow. That is why each Incarnation holds before men his own example and declares of himself that he is the way and the gate; he declares too the oneness of his humanity with the divine being, declares that the Son of Man and the Father above from whom he has descended are one, that Krishna in the human body, \textit{manushim tanum ashritam}, and the supreme Lord and Friend of all creatures are but two revelations of the same divine Purushottama, revealed there in his own being, revealed here in the type of humanity.

1 The other, the divine self-fulfilment in man by the sacrifice with knowledge to the supreme Godhead, is much more difficult; its results belong to a higher plane of existence and they are less easily grasped. Men therefore have to follow the fourfold law of their nature and works and on this plane of mundane action they seek the Godhead through his various qualities.
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\begin{center}
\textbf{चातुर्वर्ण्यः मया सृष्टे गुणकर्मविभागः।}
\textbf{तस्य कर्ता-रमणि मां विद्यकर्ता-रमणव्यम्॥ ४-३॥}
\end{center}

13. The fourfold\(^1\) order was created by Me according to the divisions of quality and active function. Know Me for the doer of this (the fourfold law of human workings) who am yet the imperishable non-doer.

\begin{center}
\textbf{न मां कर्माणि दिशमान्ति न में कर्मफले स्पृहा।}
\textbf{इति मां यो आभिजानाति कर्माभिन्न स बध्यते॥ ४-१४॥}
\end{center}

14. Works fix not themselves on Me, nor have I desire for the fruits of action; he who thus knoweth Me\(^2\) is not bound by works.

\begin{center}
\textit{\footnotesize{\textbf{1 The Gita does not take the fourfold order in the narrow sense in which it is commonly understood, nor does it regard it as an eternal and universal social order (Chapter XVIII).}}}
\end{center}

\begin{center}
\textit{\footnotesize{The fourfold order of society is merely the concrete form of a spiritual truth which is itself independent of the form; it rests on the conception of right works as a rightly ordered expression of the nature of the individual being through whom the work is done, that nature assigning him his line and scope in life according to his inborn quality and his self-expressive function.}}}
\end{center}
2 The giving of the example of God himself to the liberated man is profoundly significant; for it reveals the whole basis of the Gita's philosophy of divine works. The liberated man is he who has exalted himself into the divine nature and according to that divine nature must be his actions. But what is the divine nature? It is not entirely and solely that of the Akshara, the immobile, inactive, impersonal self; for that by itself would lead the liberated man to actionless immobility. It is not characteristically that of the Kshara, the multitudinous, the personal, the Purusha self-subjected to Prakrit!; for that by itself would lead him back into subjection to his personality and the lower nature and its qualities. It is the nature of the Purushottama who holds both these together and by his supreme divinity reconciles them in a divine reconciliation which is the highest secret of his being, rahasyam hyetad uttamam. He is not the doer of works in the personal sense of our action involved in Prakriti; for God works through his power, conscious nature, effective force,—Shakti, Maya, Prakriti—but yet above it, not involved in it, not subject to it, not unable to lift himself beyond the laws, workings, habits of action it creates, not affected or bound by them, not unable to
distinguish himself, as we are unable, from the workings of life, mind and body. He is the doer of works who acts not, kartaram akm'taram.

1 The inner fruit of the Avatar's coming is gained by those who learn from it the true nature of the divine birth and the divine works and who, growing full of him in their consciousness and taking refuge in him with their whole being, manmaya mam upashrifah, purified by the realising force of their knowledge and delivered from the lower nature, attain to the divine being and divine nature, madbhavam. The Avatar comes to reveal the divine nature in man above this lower nature and to show what are the divine works, free, unegoistic, disinterested, impersonal, universal, full of the divine light, the divine power and the divine love. He comes as the divine personality which shall fill the consciousness of the human being and replace the limited egoistic personality, so that it shall be liberated out of ego into infinity and universality, out of birth into immortality. He comes as the divine power and love which calls men to itself, so that they may take refuge in that and no longer in the insufficiency of their human wills and the strife of their
human fear, wrath and passion, and liberated from all this unquiet and suffering may live in the
calm and bliss of the Divine. Nor does it matter essentially in what form and name or putting
forward what aspect of the Divine lie comes; for in all ways, varying with their nature, men are
following the path set to them by the Divine which will in the end lead them to him, and the
aspect of him which suits their nature is that which they can best follow when he comes to lead
them; in whatever way men accept, love and take joy in God, in that way God accepts, loves and
takes joy in man.

FOURTH CHAPTER

THE DIVINE WORKER

(To attain to the divine birth,—birth of the soul into a higher consciousness,—and to do divine
works both as a means towards that before it is attained and as an expression of it after it is
attained, is then all the Karma-yoga of the Gita. The Gita does not try to define works by any
outward signs through which they can be recognisable to an external gaze, measurable by the
criticism of the world; it deliberately renounces even the ordinary ethical distinctions by which
men seek to guide themselves in the light of the human reason. The signs by which it
distinguishes divine works are all profoundly intimate and subjective; the stamp by which they
are known is invisible, spiritual, supra-ethical. They are recognisable only by the light of the soul
from which they come.)

16. What is action and what is inaction, as to this even the sages are perplexed and deluded. I
will declare to thee that action by the knowledge of which thou shalt be released from all
ills.

17. One has to understand about action as well as to understand about wrong action and
about inaction one has to understand; thick and tangled is the way of works.¹

¹.Action in the world is like a deep forest, gahana, through which man goes stumbling as best
he can, by the light of the ideas of his time, the standards of his personality, his environment, or
rather of many times, many personalities, layers of thought and ethics from many social stages all inextricably confused together, temporal and conventional amidst all their
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18. He who in action can see inaction and can see action still continuing in cessation from works, is the man of true reason and discernment among men; he is in Yoga and a many-sided universal worker (for the good of the world, for God in the world).

\begin{align*}
\text{कर्मयङ्गकर्मं यः पश्चयेदकर्मणि च कर्म यः ई} \\
\text{स बुद्धिमान्यनुच्छेदु स युक्तः कृत्तंकर्मकृत् ई} 4-18 \| \\
\end{align*}

claim to absoluteness and immutable truth, empirical and irrational in spite of their aping of right reason. And finally the sage seeking in the midst of it all a highest foundation of fixed law and an original truth finds himself obliged to raise the last supreme question, whether all action and life itself are not a delusion and a snare and whether cessation from action, akarma, is not the last resort of the tired and disillusioned human soul. But, says Krishna, in this matter even the sages are perplexed and deluded. For by action, by works, not by inaction comes the knowledge and the release.

What then is the solution? What is that type of works by which we shall be released from the ills of life, from this doubt, this error, this grief, from this mixed, impure and baffling result even of our purest and best-intentioned acts, from these million "[forms of evil and suffering?"

1 No outward distinctions need be made, is the reply; no work the world needs, be shunned; no limit or hedge set round our human activities; on the contrary, all actions should be lone, but from a soul in Yoga with the Divine. Akarma, cessation from action is not the way; the man who has attained to the insight of the highest reason, perceives that such inaction is itself a constant action, a state subject to the workings of Nature and her qualities. The mind that takes refuge in physical inactivity, is still under the delusion that it and not Nature is the doer of works; it has mistaken inertia for liberation; it does not see that even in what seems absolute inertia greater than that of the stone or clod, Nature is at work, keeps unimpaired her hold. On the contrary, in the full flood of action the soul is free from its works, is not the doer, not bound by what is done, and he who lives in the freedom of the soul, not in the bondage of the modes of Nature, alone has release from works.
19. Whose inceptions\(^1\) and undertakings are all free from the will of desire,\(^2\) whose works are burned up by the fire of knowledge, him the wise have called a sage.

\[\text{त्यद्भा कर्मफळारुकों नित्यतोती निराधियः ।} \\
\text{कर्मण्यभिप्रवृत्तोऽपि नेत्र किं चित्करोति सः: ॥ ४-२० ॥}\

20. Having abandoned all attachment to the fruits of his works, ever satisfied\(^3\) without any kind of dependence, he does nothing through (through his nature) he engages in action.

---

1. The liberated man is not afraid of action, he is a large and universal doer of all works, *kritisna-karma-krit*; not as others do them in subjection to Nature, but poised in the silent calm of the soul, tranquilly in Yoga with the Divine. The Divine is the lord of his works, he is only their channel through the instrumentality of his nature conscious of and subject to her Lord. By the flaming intensity and purity of this knowledge all his works are burned up as in a fire and his mind remains without any stain or disfiguring mark from them, calm, silent, unperturbed, white and clean and pure. To do all in this liberating knowledge, without the personal egoism of the doer, is the first sign of the divine worker.

2. The second sign is freedom from desire; for where there is not the personal egoism of the doer, desire becomes impossible; it is starved out, sinks for want of a support, dies of inanition. Outwardly the liberated man seems to undertake works of all kinds like other men, on a larger scale perhaps with a more powerful will and driving-force, for the might of the divine will works in his active nature; but his works are all free from desire. He has abandoned all attachment to the fruits of his works, and where one does not work for the fruit, but solely in an impersonal instrument of the Master of works, desire can find no place,—not even the desire to serve successfully, for the fruit is the Lord's and determined by him and not by the personal will and effort, or to serve with credit and to the Master's satisfaction, for the real doer is the Lord himself and all glory belongs to a form of his Shakti missioned in the nature and not to the limited human personality. The human mind and soul of the liberated man does nothing, *no. kinchit karoti'*, even though through his nature he engages in action, it is the Nature, the executive Shakti, it is the conscious Goddess governed by the divine Inhabitant who does the work.

3 Another sign of the divine worker is that which is central to the divine consciousness itself, a perfect inner joy and peace which depends upon nothing in the world for its source or its
21. He has no personal hopes, does not seize on things as his personal possessions; his heart
and self are under perfect control; performing action by the body alone, he does not
commit sin.¹

22. He who is satisfied with whatever gain comes to him, who has passed beyond the
dualities, is jealous of none, I equal² in failure and success, he is not bound even when he
acts.
23. When a man liberates, free from attachment, with his mind, heart and spirit firmly founded in self-knowledge, does works as sacrifice, all his work is dissolved.

out the developing forms of the eternal good. He cannot be defeated, since all for him is moving towards the divine victory in the Kurukshetra of Nature, dharmakshetre kuruksketre, the field of doings which is the field of the evolving Dharma, and every turn of the conflict has been designed and mapped by the foreseeing eye of the Master of the battle, the Lord of works and Guide of the Dharma.

1. His liberation does not at all prevent him from acting. Only, he knows that it is not he who is active, but the modes, the qualities of Nature, her triple gunas. This superiority of the calm soul observing its action but not involved in it, this traigunatitya, is also a high sign of the divine worker. By itself the idea might lead to a doctrine of the mechanical determinism of Nature and the perfect aloofness and irresponsibility of the soul; but the Gita effectively avoids this fault of an insufficient thought by its illumining supertheistic idea of the Purushottama. The reposing of works in the Impersonal is a means of getting rid of the personal egoism of the doer, but the end is to give up all our actions to that great Lord of all, sarva-bhuta-maheshwara. "With a consciousness identified with the Self, renouncing all thy actions into Me, freed from personal hopes and desires, from the thought of 'I' and 'mine', delivered from the fever of the soul, fight," work, do my will in the world. The Divine motives, inspires, determines the entire action; the human soul impersonal in the Brahman is the pure and silent channel of his power; that power in the Nature executes the divine movement. Such only are the works of the liberated soul, muktasya karma, for in nothing does he act from a personal inception; such are the actions of the accomplished Karmayogin. They rise from a free spirit and disappear without modifying it, like waves that rise and disappear on the surface of conscious, immutable depths.
(The Gita now proceeds to give an elaborate explanation of the meaning of \textit{Yajna} which leaves no doubt at all about the symbolic use of the words and the psychological character of the sacrifice enjoined "by this teaching.

24. Brahman is the giving, Brahman is the food-offering, by Brahman it is offered into the Brahman-fire, Brahman is that which is to be attained by samadhi in Brahman-action.¹

\begin{hindi}
ब्रह्मार्पणं ब्रह्मार्पणं ब्रह्मार्पणं ब्रह्मार्पणं
ब्रह्मवेतन गंतत्वं ब्रह्मकर्मसमाधिना || ४-२४ ||
\end{hindi}

1. This then is the knowledge in which the liberated man I has to do works of sacrifice. It is the knowledge declared of old in the great Vedantic utterances, "I am He", "All this verily is the Brahman, Brahman is this Self." It is the knowledge of the entire unity; it is the One manifest as the doer and the deed and the object of works, knower and knowledge and the object of knowledge. The universal energy into which the action is poured is the Divine; the consecrated energy of the giving is the Divine; whatever is offered is only some form of the Divine; the giver of the offering is the Divine himself in man; the action, the work, the sacrifice is itself the Divine in movement, in activity; the goal to be reached by sacrifice is the Divine. For the man who has this knowledge and lives and acts in it, there can be no binding works, no personal and egoistically appropriated action; there is only the divine Purusha acting by the divine Prakriti in His own being, offering everything into the fire of His self-conscious cosmic energy, while the knowledge and the possession of His divine existence and consciousness by the soul unified with Him is the goal of all this God-directed movement and activity. To know that and to live and act in this unifying consciousness is to be free.

But all even of the Yogins have not attained to this knowledge
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25. Some Yogins follow after the sacrifice which is of the gods; others offer the sacrifice by the sacrifice itself into the Brahman-fire.¹

\begin{hindi}
श्रोतादीन्द्रियाण्यन्यं संयमाधिष्ठि जुहृति
शब्दादीन्द्रियाण्यन्यं इन्द्रियाधिष्ठि जुहृति || ४-२६ ||
\end{hindi}
26. Some offer hearing and the other senses into the fires of control, others offer sound and the other objects of sense into the fires of sense.

27. And others offer all the actions of the sense and all the actions of the vital force into the fire of the Yoga of self-control kindled by knowledge.

28. The offering of the striver after perfection may be material and physical (dravyayajna, like that consecrated in worship by the devotee to his deity), or it may be the austerity of his self-discipline and energy of his soul directed to some high aim, tapo-yajna, or it may be some form of Yoga (like the Pranayama of the Raja-yogins and Hatha-yogins, or any other yoga-yajna); or it may be the offering of reading and knowledge.

1. Those who follow after the sacrifice of the gods, conceive of the Divine in various forms and powers and seek him by various means, ordinances, dharmas, laws or, as we might say, settled rites of action, self-discipline, consecrated works; but for those who have the knowledge, the simple fact of sacrifice, of offering whatever work to the Divine itself, of casting all, their activities into the unified divine consciousness and energy, is their one means, their one dharma.

2. The means of sacrifice are various; the offerings are of many kinds. There is the psychological sacrifice of self-control and self-discipline which leads to the higher self-possession and self-knowledge. There is the discipline which receives the objects of sense-perception without allowing the mind to be disturbed or affected by its sense-activities, the senses themselves becoming pure fires of sacrifice; there is the discipline which stills the senses so that the soul in its purity may appear from behind the veil of mind-action, calm and still.

3 There is the discipline by which, when the self is known, all the actions of the sense-perceptions and all the actions of the vital being are received into that one still and tranquil soul of his soul directed to some high aim, tapo-yajna, or it may be some form of Yoga (like the Pranayama of the Raja-yogins and Hatha-yogins, or any other yoga-yajna); or it may be the offering of reading and knowledge.
29. Others again who are devoted to controlling the breath, having restrained the Prana (the outgoing breath) and Apana (the incoming breath) pour as sacrifice Prana into Apana and Apana into Prana.

30. Others having regulated the food pour as sacrifice their life-breaths into life-breaths. All these are knowers of sacrifice and by sacrifice have destroyed their sins.¹

31. They who enjoy the nectar of immortality left over from the sacrifice attain to the eternal Brahman; this world is not for him who doeth not sacrifice, how then any other world?²

¹ All these tend to the purification of the being; all sacrifice is a way towards the attainment of the highest. The one thing needful, the saving principle constant in all these variations, is to subordinate the lower activities, to diminish the control of desire and replace it by a superior energy, to abandon the purely egoistic enjoyment for that diviner delight which comes by sacrifice, by self-dedication, by self-mastery, by the giving up of one's lower impulses to a greater and higher aim.

² Sacrifice is the law of the world and nothing can be gained without it, neither mastery here, nor the possession of heavens beyond, nor the supreme possession of all.
33. The sacrifice of knowledge, O Parantapa, is greater than any material sacrifice.
   Knowledge is that in which all this action culminates (not any lower knowledge, but the
   highest self-knowledge and God-knowledge), O Partha!

34. Learn that by worshipping the feet of the teacher, by questioning and by service; the men
   of knowledge who have seen (not those who know merely by the intellect) the true
   principles of things, will instruct thee in knowledge.

35. Possessing that knowledge thou shalt not fall again into the mind's ignorance, O Pandava;
   for by this, thou shalt see all existences without exception in the Self, then Me.

   1 They are all means and forms of the one great Existence in activity, means by which the
      action of the human being can be offered -up to That of which his outward existence is a part
      and with which his inmost self is one.
   
   2 All these proceed from and are ordained by the one vast energy of the Divine which
      manifests itself in the universal Kama and makes all the cosmic activity a progressive offering to
      the one Self and Lord and of which the last stage for the human being is self-knowledge and the
      possession of the divine or Brahmic consciousness. But there are gradations in the range of these
      various forms of sacrifice.
   
   3 For the Self is that one, immutable, all-pervading, all-containing, self-existent reality or
      Brahman hidden behind our mental being into which our consciousness widens out when it

36. Even if thou art the greatest doer of sin beyond all sinners, thou shalt cross over all the
   crookedness of evil in the ship of knowledge.
37. As a fire kindled turns to ashes its fuel, O Arjuna, so the fire of knowledge turns all works to ashes.

38. There is nothing in the world equal in purity to knowledge, the man who is perfected by Yoga, finds it of himself in the self by the course of Time.

is liberated from the ego; we come to see all beings as becomings, bhutani, within that one self-existence. But this Self or immutable Brahman we see too to be the self-presentation to our essential psychological consciousness of a supreme Being who is the source of our existence and of whom all that is mutable or immutable is the manifestation. He is God, the Divine, the Purushottama. To Him we offer everything as a sacrifice; into His hands we give up our actions; in His existence we live and move; unified with Him in our nature and with all existences in Him, we become one soul and one power of being with Him and with all beings; with His supreme reality we identify and unite our self-being. By works done for sacrifice, eliminating desire, we arrive at knowledge and at the soul's possession of itself; by works done in self-knowledge and God-knowledge we are liberated into the unity, peace and joy of the divine existence.

Yoga and knowledge are, in this early part of the Gita's teaching, the two wings of the soul's ascent. By Yoga is meant union through divine works done without desire, with equality of soul to all things and all men, as a sacrifice to the Supreme, while knowledge is that on which this desirelessness, this equality, this power of sacrifice is founded. The two wings indeed assist each other's flight; acting together, yet with a subtle alternation of mutual aid, like the two eyes in a man which see together because they see alternately, they increase
39. Who has faith, who has conquered and controlled the mind and senses, who has fixed his whole conscious being on the supreme Reality, he attains knowledge; and having attained knowledge he has swiftly to the supreme Peace.

अज्ञात्शास्त्रद्वारेन संदेशायत्मा विनश्यति।
नायं लोकोऽस्तिनं न परोऽन सुलं संशयात्मणः। ॥ ४-४० ॥

40. The ignorant who has not faith,² the soul of doubt goeth to perdition; neither this world, nor the supreme world nor any happiness is for the soul full of doubts.

योगसन्यस्तकर्मणं ज्ञानसंतीत्रसंशयम्।
आत्मवन्तं न कर्माणि निब्रजन्ति धन्यं। ॥ ४-४१ ॥

41. He who has destroyed all doubt by knowledge and has by Yoga given up all works and is in one another mutually by interchange of substance. As the works grow more and more desireless, equal-minded, sacrificial in spirit, the knowledge increases: with the increase of the knowledge the soul becomes firmer in the desireless, sacrificial equality of its works.

1 The knowledge grows within him and he grows into it as-- he goes on increasing in desirelessness, in equality, in devotion to the Divine. It is only of the supreme knowledge that this can altogether be said; the knowledge which the intellect of man amasses, is gathered laboriously by the senses and the reason from outside. To get this other knowledge, self-existent, intuitive, self-experiencing, self-revealing, we must have self-control and faith (Shraddha).

2 We must have a faith which no intellectual doubt can be allowed to disturb. In fact, it is true that without faith nothing decisive can be achieved either in this world or for possession of the world above, and that it is only by laying hold of some sure basis and positive support that man can attain any measure of terrestrial or celestial success and satisfaction and happiness; the merely sceptical mind loses itself in the void.
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possession of the Self is not bound by his works,¹ O Dhananjaya

तस्माद्ज्ञानसंभूतं हृत्यं ज्ञानसिन्नत्मणः।
छित्रेन संशयं योगमातिपोलितं भारतं। ॥ ४-४२ ॥

42. Therefore, having cut asunder with the sword of knowledge this doubt ² that has arisen out of ignorance and abides in the heart, resort to Yoga, do thou stand up, O Bharata.”
1. When the Gita says that all the totality of work finds its completion in knowledge or that the fire of knowledge turns all works to ashes, it is not at all meant that there is cessation from works. What is meant by the Gita is made clear in this sloka; the man of Yoga and knowledge is not bound by his works.

2. In the lower knowledge doubt and scepticism have their temporary uses; in the higher they are stumbling-blocks: for there the whole secret is not the balancing of truth and error, but a constantly progressing realisation of revealed truth. It is not a truth which has to be proved, but a truth which has to be lived inwardly, a greater reality into which we have to grow. Finally, it is in itself a self-existent truth and would be self-evident if it were not for the sorceries of the ignorance in which we live; the doubts, the perplexities which prevent us from accepting and following it, arise from that ignorance, from the sense-bewildered, opinion-perplexed heart and mind, living as they do in a lower and phenomenal truth and therefore questioning the higher realities, ajnana-sambhutam hritstham sanshayam. They have to be cut away by the sword of knowledge, says the Gita, by the knowledge that realises, by resorting constantly to Yoga, that is by living out the union with the Supreme whose truth being known all is known, yasmin vijnate' sarvam vijnatam.
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FIFTH CHAPTER

RENUNCIATION AND YOGA OF WORKS

अर्जुन उवाच ।
सन्यासं कर्मणां कृष्ण पुनर्योगं च शाससि ।
यन्नव एतयोर्कं तत्मे ब्रूहि सुनिश्चितम् ॥ ५-१ ॥

1. Arjuna said: Thou declarest to me the renunciation of works, O Krishna, and again thou declarest to me Yoga; which one of these is the better way, that tell me with a clear decisiveness.¹

श्रीमङ्गवानुवाच ।
सन्यासं कर्मयोगश्च निषेवसकरावभो ।
तयोस्तु कर्मसन्यासात्कर्मयोगों विषिष्यते ॥ ५-२ ॥
2. The Blessed Lord said: Renunciation and Yoga of works both bring about the soul's salvation, but of the two the Yoga of works is distinguished above the renunciation of works.

3. Arjuna is perplexed; here are desireless works, the principle of Yoga, and renunciation of works, the principle of Sankhya, put together side by side as if part of one method, yet there is no evident reconciliation between them. For the kind of reconciliation which the Teacher has already given,—in outward inaction to see action still persisting and in apparent action to see a real inaction since the soul has renounced its illusion of the worker and given up works into the hands of the Master of sacrifice,—is for the practical mind of Arjuna too slight, too subtle and expressed almost in riddling words; he has not caught their sense or at least not penetrated into their spirit and reality.

The answer is important, for it puts the whole "distinction very clearly and indicates though it does not develop entirely the line of reconciliation.
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3. He should be known as always a Sannyasin (even when he is doing action) who neither dislikes nor desires; for free from the dualities he is released easily and happily from the bondage.

4. Children speak of Sankhya and Yoga apart from each other, not the wise; if a man applies himself integrally to one, he gets the fruit of both.

5. The status which is attained by the Sankhya, to that the men of the Yoga also arrive; who sees Sankhya and Yoga as one, he sees.
6. But renunciation, O mighty-armed, is difficult\(^1\) to attain without Yoga; the sage\(^2\) who has Yoga attains soon to the Brahman.

\[\text{योगयुक्तो विद्वृद्धत्मा विजितात्मा जितेन्द्रियः । सर्वभूतात्मभूतात्मा कुर्वन्ति न लिप्यते ॥ ५-७ ॥}\]

\(1.\) The painful process of outward Sannyasa, 'duhkham upturn, is an unnecessary process. It is perfectly true that all actions, as well as the fruit of action, have to be given up, to be renounced, but inwardly, not outwardly, not into the inertia of Nature, but to the Lord in sacrifice, into the calm and joy of the Impersonal from whom all action proceeds without disturbing his peace. The true Sannyasa of action is the reposing of all works on the Brahman. (See sloka 10-12.)

\(2.\) He knows that the actions are not his, but Nature's and by that very knowledge he is free; he has renounced works, does no actions; though actions are done through him; he becomes the Self, the Brahman, \textit{brahmabhufa}, he sees all existences as becomeings (\textit{bhutani}) of that self-existent Being, his own only one of them, all their actions as only the development of cosmic Nature working through their individual nature and his own actions also as a part of the same cosmic activity.
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7. He who is in Yoga, the pure soul, master of his self, who has conquered the senses, whose self becomes the self of all existences (of all things that have become), even though he does works, he is not involved in them.

\[\text{नैव किं चित्तकरोमीति युक्तो मन्वेत तच्चवितः । पदयुक्तवस्युश्चाश्चिन्द्रान्तस्क्षणस्यच्यंत्व पञ्चसन् ॥ ५-८ ॥}\]

\[\text{प्रत्यपनिन्दुन्नृत्तुहृद्यमण्डिल्लिमित्राणि । इन्द्रियाणिन्द्रियायांषु वर्तन्त् इति धारयन् ॥ ५-९ ॥}\]

8.-9. The man who knows the principles of things thinks, his mind in Yoga (with the inactive Impersonal), “I am doing nothing”; when he sees, hears, tastes, smells, eats, moves, sleeps,
breathes, speaks, takes, ejects, opens his eyes or closes them, he holds that it is only the senses acting upon the objects of the senses.

10. He who, having abandoned attachment, acts reposing\(^1\) (or founding) his works on the Brahman, is not stained by sin even as water clings not to the lotus-leaf.

\textit{कायेन मनसा वुध्या केवलैरिन्द्रियरिपि।}
\textit{योगिनः कर्म कुर्वल्लि सहं त्यक्तात्मशुद्धे।} ॥५-११॥

11. Therefore the Yogins do works with the body, mind, understanding, or even merely with the organs of action, abandoning attachment, for self-purification.

\(^1\) The Gita says that the Yoga of works is better than the physical renunciation of works (Sloka 2). That Yoga of works is, we have seen, the offering of all action to the Lord, which induces as its culmination an inner and not an outer, a spiritual, not a physical giving up of works into the Brahman, into the being of the Lord, \textit{brahmani adhaya karmani, mayi s'annyasya}. When works are thus "reposed on the Brahman," the personality of the instrumental doer ceases; though he acts, he does nothing; for he has given up' not only the fruits of his works, but the works themselves and the doing of them to the Lord. The Divine then takes the burden of works from him; the Supreme becomes the doer and the act and the result.
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12. By abandoning attachment to the fruits of works, the soul in union with Brahman attains to peace of rapt foundation in Brahman, but the soul not in union is attached to the fruit and bound by the action of desire.

\textit{सर्वक्षोभं मनसा संन्यासयात्स सुखं वधि।}
\textit{नवद्वारे पुरे देही नैव कुर्वल्लं कारयन।} ॥५-१३॥

13. The embodied soul perfectly controlling its nature, having renounced all its actions by the mind (inwardly, not outwardly), sits serenely in its nine-gated\(^1\) city neither doing nor causing to be done.
14. The Lord neither creates the works of the world nor the state of the doer nor the joining of the works to the fruit; nature works out these things.

15. The all-pervading Impersonal accepts neither the sin nor the virtue of any; knowledge is enveloped by ignorance; thereby creatures are bewildered.

16. Verily, in whom ignorance is destroyed by self-knowledge, in them knowledge lights up like a sun the supreme Self (within them).

1 Seven gates in the upper body—the two eyes, the two ears, the two nostrils and the mouth, and the two gates in the lower body for ejection—these are the nine gates.

2 This knowledge of which the Gita speaks, is not an intellectual activity of the mind; it is a luminous growth into the highest state of being by the outshining of the light of the divine.
sun of Truth, "that Truth, the Sun lying concealed in the darkness" of our ignorance of which the Rigveda speaks, tat satyam smyam tamasi kshiyantam. The immutable Brahman is there in the spirit's skies above this troubled lower nature of the dualities, untouched either by its virtue or by its sin, accepting neither our sense of sin nor our self-righteousness, untouched by its joy and its sorrow, indifferent to our joy in success and our grief in failure, master of all, supreme, all-pervading, prabhu, vibhu, calm, strong, pure, equal in all things, the source of Nature, not the direct doer of our works, but the witness of Nature and her works, not imposing on us either the illusion of being the doer, for that illusion is the result of the ignorance of this lower Nature. But this freedom, mastery, purity we cannot see; we are bewildered by the natural ignorance which hides from us the eternal self-knowledge of the Brahman secret within our being. But knowledge comes to its persistent seeker and removes the natural self-ignorance; it shines out like a long-hidden sun and lights up to our vision that self-being supreme beyond the dualities of this lower existence.

The result is says the Gita, a perfect equality to all things and all persons; and then only can we repose our works completely in the Brahman.

1. He has at heart for all the same equal kindliness, the same divine affection. Circumstances may determine the outward clasp or the outward conflict, but can never affect his equal eye, his open heart, his inner embrace of all.
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19. Even here on earth they have conquered the creation whose mind is established in equality; the equal Brahman is faultless, therefore they live in the Brahman.

20. With intelligence stable, unbewildered, the knower of Brahman, living in the Brahman, neither rejoices on obtaining what is pleasant, nor sorrows on obtaining what is unpleasant.

21. When the soul is no longer attached to the touches of outward things, then one finds the happiness that exists in the Self; such a one enjoys an imperishable happiness, because his self is in Yoga, yukta, by Yoga with the Brahman.
1 The Brahman is equal, *samam Brahma*, and it is only when we have this perfect equality seeing with an equal eye the learned and cultured Brahmin, the cow, the elephant, the dog, the outcaste and knowing all as one Brahman, that we can, living in that oneness, see like the Brahman our works proceeding from the nature freely without any fear of attachment, sin or bondage. Sin and stain then cannot be; for we have overcome that creation full of desire and its works and reactions which belongs to the ignorance, *tairjitaḥ sargah*, and living in the supreme and divine nature there is no longer fault or defect in our works; for these are created by the inequalities of the ignorance. The equal Brahman is faultless, beyond the confusion of good and evil, and living in the Brahman we too rise beyond good and evil; we act in that purity, stainlessly, with an equal and single purpose of fulfilling the welfare of all existences. (See sloka 25).

The Gita after speaking of the perfect equality of the Brahman-knower who has risen into the Brahman-consciousness, *brahmavid brahmani sthitah*, develops in nine verses that follow its idea of Brahmayoga and of Nirvana in the Brahman.

2 The non-attachment is essential, the Gita says, in order to be free from the attacks of desire and wrath and passion, a freedom without which true happiness is not possible. That happiness and that equality are to be gained entirely by man in
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22. The enjoyments born of the touches of things are causes of sorrow, they have a beginning and an end; therefore the sage, the man of awakened understanding, budhah, does not place his delight in these.

23. He who can bear here in the body the velocity of wrath the desire, is the Yogin, the happy man.
24. He who has the inner happiness and the inner ease and repose and the inner light, that Yōgin becomes the Brahman and reaches self-extinction in the Brahman, brahmanirvāṇam.¹

25. Sages with Nirvan in the Brahman, they in whom the stains of sin are effaced and the knot of doubt is cut asunder, masters of their selves, who are occupied in doing good to all creatures.

the body: he is not to suffer any least remnant of the subjection to the troubled lower nature to remain in the idea that the perfect release, will come by a putting off of the body; a perfect spiritual freedom is to be won here upon earth and possessed." and enjoyed in the human life.

¹. Here, very clearly, Nirvana means the extinction of the ego in the higher spiritual inner Self, that which is for ever timeless, spaceless, not bound by the chain of cause and effect and the changes of the world-mutation, self-blissful, self-illumined and for ever at peace. The Yōgin ceases to be the ego, the little person limited by the mind and the body; he becomes the Brahman; he is unified in consciousness with the immutable divinity of the eternal Self which is immanent in his natural being. But is this a going in into some deep sleep of samadhi away from all world-consciousness, or is it the preparatory movement for a dissolution of the natural being and the individual soul into some absolute Self who is utterly and for ever beyond Nature and her works, laya, moksha?
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is cut asunder, masters of their selves, who are occupied in doing good to all creatures.

26. Yatis (those who practise self-mastery by Yoga and austerity) who are delivered from desire and wrath and have gained self-mastery, for them Nirvana in the Brahman exists all about them, encompasses them, they already live in it because they have knowledge¹ of the Self².
1 That is to say, to have knowledge and possession of the Self is to exist in Nirvana. This is clearly a large extension of the idea of Nirvana. Freedom from all stain of the passions, the self-mastery of the equal mind on which that freedom is founded, equality to all beings, *sarvabhuteshu-*, and beneficial love for all, final destruction of that doubt and obscurity of the ignorance which keeps us divided from the all-unifying Divine and the knowledge of the One Self within us and in all are evidently the conditions of Nirvana which are laid down in these verses of the Gita, go to constitute it and are its spiritual substance. Thus Nirvana is clearly compatible with world-consciousness and with action in the world. For the sages who possess it are conscious of and in intimate relation by works with the divine in the mutable universe; they are occupied with the good of all creatures, *sarvabhuta-hite*.

2 By Nirvana in the Brahman must be meant a destruction or extinction of the limited separative consciousness, falsifying and dividing, which is brought into being on the surface of existence by the lower Maya of the three gunas, and entry into Nirvana is a passage into this other true unifying consciousness which is the heart of existence and its continent and its whole containing and supporting, its whole original and eternal and final truth. Nirvana when we gain it, enter into it not only within us, but all around, *abhito vartate*, because this is not only the Brahman-consciousness which lives secret within us, but the Brahman-consciousness in which we live. It is the Self which we are within, the supreme Self of our individual being but also the Self which we are without, the supreme Self of the universe, the Self of all existences. By living in that Self we live in all, and no longer in our egoistic being alone; by oneness with that Self a steadfast oneness with all in the universe becomes the very nature of our being and the root status of our active consciousness and root motive of all our action.
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27.-28. Having put outside of himself all outward touches and concentrated the vision between the eye-brows and made equal the prana and the apana moving within the nostrils, having controlled the senses, the mind and the understanding, the sage devoted to liberation, from whom desire and wrath and fear have passed away, is ever free.¹
29. When a man has known Me as the Enjoyer of sacrifice and tapasya (of all askesis and energisms),

1. Here we have a process of Yoga that brings in an element which seems quite other than the Yoga of works and other even than the pure Yoga of knowledge by discrimination and contemplation; it belongs in all its characteristic features to the system, introduces the psycho-physical askesis of, Rajayoga. There is the conquest of all the movements of the mind, chittavritti-nyādha; there is the control of the breathing, Pranayama; there is the drawing in of the senses and the vision. All of them are processes which lead to the inner trance of Samadhi, the object of all of them moksha, and moksha signifies in ordinary parlance the renunciation not only of the separative ego-consciousness, but of the whole active consciousness, a dissolution of our being into the highest Brahman. Are we to suppose that the Gita gives this process in that sense as the last movement of a release by dissolution or only as a special means and a strong aid to overcome the outward-going mind? Is this the finale, the climax, the last word? We shall find reason to regard it as both a special means, an aid, and at least one gate of a final departure, not by dissolution, but by an uplifting to the supracosmic existence. For even here in this passage this is not the last word; the last word, the finale, the climax comes in a verse that follows and is the last couplet of the chapter.
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Thus ends the fifth chapter entitled: The Yoga of He Renunciation of Action.

1 The power of the Karmayoga comes in again; the knowledge of the active Brahman, the cosmic supersoul, is insisted on among the conditions of the peace of Nirvana. We get back to the great idea of the Gita, the idea of the Purushottama,—though that name is not given till close upon the end, it is always that which Krishna means by his "I" and "me", the Divine who is there as the one self in our timeless immutable being, who is present too in the world, in all existences, in all activities, the master of the silence and the peace, the master of the power and the action, who is here incarnate as the divine charioteer of the stupendous conflict, the Transcendent, the Self, the AH, the master of every individual being. He is the enjoyer of all sacrifice and of all tapasya, therefore shall the seeker of liberation do works as a sacrifice and as a tapasya; he is the
lord of all the worlds, manifested in Nature and in these beings, therefore shall the liberated man still do works for the right government and leading on of the peoples in these worlds, *loka-sangraha*; he is the friend of all existences, therefore is the sage who has found Nirvana within him and all around, still and always occupied with the good of all creatures,—even as the Nirvana of Mahayana Buddhism took for its highest sign the works of a universal compassion. Therefore too, even when he has found oneness with the Divine in his timeless and immutable self, is he still capable, since he embraces the relations also of the play of Nature, of divine love for man and of love for the Divine, of bhakti. That this is the drift of the meaning, becomes clearer when we have fathomed the sense of the sixth chapter which is a large comment on and a full development of the idea of these closing verses of the fifth, that shows the importance which the Gita attaches to them
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**SIXTH CHAPTER**

**NIRVANA AND WORKS IN THE WORLD**

श्रीभगवानुवाच ।
अनाश्रितः कर्मफलं कार्यं कर्म करोतिय यः ।
स संन्यासी च योगी च न निरंतिरं चाक्षिकः ॥ ६-१ ॥

1. The Blessed Lord said: Whoever does the work to be done without resort to its fruits, he is the sannyasin and the Yogin, not the man who lights not the sacrificial fire and does not the works.

चं संन्यासासमिति प्रायुंयोगं तेन विद्धि पाण्डव ।
न द्वारसंन्य्यसरसकत्यो योगी भवति कथन ॥ ६-२ ॥

2. What they have called renunciation (Sannhasa), know to be in truth Yoga, O Pandava; for none becomes a Yogin who has not renounced the desire-will in the mind.²

आरूर्ख्योमुनयंयंगं कर्म कारणमुच्यते ।
योगारूर्ख्यस्य तस्यैव शम: कारणमुच्यते ॥ ६-३ ॥

3. For a sage who is ascending the hill of Yoga, action is the cause²; for the same sage when he has got to the top of Yoga self-mastery is the cause.
1 First the Teacher emphasises—and this is very significant—his often repeated asseveration about the real essence, Sannyasa, that it is an inward, not an outward renunciation. Works are to be done, but with what purpose and in what order?

2 Works* are the cause, but of what? The cause of self-perfection, of liberation, of Nirvana in the Brahman; for by doing works with a steady practice of the inner renunciation this perfection, this liberation, this conquest of the desire-mind and the ego-self and the lower nature are easily accomplished.

3 But when one has got to the top? Then works are no longer the cause; the calm of self-mastery and self-possession gained by works becomes the cause. Again, the cause of what? Of fixity in the self, in the Brahman-consciousness and of the perfect equality in which the divine works of the liberated man are done.
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4. When one does not get attached\(^1\) to the objects of sense or to works and has renounced all will of desire in the mind, then is he said to have ascended to the top of Yoga.

5. By the self thou shouldst deliver the self, thou shouldst not depress and cast down the self (whether by self-indulgence or suppression); for the self is the friend of the self and the self is the enemy.

6. To the man is his self a friend in whom the (lower) self has been conquered by the (higher) self, but to him who is not in possession of his (higher) self, the (lower) self as if an enemy and it acts as an enemy.
7. When one has conquered one's self and attained to the calm of a perfect self-mastery and self-possession, then is the supreme self in a man founded and poised (even in his outwardly conscious human being) in cold and heat, pleasure and pain as well as in honour and dishonour.

1 That is the spirit in which the liberated man does works; he does them without desire and attachment, without the egoistic personal will and the mental seeking which is the parent of desire. He has conquered his lower self, reached the perfect calm in which his highest self is manifest to him, that highest self always concentrated in its own being, sawahita, in Samadhi, not only in the trance of the inward-drawn consciousness but always, in the waking state of the mind as well, in exposure to the causes of desire and of the disturbance of calm, to grief and pleasure, heat and cold, honour and disgrace, all the dualities. This higher self is the Akshara. kutastha.

8. The Yogin, who is satisfied with self-knowledge, trainquil and self-poised, master of his senses, regarding alike clod and stone and gold, is said to be in Yoga.

9. He who is equal in soul to friend and enemy and to neutral and indifferent, also to sinner and saint, he excels.

10. Let the Yogin practise continually union with the Self (so that that may become his normal consciousness) sitting apart and alone, with all desire and idea of possession banished from his mind, self-controlled in his whole being and consciousness.
The Akshara, the higher self stands above the changes and the perturbations of the natural being; and the Yogin is said to be in Yoga with it when he also is like it, kutd tha, when he is superior to all appearances and mutations, when he is satisfied with self-knowledge, when he is equal-minded to all things and happenings and persons. In other words, to master the lower self by the higher, the natural self by the spiritual is the way of man's perfection and liberation. But this Yoga is after all no easy thing to acquire, as Arjuna indeed shortly afterwards suggests, for the restless mind is always liable to be pulled down from these heights by the attacks of outward things and to fall back into the strong control of grief and passion and inequality. Therefore, it would seem, the Gita proceeds to give us in addition to its general method of knowledge and works a special process of Rajayogic meditation also, a powerful method of practice, abhyasa, a strong way to he complete control of the mind and all its workings.

11-12. He should set in a pure spot his firm seat, neither too high, nor yet too low, covered with a cloth, with a deer skin, with sacred grass, and there seated with a concentrated mind and with the workings of the mental consciousness and the senses under control, he should practise Yoga for self-purification.

13-14. Holding the body, head and neck erect, motionless (the posture proper to the practice of Raja-yoga), the vision drawn in and fixed between the eye-brows, not regarding the regions, the mind kept calm and free from fear and the vow of Brahmacharya observed, the whole controlled mentality turned to Me (the Divine), he must sit firm in Yoga, wholly giving up to Me (so that the lower action of the consciousness shall be merged in the higher peace.
15. Thus always putting himself in Yoga by control of his mind, the Yogin attains to the supreme peace of Nirvana\(^1\) which has its foundation in Me.

1. Yet the result is not, while one yet lives, a Nirvana which puts away every possibility of action in the world, every relation with beings in the world. It would seem at first that it ought to be so. When all the desires and passions have ceased, when the mind is no longer permitted to throw itself out in thought, when the practice of this silent and solitary Yoga has become the rule, what farther action or relation with the world of outward touches and mutable appearances is any longer possible? No doubt, the Yogin for a time still remains in the body, but the cave, the forest, the mountain-top seem now the fittest, the only possible scene of his continued living and constant trance of Samadhi his sole joy and occupation. But, first, while this solitary Yoga is being pursued, the renunciation of all other action is not recommended by the Gita.
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16. Verily this Yoga is not for him who eats too much or sleeps too much, even as it is not for him who gives up sleep and food, O Arjuna.

17. Yoga destroys all sorrow for him I whom the sleep and walking, the food, the play, the putting forth of effort in works are all yukta.\(^1\)

18. When all the mental consciousness is perfectly controlled and liberated from desire and remains still in the self, then it is said, “he is in Yoga.”
19. Motionless like the light of a lamp in a windless place is the controlled consciousness
(free from its restless action, shut in from its outward motion) of the Yogan who practises
union with the Self.

1 This is generally interpreted as meaning that all should be moderate, regulated, done in fit
measure, and that may indeed be the significance. But at any rate when the Yoga is attained, all
this has to be yukta in another sense, the ordinary sense of the word everywhere else in the Gita.
In all states, in waking and in sleeping, in food and play and action, the Yogan will then be in
Yoga with the Divine, and all will be done by him in the consciousness of the Divine as the self
and as the All and as that which supports and contains his own life and his action. Desire and ego
and personal will and the thought of the mind are the motives of action only in the lower nature;
when the ego is lost and the Yogan becomes Brahman, when he lives in and is, even, a
transcendent and universal consciousness, action comes spontaneously out of that, luminous
knowledge higher than the mental thought comes out of that, a power other and mightier than the
personal will comes out of that to do for him his works and bring its fruits; personal action "has
ceased, all has been taken up into the Brahman and assumed by the Divine, mayi sannyasya
karmani.
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20. That in which the mind becomes silent and still by the practice of Yoga; that in which the
Self is seen within in the Self by the Self (seen, not as it is mistranslated falsely or
partially by the mind and represented to us trough the ego, but self-perceived by the Self,
swaprakasha), and the soul is satisfied.

21. That in which the soul knows its own true and exceeding bliss,¹ which is perceived by the
intelligence and is beyond the senses, wherein established, it can no longer fall away
from the spiritual truth of its being.
22. That is the greatest of all gains and the treasure beside which all lose their value, wherein established he is not disturbed by the fieriest assault of mental grief.

\[ तेन विद्घाहः क्षत्योगवियोगं योगसत्त्वानिनिर्विराजस्त्व निरिव्यानचेतसः \]

\[ ॥ ६-२३ ॥ \]

23. It is the putting away of the contact with pain, the divorce of the mind's marriage with grief. The firm winning of this inalienable spiritual bliss in Yoga; it is the divine union. This Yoga is to be resolutely practised without yielding to any discouragement by difficulty or failure (until the release, until the bliss of Nirvana is secured as an eternal possession).

---

1 Not that untranquil happiness which is the portion of the mind and the senses, but an inner and serene felicity in which it is safe from the mind's perturbations and can no longer fall away from the spiritual truth of its being.

The main stress here has fallen on the stilling of the emotive mind, the mind of desire and the senses which are the recipients of outward touches and reply to them with our customary emotional reactions; but even the mental thought has to be stilled in the silence of the self-existent being.
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---

\[ संक्तप्रभावान्कामांस्त्यत्वका सर्वानशोषतः \]

\[ मनसेवेत्रियव्राम विनियम्य समस्ततः \]

\[ ॥ ६-२४ ॥ \]

\[ शानीः शानेरुपमेधुच्चा धृतिगृहीतया \]

\[ आत्मसंस्थ मनः कृपा न किं चिदापि चिन्तयेत् \]

\[ ॥ ६-२५ ॥ \]

24-25. Abandoning without any exception or residue all the desires born of the desire-will and holding the senses by the mind so that they shall not run to all sides (after their usual disorderly and restless habit), one should slowly cease from mental action by a buddhi held in the grasp of fixity, and having fixed the mind in the higher Self one should not think of anything at all.

\[ यतो यतो निश्चरितं मनःध्वमसत्तरम् \]

\[ ततस्ततो नियम्येतदत्मन्येव वर्षं नयेत् \]

\[ ॥ ६-२६ ॥ \]
26. Whenever the restless and unquiet mind goes forth, it should be controlled and brought into subjection in the Self.

प्रार्थनमसं द्वोन्योगिन सुखवृत्तमणि
उपैति शान्तरजसं भुतमक्लेषमणि || ६-२७

27. When the mind is throughly quieted, then there comes upon the Yogin stainless, passionless, the highest bliss of the soul that has become the Brahman.

युञ्जक्षेत्रसंसदात्मानं योगी विगतकल्मषः
सुखवेन भूतसंपर्शेत्तत्त्त्त सुखमशुते || ६-२८

28. Thus freed from stain of passion and putting himself constantly in Yoga, the Yogin easily and happily enjoys the touch of the Brahman which is an exceeding bliss.

सर्वभूतस्थतथात्मानं सर्वभूतानि चात्मनि
ईश्वरे योगयुक्तं अन्तः समदर्शनं || ६-२९

29. The man whose self is in Yoga, sees the self in all beings and all beings in the self, he is equal-visioned everywhere.
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30. He who sees Me everywhere and sees all in Me, to him I do not get lost, nor does he get lost to Me.

यो मां पहयति सर्वं च मयं पहयति
तस्यां न प्रणयायिः स मे न प्रणयति || ६-३०

31. The Yogin who has taken his stand upon oneness and loves Me in all beings, however and in all ways he lives and acts, lives and acts in Me.

1 All that he sees is to him the Self, all is his self, all is the Divine. But is there no danger, if he dwells at all in the mutability of the Kshara, of his losing all the results of this difficult Yoga, losing the Self and falling back into the mind, of the Divine losing him and the world getting him, of his losing the Divine ; and getting back in its place the ego and the lower nature ? No, says the Gita. For this peace of Nirvana, though it is gained through the Akshara, is founded
upon the being of the Purushottama, *mat-sanstham*, and that is extended, the Divine, the Brahman is extended too in the world of beings and, though transcendent of it, not imprisoned in its own transcendence. One has to see all things as He and live and act wholly in that vision; that is the perfect fruit of the Yoga.

But why act? Is it not safer to sit in one's solitude looking out upon the world, if you will, seeing it in Brahman, in the Divine, but not taking part in it, not moving in it, not living in it, not acting in it, living rather ordinarily in the inner Samadhi? Should not that be the law, the rule, the dharma of this highest spiritual condition? No, again; for the liberated Yogin there is no other law, rule, dharma than simply this, to live in the Divine, and love the Divine and be one with all beings; his freedom is an absolute and not a contingent freedom, self-existent and not dependent any longer on any rule of conduct, law of life or limitation of any kind. He has no longer any need of a process of Yoga, because he is now perpetually in Yoga.

2 The love of the world spiritualised, changed from a sense experience to a soul experience, is founded on the love of God and in that love there is no peril and no shortcoming. Fear and disgust of the world may often be necessary for the recoil from the lower nature, for it is really the fear and disgust of our own ego which reflects itself in the world. But to see God in the world is to fear nothing, it is to embrace all in the being
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32. He, O Arjuna, who sees with equality everything in the image of self whether it be grief or it be happiness, him I hold to be the supreme Yogin.

33. Arjuna said: This Yoga of the nature of equality which has been described by Thee, O Madhusudana, I see no stable foundation for it owing to restlessness.

of God; to see all as the Divine is to hate and loathe nothing, but love God in the world and the world in God. But at least the things of the lower nature will be shunned and feared, the things which the Yogin has taken so much trouble to surmount? Not this either; all is embraced in the equality of the self-vision.
1 By this it is not meant at all that he himself shall fall from the griefless spiritual bliss and feel again worldly unhappiness, even in the sorrow of others, but seeing in others the play of the dualities which he himself has left and surmounted, he shall still see all as himself, his self in all, God in all and, not disturbed or bewildered by the appearances of these things, moved only by them to help and heal, to occupy himself with the good of all beings, to lead men to the spiritual bliss, to work for the progress of the world Godwards, he shall live the, divine life, so long as days upon earth are his portion. The God-lover who can do this, can thus embrace all things in God, can look calmly on the lower nature and the works of the Maya of the three gunas and act in them and upon them without perturbation or fall or disturbance from the height and power of the spiritual oneness, free in the largeness of the God-vision, sweet and great and luminous in the strength of the God-nature, may well be declared to be the supreme Yogin. He indeed has conquered the creation, jitah sargah.

2 When Arjuna realises fully the nature of the Yoga which he is bidden to embrace, his pragmatic nature accustomed to act from mental will and preference and desire is "appalled by its difficulty and he asks what is the end of the soul which attempts and fails.
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चन्दर्ण हि मनः कृष्ण प्रमाथि बलवहृदम् ।
तस्याहि निमित्तं मन्ये वायोरिन्सुधुल्कस्मम् ॥ ६-३४ ॥

34. Restless indeed is the mind, O Krishna; it is vehement, strong and unconquerable; I deem it as hard to control as the wind.

श्रीभगवानुवाच ॥
असंयत तह सहवाहो मनो तु निर्मितां चालम् ।
अप्यन्ते तु कौन्तेय वैराग्येण च गृह्यते ॥ ६-३५ ॥

35. The blessed Lord said: Without doubt, O mighty-armed, the mind is restless and very difficult to restrain; but, O Kaunteya, it may be controlled by constant practice and non-attachment.

असंयतात्मना योगो दुःखापृति में माति: ।
वद्यात्मना तु यत्ता शक्यो नवासुमुस्यायत: ॥ ६-३६ ॥

36. By one who is not self-controlled, this Yoga is difficult to attain; but by the self-controlled, it is attainable by properly directed efforts.
37. Arjuna said: He who takes up Yoga with faith, but cannot control himself with the mind wandering away from Yoga, failing to attain perfection in Yoga, what is his mind, O Krishna?

38. Does he not, O mighty-armed, lose both this life (of human activity and thought and emotion which it has left behind) and the Brahmic consciousness to which it aspires and falling from both perish like a dissolving cloud?

39. This my doubt, O Krishna, please dispel completely without leaving any residue, for there is none else than Thyself who can destroy this doubt.

40. The Blessed Lord said: O son of Pritha, neither in this life nor hereafter is there destruction for him; never does anyone who practises good, O beloved, come to woe.

41. Having attained to the world of the righteous and having dwelt there for immemorial years, he who fell from Yoga is again born in the house of such as are pure and glorious.
42. Or he may be born in the family of the wise Yogan; indeed such a birth is rare to obtain in this world.

43. There he recovers the mental state of union (with the Divine) which he had formed in his previous life; and with this he again endeavours for perfection, O joy of the Kurus.

44. By that former practice he is irresistibly carried on. Even the seeker after the knowledge of Yoga goes beyond the range of the Vedas and Upanishads.

45. But the Yogan, endeavouring with assiduity, purified from sin, perfecting himself through many lives attains to the highest goal.

46. The Yogan is greater than the doers of askesis, greater than the men of knowledge, greater than the men of works; become than the Yogan, O Arjuna.

47. Of all Yogins he who with all his inner self given up to me, for me has love and faith, him I hold to be the most united with me in Yoga.

The Gita brings in here as always bhakti as the climax of the Yoga, sarvabhiitasthitam yo mam bhajati ekatwam ashitah; that may almost be said to sum up the whole final result of the Gita's teaching—whoever loves God in all and his soul is found-ed upon the divine oneness, however
he lives and acts, lives and acts in God. And to emphasize it still more, after an intervention of Arjuna and a reply to his doubt as to how so difficult a Yoga can be at all possible for the restless mind of man, the divine Teacher returns to this idea and makes it his culminating utterance. "The Yogin is greater than the doers of askesis, greater than the men of knowledge, greater than the men of works; become then the Yogin, O Arjuna," the Yogin, one who seeks for and attains, by works and knowledge and askesis or by whatever other means, not even spiritual knowledge or power or anything else for their own sake, but the union with God alone; for in that all else is contained and in that lifted beyond itself to a divinest significance. But even among Yogins the greatest is the Bhakta. "Of all Yogins he who with all his inner self given up to me, for me has love and faith shraddhavan bhajate, him I hold to be the most united with me in Yoga." It is this that is the closing word of these first six chapters and contains in itself the seed of the rest, of that which still remains unspoken and is nowhere entirely spoken; for it is always and remains something of a mystery and a secret, rahasyam, the highest spiritual mystery and the divine secret.
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SEVENTH CHAPTER

1. THE TWO NATURES

श्रीभगवानुवाच ।
मय्यासक्तमना: पार्थ योगं युञ्जनमदाश्रय: ।
असंशयं समयं मां यथा ज्ञात्यसितच्छूषु ॥ ७-१ ॥

1. The Blessed Lord said: Hear, O Partha, how by practising Yoga with a mind attached to me and with me as ashraya (the whole basis, lodgement, point of resort of the conscious being and action) thou shalt know me without any remainder of doubt, integrally.¹

ज्ञानं ते वहं सविज्जानभिंदं वक्ष्याम्यशेषत: ।
यज्ञाब्धव नेहं भूयं उन्मज्ञातवस्मिन्मशिष्यते ॥ ७-२ ॥

2. I will speak to thee without omission or remainder the essential knowledge, attended with all the comprehensive knowledge, by knowing which there shall be no other thing here left to be known.

मनुष्याणां सहस्रेषु कथितं च सिद्धये ।
यत: तामपि सिद्धान्तं कथितान्तं वेच्य तबः: ॥ ७-३ ॥
1. The implication of the phrase is that the Divine Being is all, *vasudevah sarvam*, and therefore if he is known integrally in all his powers and principles, then all is known, not only the pure Self, but the world and action and Nature. There is then nothing else here left to be known, because all is that Divine Existence. It is only because our view here is not thus integral, because it rests on the dividing mind and reason and the separative idea of the ego, that our mental perception of things is an ignorance. We have to get away from this mental and egoistic view to the true unifying knowledge, and that has two aspects, the essential, *jnana*, and the comprehensive, *vijnana*, the direct spiritual awareness of the supreme Being and the right intimate knowledge of the principles of his existence, Prakriti, Purusha and the rest, by which all that is can be known in its divine origin and in the supreme truth of its nature. That integral knowledge, says the Gita, is a rare and difficult thing.
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3. Among thousands of men one here and there strives after perfection, and of those who strive and attain to perfection one here and there knows me in all principles of my existence.

ॐ भूमिरापो ॐ नलो वायुः खः मनः बुद्धिरेच च ।
अहंकार इति य मे भित्रा प्रकृतिरस्यथा ॥ ३-४ ॥

4. The five elements (conditions of material being), mind (with its various senses and organs), reason, ego, this is my eightfold\(^1\) divided Nature.

अपरेयमितस्वन्यां प्रकृतिः विद्धि मे पराम् ।
जीवभूतां महावाहो वयेदं धार्यते जगत् ॥ ३-५ ॥

5. This the lower. But know my other Nature\(^2\) different from this, O mighty-armed, the supreme which becomes the Jiva\(^1\) and by which this world is upheld.

---

\(^1\) To start with and in order to found this integral knowledge, the Gita makes that deep and momentous distinction which is the practical basis of all its Yoga, the distinction between the two Natures, the phenomenal and the spiritual Nature. Here is the first new metaphysical idea of the Gita which helps it to start from the notions of the Sankhya philosophy and yet exceed them and give to their terms, which it keeps and extends, a Vedantic significance. An eightfold nature is the Sankhya description of Prakriti. The Sankhya stops there, and because it stops there, it has
to set up an unbridgeable division between the soul and -Nature; it has to posit them as two quite
distinct primary entities. The Gita also, if it stopped there, would have to make the same incur-
able antinomy between the Self and cosmic Nature which would then be only the Maya of the
three gunas and all this cosmic existence would be simply the result of this Maya; it could be
nothing else. But there is something else, there is a higher principle, a nature of spirit, para
prakritir mama.

2 This "I" here is the Purushottama, the supreme Being, the supreme Soul, the transcendent
and universal Spirit. The original and eternal nature of the Spirit and its transcendent and
originating Shakti is what is meant by the Para Prakriti. For speaking first of the origin of the
world from the point of view of the active power of his Nature, Krishna assevers, "This is the
womb of all beings." And in the next line of the couplet, again stating the same fact from the
point of view of the originating Soul, he continues, " I am the birth of the whole world and so too
its dissolution; there is nothing else supreme beyond Me."
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Here then the supreme Soul, Purushottama, and the supreme Nature, Para Prakriti, are identified;
they are put as two ways of looking at one and the same reality. For when Krishna declares " I
am the birth of the world and its dissolution," it is evident that it is this Para Prakriti, supreme
Nature, of his being which is both these things. The Spirit is the supreme Being in his infinite
consciousness and the supreme Nature is the infinity of power or will of being of the Spirit,—it
is his infinite consciousness in its inherent divine energy and its supernal divine action. The
birth is the movement of evolution of this conscious Energy out of the Spirit, para prakritir
jivabhuta, its activity in the mutable universe; the dissolution is the withdrawing of that activity
by involution of the Energy into the immutable existence and self-gathered power of the Spirit.
That then is what is initially meant by the supreme Nature.

1. The supreme Nature, para prakriti, is then the infinite timeless conscious power of the self-
existent Being out of which all existences in the cosmos are manifested and come out of
timelessness into Time. But in order to provide a spiritual basis for this manifold universal
becoming in the cosmos the supreme Nature formulates itself as the Jiva. To put it otherwise, the
eternal multiple soul of the Purushottama appears as individual spiritual existence in all the
forms of the cosmos. All existences are instinct with the life of the one indivisible Spirit; all are
supported in their personality, actions and forms by the eternal multiplicity of the one Purusha.
We must be careful not to make the mistake of thinking that this supreme Nature is identical with
the Jiva manifested in Time in the sense that there is nothing else or that it is only nature of
becoming and not at all nature of being: that could not be the supreme Nature of the Spirit. Even
in time it is something more; for otherwise the only truth of it in the cosmos would be nature of multiplicity and there would be no nature of unity in the world. That is not what the Gita says: it does not say that the supreme Prakriti is in its essence the Jiva, jivatmakam, but that it has become the Jiva, jivabhutam; and it is implied in that expression that behind its manifestation as the Jiva here it is originally something else and higher, it is nature of the one supreme spirit. The Jiva, as we are told later on, is the Lord, Ishwara, but in his partial manifestation, mamaivan-shah; even all the multiplicity of beings in the universe or in numberless universes could not be in their becoming the integral Divine, but only a partial manifestation of the infinite One. In them Brahman the one indivisible existence resides as if
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एतच्योनिन्ति भूतानि सर्वाणीत्पुष्पधारय।
अहेतू कृत्सन्तं जगतं: प्रभवं: प्रत्ययस्तथा॥ ॥ ७-६ ॥

6. Know this to be the womb of all beings. I am the birth of the whole world and so too its dissolution.

मत्तं फर्तरं नान्यतिं विद्वस्ति धन्यजय।
मति सर्वमिदं प्रोतं सृष्टे मणिगणं इव॥ ॥ ७-७ ॥

7. There is nothing else supreme beyond Me, O Dhananjaya. On Me1 all that is here is strung like pearls upon a tread.

divided, avihfktam cha bhuteshu vibhaktam iva cha sthitam The unity is the greater truth, the multiplicity is the lesser truth, though both are a truth and neither of them is an illusion.

It is by the unity of this spiritual nature that the world is sustained, yayedam dharyate jagat, even as it is that from which it is born with all its becomings, etad-yonini bhutani sarvani, and that also which withdraws the whole world and its existences into itself in the hour of dissolution, aham krtsnasya jagatah prabhavah pralayastatha. But in the manifestation which is thus put forth in the Spirit, upheld in its action, withdrawn in its periodical rest from action, the Jiva is the basis of the multiple existence; it is the multiple soul, if we may so call it, or, if we prefer, the soul of the multiplicity we experience here. It is one always with the Divine in its being, different from it only in the power of its being,—different not in the sense that it is not at all the same power, but in this sense that it only supports the one power in a partial multiply individualised action. Therefore all things are initially, ultimately and in the principle of their continuance too the Spirit. The fundamental nature of all is nature of the Spirit, and only in their lower differential phenomena do they seem to be something else, to be nature of body, life,
mind, reason, ego and the senses. But these are phenomenal derivatives, they are not the essential truth of our nature and our existence.

The supreme nature of spiritual being gives us then both an original truth and power of existence beyond cosmos and a first basis of spiritual truth for the manifestation in the cosmos. But where is the link between this supreme nature and the lower phenomenal nature?

1 This is only an image which we cannot press very far; for the pearls are only kept in relation to each other by the thread and have no other oneness or relation with the pearl-string except their dependence on it for this mutual connection.
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रसो अहमप्यु कौन्तेय प्रभासिम शानिसूर्यः ।
प्रणवः सर्ववेदेषु शाब्दः खे प्रोरवं नृपु ॥ ७-८ ॥

Let us go then from the image to that which it images. It is the supreme nature of Spirit, the infinite conscious power of its being, self-conscient, all-conscient, all-wise, which maintains these phenomenal existences in relation to each other, penetrates them, abides in and supports them and weaves them into the system of its manifestation. This one supreme power manifests not only in all as the One, but in each as the Jiva, the individual spiritual presence; it manifests also as the essence of all quality of Nature. These are therefore the concealed spiritual powers behind all phenomena. This highest quality is not the working of the three gunas, which is phenomenon of quality and not its spiritual essence. It is rather the inherent, one, yet variable inner power of all these superficial variations. It is a fundamental truth of the Becoming, a truth that supports and gives a spiritual and divine significance to all its appearances. The workings of the gunas are only the superficial unstable becomings of reason, mind, sense, ego, life and matter, sattwika- bhava rajasas tamasash cha'; but this is rather the essential stable original intimate power of the becoming, swabhava. It is that which determines the primary law of all becoming and of each Jiva; it constitutes the essence and develops the movement of the nature. It is a principle in each creature that derives from and is immediately related to a transcendent divine Becoming, that of the Ishvara, madbhavah. In this relation of the divine bhava to the swabhava and of the swabhava to the superficial bhava, of the divine Nature to the individual self-nature and of self-nature in its pure and original quality to the phenomenal nature in all its mixed and confused play of qualities', we find the link between that supreme and this lower existence. The degraded powers and values of the inferior Prakriti derive from the absolute powers and values of the supreme Shakti and must go back to them to find
their own source and truth and the essential law of their operation and movement. So too the soul or Jiva involved here in the shackled, poor and inferior play of the phenomenal qualities, if he would escape from it and be divine and perfect, must by resort to the pure action of his essential quality of *swabhava* go back to that higher law of his own being in which he can discover the will, the power, the dynamic principle, the highest working of his divine nature.

This is clear from the immediately subsequent passage in which the Gita gives a number of instances to show how the Divine in the power of his supreme Nature manifests and acts within the animate and so-called inanimate existences of the universe.
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8. I am taste ¹ in the waters, O son of Kunti, I am the light² of sun and moon, I am pranava³ (the syllable OM) in all the Vedas, sound in ether and manhood in men.

---

¹ 'The, Divine himself in his Para Prakrit! is the energy at the basis of the various sensory relations of which, according to the ancient Sankhya system, the ethereal, the radiant, electric and gaseous, the liquid and the other elemental conditions of matter are the physical medium. The five elemental conditions of matter are the quantitative or material element in the lower nature and are the basis of material forms. The five *tanmatras*—taste, touch, scent and the others—are the qualitative element. These *tanmatras* are the subtle energies whose action puts the sensory consciousness in relation to the gross forms of matter,—they are the basis of all phenomenal knowledge. From the material point of view matter is the reality and the sensory relations are derivative; but from the spiritual point of view the truth is the opposite. Matter and the material media are themselves derivative powers and at bottom are only concrete ways or conditions in which the workings of the quality of Nature in things manifest themselves to the sensory consciousness of the Jiva. The one original and eternal fact is the energy of Nature, the power and quality of being which so manifest itself to the soul through the senses. And what is essential in the senses, most spiritual, most subtle is itself stuff of that eternal quality and power. But energy or power of being in Nature is the Divine himself in his Prakriti; each sense in its purity is therefore that Prakriti, each sense is the Divine in his dynamic conscious force.

² In each case it is the energy of the essential quality on which each of these becomings depends for what it has become, that is given as the characteristic sign indicating the presence of the divine Power in their nature.

³ The basic syllable OM is the foundation of all the potent creative sounds of the revealed word; OM is the one universal formulation of the energy of sound and speech, that which contains and sums up, synthetises and releases, all the spiritual power and all the potentiality of
vak and shabda and of which the other sounds, out of whose stuff words of speech, are woven, are supposed to be the developed evolutions. That makes it quite clear. It is not the phenomenal developments of the senses or of life or of light, intelligence, energy, strength, manhood, ascetic force that are proper to the supreme Prakriti. It is the essential quality in its spiritual power that constitutes the swabhava. It is the force of spirit so manifesting, it is the light of its consciousness and the power of its energy in things revealed
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9. I am pure scent in earth and energy of light in fire; I am life in all existences, I am the ascetic force of those who do askesis.

10. Know me to be the eternal seed of all existences, O son of Pritha. I am the intelligence of the intelligent, the energy of the energetic.

11. I am the strength of the strong devoid of desire and liking. I am in beings the desire which is not contrary to dharma, O Lord of the Bharatas.

in a pure original sign that is the self-nature. That force, light, power is the eternal seed from which all other things are the developments and derivations and variabilities and plastic circumstances. Therefore the Gita throws in as the most general statement in the series, "Know me to be the eternal seed of all existences, O son of Pritha." This eternal seed is the power of spiritual being, the conscious will in the being, the seed which, as is said elsewhere, the Divine casts into the great Brahman, into the supramental vastness, and from that all are born into phenomenal existence. It is that seed of Spirit which manifests itself as the essential quality in all becomings and constitutes their swabhava.
The practical distinction between this original power of essential quality and the phenomenal derivations of the lower nature, between the thing itself in its purity and the thing in its lower appearances, is indicated very clearly at the close of the series.

But how can the Divine be desire, *Kama* for this desire, this Kama has been declared to be our one great enemy who has to be slain. But that desire was the desire of the lower nature of the gunas which has its native point of origin in the rajasic being, *rajogima-samndbhavah*; for this is what we usually mean when we speak of desire. This other, the spiritual, is a will not contrary to the dharma. Dharma, in the spiritual sense is not morality or ethics. Dharma, says the Gita elsewhere, is action governed by the swabhava, the essential law of one's nature. And this swabhava is at its core the pure quality of the spirit, in its inherent power of conscious will and its characteristic force of action. The desire meant here is therefore the purposeful will of the Divine in us searching for and discovering not the pleasure of the lower Prakriti, but the Ananda of its own play and self-fulfilling; it is the desire of the divine Delight of existence unrolling its own conscious force of action in accordance with the law of the *swabhava.*

What again is meant, by saying that the Divine is not in the becomings, the forms and affections of the lower nature, even the sattwic, though they all are in his being? In a sense he must evidently be in them, otherwise they could not exist. But what is meant is that the true and supreme spiritual nature of the Divine is not imprisoned there; they are only phenomena in his being created out of it by the action of the ego and the ignorance. The ignorance presents everything to us in an inverted vision and at least a partially falsified experience. We imagine that the soul is in the body, almost a result and derivation from the body; even we so feel it: but it is...
the body that is in the soul and a result and derivation from the soul. We think of the spirit as a small part of us—the Purusha who is no bigger than the thumb—in this great mass of material and mental phenomena: in reality, the latter for all its imposing appearance is a very small thing in the infinity of the being of the spirit. So it is here; in much the same sense these things are in the Divine rather than the Divine in these things. This lower nature of the three gunas which creates so false a view of things and imparts to them an inferior character is a "Maya, a power of illusion, by which it is not meant that it is all
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13. By these three kinds of becoming which are of the nature of the gunas, this whole world is bewildered and does not recognise Me supreme beyond them and imperishable.

देवी द्वे गुणमयी मम माया दुरत्यया।
मामेव ये प्रपचन्ते मायामेतां तर्निते। ॥ ७-१४ ॥

14. This is my divine\(^1\) Maya of the gunas and it is hard to overcome; those cross beyond it who approach Me.

non-existent or deals with unrealities, but that it bewilders our knowledge., creates false values, envelops us in ego, mentality, sense, physicality, limited intelligence and there conceals from us the supreme truth of our existence. This illusive Maya hides from us the Divine that we are, the infinite and imperishable spirit. If we could see that the Divine is the real truth of our existence, all else also would change to our vision, assume its true character and our life and action acquire the divine values and move in the law of the divine nature.

\(^1\) It is itself divine and a development from the nature of the Divine, but the Divine in the nature of the gods; it is daivi, of the godheads or, if you will, of the Godhead, but of the Godhead in its divided subjective and lower cosmic aspects, sattwic, rajasic and tamasic. It is a cosmic veil which the Godhead has spun around our understanding; Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra have woven its complex threads; the Shakti, the Supreme Nature is there at its base and is hidden in its every tissue. We have to work out this web in ourselves and turn through it and from it leaving it behind us when its use is finished, turn from the gods to the original and supreme Godhead in whom we shall discover at the same time the last sense of the gods and their works and the inmost spiritual verities of our own imperishable existence. "To Me who turn and come, they alone cross over beyond this Maya."
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SEVENTH CHAPTER
II. THE SYNTHESIS OF DEVOTION AND KNOWLEDGE

The Gita, after giving us in the first fourteen verses of this chapter a leading philosophical truth of which we stand in need, hastens in the next sixteen verses to make an immediate application of it. It turns it into a first starting-point for the unification of works, knowledge and devotion,—for the preliminary synthesis of works and knowledge by themselves has already been accomplished.

The intrinsic activity of the supreme Nature (Para Prakriti) is always a spiritual, a divine working. It is force of the supreme divine Nature, it is the conscious will of the being of the Supreme that throws itself out in various essential and spiritual power of quality in the Jiva: that essential power is the swabhava of the Jiva. All act and becoming which proceed directly from this spiritual force are a divine becoming and a pure and spiritual action. Therefore it follows that in action the effort of the human individual must be to get back to his true spiritual personality and to make all his works flow from the power of its supernal Shakti, to develop action through the soul and the inmost intrinsic being, not through the mental idea and vital desire, and to turn all his acts into a pure outflowing of the will of the Supreme, all his life into a dynamic symbol of the Divine Nature.

15. The evil-doers attain not to Me., souls bewildered, low in the human scale; for their knowledge is reft away from them by Maya and they resort to the nature of being of the Asura.

1 This bewildermment is a befooling of the soul in Nature by the deceptive ego. The evil-doer cannot attain to the Supreme, because lie is for ever trying to satisfy the idol ego on the 
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lowest scale of human nature; his real God is this ego. His mind and will, hurried away in the activities of the Maya of the three gunas, are not instruments of the spirit, but willing slaves or
self-deceived tools of his desires. The Gita has laid it down from the beginning that the very first precondition of the divine birth, the higher existence is the slaying of rajasic desire and its children, and that means the exclusion of sin. Sin is the working of the lower nature for the crude satisfaction of its own ignorant, dull or violent rajasic and tamasic propensities in revolt against any high self-control and self-mastery of the nature by the spirit. And in order to get rid of this crude compulsion of the being by the lower Prakriti in its inferior modes we must have recourse to the highest mode of that Prakriti, the sattwic, which is seeking always for a harmonious light of knowledge and for a right rule of action. The Purusha, the soul within us which assents in Nature to the varying impulse of the gunas, has to give its sanction to that sattwic impulse and that sattwic will and temperament in our being which seeks after such a rule. The sattwic will in our nature has to govern us and not the rajasic and tamasic will. This is the meaning of all high reason in action as of all true ethical culture; it is the law of Nature in us striving to evolve from her lower and disorderly to her higher and orderly action, to act not in passion and ignorance with the result of grief and unquiet, but in knowledge and enlightened will with the result of inner happiness, poise and peace. We cannot get beyond the three gunas, if we do not first develop within ourselves the rule of the highest guna, sattwa. Man, therefore, has first of all to become ethical, sitkriitī, and then to rise to heights beyond any mere ethical rule of living, to the light, largeness and power of the spiritual nature, where he gets beyond the grasp of the dualities and its delusion, dwandwamoha. There he no longer seeks his personal good or pleasure or shuns his personal suffering or pain, for by these things he is no longer affected, nor says any longer, "I am virtuous," "I am sinful," but acts in his own high spiritual nature by the will of the Divine for the Universal good. We have already seen that for this end self-knowledge, equality, impersonality are the first necessities, and that that is the way of reconciliation between knowledge and works, between spirituality and activity in the world, between the ever immobile quietism of the timeless Self and the eternal play of the pragmatic energy of Nature. But the Gita now lays down another and greater necessity for the Karmayogin who has

16. Among the virtuous ones who turn towards Me (the Divine) with devotion, O Arjuna, there are four kinds of bhaktas; the suffering, the seeker for good in the world, the seeker for knowledge, and those who adore Me with knowledge, O Lord of the Bharatas.
17. Of these the knower, who is ever in constant union with the Divine, whose bhakti\(^2\) all concentrated on Him, is the best; he loves Me perfectly and is My beloved.

उदारा: सर्व एवेते ज्ञानी बात्मैवे मे मतम् ।
आर्थित: स हि युक्तात्मा मामेवात्मण्यं गतिम् ॥ ७-१८॥

unified his Yoga of works with the Yoga of knowledge. Not knowledge and works alone are demanded of him now, but bhakti also, devotion to the Divine, love and adoration and the soul's desire of the Highest.

1 We may say that these forms are successively the bhakti of the vital-emotional and affective nature, that of the practical and dynamic nature, that of the reasoning intellectual nature, and that of the highest intuitive being which takes up all the rest of the nature into unity with the Divine. Practically, however, the others may be regarded as preparatory movements. For the Gita itself here says that it is only at the end of many existences that one can, after possession of the integral knowledge and after working that out in oneself throughout many lives, attain at the long last to the Transcendent. For the knowledge of the Divine as all things that are difficult to attain and rare on earth is the great soul, Mahatma, who is capable of fully so seeing him and of entering into him with his whole being, in every way of his nature, by the wide power of this all-embracing knowledge, sarvavit sarvabhavehena.

2 This single devotion is his whole law of living and he has gone beyond all creeds of religious belief, rules of conduct, personal aims of life. He has no griefs to be healed, for he is in possession of the All-blissful. He has no desires to hunger after, for he possesses the highest and the All and is close to the All-power that brings all fulfilment. He has no doubts or baffled seekings left, for all knowledge streams upon him from the Light in which he lives. He loves perfectly the Divine and is his beloved; for as he takes joy in the Divine, so too the Divine takes joy in him. This is the God-lover who has the knowledge, jnani bhahta,
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18. Noble are all these without exception, but the knower is verily my self; for as his highest goal he accepts Me, the Purushottama with whom he is in union.

बहुनां जन्मनामन्ते ज्ञानवान्मां प्रपन्धते ।
वासुदेवः सर्वमिति स महात्मा सुदुर्लभः ॥ ७-१९॥
19. At the end of many births the man of knowledge attains to Me. Very rare is the great soul who knows\(^1\) that Vasudeva, the omnipresent Being, is all that is.

20. Men are led away by various outer desires which take from them the working of the inner knowledge; they resort to other godheads and they set up this or that rule, which satisfies the need of their nature.

21. Whatever from Me any devotee with faith desires to worship, I make that faith of his firm and undeviating.

22. He endowed with that faith worships that form; and by the force of that faith in his cult and worship he gets his desires it is I myself who (in that form) give these fruits.

---

1 And this knower, says the Godhead in the Gita, is my self; the others seize only motives and aspects in Nature, but he the very self-being and all-being of the Purushottama with which he is in union. His is the divine birth in the supreme Nature, integral in being, completed in will, absolute in love, perfected in knowledge. In him the Jiva's cosmic existence is justified because it has exceeded itself and so found its own whole and highest truth of being.
24. Petty minds think of Me, the unmanifest, as being limited by manifestation, because they know not my supreme nature of being, imperishable, most perfect.

25. Nor am I revealed to all, enveloped in My Yogamaya^2 this bewildered^3 world knows Me not, the unborn, the imperishable.

---

1 So far as there is a spiritual attainment by this way, it is only to the gods; it is only the Divine in formations of mutable nature and as the giver of her results that they realise. But those who adore the transcendent and integral Godhead embrace all this and transform it all, exalt the gods to their highest, Nature to her summits, and go beyond them to the very Godhead, realise and attain to the Transcendent. Still the supreme Godhead does not at all reject these devotees because of their imperfect vision. For the Divine in his supreme transcendent being, unborn, imminuable and superior to all these partial manifestations, cannot be easily known to any living creature.

2 He is self-enveloped in this immense cloak of Maya, that Maya of his Yoga, by which he is one with the world and yet beyond it, immanent but hidden, seated in all hearts but not revealed to any and every being. Man in Nature thinks that these manifestations in Nature are all the Divine, when they are only his works and his powers and his veils.

3 If after thus bewildering them with his workings in Nature, he were not to meet them in these at all, there would be no divine hope for man or for any soul in Maya. Therefore according to their nature, as they approach him, he accepts then- bhakti and answers to it with the reply of divine love and compassion. These forms are after all a certain kind of manifestation through which the imperfect human intelligence can touch him, these desires are first means by which our souls turn towards him: nor is any devotion worthless or ineffective.
26. I know all past and all present and future existences, O Arjuna, but Me none yet knows.

27. By the delusion\(^1\) of the dualities which arises from wish and disliking, O Bharata, all existences in the creation are led into bewilderment.

28. But those men of virtuous deeds, in whom sin is come to an end, they, freed from the delusion of the dualities,\(^1\) worship\(^2\) Me, steadfast in the vow of self-consecration.

Whatever its limitations. It has the one grand necessity, faith. "Whatever form of me any devotee with faith desires to worship, I make that faith of his firm and undeviating." By the force of that faith in his cult and worship he gets his desire and the spiritual realisation for which he is at the moment fitted. By seeking all his good from the Divine, he shall come in the end to seek in the Divine all his good. By depending for his joys on the Divine, he shall learn to fix in the Divine all his joy. By knowing the Divine in his forms and qualities, he shall come to know him as the All and the Transcendent who is the source of all things. Thus by spiritual development devotion becomes one with knowledge. The Jiva comes to delight in the one Godhead,—in the Divine known as all being and consciousness and delight and as all things and beings and happenings, known in Nature, known in the self, known for that which exceeds self and Nature. We have now set before us three interdependent movements of our release out of the normal nature and our growth into the divine and spiritual being.

\(^1\) That is the ignorance, the egoism which fails to see and lay hold on the Divine everywhere, because it sees only the dualities of Nature and is constantly occupied with its own separate personality and its seekings and shrinkings. For escape from this circle the first necessity in our works is to get clear of the sin of the vital ego, the fire of passion, the tumult of desire of the rajasic nature, and this has to be done by the steadying sattwic impulse of the ethical being.
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dualities,\(^1\) worship\(^2\) Me, steadfast in the vow of self-consecration.
29. Those who have resort to Me as their refuge, those who turn to Me in their spiritual effort towards release from age and death, (from the mortal being and its limitations), come to know that Brahman and all the integrality of the spiritual nature and the entirety of Karma.

1. When that is done, or rather as it is being done, for after a certain point all growth in the sattwic nature brings an increasing capacity for a high quietude, equality and transcendence,—it is necessary to rise above the dualities and to become impersonal, equal, one self with the Immutable, one self with all existences. This process of growing into the spirit completes our purification.

2 But while this is being done, while the soul is enlarging into self-knowledge, it has also to increase in devotion. For it has not only to act in a large spirit of equality, but to do also sacrifice to the Lord, to that Godhead in all beings which it does not yet know perfectly, but which it will be able so to know, integrally, when it has firmly the vision of the one self everywhere and in all existences. Equality and vision of unity once perfectly gained, a supreme bhakti, an all-embracing devotion to the Divine, becomes the whole and the sole law of the being. All other law of conduct merges into that surrender, sarva dharman parityajya. The soul then becomes firm in this bhakti and in the vow of self-consecration of all its being, knowledge, works; for it has now for its sure base, its absolute foundation of existence and action the perfect, the integral, the unifying knowledge of the all-originating Godhead.

An integral knowledge in our self-giving is the first condition of its effective force. And therefore we have first of all to know this Purusha in all the powers and principles of his divine existence, tattwatah, in the whole harmony of it, in its eternal essence and living process. But to the ancient thought all the value of this knowledge, tattwa jnana, lay in its power for release out of our mortal birth into the immortality of a supreme existence. The Gita therefore proceeds next to show how this liberation too in the highest degree is a final outcome of its own movement of spiritual self-fulfilment. The knowledge of the Purushottama, it says in effect, is the perfect knowledge of the Brahman.
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30. Because they know Me and know at the same time the material and the divine nature of being and the truth of the Master of sacrifice, they keep knowledge of Me also in the critical moment of their departure from physical existence and have at that moment their whole consciousness in union with Me¹ (the Purushottama).

Therefore they attain to Me. No longer bound to the mortal existence, they reach the very highest status of the Divine quite as effectively as those who lose their separate personality in the impersonal and immutable Brahman. Thus the Gita closes this important and decisive seventh chapter.
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EIGHTH CHAPTER

THE SUPREME DIVINE

(In the last two slokas of the seventh chapter we have certain expressions which give us in their brief sum the chief essential truths of the manifestation of the supreme Divine in the cosmos. All the originative and effective aspects of it are there, all that concerns the soul in its return to integral self-knowledge. First, there is that Brahman, \textit{tad brahma}; \textit{adhyatma}, second, the principle of the self in nature; \textit{adhibhuta} and \textit{adhidaiva} next, the objective phenomenon and subjective phenomenon of being; \textit{adhiyajna} last, the secret of the cosmic principle of works and sacrifice. I, the Purushottama (\textit{mau viduh}, says in effect Krishna, I who am above all these 'things, must yet be sought and known through all together and by means of their relations,—that is the only complete way for the human consciousness which is seeking its path back towards Me. But these terms in themselves are not at first quite clear or at least they are open to different interpretations, they have to be made precise in their connotation, and Arjuna the disciple at once asks for their elucidation. Krishna answers very briefly,—nowhere does the Gita linger very long upon any purely metaphysical explanation; it gives only so much and in such a way as will make their truth just seizable for the soul to proceed on; to experience.)
1. Arjuna said: What is tad brahma, what adhy-atma, what karma, O Purushottam? And what is declared to be adhibhuta, what is called adhidaiva?

अधियज्ञः कर्थं को ॐ देहेऽसिमन्मयुस्तूनः
प्रयाणकालेच कर्थं ज्ञेयो उसि नियतातमभः: || ८-२ ||
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2. What is adhyajna in this body, O Madhusudana? And how, in the critical moment of departure from physical existence, art Thou to be known by the self-controlled?

श्रीभगवानुवाच
अक्षरं ब्रह्म परं स्वप्राप्तो मध्यत्ममुच्यते
भूतभावोद्वकरो विसर्गं: कर्मसंहित: || ८-३ ||

3. The Blessed Lord said: The Akshara is the supreme Brahman: *swabhava* is called *adhyatama*; Karma is the name given to the creative movement, *visarga*, which brings into existence all beings and their subjective and objective states. ¹

अधिभूतं क्षरं भावः पुरुष्यधारित्वतम्
अधियज्ञो दहमेवान्त देहे देहभूतां वर || ८-४ ||

4. *Adhibhuta* is *ksharobhava*, *adhidaiva* is the Purusha; I myself am the Lord of sacrifice, *adhiyajna* here in the body, O best of embodied beings.

अन्तकालेः च मामिव स्मरन्मुक्का कलेवरम्
यः प्रयाति स मद्वावं याति नास्त्यत्र संशय: || ८-५ ||

¹ Here we find the universal principles enumerated. By that Brahman, a phrase which in the Upanishads is more than once used for the self-existent as opposed to the phenomenal being, the Gita intends, it appears, the immutable self-existence which is the highest self-expression of the Divine and on whose unalterable eternity all the rest, all that moves and evolves, is founded, *aksharam paramam*. By adhyatma it means *swabhava*, the spiritual way and law of being of the soul in the supreme Nature. Karma, it says, is the name given to the creative impulse and energy,
visarga, which looses out things from this first essential self-becoming, this swabhava, and
effects, creates, works out under its influence the cosmic becoming of existences in Prakriti. By
adhibuta is to be understood all the result of mutable becoming, Ksharobhava. By adhidaiva is
intended the Purusha, the soul in Nature, the subjective being who observes and enjoys as the
object of his consciousness all that is this mutable becoming of his essential existence worked
out here by Karma in Nature. By adhiyajna, the Lord of works and sacrifice, I mean, says
Krishna, myself, the Divine, the Godhead, the Purushottama here secret in the body of all these
embodied existences. All that is, therefore, falls within this formula.
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5. Whoever leaves his body and departs remembering Me at his time of end, comes to my
bhava (that of the Purushottama, my status of being); there is no I doubt of that.

6 Whosoever at the end¹ abandons the body, "thinking upon any form of being, to that form
he attains, O Kaunteya, into which the soul was at each moment growing inwardly during the
physical life.

7. Therefore at all times remember me and fight; for if thy mind and thy understanding are
always fixed * on and given up to Me, to Me thou shalt surely come.

1 Man, born into the world, revolves between world and world in the action of Prakriti and
Karma. Purusha in Prakriti is his formula: what the soul in him thinks, contem- plates and acts
that always he becomes. All that he had been, determined his present birth; and all that he is,
thinks, does in this life up to the moment of his death, determines what he will become in the
worlds beyond and in lives yet to be. If birth is a becoming, death also is a becoming, not by any means a cessation. The body is abandoned, but the soul goes on its way, *tyakfwa kalevaram*. Much then depends on what he is at the critical moment of his departure. But it is not a death-bed remembrance at variance with or insufficiently prepared by the whole tenor of our life and our past subjectivity that can have this saving power. The thought of the Gita here is not on a par with the indulgences and facilities of popular religion; it has nothing in common with the crude fancies that make the absolution and last unction of the priest an edifying "Christian" death after an unedifying, profane life or the precaution or accident of a death in sacred Benares or holy Ganges a sufficient machinery of salvation. The divine subjective becoming on which the mind has to be fixed firmly in the moment of the physical death, must have been one into which the soul was at each moment growing inwardly during the physical life.
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8. For it is by thinking always of him with a consciousness united with him in an undeviating Yoga of constant practice that one comes to the divine and supreme Purusha, O Partha.

9-10. This supreme Self is the Seer, the Ancient of Days, subtler than the subtle and (in his eternal self- vision and wisdom) the Master and Ruler of all existence who sets in their place in his being all things that are; his form is unthinkable, he is refulgent as the sun beyond the darkness; he who thinketh upon this Purusha in the time of departure, with motionless mind, a soul armed with the strength of Yoga, a union with God in bhakti and the life-force entirely drawn up and set between the brows in the seat of mystic vision, he attains to this supreme divine Purusha.
11 This supreme Soul is the immutable self-existent Brahman of whom the Ved-knowers speak,

1. We arrive here at the first description of this supreme Purusha,—the Godhead who is even more and greater than the-- Immutable and to whom the Gita gives subsequently the name of Purushottama. He too in his timeless eternity is immutable and far beyond all this manifestation and here in Time there dawn on us only faint glimpses of his being conveyed through many varied symbols and disguises, avyakto aksharah. Still he is not merely a featureless or indiscernible existence, anirde-shyam; or he is indiscernible only because he is subtler than the last subtlety of which the mind is aware and because the form of the Divine is beyond our thought.

2 The union by love is not here superseded by the featureless unification through knowledge, it remains to the end a part of the supreme force of the Yoga.

3 That eternal reality is the highest step, place, foothold of being (Radam); therefore is it the supreme goal of the soul's

and this is that into which the doers of askesis enter when they have passed beyond the affections of the mind of mortality and for the desire of which they practise the control of the bodily passions; that status I will declare to thee with brevity.

12-13. All the "doors of the senses closed, the mind shut in into the heart, the life-force taken up out of its diffused movement into the head, the intelligence con-centrated in the
utterance of the sacred syllable OM and its conceptive thought in the remembrance of the supreme Godhead, he who goes forth, abandoning the body, he attains to the highest status.  

अन्त्यचेता: सत्तं यो मां स्मरति नित्यशः ।
तस्याः सुलभं: पार्थ नित्ययुक्तयोगिन: ॥ ८-१४ ॥

14. He who continually remembers Me, thinking of none else, the Yogin, O Partha, who is in constant union with Me, finds Me easy to attain.

मामुपेत्य पूर्वजन्म दु:खालयमशाध्यतमः ।
नामुवर्तित महात्मान: संसिद्धि परमां गता: ॥ ८-१५ ॥

15. Having come to me, these great souls come not again to birth, this transient and painful condition

movement in Time, itself no movement but a status original, sempiternal and supreme, paramam sthanam adyam.

1. The Gita describes the last state of the mind of the Yogin in which he passes from life through death to this supreme divine existence. This is the established Yogic way of going, a last offering up of the whole being to the Eternal, the-Transcendent. But still that is only a process; the essential condition is the constant undeviating memory of the Divine in the, even in action and battle—mam anusmara yudhya cha—and the turning of the whole act of living into an uninterrupted "Yoga, nitya-yoga.
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of our mortal being; they reach the highest perfection.  

आ ब्रह्मभूतानांहोकाः पुनरावर्तिनो दुर्जुन ।
मामुपेत्य तु कौन्तेय पुर्वजन्म न विद्यते ॥ ८-१६ ॥

16. The highest heavens of the cosmic plan are subject to a return to rebirth, but, O Kaunteya, there is no rebirth imposed on the soul that comes to Me (the Purushottama).

सहस्रयुगपर्यन्तमहायद्याहारो विदु: ।
रात्रि युगसहस्रान्तं ते अहोरात्रविदो जना: ॥ ८-१७ ॥
17. Those who know the day² of Brahma, a thousand ages (Yugas) in duration, and the night, a thousand ages in ending, they are the knowers of day and night.

18. At the coming of the Day all manifestations are born into being out of the unmanifest, at the coming of the Night all vanish or are dissolved into it.

1 The condition to which the soul arrives when it thus departs from life is supracosmic. Therefore whatever fruit can be had from the aspiration of knowledge to the indefinable Brahman, is acquired also by this other and comprehensive aspiration through knowledge, works and love to the self-existent Godhead who is the Master of works and the Friend of mankind and of all beings. To know him so and so to seek him does not bind to rebirth or to the chain of Karma; the soul can satisfy its desire to escape permanently from the transient and painful condition of our mortal being. And the Gita here, in order to make more precise to the mind this circling round of births and the escape from it, adopts the ancient theory of the cosmic cycles which became a fixed part of Indian cosmological notions.

2 There is an eternal cycle of alternating periods of cosmic manifestation and non-manifestation, each period called respectively a day and a night of the creator Brahma, each of equal length in Time, the long aeon of his working which "endures for a thousand ages, the long aeon of his sleep of another thousand silent ages.

19. This multitude of existences helplessly comes into the becoming again and again, is dissolved at the coming of the Night, O Partha, and is born into being " at the coming of the Day.

² The day of Brahma is one-fourth of a Yuga, and the night is three-fourths of a Yuga.
20. But this unmanifest is not the original divinity of the Being; there is another status of his existence, a supracosmic unmanifest beyond this cosmic non-manifestation (which is eternally self-seated, is not an opposite of this cosmic status of manifestation but far above and unlike it, changeless, eternal), not forced to perish with the perishing of all these existences.

अव्यक्तं उक्ष्य इत्युक्तस्तमाहः परमं गतिम् ।
चं प्राण्य न निवर्तन्ते तद्भाम परमं मम ॥ ८-२१ ॥

21. He is called the unmanifest immutable, him they speak of as the supreme soul and status, and those who attain to him return¹ not; that is my supreme place of being.

¹ For the soul attaining to it has escaped out of the cycle of cosmic manifestation and non-manifestation.

Whether we entertain or we dismiss this cosmological notion,—which depends on the value we are inclined to assign to the knowledge of "the knowers of day and night,"—the important thing is the turn the Gita gives to it. One might easily imagine that this eternally unmanifested Being whose status seems to have nothing to do with the manifestation or the non-manifestation, must be the ever undefined and indefinable Absolute, and the proper way to reach him is to get rid of all that we have become in the manifestation, not to carry up to it our whole inner consciousness in a combined concentration of the mind's knowledge, the heart's love, the Yogic will, the vital life-force. Especially, bhakti seems inapplicable to the Absolute who is void of every relation, avyavaharya. But the Gita insists in the next sloka that although this condition is supracosmic and although it is eternally unmanifest, still that supreme Purusha has to be won by bhakti.

पुरुषः स परः पार्थ भक्तया तद्भ्यस्वर्णनयतः ।
वर्त्यावतः स्थानिः भूतानि चेत सर्वविद्यः ततम् ॥ ८-२२ ॥

22. But that supreme Purusha has to be won by a bhakti which turns to him alone in whom all beings exist and by whom all this world has been extended in space.
23. That time wherein departing Yogins do not return, and also that wherein departing they return, that time shall I declare to thee, O foremost of the Bharatas.

In other words, the supreme Purusha is not an entirely relationless Absolute aloof from our illusions, but he is the Seer, Creator and Ruler of the worlds, *kavim amishasitaram, dhataram,* and it is by knowing and by loving Him as the One and the All, *vasudevah sarvam iti,* that we ought by a union with him of our whole conscious being in all things, all energies, all actions to seek the supreme consummation, the perfect perfection, the absolute release.

Then there comes a more curious thought which the Gita has adopted from the mystics of the early Vedanta. It gives the different times at which the Yogin has to leave his body according as he wills to seek rebirth or to avoid it.

1 Whatever psycho-physical fact or else symbolism there may be behind this notion, *—it comes down from the age of the mystics who saw in every physical thing an effective symbol of the psychological and who traced everywhere an interaction and a sort of identity of the outward with the inward, light and knowledge, the fiery principle and the spiritual energy,—we need observe only the turn by which the Gita closes the passage; "Therefore at all times be in Yoga."

(* Yogic experience shows in fact that there is a real psycho-physical truth, not indeed absolute in its application, behind this idea, *vis,* that in the inner struggle between

24-25. Fire and light and smoke or mist, the day and the night, the bright fortnight of the lunar month and the dark, the northern solstice and the southern, these are the opposites. By the first in each pair the knowers of the Brahman go to the Brahman; but by the second the Yogin reaches the 'lunar light" and returns subsequently to human birth.
26. These are the bright and the dark paths (called the path of the gods and the path of the fathers in the Upanishads); by the one he departs who does not return, by the other he who returns again.

The powers of the Light and the powers of the Darkness, the former tend to have a natural prevalence in the bright periods of the day or the year, the latter in the dark periods, and this balance may last until the fundamental victory is won.

For that is after all the essential, to make the whole being one with the Divine, so entirely and in all ways one as to be naturally and constantly fixed in union, and thus to make all living, not only thought and meditation, but action, labour, battle, a remembering of God. "Remember me and fight," means not to lose the ever-present thought of the Eternal for one single moment in the clash of the temporal which normally absorbs our minds, and that seems sufficiently difficult, almost impossible. It is entirely possible indeed only if the other conditions are satisfied. If we have become in our consciousness one self with all, one self which is always to our thought the Divine, and even our eyes and our other senses see and sense the Divine Being everywhere so that it is impossible for us at any time at all to feel or think of anything as that merely which the unenlightened sense perceives, but only as the Godhead at once concealed and manifested in that form, and if our will is one in consciousness with a supreme will and every act of will, of mind, of body is felt to come from it, to be its movement, instinct with it or identical, then what the Gita demands can be integrally done. The remembrance of the Divine Being becomes no longer an intermittent act of the mind, but the natural condition of our activities and in a way the very substance of the consciousness. The Jiva has become possessed on its right and natural, its spiritual relation to the Purushottama and all our life is a Yoga, an accomplished and yet an eternally self-accomplishing oneness.
27. The Yogin who knows them is not misled into any error, therefore at all times be in Yoga, O Arjuna.

वेदेषु वज्रस्व तपः सु चैव
दानेषु वत्तुपण्यायं प्रदिष्टप्।
अत्येकी तत्त्वार्थमें विदिबा
योगी परं स्थानमुपेति चाचाम्। ॥ ८-२८ ॥

28. The fruit of meritorious deeds declared in the Vedas, sacrifices, austerities and charitable gifts, the Yogin passes all these by having known this and attains to the supreme and sempiternal status.

NINTH CHAPTER

WORKS, DEVOTION AND KNOWLEDGE

(All the truth that has developed itself at this length step by step, each bringing forward a fresh aspect of the integral knowledge and founding on it some result of spiritual state and action, has now to take a turn of immense importance. The Teacher therefore takes care first to draw attention to the decisive character of what he is about to say, so that the mind of Arjuna may be awakened and attentive. For he is going to open his mind to the knowledge and sight of the integral Divinity and lead up to the vision of the eleventh book, by which the warrior of Kurukshetra becomes i conscious of the author and upholder of his being and action and mission, the Godhead in man and the world, whom nothing in man and world limits or bind?, because all proceeds form him, is a movement in his infinite being, continues and is supported by his will, is justified in his divine self-knowledge, has him always for its origin, substance and end. Arjuna is to become aware of himself as existing only in God and as acting only by the power within him, his workings only an instrumentality of the divine action, his egoistic consciousness only a veil and to his ignorance a misrepresentation of the real being within him which is an immortal spark and portion of the supreme Godhead.)

श्रीभगवानुवा ।
हे तू ते गुरुतम् प्रवक्ष्याम्यनसूरवे ।
ज्ञान विद्वानसहितं चाज्ञाबासं मोक्ष्यसे समभात ॥ ९-१ ॥
1. The Blessed Lord said: What I am going to tell the, the uncarping, is the most secret thing of all, the essential knowledge attended with all the comprehensive knowledge, by knowing which thou shalt be released from evil.

2. This is the king-knowledge, the king-secret (the wisdom of all wisoms, the secret of all secrets), it is a pure and supreme light which one can verify by direct spiritual experience, it is the right and just knowledge, the very law of being. It is easy to practise and imperishable.

3. But faith is necessary). The soul that fails to get faith in the higher truth and law, O Parantapa, not attaining to Me, must return into the path of ordinary mortal living (subject to death and error and evil.)

---

1 For this is a truth which has to be lived,—and lived in the soul's growing light, not argued out in the mind's darkness. One has to grow into it, one has to become it,—that is the only way to verify it. It is only by an exceeding of the lower self that one can become the real divine self and live the truth of our spiritual existence. All the apparent truths one can oppose to it are appearances of the lower Nature. The release from the evil and the defect of the lower Nature, āshubham, can only come by accepting a higher knowledge in which all this apparent evil becomes convinced of ultimate unreality, is shown to be a creation of our darkness. But to grow thus into the freedom of the divine Nature one must accept and believe" in the Godhead secret within our present limited nature. For the reason why the practice of this Yoga becomes possible
and easy is that in doing it we give up the whole working of all that we naturally are into the hands of that inner divine Purusha. The Godhead works out the divine birth in us progressively, simply, infallibly, by taking up our being into his and by filling it with his own knowledge and power, jnanadipena bhaswata; he lays hands on our obscure ignorant nature and transforms it into his own light and wideness. What with entire faith and without egoism we believe in and impelled by him will to be, the God within will surely accomplish. But the egoistic mind and life we now and apparently are must first surrender itself for transformation into the hands of that inmost secret Divinity within us.
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4. By Me, all this universe has been extended in the ineffable mystery of My being; all existences are [situated in Me, not I in them. 

न च मस्तःन्ति भूतानि पद्य मे योगमेधरम्।
भूतभृत्तु च भूतस्यो नमात्मा भूतभावनः॥९-५॥

5. And yet all existences are not situated in Me, behold My divine Yoga; Myself is that which sup- ports all being and constitutes their existence.

यथाकाशस्थितो नित्य वायुः सर्वत्रगो महान्।
तथा सर्वाणि भूतानि मस्तःन्तीनायत्युपधारय॥९-६॥

6. It is as the great, the all-pervading aerial principle dwells in the etheric that all existences dwell in Me, that is how you have to conceive of it.

1 The Gita then proceeds to unveil the supreme and integral secret, the one thought and truth in which the seeker of perfection and liberation must learn to live and the one law of perfection of his spiritual members and of all their movements. This supreme secret is the mystery of the transcendent Godhead who is all and everywhere, yet so much greater and other than the universe and all its forms that nothing here contains him, nothing expresses him really, and no language which is borrowed from the appearances of things in space and time and their relations can suggest the truth of his unimaginable being. The consequent law of our perfection is an adoration by our whole nature and its self-surrender to its divine source and possessor. Our
one ultimate way is the turning of our entire existence in the world, and not merely of this or that in it, into a single movement towards the Eternal. By the power and mystery of a divine Yoga we have come out of his inexpressible secrécies into this bounded nature of phenomenal things. By a reverse movement of the same Yoga we must transcend the limns of phenomenal nature and recover the greater consciousness by which we can live in the Divine and the Eternal.

2 There is a Yoga of divine Power, by which the Supreme creates phenomena of himself in a spiritual, not a material, self-formulation of his own extended infinity, an extension of which the material is only an image.

3. The universal existence is all-pervading and infinite and the self-existent too is all-pervading and infinite; but the self-existent infinity is stable, static, immutable, the universal is an all-pervading movement. The Self is one, not many; but the universal expresses itself as all existence and is, as it seems, the
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7. All existences, O Kaunteya, return into My divine Nature (out of her action into her immobility and silence) in the lapse of the cycle; at the beginning of the cycle again I loose them forth.

8. Leaning—pressing down upon my own Nature (Prakriti) I create (loose forth into various being) all this multitude of existences, all helplessly subject to the control of Nature.

9. Nor do these works bind me, O Dhananjaya, for I am seated as if indifferent above, unattached to those actions.
sum of all existences. One is Being; the other is Power of Being which moves and creates and acts in the existence of the fundamental, supporting, immutable Spirit. The Self does not dwell in all these existences or in any of them; that is to say, he is not contained by any, —just as the ether here is not contained in any form, though all forms are derived ultimately from the ether. Nor is he contained in or constituted by all existences together — any more than the ether is contained in the mobile extension of the aerial principle or is constituted by" the sum of its forms or its forces. But still in the movement also is the Divine; he dwells in the many as the Lord in each being. Both these relations are true of him at one and the same time.

1 Ignorant, the Jiva is subject to her cyclic whirl, not master of itself, but dominated by her; only by return to the divine consciousness can it attain to mastery and freedom. The Divine too follows the cycle, not as subject to it, but as its informing Spirit and guide, not with his whole being involved in it, but with his power of being accompanying and shaping it.

2 If in his power he accompanies her and causes all her workings, he is outside it too, as if one seated above her universal action in the supracosmic mastery, not attached to her by any involving and mastering desire and not therefore bound by
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10. I am the presiding control of my own action of Nature, (not a spirit born in her, but) the creative spirit who causes her to produce all that appears in the manifestation. Because of this, O Kaunteya, the world proceeds in cycles.

11. Deluded minds despise me lodged in the human body because they know not my supreme nature of being, Lord of all existences.
everything she creates the Godhead must be immanent. That is a relation which is not the whole truth of his being, but neither is it a truth which we can at all afford to ignore.

1 Mortal mind is bewildered by its ignorant reliance upon veils and appearances; it sees only the outward human body, human mind, human way of living and catches no liberating glimpse of the Divinity who is lodged in the creature. It ignores the divinity within itself and cannot see it in other men, and even though the Divine manifest himself in humanity as Avatar and Vibh'uti, it is still blind and ignores or despises the roiled Godhead. And if it ignores him in the living creature, still less can it see him in the objective world on which it looks from its prison of separative ego through the barred windows of the finite mind. It does not see God in the universe; it knows nothing of the supreme Divinity who is master of these planes; full of various existences and dwellings within them; it is blind to the vision by which all in the world grows divine and the soul itself awakens to its own inherent divinity and becomes of the Godhead, godlike. What it does see readily and to that it attaches itself with passion, is only the life of the ego hunting after finite things for their own sake and for the satisfaction of the earthly hunger of the intellect, body, senses. Those who have given themselves up too entirely to this outward drive of the mentality, fall into the hands of the lower nature, cling to and make it their foundation. They become a prey to the
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12. All their hope, action, knowledge are vain things (when judged by the Divine and eternal standard); they dwell in the Rakshasic and Asuric nature which deludes the will and the intelligence.

13. The great-souled, O Partha, who dwell in the divine nature know Me (the Godhead lodged in human body) as the Imperishable from whom all existences originate and so knowing they turn to Me with a sole and entire love.
nature of the Rakshasa in man who sacrifices everything to a violent and inordinate satisfaction of his separate vital ego and makes that the dark godhead of his will and thought and action and enjoyment. Or they are hurried onward in a fruitless cycle by the arrogant self-will, self-sufficient thought, self-regarding act, self-satisfied and yet ever unsatisfied intellectualised appetite of enjoyment of the Asuric nature. But to live persistently in this separative ego-consciousness and make that the centre of all our activities is to miss altogether the true self-awareness. The charm it throws upon the misled instruments of the spirit is an enchantment that chains life to a profitless circling. All its hope, action, knowledge are vain things when judged by the divine and eternal standard, for it shuts out the great hope, excludes the liberating action, banishes the illuminating knowledge. It is a false knowledge that sees the phenomenon but misses the truth of phenomenon, a blind hope that chases after the transient but misses the eternal, a sterile action whose every profit is annulled by loss and amounts to a perennial labour of Sisyphus.

1 The great-souled who open themselves to the light and largeness of the diviner nature of which man is capable, are alone on the path narrow in the beginning, inexpressibly wide in the end that leads to liberation and perfection. The growth of the god in man is man's proper business; the steadfast turning of this lower Asuric and Rakshasic into the divine nature is the carefully hidden meaning of human life. As this growth increases, the veil falls and the soul comes to see the greater significance of action and the real truth of existence. The eye opens to the Godhead in man, to the Godhead in the world; it
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सत्तर्क कीर्त्यन्तो मां यतन्त्रश दद्वता: ।
नमस्यन्त्रश मां भक्त्य नित्ययुक्ता उपासते ॥ ९-१४ ॥

14. Always adoring Me, steadfast in spiritual endeavour, bowing down to Me with devotion, they worship Me ever in Yoga.

ञ्जानयिङ्जन चाप्यन्ते यजन्तो मामुपासते ।
एकबेन पृथक्के बदुथा विश्वतोमुखम् ॥ ९-१५ ॥

15. Others also seek Me out by the sacrifice of knowledge and worship Me in My oneness and in every separate being and in all My million universal faces (fronting them in the world and its creatures). ¹
sees inwardly and comes to know outwardly the infinite Spirit, the Imperishable from whom all
existences originate and who exists in all and by him and in him all exist always. Therefore when
this vision, this knowledge seizes on the soul, its whole life- aspiration becomes a surpassing
love and fathomless adoration of the Divine and Infinite. The mind attaches itself singly to the
eternal, the spiritual, the living, the universal, the Real; it values nothing but for its sake, it
delights only in the all- blissful Purusha. All the word and all the thought become one hymning
of the universal greatness, Light, Beauty, Power and Truth that has revealed itself in its glory to
the human spirit and a worship of the one supreme Soul and infinite Person. All the long stress of
the inner self to break outward becomes a form now of spiritual endeavour and aspiration to
possess the Divine in the soul and realise the Divine in the nature. All life becomes a constant
Yoga and unification of that Divine and this human spirit. This is the manner of the integral
devotion ; it creates a single uplifting of our whole being and nature through sacrifice by the
dedicated lieart to the eternal Purushottama.

I This knowledge becomes easily an adoration, a large devotion, a vast self-giving,
anintegraal self-offering because it is the knowledge of a Spirit, the contact of a Being, the
embrace of a supreme and universal Soul which claims all that we are even as it lavishes on us
when we approach it all the treasures of its endless delight of existence.

The way of works too turns into an adoration and a devotions of self-giving because it is an
entire-sacrifice of all our will and its activities to the one Purushottama. The outward Vedic rite
is a powerful symbol, effective for a lighter thought still a heavenward purpose; but the real
sacrifice is that inner
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अहं कृतां यज्ञः स्वाधामहमोषघम् ।
मन्त्रो घमहमेवाज्यमहमगिरहं हृतम् ॥ ९-१६ ॥

16. I the ritual action, I the sacrifice, I the food-oblation, I the fire-giving herb, the mantra I,
also the butter, I the flame, the offering I.

पिताहमस्य जगतो माता धाता पितामहः ।
वेद्य पवित्रमांकार ऋक्साम यजुरेव च ॥ ९-१७ ॥

17. I the Father of this world, the Mother, the Ordainer, the first Creator, the object of
Knowledge, the sacred syllable OM and also the Rik, Sama and Yajw (Vedas).
18. I the path and goal, the upholder, the master, the witness, the house and country, the refuge, the benignant friend; I the birth and status and destruction of apparent existence, I the imperishable seed of all and their eternal resting-place.

19. I give heat, I withhold and send forth the rain; immortality and also death, existent and non-existent am I, O Arjuna.

oblation in which the Divine All becomes himself the ritual action, the sacrifice and every single circumstance of the sacrifice. All the working and forms of that inner rite are the self-ordination and self-expression of his power in us mounting by our aspiration towards the source of its energies. The Divine Inhabitant becomes himself the flame and the offering, because the flame is the Godward will and that will is God himself within us. And the offering too is form and force of the constituent Godhead in our nature and being; all that has been received from him is given up to the service and the worship of its own Reality, its own supreme Truth and Origin.
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20. The Knowers of the triple Veda, who drink the soma-wine, purify themselves from sin, worshipping Me with sacrifice, pray of Me the way to heaven; they ascending to the heavenly worlds by their righteousness enjoy in paradise the divine feasts of the gods.
21. They, having enjoyed heavenly worlds of larger felicities, the reward of their good deeds exhausted return to mortal existence. Resorting to the virtues enjoined by the three Vedas, seeking the satisfaction of desire, they follow the cycle of birth and death.

22. To those men who worship Me making Me alone the whole object of their thought, to those constantly in Yoga with Me, I spontaneously bring every good,¹

¹ Thus the Vedic ritualist of old learned the exoteric sense of the triple Veda, purified himself from sin, drank the wine of communion with the gods and sought by sacrifice and good deeds the rewards of heaven. This firm belief in a Beyond and this seeking of a diviner world secures to the soul in its passing the strength to attain to the joys of heaven on which its faith and seeking were centred: but the return to mortal existence imposes itself because the true aim of that existence has not been found and realised. Here and not elsewhere the highest Godhead has to be found, the soul's divine nature developed out of the imperfect physical human nature and through unity with God and man and universe the whole large truth of being discovered and lived and made visibly wonderful. That completes the long cycle of our becoming and admits us to a supreme result; that is the opportunity given to the soul by the human birth and, until that is accomplished, it cannot cease. The God-lover advances constantly towards this ultimate necessity of our birth in cosmos through a concentrated love and adoration by which he makes the supreme and universal Divine the whole object of his living—not either egoistic terrestrial satisfaction or the celestial worlds — and the whole object of his thought and his seeing. To see nothing but the Divine, to be at every moment in union with him, to love him in all creatures and have the delight of him in all things is the whole
23. Even those who sacrifice to other godheads with devotion and faith, they also sacrifice to Me, O son of Kunti, though not according to the true law.

24. It is I myself who am the enjoyer and the Lord of all sacrifices, but they do not know Me in the true principles and hence they fall,

25. They who worship\(^1\) the gods go to the gods, to the (divinised) Ancestors go the Ancestor-worshippers, to elemental spirits go those who sacrifice to elemental spirits; but My worshippers come to Me.

\(^{1}\) All sincere religious belief and practice is really a seeking after the one supreme and universal Godhead; for he always is the sole master of man's sacrifice and askesis and infinite enjoyer of his effort and aspiration. However small or low the form of the worship, however
limited the idea of the godhead, however restricted the giving, the faith, the effort to get behind the veil of one's own ego-worship and limitation by material Nature, it yet forms a thread of connection between the soul of man and the All-soul and there is a response. Still the response, the fruit of the adoration and offering is according to the knowledge, the faith and the work and cannot exceed their limitations, and therefore from the point of view of the greater God-knowledge, which alone gives the entire truth of being and becoming, this inferior offering is not given according
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26. He who offers to Me with devotion a leaf, a flower, a fruit, a cup of water, that offering of love from the striving soul, is acceptable to Me.

27. Whatever thou doest, whatever thou enjoyest, whatever thou sacrificest, whatever thou givest, what-

to the true and highest Jaw of the sacrifice. It is not founded on a knowledge of the supreme Godhead in his integral existence and the true principle of his self-manifestation, but attaches itself to external and partial appearances. Therefore its sacrifice too is limited in its object, largely egoistic in its motive, partial and mistaken in its action and giving. An entire seeing of the Divine is the condition of an entire conscious self-surrender; the rest attains to things that are incomplete and partial and has to fall back from them and return to enlarge itself in a greater seeking and wider God-experience. But to follow after the supreme and universal Godhead alone and utterly is to attain to all knowledge and result which other ways acquire while yet one is not limited by any aspect, though one finds the truth of him in all aspects. This movement embraces all forms of divine being on its way to the supreme Pwushottama. This absolute self-giving, this one-minded surrender is the devotion I which the Gita makes the crown of its synthesis. All action and effort are by this devotion turned into an offering to the supreme and universal Godhead.

1 Here the least, the slightest circumstance of life, the most insignificant gift out of oneself or what one has, the smallest action assumes a divine significance and it becomes an acceptable
offering to the Godhead who makes it a means for his possession of the soul and life of the God-
lover. The distinctions made by desire and ego then disappear. As there is no straining after the
good result of one's action, no shunning of unhappy result, but all action and result are given up
to the Supreme to whom all work and fruit in the world belong for ever, there is no further
bondage. For by an absolute self- giving all egoistic desire disappears from the heart and there is
a perfect union between the Divine and the individual soul through an inner renunciation of its
separate living. All will, all action, all result become that of the Godhead, work divinely through
the purified and illumined nature and no longer belong to the limited personal ego. The finite
nature thus surrendered becomes a free channel of the Infinite; the soul in its spiritual being,
uplifted out of ignorance and the' limitation, returns to its oneness with the Eternal,
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ever energy of tapasya, of the soul's will or effort, thou puttest forth, make it an offering unto
Me.

शुभाशुभफलोत्तमं मोक्षसे कर्मबन्धने: ।
संत्यासयोग्युक्तात्मा विमुक्तो मामुपेण्यसि ॥ ९-२८ ॥

28. Thus salt thou be liberated from good and evil results which constitute the bonds of
action; with thy soul in union with the Divine through renunciation, thou shalt become free and
attain to Me.

समो त्वं सर्वभूतेषु न मे द्वेष्यो दस्ति न पियः ।
ये भजन्ति तु मां भक्ति भये ते तेषु चाप्यहम् ॥ ९-२९ ॥

29. I (the Eternal Inhabitant) am equal in all existences, none is dear to Me, none hated;
yet those who turn to Me with love and devotion, they are in Me and I also in them.

अपि चेतुरुचाचारो भजते मामनन्यभाक् ।
साधुरेव स मन्तव्यः समयग्यवसितो हि सः ॥ ९-२० ॥

30. If even a man of very evil conduct turns to Me with a sole and entire love, he must be
regarded as a saint, for the settled will of endeavour in him is a right and complete will.
31. Swiftly he becomes a soul of righteousness and obtains eternal peace. This is my word of promise, O Arjuna, that he who loves me shall not perish.

1 He is the enemy of none and he is the partial lover of none; none has he cast out, none has he eternally condemned, none has he favoured by any despotism of arbitrary caprice: all at last equally come to him through their circlings in the ignorance. But it is only this perfect adoration that can make this indwelling of God in man and man in God a conscious thing and an engrossing and perfect union. Love of the Highest and a total self-surrender are the straight and swift way to this divine oneness.

2 A will of entire self-giving opens wide all the gates of the spirit and brings in response an entire descent and self-giving of the Godhead to the human being, and that at once reshapes

32. Those who take refuge with Me, O Partha, though outcastes, born from a womb of sin, women, *Vaishiyas,* even *Shudras,* they also attain to the highest goal.

33. How much rather then holy *Brahmins* and devoted king-sages; thou who hast come to this transient and unhappy world, love and turn to Me.

and, assimilates everything in us to the law of the divine existence by a rapid transformation of the lower into the spiritual nature. The will of self-giving forces away by its power the veil between God and man; it annuls every error and annihilates every obstacle. Those who aspire in their human strength by effort of knowledge or effort of virtue or effort of laborious self-discipline, grow with much anxious difficulty towards the Eternal; but when the soul gives up its ego and its works to the Divine, God himself comes to us and takes up our burden. To the
ignorant he brings the light of divine knowledge, to the feeble- the power of the divine will, to
the sinner the liberation of the divine purity, to the suffering the infinite spiritual joy and
Ananda. Their weakness and the stumblings of their human strength make no difference.

1 Previous effort and preparation, the purity and the holiness of the Brahmin, the
enlightened strength of the king- sage great in works and knowledge have their value, because
they make it easier for the imperfect human creature to arrive at this wide vision and self-
surrender; but even without this preparation all who take refuge in the divine Lover of man, the
*Vaishya* once preoccupied with the narrowness of wealth- getting and the labour of production,
the *Shudra* hampered by a thousand hard restrictions, woman shut in and stunted in her growth
by the narrow circle society has drawn around her self- expansion, those too, *papa-yongyah*, on
whom their past Karma has imposed even the very worst of births, the outcaste, the *Pariah*, the
*Chandala*, find at once the gates of God opening before them. In the spiritual life all the external
distinctions of which men make so much because they appeal with an opppressive force to the
outward mind, cease before the equality of the divine Light and the wide omnipotence of an
impartial Power.
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मन्नना भव मद्दतको मद्दनी मां नमस्कुरु।
मामेवेप्यसि सुक्कवमात्मानं मद्यराजणः। ॥ ९-३४ ॥

34. Become my minded, my lover and adorer, a sacrificer to me, bow thyself to me, thus
united with me in the Self thou shalt come to me, having me as thy supreme goal.

The earthly world preoccupied with the dualities and bound to the immediate transient
relations of the hour and the moment is for man, so long as he dwells here attached to these
things and while he accepts the law they impose on him for the law of his life, a world of
struggle, suffering and sorrow. The way to liberation is to turn from the outward to the inward,
from the appearance created by the material life which lays its burden on the mind and imprisons
it in the grooves of the life and the body to the divine Reality which waits to manifest itself
through the freedom of the spirit.

Love of the world, the mask, must change into the love of God, the Truth. Once this secret
and inner Godhead is known and is embraced, the whole being and the whole life will undergo a
sovereign uplifting and a marvellous transmutation. In place of the ignorance of the lower Nature
absorbed in its outward works and appearances the eye will open to the vision of God everywhere, to the unity and universality of the spirit. The world's sorrow and pain will disappear in the bliss of the All-blissful; our weakness and error and sin will be changed into the all-embracing and all-transforming strength, truth and purity of the Eternal. To make the mind one with the divine consciousness, to make the whole of our emotional nature one love of God everywhere, to make all our works one sacrifice to the Lord of the worlds and all our worship and aspiration one-adoration of him and self-surrender, to direct the whole self Godwards in an entire union is the way to rise out of a mundane into a divine existence. This is the Gita's teaching of divine love and devotion, in which knowledge, works and the heart's longing become one in a supreme unification, a merging of all their divergences, an intertwining of all their threads, a high fusion, a wide identifying movement.
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TENTH CHAPTER

I. THE SUPREME WORD OF THE GITA

श्रीभगवानुवाच ।
भूय एव महावाहो श्रणु मे परमेव वचः ।
यत्ते स्तं प्रीयमाणाय वक्ष्यामि हितकाम्यमि ॥ १०-१ ॥

1. The Blessed Lord said: Again,¹ O mighty-armed, hearken to my supreme word, that I will speak to thee from my will for thy soul's good, now that thy heart is taking delight² in me

न मेव विदु: सुरगणा: प्रभवं न महर्षय: ।
अहमादिद्विष देवानां महर्षिः च सर्वेष: ॥ १०-२ ॥

2. Neither the gods nor the great Rishis know any birth³ of Me, for I am altogether and in every way the origin⁴ of the gods⁵ and the great Rishis.

¹ The divine Avatar declares, in a brief reiteration of the upshot of all that he has been saying, that this and no other is his supreme word which he had promised to reveal.

² This delight of the heart in God is the whole constituent and essence of true bhakti, hhajanti pntipvwakam; this is put as a condition for the further development by which the final command to action comes at last to be given to the human instrument, Arjuna. The supreme
word of the Lord contains the declaration of a unified knowledge and bhakti as the supreme Yoga.

3 The Gita harmonises the pantheistic, the theistic and the highest transcendental terms of our spiritual conception and spiritual experience. The Divine is the unborn Eternal, the transcendental Being, who has no origin.

4 But at the same time the divine Transcendence is not a negation, nor is it an Absolute empty of all relation to the universe. All cosmic relations derive from this Supreme; all cosmic existences return to it and find in it alone their true and immeasurable existence.

5 The gods are the great undying Powers and immortal Personalities who consciously inform, constitute, preside over the subjective and objective forces of the cosmos. The gods

3. Whosoever knows Me as the Unborn, without origin, mighty Lord of the worlds\(^1\) and peoples, lives unbewildered\(^2\) among mortals and is delivered\(^3\) from all sin and evil.

4-5. Understanding and knowledge and freedom from the bewilderment of the Ignorance, forgiveness and truth and self-government and calm of inner control,

are spiritual forms of the eternal and original Deity who descend from him into the many processes of the world. All their own existence, nature, power, process proceeds in every way, in every principle, in its every strand from the truth of the transcendent Ineffable.

1 The Supreme who becomes all creation, yet infinitely transcends it, is not a will-less cause aloof from his creation. He is the mighty lord of the worlds and peoples, and governs all
not only from within but from above, from his supreme transcendence. This is the theistic seeing of the universe.

2 All the perplexity of man's mind and action, all the stumbling, insecurity and affliction of his mind can be. Traced back to the groping and bewildered cognition and volition natural to his sense-obscured mortal mind in the body, sammoha. But when he sees the divine Origin of all things, when he looks steadily from the cosmic appearance to its transcendent Reality and back from that Reality to the appearance, he is then delivered from this bewilderment of the mind, will, heart and senses.

3 Assigning to everything its supernal and real and not any longer only its present and apparent value, he finds the hidden links and connections; he consciously directs all life and acts to their high and true object and governs them by the light and power which comes to him from the Godhead within him. Thus' he escapes from the wrong cognition, the wrong mental and volitional reaction, the wrong sensational reception and impulse Which here originate sin and error and suffering.
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6. The great Rishis, the seven Ancients of the I world, and also the four Manus, are my mental

1. We must observe here the emphatic collocation of the three words from the verb bhu to become, bhavanti, 'bhavah, bhutanain. All existences are becomings of the Divine, bhutani; all subjective states and movements are his and their psycho- logical becomings, bhavah. These even, our lesser subjective conditions and their apparent results no less than the highest spiritual states, are all becomings from the supreme Being, bhavanti matta eva.

2. The theism of the Gita is no shrinking and gingerly theism afraid of the world's contradictions, but one which sees God as the omniscient and omnipotent, the sole original Being, who manifests in himself all, whatever it may be, good and evil, pain and pleasure, light
and darkness as stuff of Ills own existence, and governs himself what in himself he has mani-
ifested. Unaffected by its oppositions, unbound by his creation, exceeding, yet intimately related to
this Nature and closely one with her creatures, their Spirit, Lord, Lover, Friend, Refuge, he is
ever leading them from within them and from above through the mortal appearances of
ignorance and suffering and sin and evil towards a supreme light and bliss and immortality and
transcendence. This is the fullness of the liberating know-
ledge, the character of which is
emphasised in three separate verses of promise in this chapter, 3, 7 and 11

3 The great Rishis, called here as in the Veda the seven original Seers, are intelligence
powers of that divine Wisdom which has evolved all things out of its own self-conscious
infinitude, prajna purani— developed them down the range of the seven principles of its own
essence.

4 Along with these are coupled the four eternal Man' is, the spiritual fathers of every human
mind and body,—for the active a ure of the Godhead is fourfold * and humanity expresses this
nature in its fourfold character. These also, as their name implies, are mental beings.

*In its aspects as Knowledge, Power, Harmony and Work.
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becomings; from them¹ are all these living creatures in the world.

पूर्ता विभूति योगं च मम यो वेत्ति तच्छत: ।
सो द्विकर्मणं योगेन चुज्यते नात्र संशय: ॥ १०-७ ॥

7. Whosoever knows in its right principles this my pervading lordship² and this my Yoga,³
unites himself to me by an untrembling ⁴ Yoga; of this there is no doubt.

आदि सर्वस्य प्रभवो मत: सर्वं प्रवर्तते ।
इति मथा भजन्ते मां बुध्या भावसमन्निता: ॥ १०-८ ॥

8. I am the birth of everything and from Me⁵ all proceeds into development of action and
movement; understanding thus, the wise adore Me in rapt emotion ⁶.

¹ These are the creators of all this life that depends on manifest or latent mind for its action;
all are their children and offspring.
2 The wisdom of the liberated man is not, in the view of the Gita, a consciousness of abstracted and unrelated impersonality, a do-nothing quietude. His mind and soul are firmly settled in a constant sense, an integral feeling of the pervasion of the world by the actuating and directing presence of the divine Master of the universe.

3 He is aware of his spirit's transcendence of the cosmic order, but he is aware also of his oneness with it by the divine Yoga. And he sees each aspect of the transcendent, the cosmic and the individual existence in its right relation to the supreme Truth and puts all in their right place in the unity of the divine Yoga.

* By this Yoga once perfected, undeviating and fixed, lie is able to take up whatever poise of nature, assume whatever human condition, do whatever world-action without any fall from his oneness with the divine Self, without any loss of his constant communion with the Master of existence.

5 God does not create out of a void, out of a Nihil or out of an unsubstantial matrix of dream. Out of himself he creates, in himself he becomes; all are in his being and all is of his being. This truth admits and exceeds the pantheistic seeing of things. Vasudeva is all, *Vasudevah sarvam*, but Vasudeva is all that appears in the cosmos because he is too all that does not appear in it, all that is never manifested.

6 This knowledge translated into the affective, emotional, temperamental plane becomes a calm love and intense adoration

---

9. Their consciousness full of Me, their life wholly given up to Me, illumining each other, mutually talking about Me, they are ever contented and joyful.

10. To these who are thus in a constant union with Me, and adore Me with an intense delight of love,1 I give the Yoga of understanding2 by which they come to Me.
11. Out of compassion for them, I, lodged in their elf, lift the blazing lamp of knowledge and destroy the darkness which is born of the ignorance.

of the original and transcendent Godhead above us, the ever-present Master of all things here. God in man. God in Nature. It is at first a wisdom of the intelligence, the buddhi; but that is accompanied by a moved spiritualised state of the affective nature, bhava. This change of the heart and mind is the beginning of a total change of all the nature. A new inner birth and becoming prepares us for oneness with the supreme object of our love and adoration, madbhavava. Here is an intense delight of love in the greatness and beauty and perfection of the divine Being now seen everywhere in the world and above it, priti. That deeper ecstasy assumes the place of the scattered and external pleasure of the mind in existence or rather it draws all other delight into it and transforms by a marvellous alchemy the mind's and the heart's feelings and all sense movements.

1. From the moment that this inner state begins, even in the stage of imperfection, the Divine confirms it by the perfect Yoga of the will and intelligence. He uplifts the blazing lamp Knowledge within us, he destroys the ignorance of the separative mind and will, he stands revealed in the human spirit.

2. By the Yoga of the will and intelligence n founded on an illumined union of works and knowledge the transition was effected from our lower troubled mind-ranges to the immutable all of the witnessing Soul above the active nature. But now by this greater Yoga of the Buddhī founded on an illumined union of love and adoration with an all-comprehending knowledge the soul rises in a vast ecstasy to the whole transcendental truth of the absolute and all-originating Godhead. The Eternal is fulfilled in the individual spirit and individual nature" the individual spirit is exalted from birth in time to the infinitudes of the Eternal.
12. Arjuna\(^1\) said: Thou\(^2\) art the supreme Brahman, the supreme Abode, the supreme Purity, the one Permanent, the divine Purusha, the original Godhead, the Unborn, the all-pervading Lord.

1 Arjuna accepts the entire knowledge that has thus been given to him by the divine Teacher. His mind is already delivered from its doubts and seekings; his heart, turned now from the outward aspect of the world, from its baffling appearance to its supreme sense and origin and its inner realities, is already released from sorrow and affliction and touched with the ineffable gladness of a divine revelation. The language in which Arjuna voices his acceptance emphasises again the profound integrality of this knowledge and its all-embracing finality and fullness.

2 He accepts first the Avatar, the Godhead in man who is speaking to him as -the supreme Brahman, as the supracosmic All and Absolute of existence in which the soul can dwell when it rises out of this manifestation and this partial becoming to its source. He accepts him as the supreme purity of the ever free Existence to which one arrives through the effacement of ego in the self's immutable impersonality calm and still for ever. He accepts him next as the one Permanent, the eternal Soul, the divine Purusha. He acclaims in him the original Godhead, adores the Unborn who is the pervading, indwelling, self-extending master of all existence.
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13. All the Rishis\(^1\) say this of Thee and the divine seer Narada, Asita, Devala, Vyasa; and Thou Thyself\(^2\) sayest it to me.
14. All this that Thou sayest, my mind\(^1\) holds for the truth, O Keshava. Neither the Gods nor the Titans, O blessed Lord, know Thy manifestation.

15. Thou alone knowest Thyself by Thyself, O Purushottama; Source\(^4\) of beings, Lord of beings, God of gods, Master of the world!

1 This is a secret wisdom which one must hear from the seers who have seen the face of Truth, have heard its word and have become one with it in self and spirit.

2 Or else one must receive it from within by revelation and inspiration from the inner Godlikead who lifts in us the blazing lamp of knowledge.

3 Once revealed, it has to be accepted by the assent of the mind, the consent of the will and the heart's delight and submission, the three elements of the complete mental faith, *shraddha*. It is so that Arjuna has accepted it. But still there will remain, "the need of that deeper possession in the very self of our being and out from its most intimate psychic centre, the soul's demand for that permanent inexpressible spiritual realisation of which the mental is only a preliminary or a shadow and without which here cannot be a complete union with the Eternal. Now the way to arrive at that realisation has been given to Arjuna.

4 Arjuna accepts him not only as that Wonderful who is beyond expression of any kind, for nothing is sufficient to manifest him,—"neither the Gods nor the Titans, O blessed Lord, know Thy manifestation,"—but as the lord of all existences and the one divine efficient cause of all their becoming, God of the gods from whom all godheads have sprung, master of the universe who manifest and governs it from above by the power of his supreme and his universal Nature.
16. Thou shouldst tell me of Thy divine self-manifestations, all without exception, Thy Vibhutis by which Thou standest pervading these worlds.

कथ्यं विद्यामहे योगिः सबं सदा परिच्छिन्ततया।
केषु केषु च भावेषु विन्यो तस्सं भंगवत्मया ॥ १०-१७ ॥

17. How shall I know Thee, O Yogin, by thinking of Thee everywhere at all moments and in what preeminent becomings should I think of Thee, O Blessed Lord?

विस्तरणात्मानो योगं विभूति च जनार्दन ।
भूयं कथयं तृप्तिः श्रणवतो नास्ति मे समृतम् ॥ १०-१८ ॥

18. In detail tell me of Thy Yoga and Vibhuti, O Janardana; and tell me ever more of it; it is nectar of immortality to me, and however much of it I hear, I am not satiated.

1 Lastly Arjuna accepts him as that Vasudeva in and around us who is all things here by virtue of the world-pervading, all-inhabiting, all-constituting master powers of his becoming, vibhutayah.

2 Arjuna, though he accepts the revelation of Vasudeva as all and though his heart is full of the delight of it, yet it feels it difficult to see him in the apparent truths of existence, to detect him in this fact of Nature and in these disguising phenomena of the world's becoming; for here all is opposed to the sublimity of this unifying conception. How can we consent to see the Divine as man and animal being and inanimate object, in the noble and the low, the sweet and the terrible, the good and the evil? At least some compelling indications are needed, some links and bridges, some supports to the difficult effort at oneness. So Arjuna requires guiding indications, asks Krishna even for a complete and detailed enumeration of the sovereign powers of his becoming and desires that nothing shall be left out of the vision, nothing remain to baffle him.

3 Here we get an indication in the Gita of something which the Gita itself does not bring out expressly, but which occurs frequently in the Upanishads and was developed later on by Vaishnavism and Shaktism in a greater intensity of vision, man's possible joy of the Divine in
the world-existence, the universal Ananda, the play of the Mother, the sweetness and beauty of God's Lila,
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19. The Blessed Lord said: Yes, I will tell thee of my divine Vibhutis, but only in some of My principal pre-eminences¹ O best of the Kurus; for there is no end to the detail of My self-extension in the universe.

20. I, O Gudakesha, am the Self,² which abides within all beings. I am the beginning and middle and end of all beings.

* Throughout the rest of the chapter we get a summary description of these principal indications, these pre-eminent signs of the divine force present in the things and persons of the universe. It seems at first as if they were given pell-mell, without any order, but still we can disengage a certain principle in the enumeration. The chapter has been called the Vibhuti Yoga,—an indispensable Yoga. For while we must identify our- selves impartially with the universal divine Becoming in all its extension, we must at the same time realise that there is an ascending evolutionary power in it, an increasing intensity of its revelation in things, a liierarchic secret something that carries us upward from the first concealing appearances through higher and higher forms towards the large ideal nature of the universal Godhead.
This summary enumeration begins with a statement of the primal principle that underlies all the power of this manifestation in the universe. It is this that in every being and object God dwells concealed and discoverable. It is this inner divine Self hidden from the mind and heart which he inhabits, who is all the time evolving the mutations of our personality in Time and our sensational existence in Space,—Time and Space that are the conceptual movement and extension of the Godhead in us.
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21. Among the Adityas¹ I am Vishnu; among lights² and splendours I am the radiant Sun; I am Marichi among the Maruts; among the stars the Moon am I.

वेदानां सामवेदो द्रिम देवनामस्मि वासवः ।
इन्द्रियाणां मनस्त्राःस्मि भूतानामस्मि चेतना ॥ १०-२२ ॥

22. Among the Vedas I am the Sama-Veda; among the gods I am Vasava; I am mind among the senses; in living beings I am consciousness.

रुद्राणां शकरश्चारस्मि वित्तेशो बक्षःस्ताम् ।
बसूनां पावकश्चारस्मि मेरुः शिखरिणामहम् ॥ १०-२३ ॥

23. I am Shiva among the Rudras, the lord of wealth among the Yakshas and Rakshasas, Agni among the Vasus; Meru among the peaks of the world am I.

पूरोधस्य च मुख्यं मा विद्धि पार्थ बुद्धस्यतिम् ।
सेनानीनामह स्तन्दः सरसामस्मि सागरः ॥ १०-२४ ॥

24. And know Me, O Partha, of the high priests of the world the chief, Brihaspati; I am Skanda, the war-god, leader of the leaders of battle; among the flowing waters I am the ocean.
25. I am Bhrigu among the great Rishis; I am the sacred syllable OM among words; among acts of worship I am the worship called Japa (silent repetitions of sacred names etc.); among the mountain-ranges I am Himalaya.

1 Among all these living beings, cosmic godheads, super-human and human and subhuman creatures, and amid all these qualities, powers and objects, the chief, the head, the greatest in quality of each class is a special power of the becoming of the Godhead.

2 At the other end of the scale he is the sun among radinces, Meru among the peaks of the world, Ganges among the rivers and so forth.

26. I am the Aswattha among all plants and trees; and I am Narada among the divine sages, Chitraratha among the Gandharvas, the Muni Kapila among the Siddhas.

27. Uchchaisravas among horses know me, nectar-born; Airavata among lordly elephants; and among men the king of men.
28. Among weapons I am the divine thunderbolt; I am Kamadhuk the cow of plenty among cattle; I am Kandarpa the love-god among the progenitors; among the serpents Vasuki am I,

अन्त्योदार्शितीम नागानां वरुणो चावदार्शम्।
पितृपार्यमेव चार्सिम यमः संयतामसर्तम्॥ १०२९॥

29. And I am Ananta among the Nagas, Varuna among the peoples of the sea, Aryaman among the Fathers,* Yama (lord of the Law) among those who maintain rule and law.

प्रहाद्धार्शितम् दृष्ट्यानां कार्तः कल्यायतमसर्तम्।
सुगणां च मृगेन्द्रो द्वैव वैनतेयश्च पक्षियां।॥ १०३०॥

30. And I am Prahlada among the Titans; I am Time the head of all reckoning to those who reckon and measure; and among the beasts of the forest I am the king of the beasts, and Vainateya among birds.

पवन: पवतामसिः राम: शर्कर्मेनातामसर्तम्।
ज्ञानां मकरशार्शिं म्हृतसारसिं जाकांवी॥ १०३१॥

- Divinised ancestors

31. I am the wind among purifiers; I am Rama among warriors; and I am the alligator among fishes; among the rivers Ganges am I.

सर्णाणादिर्नात्मकः मध्ये चैवाहमर्जनः।
अध्यात्मविद्या विद्यानां वादः प्रवदतामसर्तम्॥ १०३२॥

32. Of creation¹ I am the beginning and the end and also the middle, O Arjuna. I am spiritual knowledge among the many philosophies, arts and sciences; I am the logic of those who debate.
33. I am the letter A among letters, the dual among compounds. I am imperishable Time;² I am the Master and Ruler (of all existences), whose faces are everywhere.

34. And I am all-snatching Death,³ and I am too the birth⁴ of all that shall come into being. Among

1 All things are his powers and effectuations in his self-Nature, vibhutis. He is the origin of all they are, their beginning; he is their support in their ever-changing status, their middle; he is their end too, the culmination or the disintegration of each created thing in its cessation or its disappearance.

2 God is imperishable, beginningless, unending Time; this is his most evident Power of becoming and the essence of the whole universal movement. In that movement of Time and Becoming God appears to our conception or experience of him by the evidence of his works as the divine Power who ordains and sets all things in their place in the movement. In his form of space it is he who fronts us in every direction, million-bodied, myriad-minded, manifest in each existence; we see his faces on all sides of us.

3 He appears to us too in the universe as the universal spirit of destruction, who seems to create only to undo his creations in the end.

4 And yet his Power of becoming does not cease from its workings, for the rebirth and force of new creation ever keeps pace with the force of death and destruction.

feminine qualities I am glory and beauty and speech and memory and intelligence and steadfastness and forgiveness,
35. I am also the great Sama among mantras, the Gayatri among metres; among the months
I am Marga- sirsha, first of the months; I am spring, the fairest of seasons.

36. I am the gambling of the cunning, and the strength of the mighty; I am resolution and
perseverance and victory; I am the sattwic quality of the good.

37. I am Krishna\(^1\) among the Vrishnis, Arjuna among the Pandavas; I am Vyasa among the
sages; I am Ushanas among the seer-poets.

38. I am the mastery and power of all who rule and tame and vanquish and the policy of all
who succeed and conquer; I am the silence of things secret and the knowledge of the knower.

---

\(^1\) Krishna who in his divine inner being, is the Godhead I\(^"\) a human form, is in his outer
human being the leader of his age, the great man of the Vrishnis. The Avatar is at the same time
the Vibhuti.
39. And whatsoever is the seed\(^1\) of all existences, that am I, O Arjuna; nothing\(^2\) moving or unmoving, animate or inanimate in the world can be without me.

\[\text{नान्तो द्विते मम दिव्यान्त विभूतिनां परंतप} | \]
\[\text{एष तुहे जातः प्रोक्तो विभूतिर्विस्तरो मया} \| \text{१०-४०} \| \]

40. There is no numbering or limit to My divine Vibhutis, O Parantapa; what I have spoken, is nothing more than a summary development and I have given only the light of a few leading indications.

\[\text{यथ्यभूतितमत्त्वं श्रीमदृजितमेव वा} | \]
\[\text{तत्तदेवाववन्यं बं मम तेजोश्रसामेवम्} \| \text{१०-४१} \| \]

41. Whatever beautiful and glorious creature thou seest in the world, whatever being is mighty and forceful (among men and above man and below him), know 'to be a very splendour, light, and energy of Me and born of a potent portion and intense power of my existence.

\[\text{अथ वा बहुतेतन किं ज्ञातेन तवाजुन} | \]
\[\text{विश्व्यामिदं कृत्तमेकांर्णों स्थितो जगत्} \| \text{१०-४२} \| \]

42. But what need is there of a multitude of de-tails for this knowledge, O Arjuna? Take it thus,\(^3\) that I am here in this world and everywhere, I support this entire universe with an infinitesimal portion of Myself.

---

1. The Divine is the seed of all existences, and of that seed they are the branches and flowers; what is in the seed of self, that only they can develop in Nature.

2. With whatever variety of degree in manifestation, a) I beings are in their own way and nature powers of the Godhead.

3. All classes, general species, individuals are vibhutis of the One. But since it is through power in his becoming that he is apparent to us, he is especially apparent in whatever is of a pre-eminent value or seems to act with a powerful and preeminent force. And therefore in each kind of being we can see
him most in those in whom the power of nature of that kind reaches its highest, its leading, its most effectively self-revealing manifestation. These are in a special sense Vibhutis. Yet the highest power and manifestation is only a very partial revelation of the Infinite; even the whole universe is informed by only one degree of his greatness, illumined by one ray of his splendour, glorious with a faint hint of his delight and beauty. This is in sum the gist of the enumeration, the result we carry away from it, the heart of its meaning.

ELEVENTH CHAPTER

I. TIME THE DESTROYER

अर्जुन उवाच ।
मदनुग्रहाय परमं गुदशम्यत्मसंज्ञितम् ।
यत्र योक्तं वच्चत्सन मोहो तं विगतो मम || ११-१ ||

1. Arjuna said: This word of the highest spiritual secret of existence, Thou hast spoken out of compassion for me; by this my delusion is dispelled.

भवाप्यथम हि भूतानां श्रुतो विस्तरशो मया ।
बल्ल: कमलपत्राक्ष माहात्मयमपि चावयम् || ११-२ ||

2. The birth and passing away of existences have been heard by me in detail from Thee, O Lotus-eyed, and also the imperishable greatness of the divine conscious Soul.

1 The illusion which so persistently holds man's sense and mind, the idea that things at all exist in themselves or for themselves apart from God or that anything subject to Nature can be self-moving and self-guided, has passed from Arjuna,—that was the cause of his doubt and bewilderment and refusal of action.

2 All is a Yoga of this great eternal Spirit in things and all happenings are the result and expression of that Yoga; all Nature is full of the secret Godhead and in labour to reveal him in her. But Arjuna would see too the very form and body of this Godhead, if that be possible. The
vision of the universal Purusha is one of the best known and most powerfully poetic passages in the Gita, but its place in the thought is not altogether on the surface. It is evidently intended for a poetic and revelatory symbol and we must see how it is brought in and for what purpose and discover to what it points in its significant aspects before we can capture its meaning. It is invited by Arjuna in his desire to see the living image, the visible greatness of the unseen Divine, the very embodiment of the Spirit and Power that governs the universe. For this greatest all-comprehending vision he is made to ask because it is so, from the spirit revealed in the universe, that he must receive the command to his part in the world-action.
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3. So it is, as Thou hast declared Thyself, O Supreme Lord; I desire to see Thy divine form and body, O Purushottama.

3. \textit{प्रभुक्षेत्र यदि तत्चक्ष्य नया द्रष्ट्मिति योगोऽवेगेश्वरर्ततोऽसमीयात्मानमव्ययमः । ॥ ११-४ ॥}

4. If Thou thinkest that it can be seen by me, O Lord, O Master of Yoga, then show me Thy imperishable Self.

4. \textit{श्रीभगवानुवाच । पद्यमें पार्थ रूपाणि शतशृणु वष्ट सहस्रानानिद्वाणाय नानावर्णाकृतिनि । ॥ ११-५ ॥}

5. The Blessed Lord said: Behold, O Partha, my hundreds and thousands of divine forms, various in kind, various in shape and hue.

5. \textit{पद्यादित्यात्मानसृष्ठििनि महत्सत्त्वा । बहून्यदपूर्वाणि पद्याश्चार्याणि भारत ॥ ११-६ ॥}
6. Behold the Adityas, the Vasus, the Rudras, the two Aswins and also the Maruts; behold many wonders that none has beheld, O Bharata.

7. Here, to-day, behold the whole world, with all that is moving and unmoving, unified in my body, O Gudakesha, and whatever else thou wiliest to see.

1 This then is the keynote, the central significance. It is the vision of the One in the Many, the Many in the One,—and all are the One. It is this vision that to the eye of the divine Yoga liberates, justifies, explains all that is and was and shall be. Once seen and held, it lays the shining axe of God at the root of all doubts and perplexities and annihilates all denials and oppositions. If the soul can arrive at unity with the Godhead in this vision,—Arjuna has not yet done that, therefore we find that he has fear when he sees,—all even that is terrible in the world loses its terror.

8. What thou hast to see, this thy human eye cannot grasp; but there is a divine eye (an inmost seeing) and that eye I now give to thee. Behold Me in My divine Yoga.
9-14. Sanjaya said: Having thus spoken, O King, the Master of the great Yoga, Hari, showed to Partha His supreme Form. It is that of the infinite Godhead whose faces are everywhere and in whom are all the wonders of existence, who multiplies unendingly all the many marvellous revelations of His being, a world-wide divinity seeing with innumerable eyes, speaking from innumerable mouths, armed for battle with numberless Divine uplifted weapons, glorious with divine ornaments of beauty, robed in heavenly raiment of deity lovely with garlands of divine flowers, fragrant with divine perfumes. Such is the light of this body of God as if a thousand suns had risen at once in heaven. The whole world multitudinously divided and yet unified is visible in the body of the God of Gods. Arjuna sees him (God magnificent and beautiful and terrible, the Lord of souls who has manifested in the glory and greatness of his spirit this wild and monstrous and orderly and wonderful and sweet and terrible world) and overcome with marvel and joy and fear he bows down and adores with words of awe and with clasped hands the tremendous vision.

1-For the human can see only the outward appearances of things or make out of them separate symbol forms, each of them significant of only a few aspects of the eternal Mystery
15. Arjuna said: I see all the gods in Thy body, O God, and different companies of beings, Brahma the creating Lord seated in the Lotus, and the Rishis and the race of the divine Serpents.

16. I see numberless arms and bellies and eyes and faces, I see Thy infinite forms on every side, but I see not Thy end nor Thy middle nor Thy beginning, O Lord of the universe, O Form universal.

17. I see Thee crowned and with Thy mace and Thy discus, hard to discern because Thou art a luminous mass of energy on all sides of me, an encompassing blaze, a sun-bright fire-bright Immeasurable.
18. Thou art the supreme Immutable whom we have to know, Thou art the high foundation and abode of the universe, Thou art the imperishable guardian of the eternal laws, Thou art the sempiternal soul of existence.

19. I behold Thee without end or middle or beginning, of infinite force, of numberless arms, Thy eyes are suns and moons, Thou hast a face of blazing fire and thou art ever burning up the whole universe with the flame of Thy energy.

20. The whole space between earth and heaven is occupied by Thee alone; when is seen this Thy fierce and astounding form, the three worlds are all in pain and suffer, O Thou mighty Spirit.

21. The companies of the gods enter Thee, afraid, adoring; the Rishis and the Siddhas crying "May there be peace and weal" praise Thee with many praises.
The Rudras, Adityas, Vasus, Sadhyas, Vishvas, the two Aswins and the Maruts and the Ushmapas, the Gandharvas, Yakshas, Asuras, Siddhas, all have their eyes fixed on Thee in amazement.

23. Seeing Thy great form of many mouths and eyes, O Mighty-armed, of many arms, thighs and feet and bellies, terrible with many teeth, the world and its nations are shaken and in anguish, as also am I.

1. In greatness of this vision there is too the terrific image of the Destroyer. This Immeasurable without end or middle or beginning is he in whom all things begin and exist and end. This Godhead embraces the worlds with his numberless arms and destroys with his million hands.

24. I see Thee, touching heaven, blazing, of many hues, with opened mouths and enormous burning eyes; troubled and in pain is the soul within me and I find no peace or gladness.
25. As I look upon Thy mouths terrible with many tusks of destruction, Thy faces like the fires of Death and Time, I lose sense of the directions and find no peace. Turn Thy heart to grace, O God of gods! refuge of all the worlds!

26-27. The sons of Dhritarashtra, all with the multitude of kings and heroes, Bhishma and Drona and Kama along with the foremost warriors on our side too, are hastening into Thy tusked and terrible jaws and some are seen with crushed and bleeding heads caught between Thy teeth of power.

28. As is the speed of many rushing waters racing towards the ocean, so all these heroes of the world of men are entering into Thy many mouths of flame.
29. As a swarm of moths with ever-increasing speed fall to their destruction into a fire that some one has kindled, so now the nations with ever-increasing speed are entering into Thy jaws of doom.

30. Thou lickest the regions all around with Thy tongues and Thou art swallowing up all the nations in Thy mouths of burning; all the world is filled with the blaze of Thy energies; fierce and terrible are Thy lustres and they burn us, O Vishnu.

31. Declare\(^1\) to me who Thou art that wearest this form of fierceness. Salutation to Thee, O Thou great Godhead, turn Thy heart to grace. I would know who Thou art who wast from the beginning, for I know not the will of Thy workings.
This last cry of Arjuna indicates the double intention in the vision. This is the figure of the supreme and universal Being, this is he who forever creates, for Brahma the Creator is one of the Godheads seen in his body, he who keeps the world always in existence, for he is the guardian of the eternal laws, but who is always too destroying in order that he may new-create, who is Time, who is Death, who is Rudra the Dancer of the calm and awful dance, who is Kali with her garland of skulls trampling naked in battle and flecked with the blood of the slaughtered Titans, who is the cyclone and the fire and the earthquake and pain and famine and revolution and ruin and the swallowing ocean. And it is this last aspect of him which he puts forward at the moment. It is an aspect from which the mind in men willingly turns away and ostrich-like hides its head so that perchance, not seeing, it may not be seen by the Terrible. The weakness of the human heart wants only fair and comforting truths or in their absence pleasant fables; it will not have the truth in its entirety because there there is much that is ocear and pleasant and comfortable, but hard to understand and harder to bear.

To put away the responsibility for all that seems to us evil or terrible on the shoulders of a semi-omnipotent Devil, or to put it aside as part of Nature, making an unbridgeable opposition between world-nature and God-Nature, as if Nature were independent of God, or to throw the responsibility on man and his sins, as if he had a preponderant voice in the making of this world or could create anything against the will of God, are clumsily comfortable devices in which the religious thought of India has never taken refuge. We have to look courageously in the face of the reality and see that it is God and none else who has made this world in his being and that so he has made it. The torment of the couch of pain and evil on which we are racked is his touch as much as happiness and sweetness
and pleasure. The discords of the worlds are God's discords and it is only by accepting and proceeding through them that we can arrive at the greater concords of his supreme harmony, the summits and thrilled vastnesses of his transcendent and his cosmic Ananda.

The problem raised by the Gita and the solution it gives demand this character of the vision of the World-Spirit. Why should it be thus that the All-Spirit manifests himself in Nature? What is the significance of this creating and devouring flame that is mortal existence, this world-wide struggle, these constant disastrous revolutions, this labour and anguish and travail and perishing of creatures? Arjuna here puts the ancient question and breathes the eternal prayer.

1 The Godhead does not mean either that he is the Time-Spirit alone or that the whole essence of the Time-Spirit is destruction.* But it is this which is the present will of his workings, pravritti.

* Indian spirituality knows that God is Love and Peace and calm Eternity,—the Gita which presents us with these terrible images, speaks of the Godhead who embodies himself in them as the lover and friend of all creatures, suhndain sarvabhutanam.

2 I have a foreseeing purpose, says the Godhead in effect, which fulfils itself infallibly and no participation or abstention of any human being can prevent, alter or modify it; all is done by me already in my eternal eye of will before it can at all be done by man upon earth. I as Time have to destroy the old structures and to build up a new, mighty and splendid kingdom. Thou as a human instrument of the divine Power and Wisdom hast in this struggle which thou canst not prevent to battle for the right and slay and conquer its opponents. Thou too, the human soul in Nature, hast to enjoy in Nature the fruit given
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these warriors shall be not, who are ranked in the opposing armies.

33. Therefore arise, get thee glory, conquer thy enemies and enjoy an opulent kingdom. By me and none other already even are they slain, do thou become the occasion only, O Savyasachin.
34. Slay, by me who are slain, Drona, Bhishma, Tavadratha, Kama and other heroic fighters; be. Not pained and troubled. Fight, thou shalt conquer the adversary in the battle.

by me, the empire of right and justice. Let this be sufficient for thee,—to be one with God in thy soul, to receive his command, to do his will, to see calmly a supreme purpose fulfilled in the world.

The fruit of the great and terrible work is promised and Prophesied, not as a fruit hungered for by the individual,—for to that there is to be no attachment,—but as the result of the wine will, the glory and success of the thing to be done accomplished, the glory given by the Divine to himself in his Vibhuti. Thus is the final and compelling command to action given to the protagonist of the world-battle.
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ELEVENTH CHAPTER

THE DOUBLE ASPECT

35. Sanjaya said: Having heard these words of Keshava, Kiriti (Arjuna), with clasped hands and trembling, saluted again and spoke to Krishna in a faltering voice very much terrified and bowing down.
36. Arjuna said: Rightly and in good place, O Krishna, does the world rejoice and take pleasure in Thy name; the Rakshasas are fleeing from Thee in terror to all the quarters and the companies of the Siddhas bow down before Thee in adoration.

1 Even while the effects of the terrible aspect of this vision are still upon him, the first words uttered by Arjuna after the Godhead has spoken are eloquent of a greater uplifting and reassuring reality behind this face of death and this destruction. There is something that makes the heart of the world to rejoice and take pleasure in the name and nearness of the Divine. It is the profound sense of that which makes us see in the dark face of Kali the face of the Mother and to perceive even in the midst of destruction the protecting arms of the Friend of creatures, in the midst of evil the presence of a pure unalterable Benignity and in the midst of death the Master of Immortality.

2 From the terror of the King of the divine action the Rakshasas, the fierce giant' powers of darkness, flee destroyed, defeated and overpowered. But the Siddhas, but the complete and perfect who know and sing the names of the Immortal and live in the truth of his being, bow down before every form of Him and know what every form enshrines and signifies. Nothing has real need to fear except that which is to be destroyed, the
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37. How should they not do Thee homage, O great Spirit? For Thou art the original Creator and Doer of works and greater even than creative Brahma. O Thou Infinite, O Thou
Lord of the gods, O Thou abode of the universe, Thou art the Immutable and Thou art what is and is not, and Thou art that which is the Supreme.

38. Thou art the ancient Soul and the first and original Godhead and the supreme resting-place of this All; Thou art the knower and that which is to be known and the highest status; O infinite in form, by Thee was extended the universe.

evil, the ignorance, the veilers in Night, the Rakshasa powers. All the movement and action of Rudra the Terrible is towards perfection and divine height and completeness.

1 The real divine creation is eternal; it is the Infinite manifested sempiternally in finite things, the Spirit who conceals and reveals himself for ever in his innumerable infinity of souls and in the wonder of their actions and in the beauty of their forms. But what he is beyond all these is That, the Supreme, who holds all things mutable in the single eternity of a Time to which all is ever present.

2 He is the Knower who develops in man the knowledge of himself and world and God; he is the one Object of all knowing who reveals himself to man's heart and mind and soul, so that every new opening form of our knowledge is a partial unfolding of him up to the highest by which he is intimately, profoundly and integrally seen and discovered.
3 By him in his own existence the world is extended, by his omnipotent power, by his miraculous self-conception and energy and Ananda of never-ending creation.

39-40. Thou art Yama and Vayu and Agni and Soma and Varuna and Prajapati, father of creatures, and the great-grandsire. Salutation to Thee a thousand times over and again and yet again salutation, in front and behind and from every side, for Thou art each\(^1\) and all that is. Infinite in might and immeasurable in strength of action Thou pervadest all and art everyone.

\[
\text{सर्वति मध्य प्रसभं यदुर्ते}
\]
\[
\text{हे कृष्ण हे यादव हे सर्वति।}
\]
\[
\text{अजानता महिमानं तबेदं}
\]
\[
\text{मया प्रमादात्रणें वापि।॥ ११-४१॥}
\]
\[
\text{यत्त्वासार्थसत्कृतो दसि}
\]
\[
\text{विहारशयासनभोजने}।
\]
\[
\text{एको तथ वायुच्युत तत्तस्मशं}
\]
\[
\text{तत्त्वाम्येव बामहप्रमेयम्॥ ११-४२॥}
\]

41-42. For whatsoever I have spoken to Thee in rash vehemence, thinking of Thee only as my human friend and companion, 'O Krishna, O Yadava, O Comrade,' not knowing this Thy greatness,\(^2\) in negligent error or in love, and for whatsoever disrespect was shown by me to Thee in jest, at play, on the couch and the

1 He is all the many gods from the least to the greatest, he is the father of creatures and all are his children and his people. On this truth there is a constant insistence. Again it is repeated that he is the All, he is each and every one, \textit{Sarvah}. He is the infinite Universal and he is each individual and everything that is, the one Force and Being in everyone of us, the infinite Energy that throws itself out in these multitudes, the immeasurable Will and mighty Power of motion and action that forms out of itself all the courses of Time and all the happenings of the Spirit in Nature. And from that- insistence the thought naturally turns to the presence of this one great Godhead in man.

2 This supreme universal Being has lived here before him with the human face, in the mortal body, the divine man, the embodied Godhead, the Avatar, and till now he has not known
him. He has seen the humanity only and has treated the Divine as a mere human creature. He has not pierced through the earthly mask to the Godhead of which the humanity was a vessel and a symbol, and he prays now for that Godhead's forgiveness of his unseeing carelessness and his negligent ignorance. Now only he sees this tremendous, infinite, immeasurable Reality of all these apparent things, this boundless universal Form which so exceeds every individual form and yet of whom each individual thing is a house for his dwelling.

seat and in the banquet, alone or in Thy presence, O faultless One, I pray forgiveness from Thee, the immeasurable.

43. Thou art the father of all this world of the moving and unmoving; Thou art one to be worshipped and the most solemn object of veneration. None is equal to Thee, how then another greater in all the three worlds, O incomparable in might?

44. Therefore I bow down before Thee and prostrate my body and I demand grace of Thee the adorable Lord. As a father1 to his son, as a friend to his friend and comrade, as one dear with him he loves, so shouldst Thou, O Godhead, bear with me.
45. I have seen what never was seen before and I rejoice, but my mind is troubled with fear.
O Godhead,

What was figured in the human manifestation and the human relation is also a reality. The transcendence and cosmic aspect have to be seen, for without that seeing the limitations of humanity cannot be exceeded. But the infinite presence in its unmitigated splendour would be too overwhelming for the separate littleness of the limited, individual and natural man. A link is needed by which he can see this universal Godhead in his own individual and natural being, close to him, not only omnipotently there to govern all he is by universal and immeasurable Power, but humanly figured to support and raise him to unity by an intimate individual relation. The Divine inhabits the human soul and body; he draws around him and wears like a robe the human mind and figure. He assumes the human relations which the soul affects in the mortal body and they "nd in God their own fullest sense and greatest realisation. This is the Vaishnava bhakti of which the seed is here in the Gita's words, but which received afterwards a more deep, ecstatic and significant extension.
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show me that other form of Thine; turn Thy heart to grace, O Thou Lord of the gods, O Thou abode of this universe.

46. I would see Thee even as before crowned and with Thy mace and discus. Assume Thy four-armed shape, O thousand-armed, O Form universal.
47. The Blessed Lord said: This that thou now seest by my favour, O Arjuna, is my supreme shape, my form of luminous energy, the universal, the infinite, the original which none but thou amongst men has yet seen. I have shown it by my self-Yoga.  

1 The form of the transcendent and universal Being is to the strength of the liberated spirit a thing mighty, encouraging and fortifying, a source of power, an equalising, sublimating, all-justifying vision; but to the normal man it is overwhelming, appalling, incommunicable. But there is too the gracious mediating form of divine Narayana, the God who is so close to man and in man, the Charioteer of the battle and the journey, with his four arms of helpful power, a humanised symbol of Godhead, not this million-armed universality. It is this mediating aspect which man must have for his support constantly, before him. For it is this figure of Narayana which symbolises the truth that reassures. It makes close, visible, living, seizeable the vast spiritual joy in which for the inner spirit and life of man the universal workings behind all their stupendous circling, retrogression, progression sovereignly culminate, their marvellous and auspicious upshot.

2 For it is an image of my very Self and Spirit, it is the very Supreme self-figured in cosmic existence and the soul in perfect Yoga with Me sees it without any trembling of the nervous parts or any bewilderment and confusion of the mind, because he descries not only what is terrible and overwhelming in its appearance, but also its high and reassuring significance.
48. Neither by the study of Vedas and sacrifices, nor by gifts or ceremonial rites or severe austerities, this form of mine can be seen by any other than thyself, O foremost of Kurus.

49. Thou shouldst envisage this tremendous vision without pain, without confusion of mind, without any sinking of the members. Cast away fear and let thy heart rejoice, behold again this other form of mine.

50. Sanjaya said: Vasudeva, having thus spoken to Arjuna, again manifested his normal (Narayana) image; the Mahatman again assuming the desired form of grace and love and sweetness consoled the terrified one.

51. Arjuna said: Beholding again Thy gentle human form, O Janardana, my heart is filled with slight and I am restored to my own nature.
1. But since lower nature in thee is not yet prepared to look upon it with that high strength
and tranquility, I will resume again for thee my Narayana figure in which the human mind sees
isolated and toned to its humanity the calm, helpfulness and delight of a friendly Godhead.

52-54. The Blessed Lord said: The greater Form that thou hast seen is only for the rare
highest souls. The gods themselves ever desire to look upon it. Nor can I be seen 1 as thou hast
seen Me by Veda or austerities or gifts or sacrifice, it can be seen, known, entered into only by
that bhakti which regards, adores and loves Me alone in all things.

55. Be a doer of my works, accept Me as the supreme being and object, become my bhakta,
be free from attachment and without enmity to all existences; for such a man comes to Me, O
Pandava.2

1 Man can know by other means this or that exclusive aspect of the one existence, its
individual, cosmic or world- excluding figures, but not this greatest reconciling Oneness of all
the aspects of the Divinity in which at one and the same time and in one and the same vision all
is manifested, all is exceeded and all is consummated. This vision can be reached only by the
absolute adoration, the love, the intimate unity that crowns at their summit the fullness of works
and know- ledge. There is a supreme consciousness through which it is possible to enter into the
glory of the Transcendent and contain in him the immutable Self and all mutable Becoming,— it
is possible to be one with all, yet above all, to exceed world and yet embrace the whole nature at
once of the cosmic and the supracosmic Godhead. This is difficult indeed for limited man imprisoned in his mind and body; but the Godhead shows the way in the next sloka.

2 In other words, superiority to the lower nature, unity with all creatures, oneness with the cosmic Godhead and the Transcendence, oneness of will with the Divine in works, absolute love for the One and for God in all,—this is the way to that absolute spiritual self-exceeding and that unimaginable transformation.
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TWELFTH CHAPTER

THE WAY AND THE BHAKTA

अर्जुन उवाच।
एवं सततयुक्तः ये भक्तार्थां पर्युपासते।
ये चायक्ष्यनविवक्तेन तेषां के योगविद्धमा: || १२-१ ||

I. Arjuna said: Those devotees who thus by a constant union seek after Thee, and those who seek after the unmanifest Immutable, which of these have the greater knowledge of Yoga?

[To this question Krishna replies with an emphatic decisiveness.]

श्रीभगवानुवाच।
मयावेश्य मनो ये मां नित्ययुक्तः उपासते।
अद्भुतं पर्योपेतास्ते मे युक्तमा मताः: || १२-२ ||

I. The question raised here by Arjuna points to the difference between the current Vedantic view of liberation and the view propounded in the Gita. The orthodox Yoga of knowledge aims at a fathomless immergence in the one infinite existence, sayujya; it looks upon that alone as the entire liberation. The Yoga of adoration envisages an eternal habitation or nearness as the greater release, salokya, santipya. The Yoga of works leads to oneness in power of being and nature, sadrishya; but the Gita envelops them all in its catholic integrality and fuses them all into one greatest and richest divine freedom and perfection.

Arjuna has been enjoined first to sink his separate personality in the calm impersonality of the one eternal and immutable Self, a teaching which agreed well with his previous notions and offered no difficulties. But now he is confronted with the vision of this greatest transcendent, this
widest universal Godhead and commanded to seek oneness with him by knowledge and works and adoration. He is asked to unite himself in all his being, *satata-yukta*, with the Godhead (referred to by the word, *twam*) manifest in the universe, seated as the Lord of works in the world and in our hearts by his mighty world-Yoga. But what then of this Immutable who never manifests (*aksharam avtvyakfam*), never puts on any form, stands back and apart
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2. The Blessed Lord said: Those who found their mind in Me and by constant union, possessed of a supreme faith, seek after Me, I hold to be the most perfectly in union of Yoga.

![Verse](https://example.com/verse.png)

3-4 But those' who seek after the indefinable unmanifest Immutable omnipresent, unthinkable, self-poised, immobile, constant, they also by restraining all from all action, enters into no relation with the universe or with anything in it, is eternally silent and one and impersonal and immobile? This eternal Self is the greater Principle according to all current notions and the Godhead in the manifestation is an inferior figure: the unmanifest and not the manifest is the eternal Spirit. How then does the union which admits the manifestation, admits the lesser thing, come yet to be the greater Yoga-knowledge?

I The supreme faith is that which sees God in all and to its eye the manifestation and the non-manifestation are one Godhead. The perfect union is that which meets the Divine at every moment, in every action and with all the integrality of the nature.

The Godhead with whom the soul of man has to enter into this closest oneness, is indeed in his supreme status a transcendent Unthinkable too great for any manifestation, Parabrahman; but he is at the same time the living supreme Soul of all things. He is the supreme Lord, the Master of works and universal nature. He at once exceeds and inhabits as its self the soul and mind and body of the creature. He is Purushottama, Parameshvara and Paramatman and in all these equal aspects the same single and eternal Godhead. It is an awakening to this integral reconciling
knowledge that is the wide gate to the utter release of the soul and an unimaginable perfection of the nature.

2 For they are not mistaken in their aim, but they follow a more difficult and a less complete and perfect path. The Immutable offers no hold to the mind; it can only be gained by a motionless spiritual impersonality and silence and those who follow after it alone have to restrain altogether and even draw in completely the action of the mind and senses.
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their senses, by the equality of their understanding and by their seeing of one self in all things and by their tranquil benignancy of silent will for the good of all existences, arrive to Me.

\begin{verse}
श्रेष्ठो उधिकतरस्तेषामव्यत्क्तासां क्षेतरसाम्।
अव्यत्क्ता हि गायत्रीः खेदविदर्शवाह्ये \n\| १२-५ \|
\end{verse}

5. The difficulty\(^1\) of those who devote themselves to the search of the unmanifest Brahman is greater; it is a thing to which embodied souls can only arrive by a constant mortification, a suffering of all the repressed members, a stern difficulty and anguish of the nature.

\begin{verse}
ये तु सर्वांगे कर्मांगे मयि सन्त्यस्य मत्यरा।
अनन्त्येनैव योगेन मा भ्राम्यन्त उपासते \n\| १२-६ \|
\end{verse}

\begin{verse}
तेषामां समुदर्त्ता मूलयुंसंसारसागारत।
भवामि नविनरात्यार्थ महयावेशित्चेतसाम् \n\| १२-७ \|
\end{verse}

6-7. But those who giving up all their actions to Me,\(^2\) and wholly devoted to Me, worship meditating on Me with an unswerving Yoga, those who fix on Me all their consciousness, O Partha, speedily I deliver them « out of the sea of death-bound existence.

\begin{verse}
\text{\textsuperscript{1}} \text{And it must not be thought that because it is more arduous, therefore it is a higher and more effective process. The easier way of the Gita leads more rapidly, naturally and normally to the same absolute liberation. The Yogin of exclusive knowledge imposes on himself a painful struggle with the manifold demands of his nature; he denies them even their highest satisfaction and cuts away from him even the upward impulses of his spirit whenever they imply relations or fall short of a negating absolute. The living way of the Gita on the contrary finds out the most}
\end{verse}
intense upward trend of all our being and by turning it Godwards uses knowledge, will, feeling and the instinct for perfection as so many puissant wings of a mounting liberation.

2 The indefinable Oneness accepts all that climb to it, but offers no help of relation and gives no foothold to the climber. All has to be done by a severe austerity and a stern and lonely individual effort. How different is it for those who

8. On Me repose all thy mind and lodge all thy understanding in Me; doubt not that thou shalt dwell in Me above this mortal existence.

9. And if thou art not able to keep the consciousness fixed steadily in Me, then by the Yoga of practice seek after Me, O Dhananjaya.

seek after the Purushottama in the way of the Gita! When they meditate on him with a Yoga which sees none else, because it sees all to be Vasudeva, he meets them at every point, in every moment, at all times, with innumerable forms and faces, holds up the lamp of knowledge within and floods with its divine and happy lustre the whole of existence. The other method of a difficult relationless stillness tries to get away from all action even though that is impossible to embodied creatures. Here the actions are all given up to » the supreme Master of action and he as the supreme Will meets the will of sacrifice, takes from it its burden and assumes himself the charge of the works of the divine Nature in us. And when too in the high passion of love the devotee of the Lover and Friend of man and of all creatures casts upon him all his heart of consciousness and yearning of delight, then swiftly the Supreme comes to him as the saviour and
exalts him by a happy embrace of his mind and heart and body out of the waves of the sea of
death in this mortal nature into the secure bosom of the Eternal.

This then is the swiftest, largest and greatest way.

1 No doubt, on this way too there are difficulties; for there is the lower nature with its fierce
or dull downward gravitation which resists and battles against the motion of ascent and clogs the
wings of the exaltation and the upward rapture. There are nights of long exile from the Light,
there are hours or moments of revolt, doubt or failure. But still by the practice of union and by
constant repetition of the experience, the divine consciousness grows upon the being and takes
permanent possession of the nature.
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10. If thou art unable even to seek by practice, then be it thy supreme aim to do My work;¹
doing all actions for My sake, thou shalt attain perfection.

अथैदंपद्याश्रशः कस कन्तृ मयोगमानश्चति ।
सर्वकर्मफलत्यागं तत: कुरु यतात्मवान् || १२-११ ||

11. But if even this constant remembering of Me and lifting up of your works to Me is felt
beyond² your power, then renounce all fruit of action with the self controlled.

श्रेयो हि ज्ञानमध्यासाधाणां विशिष्याते ।
व्यातिकर्मफलत्यागस्वागच्छातिरन्तरम् || १२-१२ ||

12. Better indeed is knowledge than practice³ than knowledge, meditation is
better; than meditation, renunciation of the fruit of action; on renunciation follows peace.

1 Is this also found too difficult because of the power and persistence of the outward-going
movement of the mind? Then the way is simple, to do all actions for the sake of the Lord of the
action, so that every outward-going movement of the mind shall be associated with the inner
spiritual troth of the being and called back even in the very movement to the eternal reality and
connected with its source. Then the presence of the Purushottama will grow upon the natural
man, till he is filled with it and becomes a Godhead and a spirit.

2 The limited mind in its forgetfulness turns to the act and its outward object and will not
remember to look within and lay our every movement on the divine altar of the Spirit. Then the
way is to control the lower self in the act and do works without desire of the fruit. All fruit has to
be renounced, to be given up to the Power that directs the work, and yet the work has to be done that is imposed by It on the nature. For by this means the obstacle steadily diminishes and easily disappears, the mind is left free to remember the Lord and to fix itself in the liberty of the divine consciousness. And here the Gita gives an ascending scale of potencies and assigns the palm of excellence to this Yoga of desireless action.

3 Abhyasa, practice of a method, repetition of an effort and experience is a great and powerful thing; but better than this is knowledge, the successful and luminous turning of the thought to the Truth behind things. This thought knowledge too is excelled by a silent complete concentration on the Truth so that
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अद्वैत सर्वभूतानां मेत्र: करण पति च।
निरम्मो निरहंकारः समहः सखसुखः क्षमी ॥ १२-१३॥
संतुष्ट: सतः योगी यतात्मा द्वनिधयः ।
मय्यपितमनोबुद्धियो मद्दतः स मे प्रियः ॥ १२-१४॥

13-14. He who has no egoism, no I-ness and my-ness, who has friendship and pity for all beings and hate for no living thing, who has a tranquil equality to pleasure and pain, and is patient and forgiving, he who has a desireless content, the steadfast control of self and the firm unshakable will and resolution of the Yogin and a love and devotion which gives up the whole mind and reason to Me, he is dear to Me.

यस्मान्त्राहृदिष्टं लोकं लोकान्त्राहृदिष्टं च यः ।
हर्षांसम्पर्योद्वेगमृक्तं य: स च मे प्रियः ॥ १२-१५॥

15. He by whom the world is not afflicted or troubled, who also is not afflicted or troubled by the world, who is freed from the troubled agitated lower nature and from its waves of joy and fear and anxiety and resentment, he is dear to Me.

अन्येष्कः शुचिर्दृश्य उदासीनो गतव्यथः ।
सर्वार्थस्मपरित्यागी यो मद्दतः स मे प्रियः ॥ १२-१६॥
16. He who desires nothing, is pure, skilful in all actions, indifferent to whatever comes, not pained or

the consciousness shall eventually live in it and be always one with it. But more powerful still is the giving up of the fruit of one's works, because that immediately destroys all causes of disturbance and brings and preserves automatically an inner calm and peace, and calm and peace are the foundation on which all else becomes perfect and secure in possession by the tranquil spirit.

What then will be the divine nature, what will be the greater state of consciousness and being of the bhakta who has followed this way and turned to the adoration of the Eternal? The Gita in a number of verses rings the changes on its first insistent demand, on equality, on desirelessness, on freedom of spirit. Several formulas of this fundamental equal consciousness are given here.
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afflicted by any result or happening, who has given up all initiative\(^1\) of action, he, My devotee, is dear to Me,

\[\text{यों न हृष्यति न द्वेष्टि न शोचति न कान्नति ।} \]
\[\text{शुभाशुभपरित्यागी भक्तिमानः स मे प्रियः || १२-१७||} \]

17. He who neither desires the pleasant and rejoices at its touch nor abhors the unpleasant and sorrows at its touch, who has abolished the distinction between fortunate and unfortunate happenings (because his devotion receives all things equally as good from the hands of his eternal Lover and Master), he is dear to Me.

\[\text{समः श्रावः च मित्रेः च तथा मानवमानयोः ।} \]
\[\text{शीतोष्णसुखःखेषु समः सज्ज्विविर्जितः || १२-१८||} \]

\[\text{तुल्यनन्दास्तुतिमानी संतुष्टों येन केन चितः ।} \]
\[\text{अनिकेतः स्थिरस्मतिमानं प्रियो नरः || १२-१९||} \]
18-19. Equal to friend and enemy, equal to honour and insult, pleasure and pain, praise and blame, grief and happiness, heat and cold (to all that troubles with opposite affections the normal nature), silent, content and well-satisfied with anything and everything, not attached to person or thing, place or home, firm in mind (because it is constantly seated in the highest self and fixed for ever on the one divine object of his love and adoration), that man is dear to Me.

1 He has flung away from him all egoistic, personal and mental initiative whether of the inner or the outer act, one who lets the divine will and divine knowledge flow through him undeflected by his own resolves, preferences and desires, and yet for that very reason is swift and skilful in all action of his nature, because this flawless unity with the supreme will, this pure instrumentation is the condition of the greatest skill in works.

2 Equality, desirelessness and freedom from the lower egoistic nature and its claims are always the one perfect foundation.

20. But exceedingly dear to Me are those devotees who make Me (the Purushottama) their one supreme aim and follow out with a perfect faith and exactitude the immortalising Dharma demanded by the Gita for the great liberation. There is to the end an emphatic repetition of its first fundamental teaching and original desideratum, the calm soul of knowledge that sees the one self in all things, the tranquil ego-less equality that results from this knowledge, the desireless action offered in that equality to the Master of works, the surrender of the whole mental nature of man into the hands of the mightier indwelling spirit. And the crown of this equality is love founded on knowledge, fulfilled in instrumental action, extended to all thing's and beings, a vast absorbing and all-containing love for the divine Self who is Creator and Master of the universe, suhridam sarva-bhutanam sarva-loka-maheshwaram.

1 Dharma in the language of the Gita means the innate law of the being and its works and an action proceeding from and determined by the inner nature, swabhavaniyam karma. In the lower ignorant consciousness of mind, life and body there are many dharmas, many rules, many standards and laws, because there are many varying determinations and types of the mental, vital
and physical nature. The immortal Dhanna is one; it is that of the highest spiritual divine consciousness and its powers, para prakritih. It is beyond the three gunas, and to reach it all these lower dharmas have to be abandoned, sarva-dharman parityajya. Alone in their place the one liberating unifying consciousness and power of the Eternal has to become the infinite source of our action, its mould, determinant and exemplar. To rise out of our lower personal egoism, to enter into the impersonal and equal calm of the immutable eternal all-pervading Akshara Purusha, to aspire from that calm, by a perfect self-surrender of all one's nature and existence to that which is other and higher than the Akshara, is the first necessity of this Yoga. In the strength of that aspiration one can rise to the immortal Dharma. There, made one in being, consciousness and divine bliss with the greatest Uttama Purusha, made one with his supreme dynamic nature-force, swaRrakriti, the liberated spirit can know infinitely, love illimitably, act unfalteringly in the authentic power of a highest immortality and a perfect freedom. The rest of the Gita is written to throw a fuller light on this immortal Dharma.
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THIRTEENTH CHAPTER

THE FIELD AND ITS KNOWER

1. Arjuna1 said: Prakriti and Purusha, the Field and the Knower of the Field, Knowledge and the object of Knowledge, these I fain would learn, O Keshava.

2. The Blessed Lord said: This body,2 O son of Kunti, is called the Field; that which takes cognizance of the Field is called the Knower of the Field by the sages.

---

1 Arjuna has been asked to do divine work as the instrument of the divine Will in the cosmos. As a pragmatic and practical man he asks to learn the actual difference between Purusha and Prakriti, the Field of being and the Knower of the Field, so important for the practice of
desireless action under the drive of the divine Will. How does this way practically affect the
great object of spiritual life, the rising from the lower into the higher nature, from mortal into
immortal being?

The Gita in its last six chapters, in order to found on a clear and complete knowledge the
way of the soul's rising out of the lower into the divine nature, restates in another form the
enlightenment the Teacher has already imparted to Arjuna. Essentially it is the same knowledge,
but details and relations are now made prominent and assigned their entire significance, thoughts
and truths brought out in their full value that were alluded to only in passing or generally stated
in the light of another purpose.

2 It is evident from the definitions that succeed that it is not the physical body alone which
is the Field (ksetra), but all too that the body supports, the working of nature, the mentality, the
natural action of the objectivity and subjectivity of our
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3. Understand Me as the Knower of the Field in all\(^1\) Fields, O Bharata; it is the knowledge
at once of the Field and its Knower which is the real illumination and only wisdom.

4. What\(^2\) that Field is and what are its character, nature, source, deformations, and what He
is and what His powers, hear that now briefly from Me.

5. It has been sung by the Rishis\(^3\) in manifold ways in various inspired verses; and
also by the Brahma

being.* This wider body too is only the individual field; there is a larger, a universal, a world-
body, a world-field of the same Knower. For in each embodied creature there is this one Knower,

*The Upanishad speaks of a fivefold body or sheath of Nature, a physical, vital, mental,
ideal and divine body; this may be regarded as the totality of the Field, ksetra,
1 The world exists to us as it is seen in our single mind; even this seemingly small embodied consciousness can so enlarge itself that it contains in itself the whole universe, *atmani vishva-darshanam*. But, physically, it is a microcosm in a macrocosm, and the macrocosm too, the large world too, is a body and field inhabited by the spiritual knower.

2 From the description which follows it becomes evident that it is the whole working of the lower Prakriti that is meant by the *kshetra*. That totality is the field of action of the embodied spirit here within us, the field of which it takes cognizance.

3 For a varied and detailed knowledge of all this world of Nature in its essential action as seen from the spiritual point of view we are referred to the Veda and Upanishads and to the Brahma Sutras. The Gita contents itself with a brief practical statement of the lower nature of our being in the terms of the Sankhya thinkers.

Sutras which give us the rational and philosophic analysis.

6. The indiscriminate unmanifest Energy; the five elemental states of matter; the ten senses and the one (mind), intelligence and ego; the five objects of the senses. (This is the constitution of the *kshetra*.)

7. Liking and disliking, pleasure and pain (these are the principal deformations of the *kshetra*); consciousness, collocation, persistence; these, briefly described, constitute the Field and its deformations.

1 From the Vedantic point of view we may say that pleasure and pain are the vital or sensational deformations given by the lower energy to the spontaneous Ananda or delight, of the spirit when brought into contact with her workings. These dualities are the positive and negative terms in which the ego soul of the lower nature enjoys the universe.
2 There is a general consciousness that first informs and then illumines the Energy in its works; there is a faculty of that consciousness by which the Energy holds together the relations of objects; there is too a continuity, a persistence of the subjective and objective relations of our consciousness with its objects. These are the necessary powers of the field; all these are common and universal powers at once of the mental, vital and physical Nature.

3 All these things taken together constitute the fundamental character of our first transactions with the world of Nature, but it is evidently not the whole description of our being; it is our actuality but not the limit of our possibilities. There is something beyond to be known, jneyam, and it is when the knower of the field turns from the field itself to learn of himself within it and of all that is behind its appearances that real knowledge begins, jnanam,—the true knowledge of the field no less than of the knower. For both soul and nature are the Brahman, but the true truth of the world of Nature can only be discovered by the liberated sage who possesses also the truth of

8. A total absence of worldly pride and arrogance, harmlessness, a candid soul, a tolerant, long-suffering and benignant heart, purity of mind and body, tranquil firmness and steadfastness, self-control and a masterful government of the lower nature and the heart's worship given to the Teacher.1

9-10. A firm removal of the natural being's attraction to the objects of the senses, a radical freedom from egoism, absence of clinging to the attachment and absorption of family and home, a keen perception of the defective nature of the ordinary life of physical man with its aimless and painful subjection to birth and death and disease and age, a constant equalness to all pleasant or unpleasant happenings.2
the Spirit. One Brahman, one reality in Self and Nature is the object of all knowledge.

The Gita then tells us what is the spiritual knowledge or rather it tells us what are the conditions of knowledge, the marks, the signs of the man whose soul is turned towards the inner wisdom. First, there comes a certain moral condition, a sattwic government of the natural being.

1 Whether to the divine Teacher within or to the human Master in whom the divine Wisdom is embodied,—for that is the sense of the reverence given to the Guru.

Then there is a nobler and freer attitude of perfect detachment and equality.

2 For the soul is seated within and impervious to the shocks of external events.

Finally, there is a strong turn within towards the thing that really matter.
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11-I2. A meditative mind turned towards solitude and away from the vain noise of crowds and the assemblies of men, a philosophic perception of the true sense and large principles of existence, a tranquil continuity of inner spiritual knowledge and light, the Yoga of an unswerving devotion, love of God, the heart's deep and constant adoration of the universal and eternal Presence; that is declared to be the knowledge; all against it is ignorance.

13. I will declare the one object to which the mind of spiritual knowledge must be turned, by fixity in which the soul clouded here recovers and enjoys its nature and original consciousness of immortality,¹ — the eternal supreme Brahman² called neither Sat (existence) nor Asat (non-existence).

¹ The soul, when it allows itself to be tyrannised over by the appearances of Nature, misses itself and goes whirling about in the cycle of the births and deaths of its bodies. There, passionately following without end the mutations of personality and its interests, it cannot draw back to the possession of its impersonal and unborn self-existence. To be able to do that is to find
oneself and get back to one's true being, that which assumes these births but does not perish with the perishing of its forms. To enjoy the eternity to which birth and life are only outward circumstances, is the soul's true immortality and transcendence.

2 That Eternal or that Eternity is the Brahman. Brahman is That which is transcendent and That which is universal: u is the free spirit who supports in front the play of soul with nature and assures behind their imperishable oneness; it is at once the mutable and the immutable, the All that is the One. In his highest supracosmic status Brahman is a transcendent Eternity without origin or change far above the phenomenal opposition between which the outward world moves. But once seen in the substance and light of this eternity, the world also becomes other than it seems to the mind and senses; for then
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14. His hands and feet are on every side of us, his heads and eyes and faces are those innumerable visages which we see wherever we turn, his ear is everywhere, he immeasurably fills and surrounds all this world with himself, he is the universal Being in whose embrace we live.

15. All the senses and their qualities reflect him but he is without any senses; he is unattached, yet all-supporting; he is enjoyer of the gunas, though not limited by them.

16. That which is in us is he and all that we experience outside ourselves is he. The inward and the outward, the far and the near, the moving and the unmoving, all this he is at once. He is the subtlety of the subtle which is beyond our knowledge.
17. He is indivisible and the One, but seems to divide himself in forms and creatures and appears as all we see the universe no longer as a whirl of mind and life and matter or a mass of the determinations of energy and substance, but as no other than this eternal Brahman.

1 All relations of Soul and Nature are circumstances in the eternity of Brahman; sense and quality, their reflectors and constituents, are this supreme Soul's devices for the presentation of the workings that his own energy in things constantly liberates into movement. He is himself beyond the limitation of the senses, sees all things but not with the physical eye, hears all things but not with the physical ear, is aware of all things but not with the limiting mind—mind which represents but cannot truly know.
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the separate existences. All things are eternally born from him, upborne in his eternity, taken eternally back into his oneness.

18. He is the light of all lights and luminous beyond all the darkness of our ignorance. He is knowledge and the object of knowledge. He is seated in the hearts of all.

19. Thus the Field, Knowledge and the Object of Knowledge, have been briefly told. My devotee, thus knowing, attains to My bhava (the divine being and divine nature).

20. Know thou that Purusha (the Soul) and Prakriti (Nature) are both without origin and
1. The spiritual supramental knowledge that floods the illumined mind and transfigures it is this spirit manifesting himself in light to the force-obscured soul which he has put forth into the action of Nature.

2. This eternal Light is in the heart of every being; it is he who is the secret knower of the field, kshetrajna, and presides as the Lord in the heart of things over this province and over all these kingdoms of his manifested becoming and action.

3. When man sees this eternal and universal Godhead within himself, when he becomes aware of the soul in all things and discovers the spirit in Nature, when he feels all the universe as a wave mounting in this Eternity and all that is as the one the existence he puts on the light of Godhead and stands free in perfect of the wor Nature. A divine knowledge and a great turning with adoration to this Divine is the secret of the great spiritual liberation. Freedom, love and spiritual know-s raise us from mortal nature to immortal being.
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eternal¹; but the modes of Nature and the lower forms she assumes to our conscious experience have an origin in Prakriti (in the transactions of these two entities).

कार्यकरणकर्तृत्वेऽहेतु: प्रकृतिरूप्यः ।
पुरुषः सुखदुःखान्तः भोक्तृत्वे हेतुरूप्यः ॥२९॥

21. The cham² of cause and effect and the state of being the doer are created by Prakriti; Purusha enjoys pleasure and pain.

पुरुषः प्रकृतिरस्य हि भुद्वक्ते प्रकृतिज्ञानानवेण ।
कारणं गुणाकार्यत् सदस्यविज्ञानात् ॥२१॥

22. Purusha involved³ in Prakriti enjoys the qualities born of Prakriti; attachment to the qualities is the cause of his birth in good and evil wombs.

उपद्रश्यामनत्ता च भक्ता भोक्ता महेश्वरः ।
परमात्मेति चायुक्तो देहेषस्मिन्युरुषः परः ॥२३॥

23. Witness, source of the consent, upholder of the work of Nature, her enjoyer, almighty Lord and
1 The Soul and Nature are only two aspects of the eternal Brahman, an apparent duality which founds the operations of his universal existence. These operations, the modes of Nature and their derivative formations, constantly change and the Soul and Nature seem to change with them, but in themselves these two powers are eternal and always the same.

2 Nature creates and acts, the Soul enjoys her creation and action; but in this inferior form of her action she turns this enjoyment into the obscure and petty figures of pain and pleasure.

3 Forcibly the soul, the individual Purusha, is attracted by her qualitative workings and this attraction of her qualities draws him constantly to births of all kinds in which he enjoys the variation and vicissitudes, the good and evil of birth in Nature.

But this is only the outward experience of the soul mutable in conception by identification with mutable Nature. Seated in this body is her and our Divinity, the supreme Self, Paramatman, the supreme Soul, Para Purusha.
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supreme Self is the Supreme Soul\(^1\) seated in this body.

\begin{align*}
\text{द एवं वैशिष्ट्य पुरुष्य व्रकृति च गुणः सह   } \\
\text{सर्वदा वैराग्योधिः न स भूयोधिभिजायते } \text{॥२४॥}
\end{align*}

24. He who thus knows Purusha and Prakriti with her qualities, howsoever he lives and acts, he shall not be born again.

\begin{align*}
\text{ध्यानेनात्मिनं पश्यन्ति केविदत्मानमात्मना } \\
\text{अन्यं सांख्यं योगेन कर्मयोगेन चापेरे } \text{॥२५॥}
\end{align*}

25. This knowledge comes by an inner meditation through which the eternal Self becomes apparent to us in our self-existence. Or it comes by the Yoga of the Sankhyas (the separation of the soul from nature). Or it comes by the Yoga of works.\(^2\)

\begin{align*}
\text{अन्यं त्वेवमजानतः श्रुत्वान्येब्धु उपासते } \\
\text{तेजोधिः चातिसन्तवे मूल्युं श्रुतिपरायणा: } \text{॥२६॥}
\end{align*}

26. Others, who are ignorant of these paths of Yoga, may hear of the truth from others and mould the mind into the sense of that to which it listens with faith and concentration. But however arrived at, it carries us beyond death to immortality.
1 That is the self-knowledge to which we have to accustom our mentality before we can truly know ourselves as an eternal portion of the Eternal. Once that is fixed, no matter how the soul in us may comport itself outwardly in its transactions with Nature, whatever it may seem to do or however it may seem to assume this or that figure of personality and active force and embodied ego, it is in itself free, no longer bound to birth because one through impersonality of self with the inner unborn spirit of existence. That impersonality is our union with the supreme egoless I of all that is in cosmos.

2 In which the personal will is dissolved through the opening up of our mind and heart and all our active forces to the Lord who assumes to himself the whole of our works in nature.
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27. Whatever being, moving or unmoving, is born, know thou, O best of the Bharatas, that it is from the union between the Field and the Knower of the Field

समं सर्वेऽ भूतेऽ तिष्ठतं तर्मेश्वरम् ।
विनर्षयत्वे बिनस्तर्मेश्वरम् यः पर्ययते स पर्ययति ॥२८॥

28. Seated equally in all beings, the supreme Lord unperishing within the perishing—he who thus sees, he sees.

समं परयति सर्वं समस्थितमस्वर्तम् ।
न हिनस्त्यात्मनात्मानं ततो याति परं गतिम् ॥२९॥

29. Perceiving the equal Lord as the spiritual inhabitant in all forces, in all things and in all beings, he does not injure himself (by casting his being into the hands of desire and passions), and thus he attains to the supreme status.

प्रकृत्यैव च कर्मणि क्रियमाणानि सर्वशः ।
यः पर्ययति तथैत्मना मकरं स पर्ययति ॥३०॥
30. He who sees that all action is verily done by Prakriti, and that the Self is the inactive witness, he sees.

1 The whole of existence must be regarded as a field of the soul's construction and action in the midst of Nature. All life, all works are a transaction between the soul and Nature.

2 Knowledge shows us high above the mutable transactions of the soul with the mortality of nature our highest Self as the supreme Lord of her actions, one and equal in all objects and creatures, not born in the taking up of a body, not subject to death in the perishing of all these bodies. That is the true seeing, the seeing of that in us which is eternal and immortal. As we perceive more and more this equal spirit in all things, we pass into that equality of the spirit; as we dwell more and more in this universal being, we become ourselves universal beings; as we grow more and more aware of this eternal, we put on our own eternity and are for ever. We identify ourselves with the eternity of the self and no longer with the limitation and distress of our mental and physical ignorance.

Then we see that all our works are an evolution and operation of Nature and our real self not the executive doer, but the free witness and lord and unattached enjoyer of the action.

31. When he perceives the diversified existence of beings abiding in the one eternal Being, and spreading forth from it, then he attains to Brahman.

32. Because it is without origin and eternal, not limited by the qualities, the imperishable supreme Self, though seated in the body, O Kaunteya, does not act, nor is affected.

33. As the all-pervading ether is not affected by reason of its subtility, so seated everywhere in the body, the Self is not affected.
1 All this surface of cosmic movement is a diverse becoming of natural existences in the one eternal Being, all is extended, manifested, rolled out by the universal Energy from the seeds of her Idea deep in his existence; but the spirit even though it takes up and enjoys her workings in this body of ours, is not affected by its mortality.

2 It does not act even in action *kartaram api akartaram*, because it supports natural action in a perfect spiritual freedom from its effects, it is the originator indeed of all activities, but in no way changed or affected by the play of its Nature.

3 As the ether is not affected or changed by the multiple forms it assumes, but remains always the same pure subtle original substance, even so this spirit when it has done and become all possible things, remains through it all the same pure immutable subtle infinite essence. That is the supreme status of the soul, *para gatiḥ*, that is the divine being and nature, *wadbhava*, and whoever arrives at spiritual knowledge, rises to that supreme immortality of the Eternal. Page 199

34. As the one sun illumines the entire earth, so the Lord1 of the Field illumines the entire Field, O Bharata.

35. They who with the eye of knowledge perceive this difference between the Field and the Knower of the Field and the liberation of beings from Prakriti, they attain to the Supreme.

---

1 This Brahman, this eternal and spiritual knower of the field of his own natural becoming, this Nature, his perpetual energy, which converts herself into that field, this immortality of the soul in mortal nature,—these things together make the whole reality of our existence. The spirit within, when we turn to it, illumines the entire field of Nature with his own truth in all the splendour of its rays. In the light of that sun of knowledge the eye of knowledge opens in us and we live in that truth and no longer in this ignorance. Then we perceive that our limitation to
our present mental and physical nature was an error of the darkness, then we are liberated from the law of the lower Prakriti, the law of the mind and body, then we attain to the supreme nature of the spirit. That splendid and lofty change is the last, the divine and infinite becoming, the putting off of mortal nature, the putting on of an immortal existence.
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FOURTEENTH CHAPTER

ABOVE THE GUNAS

The Blessed Lord said: I will again declare the supreme Knowledge, the highest of all knowings, which having known, all the sages have gone hence to the highest perfection.

1. The Blessed Lord said: I will again declare the supreme Knowledge, the highest of all knowings, which having known, all the sages have gone hence to the highest perfection.

2. Having taken refuge in this knowledge and become of like nature and law of being with Me, they

1 The distinctions between the Soul and Nature rapidly drawn in the verses of the thirteenth chapter by a few decisive epithets, especially the distinction between the embodied soul subject to the action of Nature by its enjoyment of her gunas, qualities or modes and the Supreme Soul who dwells enjoying the gunas, but not subject because it is itself beyond them, are the basis on which the Gita rests its whole idea of the liberated being made one in the conscious law of its existence with the Divine. That liberation, that oneness, that putting on of the divine nature, sadharmya, it declares to be the very essence of spiritual freedom and the whole significance of immortality. Therefore, says the Gita this is the supreme knowledge because it leads to the highest perfection, and brings the soul to likeness with the Divine. This supreme importance assigned to sadharmya is a capital point in the teaching of the Gita.

2 Mark that nowhere in the Gita is there any indication that dissolution of the individual spiritual being into the mimanifest, indefinable or absolute Brahman, avyaktam anir-desvam, is the true meaning or condition of Immortality or the true" aim of Yoga, On the contrary it
describes Immortality later on as an indwelling in the Ishwara in his supreme status, *maya nivasishyasi, param dhama*, and liere as *sadharmya, param siddhim*, a supreme perfection, a becoming of one law of being and nature with the Supreme, persistent still in existence and

are not born \(^1\) in the creation, nor troubled by the anguish of the universal dissolution,

\[ \text{मम योनिमहाय तस्मिनाम् दीघाम्यहम्} \]
\[ \text{सम्भव: सर्वभूतानाः ततो भवति भारत} \]

3. My womb is the Mahat Brahman; into that I cast the seed; thence\(^2\) spring all beings, O Bharata.

conscious of the universal movement but above it, as all the sages still exist, *munayah sarve*, not bound to birth in the creation, not troubled by the dissolution of the cycles.

\(^1\) To be immortal was never held in the ancient spiritual teaching to consist merely in a personal survival of death of the body: all beings are immortal in that sense and it is only the forms that perish. The souls that do not arrive at liberation, live through the returning aeons; all exist involved or secret in the Brahman during the dissolution of the manifest worlds and are born again in the appearance of a new cycle. To be immortal in the deeper sense is something different from this survival of death, and this constant recurrence. Immortality is that supreme status in which the Spirit knows itself to be superior to death and birth, not conditioned by the nature of its manifestation, infinite, imperishable, immutably eternal,—immortal, because never being born it never dies. The divine Purushottama, who is the supreme Lord and supreme Brahman, possesses for ever this immortal eternity and is not affected by his taking up a body or by his continuous assumption of cosmic forms and powers because he exists always in this self-knowledge. His very nature is to be unchangeably conscious of his own eternity; he is self-aware without end or beginning. He is here the Inhabitant of all bodies, but as the unborn in every body, not limited in his consciousness by that manifestation, not identified with the physical nature which he assumes; for that is only a minor circumstance of his universal activised play of existence. Liberation, Immortality is to live in this unchangeably conscious eternal being of the Purushottama. But to arrive here at this greater spiritual Immortality the embodied soul must cease to live according to the law of the lower nature; it must put on the. law of the Divine's
supreme way of existence which is in fact the real law of its own eternal essence. In the spiritual evolution of its becoming, no less than in its secret original being, it must grow into the likeness of the Divine.

2 The soul of man could not grow into the likeness of the Divine, if it were not in its secret essence imperishably one with the Divine and part and parcel of his divinity: it could not be
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4. Whatever forms are produced in whatsoever wombs, O Kaunteya, the Mahat Brahman is their womb, and I am the Father who\(^1\) casts the seed.

5. The three gunas born of Prakriti, Sattwa, Rajas and Tamas bind\(^2\) in the body, O great-armed one, the imperishable dweller in the body.

or become immortal if it were merely a creature of mental, vital and physical Nature. All existence is a manifestation of the divine existence and that which is within us is spirit of the eternal Spirit.

\(^1\) He is at once the Father and Mother of the universe; the substance of the infinite Idea, vijnana, the Mahat Brahman, is the womb into which he casts the seed of his self-conception. As the Over-Soul he casts the seed; as the Mother, the Nature-Soul, the Energy filled with his conscious power, he receives it into this infinite substance of being made pregnant with his illimitable, yet self-limiting Idea. He receives into this Vast of self-conception and develops there the divine embryo into mental and physical form of existence born from the original act of conceiptive creation. All we see springs from that act of creation.

What is it then that makes the difference, what is if that gets the soul into the appearance of birth and death and bond-age,—for this is patent that it is only an appearance?
2 It is a subordinate act or state of consciousness, it is a self- oblivious identification with the modes of Nature in the limited workings of this lower motivity and with this self-wrapped ego- bounded knot of action of the mind, life and body that gets the soul' into the appearance of birth and death and bondage. To rise above the modes of Nature, to be *Traigunyatita*, is indispensable, if we are to get back into our fully conscious being away from the obsessing power of the lower action and to put on the free nature of the spirit and its eternal Immortality. That condition of the *sadharmya*, is what the Gita next proceeds to develop.
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6. Of these Sattwa is by the purity of its quality a cause of light and illumination, and by virtue of that purity produces no disease or morbidity or suffering in the nature; it binds by attachment to knowledge and attachment to happiness, O sinless one.

| रजो रागात्मकेः विद्विति तुषणासिसमुद्भवम् ||
| तत्तविवश्यति कौन्तेयं कर्मस्मान देहिनम् || १४-७ ||

7. Rajas, know thou, has for its essence attraction of liking and longing; it is a child of the attachment of the soul to the desire of objects; O Kaunteya, it binds the embodied spirit by attachment to works.

| तमसः ह्वानव्यः विद्वितमः मोहनं सचङ्गदिनाम् ||
| प्रमादात्स्वस्यनिन्दात्मित्तत्तविवश्यते भारतं || १४-८ ||

8. But Tamas, know thou, born of ignorance, is the deluder of all embodied beings; it binds by negligence, indolence and sleep, O Bharala.

| सबं सुखे सज्जयति रजः कर्मणि भारतं ||
| ज्ञानमानवत्यं तु तमः प्रमादे सज्जयत्युतं || १४-९ ||

1 The Sattwa binds, as much as the other gunas and binds just in the same way by desire, by ego; a nobler desire, a purer ego,—but so long as in any form these two hold the being,... there is no freedom. The man of virtue, of knowledge, has his ego of the virtuous man, his ego of knowledge, and it is that sattwic ego which he seeks to satisfy; for his own sake he seeks virtue and knowledge. Only when we cease to satisfy the ego, to think and to will from the ego, the
limited "I" in us, then is there a real freedom. In other words, freedom, highest self- mastery begins when above the natural self we see and hold the supreme Self of which the ego is an obstructing veil and a blinding shadow. And that can only be when we see the one Self in us seated above Nature and make our individual being one with it in being and consciousness and in its individual nature of action only an instrument of a supreme Will, the one Will that is really free. For that we must rise high above the three gunas, become *trigimatita*.
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9. Sattwa attaches to happiness, rajas to action, O Bharata; tamas covers up the knowledge and attaches to negligence of error and inaction.¹

\[
\text{रजस्तम्भाभिभूय सच्चं भवति भारतं} \\
\text{रजः सच्चं तमश्वेव तमः सच्चं रजस्तथा} \quad ॥ १४-१० ॥
\]

10. Now sattwa leads, having overpowered rajas and tamas, O Bharata; now rajas, having overpowered sattwa and tamas; and now tamas, having overpowered sattwa and rajas.

\[
\text{सर्वंद्वारं देवंहर समस्तन्त्रकाशु उपजायते} \\
\text{ज्ञान यदा तदा विद्यादिवृद्धं सच्चमित्युतं} \quad ॥ १४-११ ॥
\]

11. When into all the doors in the body there comes a flooding of light, a light of understanding, perception and knowledge, one should understand that there has been a great increase and uprising of the sattwic guna in the nature.

¹ The soul by attachment to the enjoyment of the gunas and their results concentrates its consciousness on the lower and outward action of life, mind and body in Nature, imprisons itself in the form of these things and becomes oblivious of its own greater consciousness behind in the spirit, unaware of the free power and scope of the liberating Purusha. Evidently, in order to be liberated and perfect we must get back from these things, away from the gunas and above them and return to the power of that free spiritual consciousness above Nature.

These three qualities of Nature are evidently present and active in all human beings and none can be said to be quite devoid of one and another or free from any one of the three;

but they are not constant in any man in the quantitative action of their force or in the combination of their elements; for they are variable and in a continual state of mutual impact,
displacement and interaction. Only by a general and ordinary pre-dominance of one or other of the qualities can a man be said to be either sattvic or rajasic or tamasic in his nature; but this can only be a general and not an exclusive or absolute description.

2 The intelligence is alert and illumined, the senses quickened. The whole mentality satisfied and full of brightness and the nervous being calmed and filled with an illumined ease and clarity, *prasada*. Knowledge and a harmonious ease and pleasure and happiness are the characteristic results of sattwa.
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12. - Greed, seeking impulsions,\(^1\) initiative of actions, unrest, desire—all this mounts in us when rajas increases.

13. Nescience,\(^2\) inertia, negligence and delusion—these are born when tamas predominates, O joy of the Kurus.

-but how does sattwa, the power of knowledge and happiness, become a chain? It so becomes because it is a principle of mental nature, a principle of limited and limiting knowledge and of a happiness which depends upon right following or attainment of this or that object or else on particular states of the mentality, on a light of mind which can be only a more or less clear twilight. Its pleasure can only be a passing intensity or a qualified ease. Other is the infinite spiritual knowledge and the free self-existent delight of our spiritual being.

\(^1\) It is the force of desire which motives all ordinary personal initiative of action and all that movement of stir and seeking and propulsion in our nature which is the impetus towards action and works, *prawitti*. Kajas, then, is evidently the kinetic force in the modes of Nature. Its fruit is the lust of action, but also grief, pain, all kinds of suffering; for it has no right possession of its object—desire in fact implies non-possession—and even its pleasure of acquired possession is troubled and unstable because it has not clear knowledge and does not know how
to possess nor can it find the secret of accord and right enjoyment. All the ignorant and passionate seeking of life belongs to the rajasic mode of Nature.

2 It is the darkness of tamas which obscures knowledge and causes all confusion and delusion. Therefore it is the opposite of sattwa, for the essence of sattwa is enlightenment, *prakasha*, and the essence of tama is absence of light, nescience, *aprakasha*. But tamas brings incapacity and negligence of action as well as the incapacity and negligence of error, inattention and misunderstanding or non-understanding; indolence, languor and sleep belong to this guna. Therefore it is the opposite too of rajas; for the essence of rajas is movement and impulsion and kinesis, *pravritti*, but the essence of tama is inertia, *a-pravritti*. Tamas is inertia of nescience and inertia of inaction, a double negative.
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14. If sattwa prevails when the embodied goes to dissolution,¹ then he attains to the spotless worlds of the knowers of the highest principles.

15. Going to dissolution when rajas prevails, he is born among those attached to action; if dissolved during the increase of tama, he is born in the wombs of beings involved in nescience.

16. It is said the fruit of works² rightly done is pure and sattwic; pain³ is the consequence of rajasic works, ignorance is the result of tamsic action.

¹ Our physical death is also a *pralaya*, the soul bearing the body comes to a pralaya, to a disintegration of that form of matter with which its ignorance identified its being and which now dissolves into the natural elements. But the soul itself persists and after an interval resumes in a
new body formed from those elements its round of births in the cycle, just as after the interval of pause and cessation the universal Being resumes his endless round of the cyclic aeons.

2 All natural action is done by the gunas, by Nature through her modes. The soul cannot act by itself, it can only act through Nature and her modes. And yet. the Gita, while it demands freedom from the modes, insists upon the necessity of action. Here comes in the importance of its insistence on the abandonment of the fruits; for it is the desire of the fruits which is the. most potent cause of the soul's bondage and by abandoning it the soul can be free in action.

3 Ignorance is the result of tamasic action, pain the consequence of rajasic works, pain of reaction, disappointment, dissatisfaction or transience, and therefore in attachment to the fruits of this kind of activity attended as they are with these undesirable accompaniments there is no profit. But of works rightly done the fruit is pure and sattwic, the inner result is knowledge and happiness. Yet attachment even to these
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17. From sattwa knowledge is born, and greed from rajas; negligence and delusion are of tamas, and also ignorance.

pleasurable things must be entirely abandoned, first, because in the mind they are limited and limiting forms, and, secondly, because, since sattwa is constantly entangled with and besieged by rajas and tamas which may at any moment overcome it, there is a perpetual insecurity in their tenure. But, even if one is free from any clinging to the fruit, there may be an attachment to the work itself, either for its own sake, the essential rajasic bond, or owing to a lax subjection to the drive of Nature, the tamasic, or for the sake of the attracting rightness of the thing done, which is the sattwic attaching cause powerful on the virtuous man or the man of knowledge. And here evidently the resource is in that other injunction of the Gita, to give up the action itself to the Lord of works and be only a desireless and equal-minded instrument of his will. (See sloka 19.)

1 The three modes of Nature, sattwa, rajas, tamas are described in the Gita only by their psychological action in man, or incidentally in things such as food according as they produce a psychological or vital effect on human beings. If we look for a more general definition, we shall
perhaps catch a glimpse of it in the symbolic idea of Indian religion which attributes each of these qualities respectively to one member of the cosmic Trinity, sattwa to the preserver Vishnu, rajas to the creator Brahma, tamas to the destroyer Rudra. Looking behind this idea for the rationale of the triple ascription, we might define the three modes or qualities in terms of the motion of the universal Energy as Nature's three concomitant and inseparable powers of equilibrium, kinesis and inertia. But that is only their appearance in terms of the external action of Force. Since consciousness is always there even in an apparently inconscient Force, we must find a corresponding psychological power of these three modes which informs their more outward executive action. On their psychological side the three qualities may be defined, tamas as Nature's power of nescience, rajas as her power of active seeking ignorance enlightened by desire and impulsion, sattwa as her power of possessing and harmonising knowledge.
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18. They rise upwards who are in sattwa; those in rajas remain in the middle; those enveloped in ignorance and inertia, the effect of the lowest quality, the tamasas, go downwards.

नान्यं गुणोभ्यं कर्तारं यदा द्रष्टानुपपत्तिः ।
गुणोभ्यथ धर्मं वेति मद्वाबं सो विभिन्नतिः ॥ १४-१९ ॥

19. When the seer perceives that the modes of Nature are the whole agency and cause of works and knows and turns to That which is supreme above the gunas, he attains to mad-bhava (the movement and status of the Divine).

गुणानेतानतीत्व गृहो देहसमुद्धवान ।
जन्ममृत्युजरादूः श्वर्यमुक्तो दमृतमश्चते ॥ १४-२० ॥

20. When the soul thus rises above the three gunas born of the embodiment in Nature, he is freed

1 The ordinary human soul takes a pleasure in the customary disturbances of its nature-life; it is because it has this pleasure and because, having it, it gives a sanction to the troubled play of the lower nature that the play continues perpetually; for the Prakriti does nothing except for the
pleasure and with the sanction of its lover and enjoyer, the Purusha. The joy of the soul in the
dualities is the secret of the mind's pleasure in living. Ask it to rise out of all this disturbance to
the unmingled joy of the pure bliss-soul which all the time secretly supports its strength in the
struggle and makes its own continued existence possible,—it will draw back at once from the
call. The true cause of its unwillingness is that it is asked to rise above its own atmosphere and
breathe '3. rarer and purer air of life, whose bliss and power it cannot realise and hardly even
conceives as real, while the joy of this lower turbid nature is to it the one thing familiar and
palpable. No'- is this lower satisfaction in itself a thing evil and unprofitable ; it is rather the
condition for the upward 'evolution of our human nature out of the tamasic ignorance and inertia
to which its material being is most subject; it is the rajasic stage of the graded ascent of man
towards the supreme self-knowledge, power and bliss. But if we rest eternally on this plane, the
*madhyama gatih* of the Gita, our ascent remains unfinished, the evolution of the soul incomplete.
Through the sattwic being and nature to that which is beyond the three gunas lies the way of the
soul to its perfection.
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from subjection to birth and death and their concomitants, decay, old age and suffering, and
enjoys in the end the Immortality of its self-existence.

अर्जुन उवाच ।
कैरिन्त्रेःत्रीःगुणाणात्ततीतो भवति प्रभो ।
किमाचारः कथं चैतंत्रिक्रुणानात्वर्तते ॥ १४-२१ ॥

21. Arjuna¹ said: What are the signs of the man who has risen above the three
gunas, O Lord? What his action and how does he surmount the gunas?

श्रीभगवानुवाच ।
प्रकाशं च प्रवृत्तिः च मोद्मेव च पाण्डव ।
न द्वैतं समझूतानि न निब्रुत्तानि काल्प्तिः ॥ १४-२२ ॥

22. The Blessed Lord said: He, O Pandava, who does not abhor or shrink from
the operation of enlighten- ment (the result of rising sattwa) or impulsion to works (the
result of rising rajas) or the clouding over of the mental and nervous being (the result of
rising tamas), nor longs after them, when they cease;
23. He who, established in a position as of one seated high above, is unshaken by the gunas; who seeing that it is the gunas that are in process of action stands apart immovable;

1 This question again reveals the pragmatic and practical nature of Arjuna. How can one live and act in the world and yet be above the gunas? The sign, says Krishna, is that equality of which I have so constantly spoken.

2 He has seated himself in the conscious light of another principle than the nature of the gunas and that greater consciousness remains steadfast in him, above these powers and unshaken by their motions like the sun above clouds to one who has risen into a higher atmosphere. He from that height sees that it is the gunas that are in process of action and that their storm and calm are not himself but only a movement of Prakriti; his self is immovable above and his spirit does not participate in that shifting mutability of things unstable. This
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24-25. He who regards happiness and suffering alike, gold and mud and stone as of equal value, to whom the pleasant and the unpleasant, praise and blame, honour and insult, the faction of his friends and the faction of his enemies are equal things; who is steadfast in a wise imperturbable and immutable inner calm and quietude; who initiates no action (but leaves all works to be done by the gunas of Nature)—he is said to be above the gunas.
26. He also who loves and strives after Me with an undeviating love and adoration, passes beyond the three gunas and he too is prepared for becoming the Brahman.

ब्रह्मणो हि प्रतिद्वहममृतस्यायोऽयस्य च ।
शाश्वतस्य च धर्मस्य सुखस्यैैंकान्तिकस्य च ॥ १५-२७॥

is the impersonality of the Brahmic status; for that higher principle, that greater wide high-seated consciousness, kutastha, is the immutable Brahman.

But still there is evidently here a double status, there is a scission of the being between two opposites; a liberated spirit in the immutable Self or Brahman watches the action of an unliberated mutable Nature,—Akshara and Kshara. Is there no greater status, is it the end of Yoga to drop the mutable nature and the gunas born of the embodiment in Nature and disappear into the impersonality and everlasting peace of the Brahman? There is, it would seem, something else; the Gita refers to it at the close of this chapter, always returning to this one final note.
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27. I\(^1\) (the Purushottama) am the foundation of the silent Brahman and of Immortality and imperishable spiritual existence and of the eternal dharma and of an utter bliss of happiness.

\(^1\) There is a status then which is greater than the peace- of the Akshara as it watches unmoved the strife of the gunas. There is a highest spiritual experience and foundation above the immutability of the Brahman, there is an eternal dharma greater than the rajasic impulsion to works, pravritti, there is an absolute delight which is untouched by rajasic suffering and beyond the sattwic happiness, and these things are found and possessed by dwelling in the being and power of the Purusbot- tama. But since it is acquired by bhakti, its status must be that divine delight, Ananda, in which is experienced the union of utter love* and possessing oneness, the crown of bhakti. An to rise into that Ananda, into that inexpressible oneness mu5 be the completion of spiritual perfection and the fulfilment of

the eternal immortalising dharma.

* Niratishayapremaspadatwam anandatattvsam,
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The Blessed Lord said: With its original source above (in the Eternal), its branches stretching below, the Ashwattha¹ is said to be eternal and imperishable; the leaves of it are the hymns of the Veda; he who knows it is the Veda-knower².

¹ Here is a description of cosmic existence in the Vedantic image of the Ashwattha tree.

² The knowledge the Veda gives us is a knowledge of the gods, of the principles and powers of the cosmos, and its fruits are the fruits of a sacrifice which is offered with desire, fruits of enjoyment and lordship in the nature of the three worlds, in earth and heaven and the world between earth and heaven. The branches of this cosmic tree extend both below and above, below in the material, above in the supraphysica planes; they grow by the gunas of Nature, for the triple guna is all the subject of the Vedas, *traigimya-vishaya vedah*. The Vedic rhythms are the leaves and the sensible objects of desire supremely gained by a right doing of sacrifice are the constant budding of the foliage. Man, therefore, so long as he enjoys the play of the gunas and is attached to desire, is held in the coils of Pravritti, in the movement of birth and action, turns about constantly between the earth and the middle planes and the heavens and is unable to get back to his supreme spiritual infinitudes. This was perceived by the sages. To achieve liberation they followed the path of Nivritti or cessation from the original urge to action, and the consummation of this way is the cessation of birth itself and a transcendent status in the highest supracosmic reach of the Eternal.
But for this purpose it is necessary to cut these long-fixed roots of desire by the strong sword of detachment.

2. The branches of this cosmic tree extend both below and above (below in the material, above in the supraphysical planes), they grow by the gunas of Nature; the sensible objects are its foliage, downward here into the world of men it plunges its roots of attachment and desire with their consequences of an endlessly developing action.

3-4. The real form of it cannot be perceived by us in this material world of man's embodiment, nor its beginning nor its end, nor its foundation; having cut down this firmly rooted Ashwattha by the strong sword of detachment, one should seek for that highest goal whence, once having reached it, there is no compulsion of return to mortal life; I turn away (says the Vedantic verse) to seek that original Soul alone from whom proceeds the ancient sempiternal urge to action.

5. To be free from the bewilderment of this lower Maya, without egoism, the great fault of attachment conquered, all desires stilled, the duality of joy and grief cast away, always to be fixed in a pure spiritual consciousness, these are the steps of the way to that supreme Infinite.
6. There we find the timeless being which is not illumined by sun or moon or fire (but is itself the light of the presence of the eternal Purusha); having gone thither they return not; that is the highest eternal status\(^1\) of My Being.

---

\(1\) But it would seem that this can be attained very well, best even, pre-eminently, directly, by the quiescence of Sannyasa
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7. It is an eternal portion\(^1\) of Me that becomes the *jiva* in the world of living creatures and cultivates the subjective powers of Prakriti, mind and the five senses.

Its appointed path would seem to be the way of the Akshara, a complete renunciation of works and life, an ascetic seclusion, an ascetic inaction. Where is the room here, or at least where is the call, the necessity, for the command to action, and what has all this to do with the maintenance of the cosmic existence, *lokasan-graha*, the slaughter of Kurukshetra, the ways of the Spirit in Time, the vision of the million-bodied Lord and his high-voiced bidding, "Arise, slay the foe, enjoy a wealthy kingdom"? And what then is this soul in Nature? This spirit, too, this Kshara, this enjoyer of our mutable existence is the Purushottama; it, is he in his eternal multiplicity, that is the Gita's answer.

\(1\) This is an epithet, a statement of immense bearing and consequence. For it means that each soul, each being in its spiritual reality is the very Divine, however partial its actual manifestation of him in Nature. And it means too, if words have any sense, that each manifesting
spirit, each of the many, is an eternal individual, an eternal unborn undying power of the one Existence. We call this manifesting spirit the Jiva, because it appears here as if a living creature in a world of living creatures, and we speak of this spirit in man as the human soul and think of it in the terms of humanity only. But in truth it is something greater than its present appearance and not bound to its humanity: it was a lesser manifestation than the human in its past, it can become something much greater than mental man in its future. And when this soul rises above all ignorant limitation, then it puts on its divine nature of which its humanity is only a temporary veil, a thing of partial and incomplete significance. The individual spirit exists and ever existed beyond in the Eternal, for it is itself everlasting, sanatana. It is evidently this idea of the eternal individual which leads the Gita to avoid any expression at all suggestive of a complete dissolution, layal and to 'speak father of the highest state as soul as a dwelling in the Purushottama, nivasishvasi mayyeva.
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8. When the Lord takes up this body (he brings in with him the mind and the senses) and in his going forth too (casting away the body) he goes taking them as the wind takes the perfumes from a vase.

9. The ear, the eye, the touch, the taste and the smell, using these and the mind also, he enjoys the objects of mind and sense as the indwelling and over-dwelling Soul.

10. The deluded do not perceive him in his coming in and his going forth or in his staying and enjoying and assumption of quality; they perceive who have the eye of knowledge.

11. The Yogins who strive, see the Lord in them-selves; but though they strive to do so, the ignorant
1 This eternal individual is not other than or in any way really separate from the Divine Purusha. It is the Lord himself, the Ishwara who by virtue of the eternal multiplicity of his oneness—is not all existence a rendering of that truth of the Infinite?—exists for ever as the immortal soul within us and has taken up this body and goes forth from the transient framework when it is cast away to disappear into the elements of Nature. But the identity of the Lord and the soul in mutable Nature is hidden from us by outward appearance and lost in the crowding mobile deceptions of that Nature. And those who allow themselves to be governed by the figures of Nature, the figure of humanity or any other form, will never see it, but will ignore and despise the Divine lodged in the human body.

2 They see only what is there visible to the mind and senses, not the greater truth which can only be glimpsed by the eye of knowledge.

3 Never can they have sight of him, even if they strive to do so, until they learn to put away the limitations of the outward consciousness and build in themselves their spiritual

perceive Him not, as they are not formed in the spiritual mould.

यदादित्यगतं तेजों जगद्धासयते द्रविलम् ||
यचन्द्रमसि यचायो ततेजो विद्वि मामकम् || १५-१२ ॥

12. The light of the sun that illumines all this world, that which is in the moon and in fire, that light know as from Me.

गामाविश्वया च भूतानि धारायाम्याहमोजसा ॥
पुष्णामि चौषधी: सर्वा: सोमो: भूला रसात्मकः ॥ १५-१३ ॥

13. I have entered into this form of earth (and am the spirit of its material force) and sustain by My might these multitudes. I am the godhead of Soma who by the rasa (the sap in the earth-mother) nourishes all plants and trees.
14. I, having become the flame of life, sustain the physical body of living creatures, and united with Prana and Apana, digest, the four kinds\(^1\) of food.*

\[\text{सर्वस्य चाहें हुदि संनिविष्यो}\
\[\text{मत्ता: स्मृतिर्वानमपोहनं च}\
\[\text{वेदेऽश्च सर्वाहमेव वेद्यो}\
\[\text{वेदान्तकुद्दरविद्वेद्व चाहम्} \] \[15-15\]

being, create for it, as it were, a form in their nature. Man, to know himself, must be kritatma, formed and complete in the spiritual mould, enlightened in the spiritual vision. The Yogins who have this eye of knowledge, see the Divine Being we are in their own endless reality, their own eternity of spirit. Illumined, they see the Lord in themselves and are delivered from the crude material limitation, from the form of mental personality, from the transient life formulation: they dwell immortal in the truth of the self and spirit. But they see him too not only in themselves, but in all the cosmos.

\(^1\) In other words, the Divine is at once the Soul of matter and the Soul of life and the Soul of mind as well as the Soul of the supramental light that is beyond mind and its limited reasoning intelligence.

*Namely, that which is chewed, that which is sucked, that which is licked and that which is drunk,
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15. I am lodged in the heart of all; from Me are memory and knowledge and their absence. And that which is known by all the Vedas (and by all forms of knowing) am I; and I indeed the knower of Veda and the maker of Vedanta.
16. There are two Purushas\(^1\) (spiritual beings) in this world, the immutable (and impersonal) and the mutable (and personal); the mutable is all these existences, the Kutastha (the high-seated consciousness of the Brahmic status) is called the immutable.

1. These two are the two spirits we see in the world; one emerges in front in its action, the other remains behind it steadfast in that perpetual silence from which the action comes and in which all actions cease and disappear into timeless being, Nirvana. The difficulty which baffles our intelligence is that these two seem to be irreconcilable opposites with no real nexus between them or any transition from the one to the other except by an intolerant movement of separation. The Kshara acts, or at least motives action, separately in the Akshara; the Akshara stands apart self-centred, separate in its inactivity from the Kshara. When we live in the mobility of the becoming, we may be aware of but hardly live in the immortality of timeless self-existence. And when we fix ourselves in timeless being,

Time and Space and circumstance fall away from us and begin to appear as a troubled dream in the Infinite. The most persuasive conclusion would be, at first sight, that the mobility of the spirit in Nature is an illusion, a thing real only when we live in it, but not real in essence, and that is why, when we go back into self, it falls away from our incorruptible essence. That is the familiar cutting of the knot of the riddle, *Brahma satyam jaganmithya*.

The Gita does not take refuge in this explanation which has enormous difficulties of its own, besides its failure to account for the illusion,—for it only says that it is all a mysterious and incomprehensible Maya, and then we might just as well say that it is all a mysterious and incomprehensible double reality, spirit concealing itself from spirit. The Gita speaks of Maya, but only as a bewildering partial consciousness which loses hold of the complete reality, lives in the phenomenon of mobile Nature and has no sight of the Spirit of which she is the active power, *me prakritih*. When we transcend this Maya, the world does not disappear, it only changes its whole heart of meaning. In
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\[\textbf{उत्तमः पुरुषस्कन्त्यः परमात्मेत्युदाह्तः} 1
\textbf{यो लोकत्रयमाविद्य विभर्त्त्व्यय ईश्वरः} ॥ १५-१७॥

17. But other than these two is that highest spirit called the supreme Self\(^1\) who enters the three worlds and upbears them, the imperishable Lord.
the spiritual vision we find not that all this does not really exist, but rather that all is, but with a
sense quite other than its present mistaken significance: all is self and soul and nature of the
Godhead, all is Vasudeva. The world for the Gita is real, a creation of the Lord, a power of the
Eternal, a manifestation from the Parabrahman, and even this lower nature of the triple Maya is a
derivation from the supreme divine Nature. Nor can we take refuge altogether in this distinction
that there is a double, an inferior active and temporal and a superior calm still and eternal reality
beyond action and that our liberation is to pass from this partiality to that greatness, from the
action to the silence. For the Gita insists that we can and should, while we live, be conscious in
the self and its silence and yet act with power in the world of Nature. And it gives the example of
the Divine himself who is not bound by necessity of birth, but free, superior to the cosmos, and
yet abides eternally in action, varta eva cha karmāni. Therefore it is by putting on a likeness of
the divine nature in its completeness that the unity of this double experience becomes entirely
possible. But what is the principle of that oneness?

The Gita finds it in its supreme vision of the Purushottama; for that is the type, according to
its doctrine, of the complete and the highest experience, it is the knowledge of the whole-
knowers, kṛtānām-vidāḥ.

1 The Akshara is para, supreme in relation to the elements and action of cosmic Nature. It
is the immutable Self of all, and the immutable Self of all is the Purushottama. The Akshara is he
in the freedom of his self-existence unaffected by the action of his own power in Nature, not
impinged on by the urge of his own becoming, undisturbed by the play of his own qualities. But
this is only one aspect though a great aspect of the integral knowledge. The Purushottama is at
the same time greater than the Akshara, because he is more than this immutability and he is not
limited even by the highest eternal status of being, param dhāma. Still, it is through whatever is
immutable and eternal in us that we arrive at that highest status from which there is no returning
to birth, and that was the liberation

which was sought by the wise of old, the ancient sages. But when pursued through the
Akshara alone, this attempt at liberation becomes the seeking of the Indefinable, a thing hard
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यस्मात्मक्षरमतीतो सहमक्षरादपि चोत्तमः ।
अतो दिस्म लोके वेदे च प्रथितः पुरुषोत्तमः ॥ १५-१८ ॥

18. Since I am beyond the mutable and am greater and higher even than the immutable, in
the world and the Veda I am proclaimed as the Purushottama (the supreme Self).
for our nature embodied as we are here in Matter. The Indefinable, to which the Akshara, the pure intangible self here in us rises in its separative urge, is some supreme Unmanifest, \textit{para avyakta}, and that highest unmanifest Akshara is still the Purushottama. Therefore, the Gita has said, those also who follow after the Indefinable, come to me, the eternal Godhead. But yet is he more even than a highest unmanifest Akshara, more than any negative Absolute, \textit{neti neti}, because he is to be known also as the supreme Purusha who extends this whole universe in his own existence. He is a supreme mysterious All, an ineffable positive Absolute of all things here. He is the Lord in the Kshara, Purushottama not only there, but here in the heart of every creature, Ishwara. And there too even in his highest eternal status \textit{paro avyaktah}, he is the supreme Lord, Parameshwara, no aloof and unrelated Indefinable, but the origin and father and mother and first foundation and eternal abode of self and cosmos and Master of all existences and enjoyer of askesis and sacrifice. It is by knowing him at once in the Akshara and the Kshara, it is by knowing him as the Unborn who partially manifests himself in all birth and even himself descends as the constant Avatar, it is by knowing him in his entirety, \textit{samagram maw}, that the soul is easily released from the appearances of the lower Nature and returns by a vast sudden growth and broad immeasurable ascension into the divine being and supreme Nature. For the truth of the Kshara too is 'a truth of the Purushottama. The Purushottama is in the heart of every creature and is manifested in his countless Vibhutis; the Purushottama is the cosmic spirit in Time and it is he that gives the command to the divine action of the liberated human spirit. He is both Akshara and Kshara and yet he is other because he is more and greater than either of these opposites.

The Divine is neither wholly the Kshara, nor wholly the Akshara. He is greater than the immutable Self and he is much greater than the Soul of mutable things. If he is capable of being both at once, it is because he is other than they, \textit{anyah}, the Purushottama above all cosmos and yet extended in the world and extended in the Veda, in self-knowledge and in cosmic experience. 
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\begin{verse}
\textit{yo mām evam saṁyutō bhūvanātī puruṣottamastu,}
\textit{s sarvabodha jñātī māṁ sarvabāvenām bhūtah}। \textit{१५-१९\|}
\end{verse}

19. He\textsuperscript{1} who undeluded thus has knowledge of Me as the Purushottama, adores Me (has bhakti for Me) with all-knowledge and in every way of his natural being.
20. Thus by Me the most secret shastra (the supreme teaching and science) has been told, O sinless one. Absolutely to know it is to be perfected in understanding and successful in the supreme sense, O Bharata.

He sees the entire sense both of the self and of things; he restores the integral reality of the Divine; he unites the Kshara and the Akshara in the Purushottama. He loves, worships, cleaves to and adores the supreme Self of his and all existence, the one Lord of his and all energies, the close and far-off Eternal in and beyond the world. And he does this too with no single side or portion of himself, exclusive spiritualised mind, blinding light of the heart intense but divorced from largeness, or sole aspiration of the will in works, but in all the perfectly illumined ways of his being and his becoming, his soul and his nature. Divine in the equality of his imperturbable self-existence, one in it with all objects and creatures, he brings that boundless equality, that deep oneness down into his mind and heart and life and body and founds on it in an indivisible integrality the trinity of divine love, divine works and divine knowledge. This is the Gita's way of salvation.
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SIXTEENTH CHAPTER

DEVA AND ASURA

(The Gita has "insisted on doing all actions, sarvani karmam, kritsnakrit; it has said that in whatever way the perfected Yogin lives and acts, he lives and acts in God. This can only be, if the nature also in its dynamics and workings becomes divine, a power imperturbable, intangible, inviolate, pure and untroubled by the re-actions of the inferior Prakriti. How and by what steps is this most difficult transformation to be effected? What is this last secret of the soul's perfection? What the principle or the process of this transmutation of our human and earthly nature?

The sattwic quality is a first mediator between the higher and the lower nature. It must indeed at a certain point transform or escape from itself and break up and dissolve into its source; its conditioned derivative seeking light and carefully constructed action must change into the free direct dynamics and spontaneous light of the spirit. But meanwhile a high increase of sattwic power delivers us largely from the tamasic and the
rajasic disqualification; and its own disqualification, once we are not pulled too much downward by rajas and tamas, can be surmounted with a greater ease. To develop sattwa till it becomes full of spiritual light and calm and happiness is the first condition of this preparatory discipline of the nature.

That, we shall find, is the whole intention of the remaining chapters of the Gita. But first it prefaces the consideration of this enlightening movement by a distinction between two kinds of being, the Deva and the Asura; for the Deva is capable of a high self-transforming sattwic action, the Asura incapable. We must see what is the object of this preface and the precise bearing of this distinction. The general nature of all human beings is the same, it is a mixture of the three gunas; it would seem then that in all there must be the capacity to develop and strengthen the sattwic element and turn it upward towards the heights of the divine transformation. That our ordinary turn is actually towards

making our reason and will the servants of our rajasic or tamasic egoism, the ministers of our restless and ill-balanced kinetic desire or our self-indulgent indolence and static inertia, can only be, one would imagine, a temporary characteristic of our undeveloped spiritual being, a rawness of its imperfect evolution and must disappear when our consciousness rises in the spiritual scale. But we actually see that men, at least men above a certain level, fall very largely into two classes, those who have a dominant force of sattwic nature turned towards knowledge, self-control, beneficence, perfection and those who have a dominant force of rajasic nature turned towards egoistic greatness, satisfaction of desire, the indulgence of their own strong will and personality which they seek to impose on the world, not for the service of man or God, but for their own pride, glory and pleasure. These are the human representatives of the Devas and Danavas or Asuras, the Gods and the Titans.

The ancient mind, more open than ours to the truth of things behind the physical veil, saw behind the life of man great cosmic Powers or beings representative of certain turns or grades of the universal Shakti, divine, titanic, gigantic, demoniac, and men who strongly represented in themselves these types of nature were themselves considered as Devas, Asuras, Rakshasas, Pisachas. The Gita for its own purposes takes up this distinction and develops the difference between these two kinds of beings, dwau bhuta-sargau. It has spoken previously of the nature which is Asuric and Rakshasic and obstructs God-knowledge, salvation and perfection; it now contrasts it with the Daivic nature which is turned to these things.)
1-3. The Blessed Lord said: Fearlessness, purity of temperament, steadfastness in the Yoga of Knowledge, giving, self-control, sacrifice, the study of Scripture, askesis, candour and straightforwardness, harmlessness, truth, absence of wrath, self-denial, calm, absence of fault-finding, compassion to all beings, absence of greed, gentleness, modesty, freedom from restlessness, energy, forgiveness, patience, cleanness, absence of envy and pride—these are the wealth of the man born into the Deva nature.

4. Pride, arrogance, excessive self-esteem, wrath, harshness, ignorance, these, O Partha, are the wealth of the man born into the Asuric nature.

5. The Daivic qualities lead towards liberation, the Asuric towards bondage. Grieve not, thou art born in the Deva-nature, O Pandava.
1 Its gentleness and self-denial and self-control are free from all weakness: it has energy and soul-force, strong resolution, the fearlessness of the soul that lives in the right and according to the truth as well as its harmlessness, *tejah, abhayam, dhritih, ahimsa, satyam*. The whole being, the whole temperament is' integrally pure; there is a seeking for knowledge and a calm and fixed abiding in knowledge.

2 He need not grieve with the thought that by acceptance of battle and slaughter he will be yielding to the impulses of the Asura. The action on which all turns, the battle which Arjuna has to fight with the incarnate Godhead as his charioteer at the bidding of the Master of the world in the form of the Time-Spirit, is a struggle to establish the kingdom of the Dharma, the empire of Truth, Right and Justice. He himself is born in the Deva kind; he has developed in himself the sattwic being, until he has now come to a point at which he is capable of a high transformation and liberation from the *traigunya* and therefore even from the sattwic nature,
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6. There are two creations¹ of beings in this material world, the Daivic and the Asuric; the Daivic hath been described at length: hear from Me, O Partha, the Asaric.

प्रवृत्तिः च निवृत्तिः च जना न विद्वृतसुरा: ।
न शौचं नापि चाचारौ न सत्यं तेषु विद्यते || १६-७ ||

7. Asuric men have no true knowledge of the way of action or the way of abstention; truth is not in them, nor clean doing, nor faithful observance.

असत्यम् प्रतिघ्नं ते जगदहर्निश्चरम् ।
अपरस्परसम्भूतं किमत्त्वत्कामहैतुकम् || १६-८ ||

8. "The world is without God", they say, "not true, not founded in truth, brought about by a mutual union, with Desire for its sole cause, a world of Chance."

पत्तं दीपितमवश्यं नद्यत्मानों दत्यवुद्धयः ।
प्रभवत्ययुज्यमाणं: क्षायं जगतो दहिता: || १६-९ ||
1. The distinction between the Deva and the Asura is not comprehensive of all humanity, not rigidly applicable to all its individuals, neither is it sharp and definite in all stages of the moral or spiritual history of the race or in all phases of the individual evolution. The tamasic man who makes so large a part of the whole, falls into neither category as it is here described, though he may have both elements in him in a low degree and for the most part serves tepidly the lower qualities. The normal man is ordinarily a mixture; but one or the other tendency is more pronounced, tends to make him predominantly rajaso-tamasic or sattwo-rajasic and can be said to be preparing him for either culmination, for the divine clarity or the titanic turbulence. For here what is in question is a certain culmination in the evolution of the qualitative nature, as will be evident from the descriptions given in the text. On one side there can be a sublimation of the sattwic quality, the culmination or manifestation of the unborn Deva, on the other a sublimation of the rajasic turn of the soul in nature, the entire birth of the Asura. The one leads, towards that movement of liberation on which the Gita is about to lay stress; it makes possible a high self-exceeding of the sattwa quality and a transformation into the likeness of the divine being. The other leads away from that universal potentiality and precipitates towards an exaggeration of our bondage to the ego. This is the point of distinction.
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9. Leaning on that way of seeing life, and by its falsehood ruining their souls and their reason, the Asuric men become the centre or instrument of a fierce, Titanic, violent action, a power of destruction in the world, a fount of injury and evil.

काममाण्डित्वे दुष्पूर्वं दम्ममाण्डमदान्तिता: ||
मोहावधीवासृवस्थान्यवर्तन्ते दशुचित्तवद्वा: || १६-१० ||

10. Resorting to insatiable desire, arrogant, full of self-esteem and the drunkenness of their pride, these misguided souls delude themselves, persist in false and obstinate aims and pursue the fixed impure resolution of their longings.

चिन्तामयं परिमेयं च प्रवृयान्तामः प्रशाश्वता: ||
कामोपभोगरमा एतावदिति नित्यिता: || १६-११ ||
11. They imagine that desire and enjoyment are all the aim of life and (in their inordinate and insatiable pursuit of it) they are the prey of a devouring, a measurelessly unceasing care and thought and endeavour and anxiety till the moment of their death.

12-15. Bound by a hundred bonds, devoured by wrath and lust, unweariedly occupied in amassing unjust gains which may serve their enjoyment and the satisfaction of their craving, always always they think, "To-day I have gained this object of desire, to-morrow I shall have that other; to-day I have so much wealth, more I
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16. Thus occupied by many egoistic ideas, deluded, addicted to the gratification of desire (doing works, but. doing them wrongly, acting mightily, but for themselves, for desire, for enjoyment, not for God in themselves and God in man), they fall into the unclean hell of their own evil.
17. They sacrifice and give not in the true order, but from a self-regarding ostentation, from vanity and with a stiff and foolish pride.

18. In the egoism of their strength and power, in the violence of their wrath and arrogance they hate, despise and belittle the God hidden in themselves and the God in man.

19. These proud haters (of good and of God), evil, cruel, vilest among men in the world, I cast down continually into more and more Asuric births.

20. Cast into Asuric wombs, deluded birth after birth, they find Me not (as they do not seek Me) and sink down into the lowest status of soul-nature.¹

¹ This graphic description, even giving its entire value to the distinction it implies, must not be pressed to carry more in it than it means. When it is said that there are two creations of beings in this material world, Deva and Asura/" it is not meant that human souls are so created by God from the beginning each with its own inevitable career in Nature, nor is it meant that there is a rigid spiritual predestination and those rejected from the beginning by the Divine are blinded by him so that they may be thrust down to eternal perdition and the impurity of Hell. All souls are eternal portions of the Divine, the Asura as well as the Deva, all can come to salvation: even the greatest sinner can turn to the Divine. But the evolution of the soul in Nature is an adventure of which Swabhava and the Karma governed by the Swabhava are ever the chief powers; and if an excess in the manifestation of the Swabhava, the self- becoming of the soul, a disorder in its play turns the law of being to the perverse side, if the rajasic qualities are given the upper hand, cultured to the diminution of sattwa, then the trend of Karma and its results necessarily
culminate not in the sattwic height which is capable of the movement of liberation, but in the highest exaggeration of the perversities of the lower nature; The man, if he does not stop short and abandon his way of error, has eventually the Asura full-born in him, and once he has taken that enormous turn away from the Light and Truth, he can no more reverse the fatal speed of his course because of the very immensity of the misused divine power in him until he has plumbed the depths to which it falls, found bottom and seen where the way has led him, the power exhausted and misspent, himself down in the lowest state of the soul nature, which is Hell. Only when he understands and turns to the Light, does that other truth of the Gita come in, that even the greatest sinner, the most impure and violent evil-doer is saved the moment he turns to adore and follow after the Godhead within him. Then, simply by that turn, he gets very soon into the sattwic way which leads to perfection and freedom.

* The distinction between the two creations has its full truth in supraphysical planes where the law of spiritual evolution does not govern the movement. There are worlds of the Devas, worlds of the Asuras, and there are in these worlds behind us constant types of beings which support the complete divine play of creation indispensable to the march of the universe and cast their influence also on the earth and on the life and nature of man in this physical plane of existence.
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21. Threefold are the doors of Hell, destructive of the soul—desire, wrath and greed: therefore let man renounce these three.

22. A man liberated from these doors of darkness, O son of Kunti, follows his own higher good and arrives at the highest soul-status.
23. He who, having cast aside the rules of the Shastra, followeth the promptings of desire, attaineth not to perfection, nor happiness, nor the highest soul-status.

तस्माच्छास्य प्रमाणं ते कार्याकार्यव्यवस्थितं।
झाम्बा शास्त्रविधानोक्तं कर्मं कर्तुमिहासिः॥ १६-२४॥

24. Therefore let the Shastra be thy authority in determining what ought to be done or what ought not to be done. Knowing what hath been declared by the rules of the Shastra, thou oughtest to work in this world.

1. To follow the law of desire is not the true rule of our nature; there is a higher and juster standard of its works. But where is it embodied or how is it to be found? In the first place, the human race has always been seeking for this just and high Law and whatever it has discovered is embodied in its Shastra, its rule of science and knowledge, rule of ethics, rule of religion, rule of best social living, rule of one's right relations with man and God and Nature. Shastra does not mean a mass of customs, some good, some bad, unintelligently followed by the customary routine mind of the tamasic man, Shastra is the knowledge and teaching laid down by intuition, experience and wisdom.
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the science and art and ethic of life, the best standards available to the race. The half-awakened man who leaves the observance of its rule to follow the guidance of his instincts and desires, can get pleasure but not happiness, for the inner happiness can only come by right living. He cannot move to perfection, cannot acquire the highest spiritual status. The law of instinct and desire seems to come first in the animal world, but the manhood of man grows by the pursuit of truth and religion and knowledge and a right life. The Shastra, the recognised Right that he has set up to govern his lower members by his reason and intelligent will, must therefore first be observed and made the authority for conduct and works and for what should or should not be done, till the instinctive desire nature is schooled and abated and put down by the habit of self-control and man is ready first for a freer intelligent self-guidance and then for the highest supreme law and supreme liberty of the spiritual nature.

All Shastra is built on a number of preparatory conditions, dharmas; it is a means, not an end. The supreme end is the freedom of the spirit when abandoning all dharmas the soul turns to
God for its sole law of action, acts straight from the divine will and lives in the freedom of the divine nature, not in the Law, but in the Spirit. This is the development of the teaching which is prepared by the next question of Arjuna.

SEVENTEENTH CHAPTER

THE GUNAS, FAITH AND WORKS

(The Gita has made a distinction between action according to the license of personal desire and action done according to the Shastra. But we see also that there is a freer tendency in man other than the leading of his desires and other than his will to accept the Law, the fixed idea, the safe governing rule of the Shastra. The individual frequently enough, the community at any moment of its life is seen to turn away from the Shastra, becomes impatient of it, loses that form of its will and faith and goes in search of another law which it is now more disposed to accept as the right rule of living and regard as a more vital or higher truth of existence. The Shastra is something impersonal to the individual, and that gives it its authority over the narrow personal law of his members; but at the same time it is personal to the collectivity and is the outcome of its experience, its culture or its nature. It is not in all its form and spirit the ideal rule of fulfilment of the Self or the eternal law of the Master of our nature, although it may contain in itself in small or larger measure indications, preparations, illuminating glimpses of that far greater thing. And the individual may have gone beyond the collectivity and be ready for a greater truth, a wider walk, a deeper intention of the Life-Spirit.

But what then shall be the secure base of an action which departs both from the guidance of desire and from the normal law? For the rule of desire has an authority of its own, no longer safe or satisfactory to us as it is to the animal or as it might have been to a primitive humanity, but still, so far as it goes, founded on a very living part of our nature and fortified by its strong indications; and the law, the Shastra, has behind it all the authority of long-established rule, old successful sanctions and a secure past experience. But this new movement is of the nature of a powerful adventure into the unknown or partly known, a daring development and a new conquest, and what then is the clue to be followed, the guiding light on which it can depend or its strong basis in our being? The answer is that the clue and support is to be found in man's shraddha, his faith, his will to believe, to live what he sees or thinks to be the truth of himself and of existence. In other words this movement is man's appeal to himself or to something potent and compelling in himself or in
universal existence for the discovery of his truth, his law of living, his way to fulness and perfection. And everything depends on the nature of his faith, the thing in himself or in the universal soul—of which he is a portion or manifestation—to which he directs it and on how near he gets by it to his real self and the Self or true being of the universe. The Gita deals with this question on its own line of spiritual teaching and self-discipline. For Arjuna puts immediately a suggestive query from which the problem or one aspect of it arises.)

अर्जुन उवाच ।
ये शाश्वविनिमुत्सुज्य यजन्ते श्रद्धायान्विताः।
तेषां निन्द्य तु का कृष्ण सच्चमाहो रजस्त्तमः।॥ १७-१॥

1. Arjuna said: When men sacrifice to God or the gods with faith, but abandon the rule of the Shastra, what is that concentrated will of devotion in them, nishtha, which gives them this faith and moves them to this kind of action, O Krishna? Is it sattwa, rajas or tamas?

श्रीभगवानुवाच ।
त्रिविधं भवति श्रद्धा देहिनां सा स्वभाविका।
सचिबिकी राजसी चैव तामसी चेति तानं श्रणु।॥ १७-२॥

2. The Blessed Lord said: The faith in embodied beings is of a triple kind like all things in Nature and varies according to the dominating quality of their nature, sattwa, rajas or tamas. Hear thou of these.

सच्चानुरूपा सर्वं श्रद्धा भवति भारत।
श्रद्धामयो तर्य पुरुषो यो वच्छृद्धः स एव स:।॥ १७-३॥

3. The faith of each man takes the shape given to it by his stuff of being, O Bharata. This Purusha, this soul in man, is, as it were, made of shraddha, a faith, a will to be, a belief in itself and existence, and what- ever is that will, faith or constituting belief in him, he is that and that is he.

यजन्ते सचिबिका देवान्यक्षरक्षासि राजसा:।
प्रेतान्यूतमाणांश्वान्ये यजन्ते तामसा जना:।॥ १७-४॥
4. Sattwic men offer sacrifice to the gods, the rajasic to the Yakshas (the keepers of wealth) and the Rakshasic forces; the others, 'die tamasic, offer their sacrifice to elemental powers and grosser spirits.2

1 If we look into this pregnant saying a little closely, we shall find that this single, line contains implied in its few forceful words almost the whole theory of the modern gospel of pragmatism. For if a man or the soul in a man consists of the faith which is in him, taken in this deeper sense, then it follows that the truth which he sees and wills to live is for him the truth of his being, the truth of himself that he has created or is creating and there can be for him no other real truth, This truth is a thing of his inner and outer action, a thing of his becoming, of the soul's dynamics, not of that in him which never changes. He is what he is today by some past will of his nature sustained and continued by a present will to know, to believe and to be in his intelligence and vital force, and whatever new turn is taken by this will and faith active in his very substance, that he will tend to become in the future. We create our own truth of existence in our own action of mind and life, which is another way of saying that we create our own selves, are our own makers. But very obviously this is only one aspect of the truth.

2 The tamasic man does not offer his sacrifice to the gods, but to inferior elemental powers or to those grosser spirits behind the veil who feed upon his works and dominate his life with their darkness. The rajasic man offers his sacrifice to lower godheads or to perverse powers. The sattwic sacrifice is offered as a service to the gods.
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5-6. The men who perform violent austerities, contrary to the Shastra, with arrogance and egoism. impelled by the force of their desires and passions men of unripe minds tormenting the aggregated elements forming the body and troubling Me also, seated in the body, know these to be Asuric in their resolves.1
7. The food also which is dear to each is of triple character, as also sacrifice, askesis and giving. Hear thou the distinction of these.

1 Even if there is ostensibly a more inward and noble object and the faith and will are of a higher kind, yet if any kind of arrogance or pride or any great strength of violent self-will or desire enters into the askesis or if it drives some violent, lawless or terrible action contrary to the Shastra, opposed to the right rule of life and works and afflicting to oneself and to others, or if it is of the nature of self-torture and hurts the mental, vital and physical elements or violates the God within us who is seated in the inner subtle body, then too it is an unwise, an Asuric, a rajasic or rajaso-tamasic tapasya.

2 Everything here, including physical things, partakes of this triple character. Our food, for example, the Gita tells us, is either sattwic, rajasic or tamasic according to its character and effect on the body.

3 All dynamic action may be reduced in its essential parts to these three elements. For all dynamic action, all kinesis of the nature involves a voluntary or an involuntary tapasya or askesis, an energism and concentration of our forces or capacities or of some capacity which helps us to achieve, to acquire or to become something, tapas. All action involves a giving of what we are or have, an expenditure which is the price of that achievement, acquisition or becoming, dana. All action involves too a sacrifice to elemental or to universal powers or to the supreme Master of our works. The question is whether we do these things inconsciently, passively, or at best with an unintelligent ignorant half-conscient will, or with an unwisely or perversely conscient energism, or with a wisely conscient will rooted in knowledge, in other words, whether our sacrifice, giving and askesis are tamasic, rajasic or sattwic in nature.
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8. The sattwic temperament in the mental and physical body turns naturally to the things that increase the life, increase the inner and outer strength, nourish at once the mental, vital and
physical force and increase the pleasure and satisfaction and happy condition of mind and life and body, all that is succulent and soft and firm and satisfying.

9. The rajasic temperament prefers naturally food that is violently sour, pungent, hob, acrid, rough and strong and burning, the aliments that increase ill-health and the distempers of the mind and body.

10. The tamasic temperament takes a perverse pleasure in cold, impure, stale, rotten or tasteless food or even accepts like the animals the remnants half-eaten by others.

11. The sacrifice\(^1\) which is offered by men without desire for the personal fruit, which-is executed according to the right principle, and with a mind concentrated on the idea of the thing to be done as a sacrifice, that is sattwic.

\(^1\) The sattwic sacrifice comes very near to the ideal and leads directly towards the kind of action demanded by the Gita; but it is not the last and highest ideal, it is not yet the action of the perfected man who lives in the divine nature. For it is carried out as a fixed dharma, and it is offered as a sacrifice or service to the gods, to some partial power or aspect of the Divine manifested in ourselves or in the universe. Work done with a disinterested religious faith or selflessly for humanity or impersonally from devotion to the Right or the Truth is of this nature,
12. The sacrifice offered with a view to the personal fruit, and also for ostentation, O best of the Bharatas, know thou that to be of a rajasic nature.

विधिहीनसृष्टी मन्त्रविषयं यज्ञं तामसं परिच्छेक्ते ॥ १७-१३ ॥

13. The sacrifice not performed according to the right rule of the Shastra, without giving of food, without the mantra, without gifts, empty of faith, is said to be tamasic.

and action of that kind is necessary for our perfection; for it purifies our thought and will and our natural substance. The culmination of the sattwic action at which we have to arrive is of a still larger and freer kind; it is the high last sacrifice ' offered by us to the supreme Divine in his integral being and with a seeking for the Purushottama or with the vision Vasudeva in all that is, the action done impersonally, universally, for the good of the world, for the fulfilment of the divine will in the universe. That culmination leads to its own transcending, to the immortal Dharma. For then comes a freedom in which there is no personal action at all, no sattwic rule of dharma, no limitation of Shastra; the inferior reason and will are themselves overpassed and it is not they but a higher wisdom that dictates and guides the work and commands its objective. There is no question of personal fruit; for the will that works is not our own but a supreme Will of which the soul is the instrument. There is no self-regarding and no selflessness; for the Jiva, the eternal portion of the Divine, is-.. united with the highest Self of his existence and he and all are one in that Self and Spirit. There is no personal action, for all actions are given up to the Master of our works and it is he that does the action through the divinised Prakriti. There is no sacrifice,—unless we can say that the Master of sacrifice is offering the works of his energy in the Jiva to himself in his own cosmic form. This is the supreme self-surpassing state arrived at by the action that is sacrifice, this the perfection of the soul that has come to its full consciousness in the divine nature.

1 There will be no giving of food in the sacrifice,—and that act in the Indian ritual is symbolic of the element of helpful giving inherent in every action that is real sacrifice, the indispensable giving to others, the fruitful help to others, to the
14. Worship given to the godhead, to the twice-born, to the spiritual guide, to the wise, cleanness, candid dealing, sexual purity and avoidance of killing and injury to others, are called the askesis of the body.

15. Speech causing no trouble to others, true, kind and beneficial, the study of Scripture, are called the askesis of speech.

16. A clear and calm gladness of mind, gentleness, silence, self-control, the purifying of the whole temperament—this is called the askesis of the mind.

17. This threefold askesis, done with a highest enlightened faith, with no desire for fruit, harmonised, is said to be sattwic.

world, without which our action becomes a wholly self-regarding thing and a violation of the, true universal law of solidarity and interchange. The work will be done without the dakshina, the much needed giving or self-giving to the leaders of the sacrificial action, whether to the outward guide and helper of our work or to the veiled or manifest godhead within us. It will be done without the mantra, without the dedicating thought which is the sacred body of our will and knowledge lifted upwards to the godheads we serve by our sacrifice.
The Gita now describes three kinds of sattwic askesis.

I. Here comes in all that quiets or disciplines the rajasic and egoistic nature and all that replaces it by the happy and tranquil principle of good and virtue. This is the askesis of the sattwic dharma so highly prized in the system of the ancient Indian culture. Its greater culmination will be a high purity of the reason and will, an equal soul, a deep peace and calm, a wide sympathy and preparation of oneness, a reflection of the inner soul's divine gladness in the mind, life and body. There at that lofty point the ethical is already passing away into the spiritual type and character. And this culmination too can be made to transcend itself, can be raised into a higher and freer light, can pass away into the settled godlike energy of the supreme nature. And what will remain then will be the spirit's immaculate Tapas, a highest will and luminous force in all the members, acting in a wide and solid calm and a deep and pure spiritual delight, Ananda. There will then be no farther need of askesis, no tapasya, because all is naturally and easily divine, all is that Tapas. There will be no separate labour of the lower energism, because the energy of Prakriti will have found its true source and base in the transcendent will of the Purushottama. Then, because of this high initiation, the acts of this energy on the lower planes

18. The askesis which is undertaken to get honour and worship from men, for the sake of outward glory and greatness and for ostentation is said to be rajasic, unstable and fleeting.

19. That askesis which is pursued under a clouded and deluded idea, performed with effort and suffering imposed on himself or else with a concentration of the energy in a will to do hurt to others, that is said to be tamasic.

wide sympathy and preparation of oneness, a reflection of the inner soul's divine gladness in the mind, life and body. There at that lofty point the ethical is already passing away into the spiritual type and character. And this culmination too can be made to transcend itself, can be raised into a higher and freer light, can pass away into the settled godlike energy of the supreme nature. And what will remain then will be the spirit's immaculate Tapas, a highest will and luminous force in all the members, acting in a wide and solid calm and a deep and pure spiritual delight, Ananda. There will then be no farther need of askesis, no tapasya, because all is naturally and easily divine, all is that Tapas. There will be no separate labour of the lower energism, because the energy of Prakriti will have found its true source and base in the transcendent will of the Purushottama. Then, because of this high initiation, the acts of this energy on the lower planes
also will proceed naturally and spontaneously from an innate perfect will and by an inherent
perfect guidance. There will be no limitation by any of the present dharmas; for there will be a
free action far above the rajasic and tamasic nature, but also far beyond the too careful and
narrow limits of the sattwic rule of action.

As with tapasya, all giving also is of an ignorant tamasic, an ostentatious rajasic or a
disinterested and enlightened sattwic character.

20. The sattwic way of giving is to do it for the sake of the going and the beneficence and
to one who does no benefit in return; and it is to bestow in the right conditions of time and place
and on the right recipient (who is worthy or to whom the gift can be really helpful).

21. The rajasic kind of giving is that which is done with unwillingness or violence to
oneself or with a personal and egoistic object or in the hope of a return of some kind.

22. The tamasic gift is offered with no consideration of the right conditions of time, place
and object; it is offered without regard for the feelings of the recipient and despised by him even
in the acceptance.

1 The culmination of the sattwic way of dana will bring into the action an increasing
element of that. wide self-giving to others and to the world and to God, afma-dana, atma-
samwpana, which is the high consecration of the sacrifice of works enjoined by the Gita. And
the transcendence in the divine nature will be a greatest completeness of self-offering founded on
the largest meaning of existence. All this manifold universe comes into birth and is constantly
maintained by God's giving of himself and his powers and the lavish outflow of his self and
spirit into all these existences; universal being, says the Veda, is the sacrifice of the Purusha. All
the action of the perfected soul will be even such a constant divine giving of itself and its
powers, an outflowing of the knowledge, light, strength, love,
joy, helpful shakti which it possesses in the Divine and by his influence and effluence on all
around it according to their capacity of reception or on all this world and its creatures. That will
be the complete result of the complete self-giving of the soul to the Master of our existence.
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23. The formula OM, Tat, Sat, is the triple definition of the Brahman, by whom the
Brahmanas, the Vedas and sacrifices were created of old.

24. Therefore with the pronunciation of OM the acts of sacrifice, giving and askesis as laid
down in the rules are always commenced by the knowers of the Brahman.

25. With the pronunciation of Tat and without desire of fruit are performed the various acts
of sacrifice, askesis and giving by the seekers of liberation.

26. Sat means good and it means existence; likewise, O Partha, the word Sat is used in the
sense of a good work (for all good works prepare the soul for the higher reality of our being ).
27. All firm abiding in sacrifice, giving and askesis and all works done with that central view, as sacrifice, as giving, as askesis, are Sat (for they build the basis for the highest truth of our spirit).

1 Tat, That, indicates the Absolute. Sat indicates the supreme and universal existence in its principle. OM is the symbol of the triple Brahman, the outward-looking, the inward or subtle and the superconscient causal Purusha. Each letter A, U, M indicates one of these three in ascending order and the syllable as a whole brings out the fourth state, Turiya, which rises to the Absolute.

2 It is a reminder that our work should be made an expression of the triple Divine in our inner being and turned towards him in the idea and motive.
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अश्रद्धया हुन दृत्तं तपस्त्तमं कृतं च च यत।
असदित्युच्यते पार्थं न च तत्तत्त्वे नो इह॥ १७-२८॥

28. Whatever is wrought, without faith, oblation, giving, askesis or other work, Asat it is called, O Partha; it is nought, here or hereafter.

1 Because, shradhā is the central principle of our existence, any of these things done without shradhā is a falsity and has no true meaning or true substance on earth or beyond, no reality, no power to endure or create in life here or after the mortal life in greater regions of our conscious spirit. The soul's faith, not a mere intellectual belief, but its concordant will to know, to see, to believe and to do and be according to its vision and knowledge, is that which determines by its power the measure of our possibilities of becoming, and it is this faith and will turned in all our inner and outer self, nature and action towards all that is highest, most divine, most real and eternal that will enable us to reach the supreme perfection,
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EIGHTEENTH CHAPTER

1. THE GUNAS, MIND AND WORKS
1. Arjuna said: I desire, O mighty-armed, to know the principle of Sannyasa and the principle of Tyaga, O Hrishikesha, and their difference, O Keshinisudana.

2. The Blessed Lord said: Sages have known as Sannyasa the physical depositing (or laying aside) of desirable actions; Tyaga is the name given by the wise to an entire abandonment of all attached clinging to the fruit of works.

1 The last question of Arjuna demands a clear distinction between the outer and inner renunciation, Sannyasa and Tyaga. The frequent harping, the reiterated emphasis of the Gita on this crucial distinction has been amply justified by the subsequent history of the later Indian mind, its constant confusion of these two very different things and its strong bent towards belittling any activity of the kind taught by the Gita as at best only a preliminary to the supreme inaction of Sannyasa. As a matter of fact, when people talk of Tyaga, of renunciation, it is always the physical renunciation of the world which they understand by the word or at least on which they lay emphasis, while the Gita takes absolutely the opposite view that the real Tyaga has action and living in the world as its basis and not a flight to the monastery, the cave or the hill-top. The real Tyaga is action with a renunciation of desire and that too is the real Sannyasa.

2 Sannyasa in the standing terminology of the sages means the laying aside of desirable actions. In that sense Tyaga, not
3. "All action should be relinquished as an evil", declare some learned men; "acts of sacrifice, giving and askesis ought not to be renounced", say others.

4. Hear my conclusions as to renunciation (Tyaga), O best of the Bharatas; since renunciation of works, O tiger of men, has been explained as threefold.

5. Acts of sacrifice, giving and askesis ought not to be renounced at all, but should be performed, for they purify the wise.

Sannyasa, is the better way. It is not the desirable actions that must be laid aside, but the desire which gives them that character has to be put away from us. The fruit of the action may come in the dispensation of the Master of works, but there is to be no egoistic demand for that as a reward and condition of doing works. Or the fruit may not at all come and still the work has to be performed as the thing to be done, *kartavyam karma*, the thing which the Master within demands of us. The success, the failure are in his hands and he will regulate them according to his omniscient will and inscrutable purpose. Action, all action has indeed to be given up in the end, not physically by abstention, by immobility, by inertia, but spiritually to the Master of our being by whose power alone can any action be accomplished. There has to be a renunciation of the false idea of ourselves as the doer; for in reality it is the universal Shakti that works through our personality and our ego. The spiritual transference of all our works to the Master and his Shakti is the real Sannyasa in the teaching of the Gita.
6. Even these actions\(^1\) certainly ought to be done, O Partha, leaving aside attachment and fruit.

7. Verily, renunciation of rightly regulated actions is not proper, to renounce them from ignorance is a tamasic renunciation.

8. He who gives up works because they bring sorrow or are a trouble to the flesh, thus doing rajasic renunciation, obtaineth not the fruit of renunciation.

---

1. Some would have it that all works must be excised from our life, as if that were possible. But it is not possible so long as we are in the body and alive; nor can salvation consist in reducing our active selves by trance to the lifeless immobility of the clod and the pebble. The silence of Samadhi does not abrogate the difficulty, for as soon as the breath comes again into the body, we are once more in action and have toppled down from the heights of this salvation by spiritual slumber. But the true salvation, the release by an inner renunciation of the ego and union with the Purushottama remains steady in whatever state, persists in this world or out of it or in whatever world or out of all world, is self-existent, sarvatha vartamano'pi, and does not depend upon inaction or action. What then are the actions to be done? The thoroughgoing ascetic answer, not noted by the Gita—it was perhaps not altogether current at the time—might be that solely begging, eating and meditation are to be permitted among voluntary activities and otherwise only the necessary actions of the body. But the more liberal and comprehensive solution was evidently to continue the three most sattwic activities, sacrifice, giving and askesis. And these certainly are to be done, says the Gita, for they purify the wise. But more generally, and understanding these three things in their widest sense, it is the rightly regulated action, niyatam karma, that has to be done, action regulated by the Shastra, the science and art of right knowledge, right works, right living, or regulated by the essential nature, swabhava- niyatam karma, or, finally and best of all, regulated by the will of the
Divine within and above us. The last is the true and only action of the liberated man, muktasya karma.

9. He who performs a rightly regulated action, because it has to be done, without any attachment either to the action or to the fruit of the action, that renunciation is regarded as sattwic.1

10. The wise man with doubts cast away, who renounces in the light of the full sattwic mind, has no aversion to unpleasant action, no attachment to pleasant action.

1. The sattwic principle of renunciation is to withdraw not from action, but from the personal demand, the ego factor behind it. It is to do works not dictated by desire but by the law of right living or by the essential nature, its knowledge, its ideal, its faith in itself and the Truth it sees, its shraddha. Or else, on a higher spiritual plane, they are dictated by the will of the Master and done with the mind in Yoga, without any personal attachment either to the action or to the fruit of the action. There must be a complete renunciation of all desire and of all self-regarding egoistic choice and impulse and finally of that much subtler egoism of the will which either says, "The work is mine, I am the doer,", or even "The work is God's, but I am the doer." There must be no attachment to pleasant, desirable, lucrative or successful work and no doing of it because it has that nature; but that kind of work too has to be done,—done totally, selflessly, with the assent of the spirit,—when it is the action demanded from above and from within us, kartavyam karma. There must be no aversion to unpleasant, undesirable or ungratifying action or work that brings or is likely to bring with it suffering, danger, harsh conditions, in- auspicious
consequences; for that too has to be accepted, totally, selflessly, with a deep understanding of its need and meaning, when it is the work that should be done, kartavyam karma.
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11. Nor indeed can embodied beings renounce all works; verily he who gives up the fruit of action, he is said to be a renouncer.\(^1\)

\begin{quote}
अनिष्टिमिः सिर्मेः च त्रिविधं कर्मण: फलम् ।
भवत्तत्वागिनां प्रत्य न तु सन्यासिना क चित् ॥ १८-१२ ॥
\end{quote}

12. The three kinds of result, pleasant, unpleasant and mixed, in this or other worlds, in this or another life are for the slaves of desire and ego; these things do not cling to the free spirit.

\begin{quote}
पञ्चैतनिः महावाहो कारणानि निबोधाय मे ।
सांस्थ्ये कृतान्ते प्रोत्कानि सिद्धैर्ये सर्वकर्मणाम् ॥ १८-१३ ॥
\end{quote}

13. These five causes, O mighty-armed, learn of Me as laid down by the Sankhya for the accomplishment of all works.

\begin{quote}
अधिष्ठानं तथा कर्ता करणं च पृथविध्यम् ।
विविधाश्च पृथक्केत्ता दैवं चैवात्र पद्धमम् ॥ १८-१४ ॥
\end{quote}

14. These five are the body,\(^2\) the doer, the various instruments, the many kinds of efforts, and last, the Fate.\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) The liberated worker who has given up his works by the inner sannyasa to a greater Power is free from Karma. Action he will do, for some kind of action, less or more, small or great, is inevitable, natural, right for the embodied soul, — action is part of the divine law of living, it is the high dynamics of the Spirit. The essence of renunciation, the true Tyaga, the true Sannyasa is not any rule of thumb of inaction but a disinterested soul, a selfless mind, the transition from ego to the free impersonal and spiritual nature. The spirit of this inner renunciation is the first mental condition of the highest culminating sattwic discipline.
2 The frame of body, life and mind is the basis or standing-ground of the soul in nature, *adhissthana*.

3 Fate, *daivam*, that is to say, the influence of the Power or powers other than the human factors, other than the visible mechanism of Nature, that stand behind these and modify the work and dispose its fruits in the steps of act and consequence.

15. These five elements make up among them all the efficient causes, *karana*, that determine the shaping and outcome of whatever work man undertakes with mind and speech and body.

16. That being so, he verily who, owing to ignorant understanding, looketh on the pure Self as the doer, he, of perverted intelligence, seeth not.

17. He who is free from the ego-sense,¹ whose intelligence is not affected, though he slay these peoples, he slayeth not, nor is bound.

---

¹ The doer is ordinarily supposed to be our surface personal ego, but that is the false idea of the understanding that has not arrived at knowledge. The ego is the ostensible doer, but the ego and its will are creations and instruments of Nature with which the ignorant understanding wrongly identifies our self and they are not the only determinants even of human action, much less of its turn and consequence. When we are liberated from ego, our real self behind comes forward, impersonal and universal, and it sees in its self-vision of unity with the universal Spirit.
universal Nature as the doer of the work and the Divine Will behind as the master of universal Nature. Only so long as we have not this knowledge, are we bound by the character of the ego and its will as the doer and do good and evil and have the satisfaction of our tamasic, rajasic or sattwic nature. But once we live in this greater knowledge, the character and consequences of the work can make no difference to the freedom of the spirit. The work may be outwardly a terrible action like this great battle and slaughter of Kurukshetra; but although the liberated man takes his part in the struggle and though he slay air these peoples, he slays no man and he is not bound by his work, because the work is that of the Master of the Worlds and it is he who has already slain in his hidden omnipotent will all these armies. This work of destruction was needed that humanity might move forward to

18. Knowledge, the object of knowledge and the knower, these three things constitute the mental impulsion to work; there-are again three things, the doer, the instrument and the work done, that hold the action together and make it possible.

19. Knowledge, work and doer are of three kinds, says the Sankhya, according to the difference in the Gunas (qualities); hear thou duly these also.

another creation and a new purpose, might get rid as in a fire of its past Karma of unrighteousness and oppression and injustice and move towards a kingdom of the Dharma. The liberated man does his appointed work as the living instrument one in spirit with the universal spirit. And knowing that all this must be and looking beyond the outward appearance he acts not
for self but for God and man and the human and cosmic order,* not in fact himself acting, but conscious of the presence and power of the divine force in his deeds and their issue. He knows that the supreme Shakti is doing in his mental, vital and physical body, adhisthana, as the sole doer the thing appointed by a Fate which is in truth not Fate, not a mechanical dispensation, but the wise and all-seeing Will that is at work behind human Karma. This 'terrible work' on which the whole teaching of the Gita turns, is an extreme example of action inauspicious in appearance, akushalam, though a great good lies beyond the appearance. Impersonally has it to be done by the divinely appointed man for the holding together of the world purpose, loka-sangrahartham, without personal aim or desire, because it is the appointed service. It is clear then that the work is not the sole thing that matters; the knowledge in which we do works makes an immense spiritual difference,

* The cosmic order comes into question, because the triumph of the Asura in humanity means to that extent the triumph of the Asura in the balance of the world-forces.

---

20. That by which one imperishable being is seen in all becoming, one indivisible whole in all these divisions, know thou that knowledge as sattwic.

पृथ्विके तु च ज्ञानेन नानाभावावात्मः थःबन्धितविचारेऽति।
वेत्ति सर्वेऽषु भूतेऽषु तज्ञानेन विद्विद्वित्र राजसः। १८-२१॥

21. But that knowledge which sees the multiplicity of things only in their separateness and variety of operation in all these existences, that knowledge know thou as rajasic.

यत्रु कृत्र्यवदेकस्मिन्कार्यं सत्तमहेतुकम्।
अत्तचार्यवदल्लयं च तत्तामसमुदाह्यतम्। १८-२२॥

22. The tamasic knowledge is a small and narrow way of looking at things which has no eye for the real

1. The tamasic mind does not look for real cause and effect, but absorbs itself in one movement or one routine with an obstinate attachment to it, can see nothing but the little section of personal activity before its eyes and does not know in fact what it is doing but blindly lets natural impulsion work out through its deed results of which it has no conception, foresight or comprehending intelligence. The rajasic knowledge is unable to discover a true principle of unity or rightly co-ordinate its will and action, but follows the bent of ego and desire, the activity
of its many-branching egoistic will and various and mixed motive in response to the solicitation of internal and environing impulsions and forces. This knowing is a jumble of sections of knowledge, often inconsistent knowledge, put forcefully together by the mind in order to make some kind of pathway through the confusion of our half-knowledge and half-ignorance. Or else it is a restless kinetic multiple action with no firm governing higher ideal and self-possessed law of true light and power within it. The sattwic knowledge, on the contrary, sees existence as one indivisible whole in all these divisions, one imperishable being in all becomings; it masters the principle of its action and the relation of the particular action to the total purpose of existence; it puts in the right place each step of the complete process. At the highest top of knowledge this seeing becomes the knowledge of the one spirit in the world, one in all these many existences, of the one Master of all works, of the forces of cosmos as expressions of the Godhead and of the work itself as the operation of his supreme will and wisdom in man and his life and essential nature.
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nature of the world; it clings to one movement or one routine as if it were the whole (without foresight or comprehending intelligence).

नियतं सहजरिहतमरागद्वेषतः कृतम् ।
अफलप्रेप्यना कर्म यत्तत्त्वाचिकमुच्यते ॥ १८-२३॥

23. An action which is rightly regulated, performed without attachment, without liking or disliking (for its spur or its drag), done by one undesirous of fruit, that is called sattwic.¹

यत्तु कामेप्यना कर्म साहंकारेण वा पुनः ।
कियते बहुलायांस तद्राजसमुदाहतम् ॥ १८-२४॥

24. But that action which a man undertakes under the dominion of desire, or with an egoistic sense of his own personality in the action, and which is done with inordinate effort (with a great heaving and straining of the personal will to get at the object of desire), that is declared to be rajasic.

अनुवन्यं श्वं हिसामनपेष्य च पौरुषम् ।
मोहादारभ्यते कर्म यत्तत्त्वामसमुच्यते ॥ १८-२५॥
25. The action undertaken from delusion (in mechanical obedience to the instincts, impulses and unseeing ideas), without regarding the strength or capacity, without regarding the consequences, the waste of effort or injury to others, that is declared to be tamasic.

1. Sattwic action is that which a man does calmly in the clear light of reason and knowledge and with an impersonal sense of right or duty or the demand of an ideal, as the thing that ought to be done whatever may be the result to himself in this world or another. At the line of culmination of Sattwa it will be transformed and become a highest impersonal action dictated by the spirit within us and no longer by the intelligence, an action moved by the highest law of the nature, free from the lower ego and its light or heavy baggage and from limitation even by best opinion, noblest desire, purest personal will or loftiest mental ideal. There will be none of these impedimenta; in their place there will stand a clear spiritual self-knowledge and illumination and an imperative intimate sense of an infallible power that acts and of the work to be done for the world and for the world's Master.
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26. Free from attachment, free from egoism, full of a fixed (impersonal) resolution and a calm rectitude of zeal, unelated by success, undepressed by failure, that doer is called sattwic.

27. Eagerly attached to the work, passionately desirous of fruit, greedy, impure, often violent and cruel and brutal in the means he uses, full of joy (in success) and grief (in failure) such a doer is known as rajasic.
28. One who acts with a mechanical mind (who does not put himself really into the work), is stupid, obstinate, cunning, insolent, lazy, easily depressed, procrastinating, that doer is called tamasic.

29. Reason as also persistence are of three kinds according to the qualities; hear them related, unreservedly and severally, O Dhananjaya.

1 The sattwic doer is full of a high and pure and selfless enthusiasm in the work that has to be done. At and beyond the culmination of sattwa this resolution, zeal, enthusiasm become the spontaneous working of the spiritual Tapas and at last a highest soul-force, the direct God-power, the mighty and steadfast movement of a divine energy in the human instrument, the self-assured steps of the seer-will, the gnostic intelligence and with it the wide delight of the free spirit in the works of the liberated nature.

2 The reason armed with the intelligent will works in man in whatever manner or measure he may possess these human gifts and it is accordingly right or perverted, clouded or luminous, narrow and small or large and wide like the mind of its possessor. It is the understanding power of his nature,

30. That which sees the law of action and the law of abstention from action, the thing that is to be done and the thing that is not to be done, what is to be feared and what is not to be feared, what binds the spirit of man and what sets it free, that understanding is sattwic, O Partha.
31. That by which one knows awry right and wrong and also what should or should not be done, that understanding, O Partha, is rajasic.

That which chooses the work for him or, more often, approves and sets its sanction on one or other among the many suggestions of his complex instincts, impulsions, ideas and desires. It is that which determines for him what is right or wrong, to be done or not to be done, Dharma or Adharma. And the persistence of the will is that continuous force of mental Nature which sustains the work and gives it consistence and persistence. Here again there is the incidence of the gunas.

The culmination of the sattwic intelligence is found by a high persistence of the aspiring buddhi when it is settled on what is beyond the ordinary reason and mental will, pointed to the summits, turned to a steady control of the senses and the life and a union by Yoga with man's highest Self, the universal Divine, the transcendent Spirit. It is there that arriving through the sattwic guna one can pass beyond the gunas, can climb beyond the limitations of the mind and its will and intelligence and sattwa itself disappear into that which is above the gunas and beyond this instrumental nature. There the soul is enshrined in light and enthroned in firm union with the Self and Spirit and Godhead. Arrived upon that summit we can leave the Highest to guide Nature in our members in the free spontaneity of a divine action: for there there is no wrong or confused working, no element of error or impotence to obscure "or distort the luminous perfection and power of the Spirit. All these lower conditions, laws, dharmas cease to have any hold on us; the Infinite acts in the liberated man and there is no law but the immortal truth and right of the free spirit, no Karma, no kind of bondage.

32. That which, enveloped in darkness, takes what is not the true law and upholds it as the law and sees all things in a cloud of misconceptions, that understanding, O Partha, is tamasic.
3. That unwavering persistence by which, through Yoga, one controls the mind, the senses and the life, that persistence, O Partha, is sattwic.

उष्णे तथा धयाञ्जान धारयते पुरुष तथा प्रसङ्गे फलाकाली धृतिः सा पार्थ राजसी || १८-३४ ||

34. But- that, O Arjuna, by which one holdeth fast right and justice (Dharma), interest (Artha) and pleasure (Kama), and with great attachment desires for the fruits, that persistence, O Partha, is rajasic.¹

उष्णे स्वर्ग भयं शोकं विषारं मदोंस च न विमुक्तति हुष्मध्या धृतिः सा पार्थ तामसी || १८-३५ ||

35. That by which one from ignorance doth not abandon sleep fear, grief, depression, and also pride, that persistence, O Partha, is tamasic.

सुखं बिद्यानी त्रिविधं श्रणु में भरतर्थम् \| अभ्यासाधनमवं यत्र दुःखान्तं च निन्यंच्छति || १८-३६ ||

यतद्वे विन्यामर्यं विषयिनी विरोधादित्यं समुत्पादितम् ।
तत्तसुवं सांविषयेऽपि मातमनवद्विप्रसादज्ञम् || १८-३७ ||

¹. The rajasic will fixes its persistent attention on the satisfaction of its own attached clingings and desires in its pursuit of interest and pleasure and of what it thinks or chooses to think right and justice, Dharma. Always it is apt to put on these things the construction which will most flatter and justify its desires and to uphold as right or legitimate the means which will best help it to get the coveted fruits of its work and endeavour. That is the cause of three-fourths of the falsehood and misconduct of the human reason and will. Rajas with its vehement hold on the vital ego is the great sinner and positive misleader.
36-37. And now the threefold kinds of pleasure hear thou from Me, O bull of the Bharatas. That in which one by self-discipline rejoiceth and which putteth an end to pain; which at first is as poison but in the end is as nectar; that pleasure is said to be sattwic, born of the satisfaction of the higher mind and spirit.

38. That which is born from the contact of the -senses with their objects, which' at first is as nectar, but in the end is like poison, that pleasure is accounted rajasic.

39. That pleasure of which delusion is the beginning and delusion is the consequence, which arises from sleep, indolence and ignorance, that is declared tamasic.1

1. Happiness is indeed the one thing which is openly or indirectly the universal pursuit of our human nature,—happiness or its suggestion or some counterfeit of it, some pleasure, some enjoyment, some satisfaction of the mind, the will, the passions or the body. Pain is an experience our nature has to accept when it must, involuntarily as a necessity, an unavoidable incident of universal Nature, or voluntarily as a means to what we seek after, but not a thing desired for its own sake,—except when it is so sought in perversity or with an ardour of enthusiasm in suffering for some touch of fierce pleasure it brings or the intense strength it engenders. But there are various kinds of happiness or pleasure according to the guna which dominates in our nature. Thus the tamasic mind can remain well-pleased in its indolence and inertia, its stupor and sleep, its blindness and its error. The mind of the rajasic man drinks of a more fiery and intoxicating cup; the keen, mobile, active pleasure of the senses and the body and the sense-entangled or fierily kinetic will and intelligence are to him all the joy of life and the very significance of living. What the sattwic nature seeks is the satisfaction of the higher mind and the spirit and when it once gets this large object of its quest, there comes in a clear, pure happiness of the soul, a state of fullness, an abiding ease and peace. This happiness does not depend on outward things, but on ourselves alone and on the flowering of what is best and
most inward within us. But it is not at first our normal possession; it has to be conquered by self-discipline, a labour of the soul, a high and arduous endeavour. At first this means much loss of habitual pleasure, much suffering and struggle, a poison born of the churning of our nature, a painful conflict of forces, much revolt and opposition to the change due to the ill-will of the members or the insistence of vital movements, but in the end the nectar of immortality rises in the place of this bitterness and as we climb to the higher spiritual nature we come to the end of sorrow, the euthanasia of grief and pain. That is the surpassing happiness which descends upon us at the point or line of culmination of the sattwic discipline.

The self-exceeding of the sattwic nature comes when we get beyond the great but still inferior sattwic pleasure, beyond the pleasures of mental knowledge and virtue and peace to the eternal calm of the self and the spiritual ecstasy of the divine oneness. That spiritual joy is no longer the sattwic happiness, *sukham*, but the absolute *Ananda*. Ananda is the secret delight from which all things are born, by which all is sustained in existence and to which all can rise in the spiritual culmination. Only then can it be possessed when the liberated man, free from ego and its desires, lives at last one with his highest self, one with all beings and one with God in an absolute bliss of the spirit.
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**EIGHTEENTH CHAPTER**

II. SWABHAVA AND SWADHARMA

40. There is not an entity, either on the earth or again in heaven among the gods, this is not subject to the workings of these three qualities (Gunas), born of nature.

41. The works of Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Shudras are divided according to the qualities (gunas) born of their own inner nature.
42. Calm, self-control, askesis, purity, long-suffering, candour, knowledge, acceptance of spiritual truth are the work of the Brahmin, born of his swabhava.

शारीय तेजो धृतिदृश्य चुदे चायपत्तायम्।
दुनमीश्वरभावाय क्षत्रकर्म स्वभावजम् ॥ १८-४२ ॥

43. Heroism, high spirit, resolution, ability, not fleeing in the battle, giving, lordship (ishwara-bhava, the temperament of the ruler and leader) are the natural work of the Kshatriya.

कृषिगोर्क्षयाणि वैश्यकर्म स्वभावजम्।
परिचर्यांतर्कर्म शूद्रस्यापि स्वभावजम् ॥ १८-४४ ॥

44. Agriculture, cattle-keeping, trade inclusive of the labour of the craftsman and the artisan are the natural work of the Vaishya. All work of the character of service falls within the natural function of the Shudra.¹

्र्वे र्वे कर्मण्यभिरतः स्वसिद्धिः तभते नरः।
र्वकर्मणिरतः सिद्धिः यथा विन्दृति तच्छृपु ॥ १८-४५ ॥

¹These verses and the earlier pronouncements of the Gita on the same subject have been seized upon in current controversies on the caste question and interpreted by some as a sanction of the present system, used by others as a denial of the hereditary basis of caste. In point of fact the verses in the Gita have no bearing on the existing caste system, because that is a very different thing from the ancient social ideal of chaturvarna, the four clear-cut orders of the Aryan community, and in no way corresponds with the description of the Gita. Agriculture, cattle-keeping and trade of every kind are said here to be the work of the Vaishya; but in the later system the majority of those* concerned in trade and in cattle-keeping, artisans, small craftsmen and others are actually classed as Shudras—where they are not put altogether outside the pale,—and, with some exceptions, the merchant class is alone and that too not everywhere ranked as Vaishya. Agriculture, government and service are the professions of all classes from the Brahmin down to the Shudra. And if the economical divisions of function have been confounded beyond
any possibility of rectification, the law of the *guna* or quality is still less a part of the later system. There all is rigid custom, *achara*, with no reference to the need of the individual nature. If again we take the religious side of the contention advanced by the advocates of the caste system, we can certainly fasten no such absurd idea on the words of the Gita as that it is a law of a man's nature that he shall follow without regard to his personal bent and capacities the profession of his parents or his immediate or distant ancestors, the son of a milkman be a milkman, the son of a doctor a doctor, the descendants of shoemakers remain shoemakers to the end of measurable time, still less that by doing so, by this unintelligent and mechanical repetition of the law of another's nature without regard to his own individual call and qualities a man automatically farthers his own perfection and arrives at spiritual freedom. The Gita's words refer to the ancient system of *chatwvarna*, as it existed or was supposed to exist in its ideal purity,—there is some controversy whether it was ever anything more than an ideal or general norm more or less loosely followed in practice,—and it should be considered in that connection alone.

45. A man who is intent on his own natural work attains perfection. Listen thou how perfection is won by him who is intent on his own natural work.

46. He \(^1\) from whom all beings originate, by whom all this universe is pervaded, by worshipping Him by his own work, a man reacheth perfection.

1. The Gita's philosophy of life and works is that all proceeds from the Divine Existence, the transcendent and universal Spirit. All is a veiled manifestation of the Godhead, Vasudeva, *yato pravrittir bhutanam yena sarvam idam tatam*, and to unveil the Immortal within and in the world, to dwell in unity with the Soul of the universe, to rise in consciousness, knowledge, will, love, spiritual delight to oneness with the supreme Godhead, to live in the highest spiritual nature with the individual and natural being delivered from shortcoming and ignorance and made a conscious instrument for the works of the divine Shakti is the perfection of which humanity is capable and the condition of immortality and freedom. But how is this possible when in fact we are enveloped in natural ignorance, the soul shut up in the prison of ego, overcome, beset, hammered and moulded by the environment, mastered by the mechanism of Nature, cut off from our hold on the reality of our own secret spiritual force? The answer is that all this natural action, however now enveloped in a veiled and contrary working, still contains the principle of
its own evolving freedom and perfection. A Godhead is seated in the heart of every man and is
the Lord of this mysterious action of Nature. And though this Spirit of the universe, this One
who is all, seems to be turning us on the wheel of the world as if mounted on a machine by the
force of Maya, shaping us in our ignorance as the potter shapes a pot, as the weaver a fabric, by
some skilful mechanical principle, yet is this spirit our own greatest self and it is according to the
real idea, the truth of ourselves, that which is growing in us and finding always new and more
adequate forms in birth after birth, in our animal and human and divine life, in that which we
were, that which we are, that which we shall be,—it is in accordance with this inner soul-truth
that, as our opened eyes will discover, we are progressively shaped by this spirit within us in its
all-wise omnipotence. This machinery of ego, this tangled complexity of the three gunas, mind,
body, life, emotion, desire, struggle, thought, aspiration, endeavour, this locked interaction of
pain and plea-
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श्रेयान्त्वस्यम सिद्धिः परमात्मस्वत्सुनिष्ठितार।
स्वभावनियतं कर्म कुर्वन्द्रायोति किन्तुभ्रमस्॥ १८-४७॥

47. Better is one's own law of works, though in itself faulty, than an alien law well wrought out. One does not incur sin when one acts in agreement with the law of one's own nature.¹

सहजं कर्म कौन्तेय सद्योगमृषि न त्वजेत्।
सर्वर्ममा हि दृष्टेण धूमेनामितिविवृत्तः॥ १८-४८॥

sure, sin and virtue, striving and success and failure, soul and environment, myself and others, is
only the outward imperfect form taken by a higher spiritual Force in me which pursues through
its vicissitudes the progressive self-expression of the divine reality and greatness I am secretly in
spirit and shall overtly become in nature. This action contains in itself the principle of its own
success, the principle of the Swabhava and Swadharma.

¹ The Jiva is in self-expression a portion of the Purushottam. He represents in Nature the
power of the supreme Spirit, he is in his personality that Power; he brings out in an individual
existence the potentialities of the Soul of the universe. This Jiva itself is spirit and not the natural
ego; the spirit and not the form of ego is our reality and inner soul principle. The true force of
what we are and can be is there in that higher spiritual Power and the mechanical Maya of the
three gunas is not the inmost and fundamental truth of its movements; it is only a present
executive energy, an apparatus of lower convenience, a scheme of outward exercise and practice. The spiritual Nature which has become this multiple personality in the universe, \textit{para prakritir jiva-bhuta}, is the basic stuff of our existence: all the rest is lower derivation and outer formation from a highest hidden activity of the spirit.- And in Nature each of as has a principle and will of our own becoming; each soul is a force of self-consciousness that formulates an idea of the Divine in it and guides by that its action and evolution, its progressive self-finding, its constant varying self expression, its apparently uncertain but secretly inevitable growth to fulness. That is our Swabhava, our own real nature; that is our truth of being which is finding now only a constant partial expression in our various becoming in the world. The law of action deter-mined by this Swabhava is our right law of self-shaping, function, working, our Swadharma.
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48. The inborn\textsuperscript{1} work, O son of Kunti, though defective, ought not to be abandoned. All actions

\textsuperscript{1} The practical basis in ancient times came to be the hereditary principle. A man's social function and position were no doubt determined originally, as they are still in freer, less closely ordered communities by environment, occasion, birth and capacity; but as their set in a more fixed stratification, his rank came practically to be regulated by birth mainly or alone and in the later system of caste birth came to be the sole rule of status. The son of a Brahmin is always a Brahmin in status, though he may have nothing of the typical Brahmin qualities or character, no intellectual training or spiritual experience or religious worth or knowledge, no connection whatever with the right function of his class, no Brahminhood in his work and no Brahminhood in his nature.

This was an inevitable evolution, because the external signs are the only ones which are easily and conveniently determinable and birth was the most handy and manageable in an increasingly mechanised, complex and conventional social order. For a time the possible disparity between the hereditary fiction and the individual's real inborn character and capacity was made up or minimised by education and training; but eventually this effort ceased to be sustained and the hereditary convention held absolute rule. The ancient lawgivers, while recognising the hereditary practice, insisted that quality, character and capacity were the one sound and real basis and that without them the hereditary social status became an unspiritual falsehood because it had lost its true significance. The Gita too, as always, founds its thought on the inner significance. It speaks indeed in one verse of the work born with a man, \textit{sahajam karma'}, but this does not in itself imply a hereditary basis. According to the Indian theory of
rebirth, which the Gita recognises, a man's inborn nature and course of life are essentially determined by his own past lives, are the self-development already effected by his past actions and mental and spiritual evolution and cannot depend solely on the material factor of his ancestry, parentage, physical birth, which can only be of subordinate moment, one effective sign perhaps, but not the dominant principle. The word *sahaja* means that which is born with us, whatever is natural, inborn, innate; its equivalent in all other passages is *swabhava*. The work or function of a man is determined by his qualities, *karma* is determined by *guna*; it is the work born of his Swabhava, *swabhavajam karma*, and regulated by his Swabhava, *swabhava-niyatam karma*. This emphasis on an inner quality and spirit which finds expression in work, function and action
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(in the three gunas) indeed are clouded by defects as fire by smoke.

is the whole sense of the Gita's idea of Karma. And from this emphasis on the inner truth and not on the outer form arises the spiritual significance and power which the Gita assigns to the following of the Swadharma. That is the really important bearing of the passage.

It is true that in this birth men fall very largely into one of four types, the man of knowledge, the man of power, the productive vital man, the man of rude labour and service. These are not fundamental divisions, but stages of self-development in our manhood. There is always in human nature something of all these four personalities developed or undeveloped, wide or narrow, suppressed or rising to the surface, but in most men one or the other tends to predominate and seems to take up sometimes the whole space of action in the nature. And in any society we should have all four types,—even, for an example, if we could create a purely productive and commercial society such as modern times have attempted, or for that matter a Shudra society of labour, of the proletariat such as attracts the most modern mind and is now being attempted in one part of Europe and advocated in others. There would still be the thinkers moved to find the law and truth and guiding rule of the whole matter, the captains and leaders of industry who would make all this productive activity an excuse for the satisfaction of their need of adventure and battle and leadership and dominance, the many typical purely productive and wealth-getting men, the average workers satisfied with a modicum of labour and the reward of their labour. But these are quite outward things, and if that were all, this economy of human type would have no spiritual significance. Or it would mean at most, as has been sometimes held in India, that we have to go through these stages of development in our births; for we must perforce
proceed progressively through the *tamasic*, the *rajaso-tamasic*, the *rajasic* or *rajaso-sattwic* to the *satiwic* nature, ascend and fix ourselves in an inner Brahminhood, *brahmanya*, and then seek salvation from that basis. But in that case there would be no logical room for the Gita's assertion that even the Shudra or *Chandala* can by turning his life God-wards climb straight to spiritual liberty and perfection.

The fundamental truth is not tills outward thing, but a force of our inner being in movement, the truth of the fourfold active power of the spiritual nature. Each Jiva possesses in his spiritual nature these four sides, is a soul of knowledge, a soul of strength and of power, a soul of mutuality and inter-change, a soul of works and service, but one side or other predominates in the action and expressive spirit and tinges the dealings of the soul with its embodied nature; it leads and gives its stamp to the other powers and uses them for the principal strain of action, tendency, experience. The Swabhava then follows, not crudely and rigidly as put in the social demarcation, but subtly and flexibly the law of this strain and develops in developing it the other three powers. Thus the pursuit of the impulse of works and service rightly done develops knowledge, increases power, trains closeness or balance of mutuality and skill and order of relation. Each front of the fourfold godhead moves through the enlargement of its own dominant principle of nature and enrichment by the other three towards a total perfection. This development undergoes the law of the three gunas. There is possible a tamasic and rajasic way of following even the dharma of the soul of knowledge, a brute tamasic and a high sattwic way of following the dharma of power, a forceful rajasic or a beautiful and noble sattwic way of following the dharma of works and service. To arrive at the sattwic way of the inner individual Swadharma and of the works to which it moves us on the ways of life is a preliminary condition of perfection. And it may be noted that the inner Swadharma is not bound to any outward social or other form of action, occupation or function. The soul of works that is satisfied to serve or that element in us can, for example, make the life of the pursuit of knowledge, the life of struggle and power or the life of mutuality, production and interchange a means of satisfying its divine impulse to labour and to service.

And in the end to arrive at the divinest figure and most dynamic soul-power of this fourfold activity is a wide doorway to swiftest and largest reality of the most high spiritual perfection. This we can do if we turn the action of the Swadharma into a worship of the inner Godhead, the universal Spirit, the transcendent Purushottama and, eventually, surrender the whole action into his hands, *mayi sannyasa karmani*: Then as we get beyond the limitation of the three gunas, so also do we get beyond the division of the fourfold law and beyond the limitation of all distinctive
dharmas, sarvadharman- paritya- jya. The Spirit takes up the individual into the universal Swabhava, perfects and unifies the fourfold soul of nature in us and does its self-determined works according to the divine will and the accomplished power of the godhead in the creature.

EIGHTEENTH CHAPTER

III. TOWARDS THE SUPREME SECRET

(The teacher has completed all else that he needed to say, he has worked out all the central principles and the supporting suggestions and implications of his message and elucidated the principal doubts and questions that might rise around it, and now all that rests for him to do is to put into decisive phrase and penetrating formula the one last word, the heart itself of the message, the very core of his gospel. And we find that this decisive, last and crowning word is not merely the essence of what has been already said on the matter, not merely a concentrated description of the needed self-discipline, the Sadhana, and of that greater spiritual consciousness which is to be the result of all its efforts and askesis; it sweeps out, as it were, yet farther, breaks down every limit and rule, canon and formula and opens into a wide and illimitable spiritual truth with an infinite potentiality of significance. And that is a sign of the profundity, the wide reach, the greatness of spirit of the Gita's teaching.

First the Gita restates the body of its message. It summarises the whole outline and essence in the short space of fifteen verses, lines of a brief and concentrated expression and significance that miss nothing of the kernel of the matter, couched in phrases of the most lucid precision and clearness. And they must therefore be scanned with care, must be read deeply in the light of all that has gone before, because here it is evidently intended to extract what the Gita itself considers to be the central sense of its own teaching. The statement sets out from the original starting-point of the thought in the book, the enigma of human action, the apparently insuperable difficulty of living in the highest self and spirit while yet we continue to do the works of the world. The easiest way is to give up the problem as insoluble, life and action as an illusion or an inferior movement of existence to be abandoned as soon as we can rise out of the snare of the world into the truth of spiritual being. That is the ascetic solution, if it can be called a solution; at any rate it is a decisive and effective way out of the enigma, a way to which ancient Indian thought of the highest and most meditative kind, as soon as it commenced to turn at a sharp incline from its first large and free synthesis, had moved always with an
increasing preponderance. The Gita like the Tantra, and on certain sides the later religions, attempts to pre- serve the ancient balance: it maintains the substance and foundation of the original synthesis, but the form has been changed and renovated in the light of a developing spiritual experience. This teaching does not evade the difficult problem of reconciling the full active life of man with the inner life in the highest self and spirit; it advances what it holds to be the real solution. It does not at all deny the efficacy of the ascetic renunciation of life for its own purpose, but it sees that that cuts instead of loosening the knot of the riddle and therefore it accounts it an inferior method and holds its own for the better way. The two paths both lead us out of the lower ignorant normal nature of man to the pure spiritual consciousness and so for both must be held to be valid and even one in essence: but where one stops short and turns back. The other advances with a firm subtlety and high courage, opens a gate on unexplored vistas, completes man in God and unites and reconciles in the spirit soul and Nature.

And therefore in the first five of these verses the Gita so phrases its statement that it shall be applicable to both the way of the inner and the way of the outer renunciation and yet in such a manner that one has only to assign to some of their common expressions-. a deeper and more inward meaning in order to get the sense and thought of the method favoured by the Gita.)

49. An understanding 1 without attachment in all things, a soul self-conquered and empty of desire, man

1 This ideal of renunciation, of a self-conquered stillness, spiritual passivity and freedom from desire is common to all the ancient wisdom. The Gita gives us its psychological foundation with an unsurpassed completeness and clearness. It

attains by renunciation a supreme perfection of naish-karmya. 1
rests on the common experience of all seekers of self-knowledge that there are two different natures and as it were two selves in us. There is the lower self of the obscure mental, vital and physical nature subject to ignorance and inertia in the very stuff of its consciousness and especially in its basis of material substance, kinetic and vital indeed by the power of life but without inherent self-possession and self-knowledge in its action, attaining in the mind to some knowledge and harmony, but only with difficult effort and by a constant struggle with its own disabilities. And there is the higher nature and self of our spiritual being, self-possessed and self-luminous but in our ordinary mentality inaccessible to our experience. At times we get glimpses of this greater thing within us, but we are not consciuously within it, we do not live in its light and calm and illimitable splendour. The first of these two very different things is the Gita's nature of the three gunas. Its seeing of itself is centred in the ego idea, its principle of action is desire born of ego, and the knot of ego is attachment to the objects of the mind and sense and the life's desire. The inevitable constant result of all these things is bondage, settled subjection to a lower control, absence of self-mastery, absence of self-knowledge. The other greater power and presence is discovered to be nature and being of the pure spirit unconditioned by ego, that which is called in Indian philosophy self and impersonal Brahman. Its principle is an infinite and an impersonal existence one and the same in all: and, since this impersonal existence is without ego, without conditioning quality, without desire, need or stimulus, it is immobile and immutable; eternally the same, it regards and supports but does not share or initiate the action of the universe. The soul when it throws itself out into active Nature is the Gita's kshara, its mobile or mutable Purusha; the same soul gathered back into pure silent self and essential spirit is the Gita's akshara, immobile or immutable Purusha.

1 Renunciation is the way to this perfection and the man who has thus inwardly renounced all is described by the Gita as well an outward renunciation or sometimes even that alone, the Teacher uses another word, tyaga, to distinguish the inward from the outward withdrawal and says that Tyaga is better than Sannyasa. The ascetic way goes much farther in its recoil from

50. How, having attained this perfection, one thus attains to the Brahman, hear from me, O son of Kunti,— that which is the supreme concentrated direction of the knowledge.1

the dynamic Nature. It is enamoured of renunciation for its own sake and insists on an outward giving up of life and action, a complete quietism of soul and nature. That, the Gita replies, is not
possible entirely so long as we live in the body. As far as it is possible, it may be done, but such a rigorous diminution of works is not indispensable: it is not even really or at least ordinarily advisable. The one thing needed is a complete inner quietism and that is all the Gita's sense of naishkarmya. If we ask why this reservation, why this indulgence to the dynamic principle when our object is to become the pure self and the pure self is described as inactive, akarta, the answer is that that inactivity and divorce of self from Nature are not the whole truth of our spiritual release. Self and Nature are in the end one thing; a total and perfect spirituality makes us one with all the Divine in self and in nature. In fact this becoming Brahman, this assumption into the self of eternal silence, brahma-bhuya, is not all our objective, but only the necessary immense base for a still greater and more marvellous divine becoming, mad-bhava. And to get to that greatest spiritual perfection we have indeed to be immobile in the self, silent in all our members, but also to act in the power, Shakti, Prakriti, the true and high force of the Spirit. And if we ask how a simultaneity of what seem to be two opposites is possible, the answer is that that is the very nature of a complete spiritual being; always it has this double poise of the Infinite.

A completest inner quietism once admitted as our necessary means towards living in the pure impersonal self, the question how practically it brings about that result is the next issue that arises.

1. The knowledge meant here is the Yoga of the Sankhyas,— the Yoga of pure knowledge accepted by the Gita, jnana-yogena sankhyanam, so far as it is one with its own Yoga which includes also the way of works of the Yogins, karma-yogena yoginam. But all mention of works is kept back for the moment. For by Brahman here is meant at first the silent, the impersonal, the immutable. The Brahman indeed is both for the Upanishads and the Gita all that is and lives and moves; it is not solely an impersonal Infinite or an unthinkable and incommunicable Absolute, achintyam avyavaharyam. All this is Brahman, says the Upanishad, all this is Vasudeva, says the Gita,—the supreme Brahman is all that moves or is stable and
51-53. Uniting the purified intelligence (with the pure spiritual substance in us), controlling the whole being by firm and steady will, having renounced sound and the other objects of the senses, withdrawing from all liking and disliking, resorting to impersonal solitude, abstemious, speech, body and mind controlled, constantly

his hand and feet and eyes and heads and faces are on every side of us. But still there are two aspects of this All,—his immutable eternal self that supports existence and his self of active power that moves abroad in the world movement. It is only when we lose our limited ego personality in the impersonal-ity of the self that we arrive at the calm and free oneness by which we can possess a true unity with the universal power of the Divine in his world movement. Impersonality is a denial of limitation and division, and the cult of impersonality is a natural condition of true being, an indispensable preliminary of true knowledge and therefore a first requisite of true action. It is very clear that we cannot become one self with all or one with the universal Spirit and his vast self-knowledge, his complex will and his wide-spread world-purpose by insisting on our limited personality of ego; for that divides us from others and it makes us bound and self-centred in our view and in our will to action. Imprisoned in personality we can only get at a limited union by sympathy or by some relative accommodation of ourselves to the view-point and feeling and will of others. To be one with all and with the Divine and his will in the cosmos we must become at first impersonal and free from our ego and its claims and from the ego's way of seeing ourselves and the world and others. And we cannot do this if there is not something in our being other than the personality, other than the ego, an impersonal self one with all existences. To lose ego and be this impersonal self, to become this impersonal Brahman in our consciousness is therefore the first movement of this Yoga.
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united with the inmost self by meditation,1 completely giving up desire and attachment, having put away egoism, violence, arrogance, desire, wrath, the sense and instinct of possession, free from all I-ness and my-ness, calm and luminously impassive—one is fit to become the Brahman.

ब्रह्मभूतः प्रसन्नात्मा न शोचति न कामाति ।
समः सर्वेऽृ भूतेषु मशक्तिः त्रभते पराम् ॥ १८-५४ ॥
54. When one has become the Brahman, when one, serene in the Self, neither grieves nor desires, when one is equal to all beings, then one gets the supreme love and devotion\(^2\) to Me.

1 A continual resort to meditation, *dhyana-yoga-paro nityam*, is the firm means by which the soul of man can realise its self of power and its self of silence. And yet there must be no abandonment of the active life for a life of pure meditation; action must always be done as a sacrifice to the supreme spirit. This movement of recoil in the path of Sannyasa prepares an absorbed disappearance of the individual in the Eternal, and renunciation of action and life in the world is an indispensable step in the process. But in the Gita's path of Tyaga it is a preparation rather for the turning of our whole life and existence and of all action into an integral oneness with the serene and immeasurable being, consciousness and will of the Divine, and it preludes and makes possible a vast and total passing upward of the soul out of the lower ego to the inexpressible perfection of the supreme spiritual nature, *para prakriti*.

This decisive departure of the Gita's thought is indicated in the next two verses, of which the first runs with a significant sequence.

2 In the narrow path\(^1\) of knowledge bhakti, devotion to the personal Godhead, can be only an inferior and preliminary movement; the end, the climax is the disappearance of personality in a featureless oneness with the impersonal Brahman in which there can be no place for bhakti: for there is none to be " adored and none to adore; all else is lost in the silent immobile identity of the Jiva with the Atman. Here there is given to us something yet higher than the Impersonal,—here there is the supreme self who is the supreme Ishwara, here there is the supreme Soul and its supreme nature, here there is the Purushottama who is beyond the personal and impersonal and reconciles them on his eternal heights. The ego personality still disappears in the silence of the Impersonal, but at the same

\[\text{Page 268}\]

\textbf{भक्त्या मामभिजानाति यावान् यथास्मि तच्चतः।
ततो मां तच्चतो ज्ञाता विशेषते तदन्तरम्॥ १८-५५॥}

55. By devotion he comes to know\(^1\) Me, who and how much I am and in all the reality and principles of My being; having thus known Me he entereth\(^2\) into That (Purushottama.)
time there remains even with this silence at the back the action of a supreme Self, one
greater than the Impersonal. There is no longer the lower blind and limping action of the ego and
the three gunas, but instead the vast self-determining movement of an infinite spiritual Force, a
free immeasurable Shakti. All nature becomes the power of the one Divine and all action his
action through the individual as channel and instrument. In place of the ego there comes forward
conscious and manifest the true spiritual individual in the freedom of his real nature, in the
power of his supernal status, in the majesty and splendour of his eternal kinship to the Divine, an
imperishable portion of the supreme Godhead, an indestructible power of the supreme Prakriti.

1 The One who eternally becomes the Many, the Many who in their apparent division are
still eternally one, the Highest who displays in us this secret and mystery of existence, not,
dispersed by his multiplicity, not limited by his oneness,—this is the integral knowledge, this is
the reconciling experience which makes one capable of liberated action, *muktasya karma.*

This knowledge comes, says the Gita, by a highest bhakti. It is attained when the mind
exceeds itself by a supramental and high spiritual seeing of things and when the heart too rises in
unison beyond our more ignorant mental forms of love and devotion to a love that is calm and
deep and luminous with widest knowledge, to a supreme delight in God and an illimitable
adoration, the unperturbed ecstasy, the spiritual Ananda. When the soul has lost its separative
personality, when it has become the Brahman, it is then that it can live in the true Person and can
attain to the supreme revealing bhakti for the Purushottama and can come to know him utterly by
the power of its profound bhakti, its heart's knowledge.

2 The soul of the liberated man thus enters by a reconciling knowledge, penetrates by a
perfect simultaneous delight of the transcendent Divine, of the Divine in the individual and of
the Divine in the universe into the Purushottama, *mam vishate tadanantaram.* He becomes one
with him in his self-knowledge and self-experience, one with him in his being and consciousness
and will and world-knowledge and world-impulse, one with
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56. And by doing also all actions¹ always lodged in Me he attains by My grace the eternal
and imperishable status.
him in the universe and in his unity with all creatures in the universe and one with him beyond world and individual in the transcendence of the eternal Infinite, \textit{shashwatam padam avyayam}. This is the culmination of the supreme bhakti that is at the core of the supreme knowledge.

And it then becomes evident how action continual and unceasing and of all kinds without diminution or abandonment of any part of the activities of life can be not only quite consistent with a supreme spiritual experience, but as forceful a means of reaching this highest spiritual condition as bhakti or knowledge. Nothing can be more positive than the Gita's statement in this matter.

1. This liberating action is of the character of works done in a profound union of the will and all the dynamic parts of our nature with the Divine in ourself and the cosmos. It is done first as a sacrifice with the idea still of our self as the doer. It is done next without that idea and with a perception of the Prakriti as the sole doer. It is done last with the knowledge of that Prakriti as the supreme power of the Divine and a renunciation, a surrender of all our actions to him with the individual as a channel only and an instrument. Our works then proceed straight from the Self and Divine within us, are a part of the indivisible universal action, are initiated and performed not by us but by a vast transcendent Shakti. All that we do is done for the sake of the Lord seated in the heart of all, for the Godhead in the individual and for the fulfilment of his will in us, for the sake of the Divine in the world, for the good of all beings, for the fulfilment of the world action and the world-purpose, or in one word for the sake of the Purushottama and done really by him through his universal Shakti. These divine works, whatever their form or outward character, cannot bind, but are rather a potent means for rising out of this lower Prakriti of the three gunas to the perfection of the supreme, divine and spiritual nature. Disengaged from these mixed and limited dharmas, we escape into the immortal Dharma which comes upon us when we make ourselves one in all our consciousness and action with the Purushottama. That oneness here brings with it the power to rise there into the immortality beyond time. There we shall exist in his eternal transcendence.

Thus these eight verses carefully read in the light of the knowledge already given by the Teacher are a brief, but still a comprehensive indication of the whole essential idea, the entire central method, all the kernel of the complete Yoga of the Gita.
The essence of the teaching and the Yoga has thus been given to the disciple on the field of his work and battle and the divine Teacher now proceeds to apply it to his action, but in a way that makes it applicable to all action. Attached to a crucial example, spoken to the protagonist of Kurukshetra, the words bear a much wider significance and are a universal rule for all who are ready to ascend above the ordinary mentality and to live and act in the highest spiritual consciousness.

चेतसा सर्वकर्माणि मयि सत्यस्य मत्यरः ।
वुद्वियोगमुपाश्रित्य मचित्तः सततं भव ॥ १८-२७॥

57. Devoting¹ all thyself to Me, giving up in thy conscious mind all thy actions into Me, resorting to Yoga of the will and intelligence be always one in heart and consciousness with Me.

¹ These are lines that carry in them the innermost heart of this Yoga and lead to its crowning experience and we must understand them in their innermost spirit and in the whole vastness of that high summit of experience. The words express the most complete, intimate and living relation possible between God and man; they are instinct with the concentrated force of religious feeling that springs from the human being's absolute adoration, his upward surrender of his whole existence, his unreserved and perfect self-giving to the transcendent and universal Divinity from whom he comes and in whom he lives. This stress of feeling is in entire consonance with the high and enduring place that the Gita assigns to bhakti, to the love of God, to the adoration of the Highest, as the inmost spirit and motive of the supreme action and the crown and core of the supreme knowledge. The phrases used and the spiritual emotion with which they vibrate seem to give the most intense prominence possible and an utmost importance to the personal truth and presence of the Godhead. It is no abstract Absolute of the philosopher, no indifferent impersonal Presence or ineffable Silence intolerant of all relations to whom this complete surrender of all our works can be made and this closeness and intimacy of one-ness with him in all the parts of our conscious existence imposed
If thou art one in heart and consciousness with Me at all times, then by My grace thou shalt pass safe through all difficult and perilous passages; but if

as the condition and law of our perfection or of whom this divine intervention and protection and deliverance are the promise. It is a Master of our works, a Friend and Lover of our soul, an intimate Spirit of our life, an indwelling and overdwelling Lord of all our personal and impersonal self and nature who alone can utter to us this near and moving message.

1 It is by the perpetual unified closeness of our heart-consciousness, mind-consciousness, all-consciousness, satatam machchittah, that we get the widest, the deepest, the most integral experience of our oneness with the Eternal. A nearest oneness in all the being, profoundly individual in a divine passion even in the midst of universality, even at the top of transcendence is here enjoined on the human soul as its way to reach the Highest and its way to possess the perfection and the divine consciousness to which it is called by its nature as a spirit. The intelligence and will have to turn the whole existence in all its parts to the Ishwara, to the divine Self and Master of that whole existence, luddhi-yogam upashritya. The heart has to cast all other emotion into the delight of oneness with him and the love of him in all creatures. The sense spiritualised has to see and hear and feel him everywhere. The life has to be utterly his life in the Jiva. All the actions have to proceed from his sole power and sole initiation in the will, knowledge, organs of action, senses, vital parts, body. This way is deeply impersonal because the separateness of ego is abolished for the Soul universalised and restored to transcendence. And yet it is intimately personal because it soars to a transcendent passion and power of indwelling and oneness. A featureless extinction may be a rigorous demand of the mind's logic of self-annulment, it is not the last word of the supreme mystery, rahasyam uttamam.

Thus it is not by a nirvana, an exclusion and negating extinction of all that we are here, but by a nirvana, an exclusion and negating extinction of ignorance and ego and a consequent ineffable fulfilment of our knowledge and will and heart's aspiration, an uplifted and limitless living of them in the Divine, in the Eternal, nivasishyasi mayyeva, a transfiguration and transference of all our consciousness to a greater inner status that there comes this supreme perfection and release in the spirit.
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from egoism thou hear not, thou shalt fall into perdition.
Vain is this thy resolve, that in thy egoism thou thinkest, saying "I will not fight"; thy nature shall appoint thee to thy work.

1 The crux of the spiritual problem, the character of this transition of which it is so difficult for the normal mind of man to get a true apprehension, turns altogether upon the capital distinction between the ignorant life of the ego in the lower nature and the large and luminous existence of the liberated Jiva in his own true spiritual nature. The renunciation of the first must be complete, the transition to the second absolute. This is the distinction on which the Gita dwells here with all possible emphasis. On the one side is this poor trepidant braggart egoistic condition of consciousness, *ahamkrita bhava*, the crippling narrowness of this little helpless separative personality according to whose view-point we ordinarily think and act, feel and respond to the touches of existence. On the other are the vast spiritual reaches of immortal fullness, bliss and knowledge into which we are admitted through union with the divine Being, of whom we are then a manifestation and expression in the eternal light and no longer a disguise in the darkness of the ego-nature.

2 The refusal of Arjuna to persevere in his divinely appointed work proceeded from the ego-sense in him, *ahamkara*. Behind it was a mixture and confusion and tangled error of ideas and impulses of the sattwic, rajasic, tamasic ego, the vital nature's fear of sin and its personal consequences, the heart's-recoil from individual grief and suffering, the clouded reason's covering of egoistic impulses by self-deceptive specious pleas of right and virtue, our nature's ignorant shrinking from the ways of God because they seem other than the ways of man and impose things terrible and unpleasant on his nervous and emotional parts and his intelligence. The spiritual consequences will be infinitely worse now than before, now that a higher truth and a greater way and spirit of action have been revealed to him, if yet persisting in his egoism he perseveres in a vain and impossible refusal. For it is a vain resolution, a futile recoil, since it springs only from a temporary failure of strength, a strong but passing deviation from the principle of energy of his inmost character and is not the true will and way of his nature. If now he casts down his arms, he will yet be compelled by that
60. What from delusion thou desirest. not to do, O Kaunteya, that helplessly thou shalt do bound by thy own work born of thy swabhava.

ईश्वरः सर्वभूताना हृदेशे ॠषुन तिष्ठति ।
श्रामण्यस्वर्भूतानि यज्ञास्तुद्गानि मायाया ॥ १८-६१ ॥

61. The Lord,¹ O Arjuna, is seated in the heart of all beings turning all beings mounted upon a machine by his Maya.

nature to resume them when he sees the battle and slaughter go on without him, his abstention a defeat of all for which he has lived, the cause for whose service he was born weakened and bewildered by the absence or inactivity of its protagonist, vanquished and afflicted by the cynical and unscrupulous strength of the champions of a self-regarding unrighteousness and injustice. And in this return there will be no spiritual virtue. It was a confusion of the ideas and feelings of the ego mind that impelled his refusal; it will be his nature working through a restoration of the characteristic ideas and feelings of the ego mind that will compel him to annul his refusal. But whatever the direction, this continued subjection to the ego will mean a worse, a more fatal spiritual refusal, a perdition, vinashti; for it will be a. Definite falling away from a greater truth of his being than that which he has followed in the ignorance of the lower nature. He has been admitted to a higher consciousness, a new self-realisation, he has been shown the possibility of a divine instead of an egoistic action; the gates have been opened before him of a divine and spiritual in place of a merely intellectual, emotional, sensuous and vital life. He is called to be no longer a great blind instrument, but a conscious soul and an enlightened power and vessel of the Godhead.

1 When we enter into the inmost self of our existence, we come to know that in us and in all is the one Spirit and Godhead whom all Nature serves and manifests and we ourselves are soul of this Soul, spirit of this Spirit, our body his delegated image, our life a movement of the rhythm of his life, our mind a sheath of his consciousness, our senses his instruments, our emotions and sensations the seekings of his delight of being, our actions a means of his purpose, our freedom only a shadow, suggestion or glimpse while we are ignorant, but when we know him and ourselves a prolongation and effective channel of his
62. In him take refuge in every way of thy being and by his grace thou shalt come to the supreme peace and the eternal status.

63. So have I expounded to thee a knowledge more secret than that which is hidden; having reflected on it fully, do as thou wouldst.

immortal freedom. Our masteries are a reflection of his power at work, our best knowledge a partial light of his knowledge, the highest most potent will of our spirit a projection and delegation of the will of this Spirit in all things who is the Master and Soul of the universe. It is the Lord seated in the heart of every creature who has been turning us in all our inner and outer action during the ignorance as if mounted on a machine on the wheel of this Maya of the lower Nature. And whether obscure in the ignorance or luminous in the knowledge, it is for him in us and him in the world that we have our existence. To live consciously and integrally in this knowledge and this truth is to escape from ego and break out of Maya. All other highest dharmas are only a preparation for this Dharma, and all Yoga is only a means by which we can come first to some kind of union and finally, if we have the full light, to an integral union with the Master and supreme Soul and Self of our existence. The greatest Yoga is to take refuge from all the perplexities and difficulties of our nature with this indwelling Lord of all Nature, to turn to him with our whole being, with the life and body and sense and mind and heart and understanding, with our whole dedicated knowledge and will and action, \textit{svabhavena}, in every way of our conscious self and our instrumental nature. And when we can at all times and entirely do this, then the divine Light and Love and Power takes hold of us, fills both self and instruments and leads us safe through all the doubts and difficulties and perplexities and perils that beset our soul.
and our life, leads us to a supreme peace and the spiritual freedom of our immortal and eternal status, *param shantim, sthanam shashieatam.*
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64. Further hear the most secret, the supreme word that I shall speak to thee; beloved art thou intimately of Me, therefore will I speak for thy good.

\[\text{मन्मना भव मद्द्राको मद्याजी मा नमस्कृतु।} \\
\text{मामेवैश्वासि सत्यं ते प्रतिज्ञाने प्रियो दसि मे।} \text{॥ १८-६५॥} \]

65. Become my-minded, my lover and adorer, a sacrificer to Me, bow thyself to Me, to Me thou shalt come, this is my pledge and promise to thee, for dear art thou to Me.

\[\text{सर्वधर्मान्यन्यर्या मामेकं शरणं व्रज।} \\
\text{अहं बा सर्वपापेभ्यो मोक्षयिष्यामि मा शुचः।} \text{॥ १८-६६॥} \]

1. After giving out all the laws, the dharmas, and the deepest essence of its yoga, after saying that beyond all the first secrets revealed to the mind of man by the transforming light of spiritual knowledge, *guhyat,* this is a still deeper more secret truth, *guhyataram,* the Gita suddenly declares that there is yet a supreme word that it has to speak, *paramam vachah,"* and a most secret truth of all, *sarva-guhyatamam.* This secret of secrets the Teacher will tell to Arjuna as his highest good because he is the chosen and beloved soul, *ishta.* For evidently, as had already been declared by the Upanishad, it is only the rare soul chosen by the Spirit for the revelation of his very body, *tanum swam,* who can be admitted to this mystery, because he alone is near enough in heart and mind and life to the Godhead to respond truly to it in all his being and to make it a living practice. The last, the closing supreme word of the Gita expressing the highest mystery is spoken in two brief, direct and simple slokas and these are left without farther comment or enlargement to sink into the mind and reveal their own fullness of meaning in the soul's experience. For it is alone this inner incessantly extending experience that can make evident the infinite deal of meaning with which are for ever pregnant these words in themselves apparently so slight and simple. And we feel, as they are being uttered, that it was this for which the soul of the disciple was being prepared all the time and the rest was only an enlightening and enabling discipline and doctrine.

Thus runs this secret of secrets, the highest most direct message of the Ishwara:
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66. Abandon all dharmas and take refuge in Me alone. I will deliver thee from all sin and evil, do not grieve. ¹

¹ The Gita throughout has been insisting on a great and well-built discipline of Yoga, a large and clearly traced philosophical system, on the Swabhava and the Swadharma, on the sattwic law of life as leading out of itself by a self-exceeding exaltation to a free spiritual dharma of immortal existence utterly wide in its spaces and high-lifted beyond the limitation of even this highest guna, on many rules and means and injunctions and conditions of perfection, and now suddenly it seems to break out of its own structure and says to the human soul, "Abandon all dharmas, give thyself to the Divine alone, to the supreme Godhead above and around-and within thee: that is all that thou needest, that is the truest and greatest way, that is the real deliverance." The Master of the worlds in the form of the divine Charioteer and Teacher of Kurukshetra has revealed to man the magnificent realities of God and Self and Spirit and the nature of the complex world and the relation of man's mind and life and heart and senses to the Spirit and the victorious means by which through his own spiritual self-discipline and effort he can rise out of mortality into immortality and out of his limited mental into his infinite spiritual existence. And now speaking as the Spirit and Godhead in man and in all things he says to him, "All this personal effort and self-discipline will not in the end be needed, all following and limitation of rule and dharma can at last be thrown away as hampering encumbrances if thou canst make a complete surrender to Me, depend alone on the Spirit and Godhead within thee and all things and trust to his sole guidance, Turn all thy mind to Me and fill it with the thought of Me and my presence. Turn all thy heart to Me, make thy every action, whatever it be, a sacrifice and offering to Me. That done, leave Me to do my will with thy life and soul and action; do not be, grieved or perplexed by my dealings with thy mind and heart and life and works or troubled because they do not seem to follow the laws and dharmas man imposes on himself to guide his limited will and intelligence. My ways are the ways of a perfect wisdom and power and love that knows all things and combines all its movements in view of a perfect eventual result; for it is refining and weaving together the many threads of an integral perfection. I am here with thee in thy chariot of battle revealed as the Master of existence within and without thee and I repeat the absolute assurance, the infallible promise that I will lead thee to myself through and beyond all sorrow and evil. Whatever difficulties and perplexities arise, be sure of this that I am leading thee to a complete divine life in the universal and an immortal existence in the transcendent Spirit."
67. Never is this to be spoken by thee to one without askesis, not to one that is not devoted and not to him who does no service; nor yet to him who despises and belittles Me (lodged in the human body).

The Gita indicates that in order that that may wholly be, the surrender must be without reservations; our Yoga, our life, our state of inner being must be determined freely by this living Infinite, not predetermined by our mind's insistence on this or that dharma or any dharma. The divine Master of the Yoga, yogeshwarah Krishnah, will then himself take up our Yoga and raise us to our utmost possible perfection, not the perfection of any external or mental standard or limiting rule, but vast and comprehensive, to the mind incalculable. It will be a perfection developed by an all-seeing Wisdom according to the whole truth, first indeed of our human swabhava, but afterwards of a greater thing into which it will open, a spirit and power illimitable, immortal, free and all-transmuting, the light and splendour of a divine and infinite nature.

This then is the supreme word and most secret thing of all, guhyatamam, that the spirit and Godhead is an Infinite free from all dharmas and though he conducts the world according to fixed laws and leads man through his dharmas of ignorance and knowledge, sin and virtue, right and wrong, liking and disliking and indifference, pleasure and pain, joy and sorrow and the rejection of these opposites, through his physical and vital, intellectual, emotional, ethical and spiritual forms and rules and standards, yet the Spirit and Godhead transcends all these things, and if we too can cast away all dependence on dharmas, surrender our self to this free and eternal Spirit and taking care only to keep ourselves absolutely and exclusively open to him, trust to the light and power and delight of the Divine in us and, unafraid and ungrieving, accept only his guidance, then that is the truest, the greatest release and that brings the absolute and inevitable perfection of our self and nature. This is the way offered to the chosen of the Spirit,—to those only in whom he takes the greatest delight because they are nearest to him and most ing and concordant with Nature in her highest power and movement, universal in soul consciousness, transcendent in the spirit.
68. He who with the highest devotion for Me, shall declare this supreme secret among My devotees, without doubt he shall come to Me.

69. And there is none among men that does more than he what is most dear to Me; and there will be none else dearer to Me in the world.

70. And he who shall study this sacred discourse of ours, by him I shall be worshipped with the sacrifice of knowledge.

71. The man also who, full of faith and uncarping, listens to this, even he, being liberated, attains to the happy worlds of the righteous.

72. Hath this been heard by thee, O son of Pritha, with a concentrated mind? Has thy delusion, caused by ignorance, been destroyed, O Dhananjaya?
73. Arjuna said: Destroyed¹ is my delusion, I have regained memory through Thy grace, O Infallible One. I am firm, dispelled are my doubts. I will act according to Thy word.

74. Sanjaya said: I heard this wonderful discourse of Vasudeva and of the great-souled Partha, causing my hair to stand on end.

75. Through the grace of Vyasa I heard this supreme secret, this Yoga directly from Krishna, the divine Master of Yoga, who himself declared it.

76. O King, remembering, remembering this wonder-ful and sacred discourse of Keshava and Arjuna, I rejoice again and again.
knowledge, to the divine action. The Vibhuti is ready for the divine life in the human, his conscious spirit for the works of the liberated soul, *muktasya karma*. Destroyed is the illusion of the mind; the soul's memory of its self and its truth concealed so long by the misleading shows and forms of our life has returned to it and become its normal consciousness: all doubt and perplexity gone, it can turn to the execution of the command and do faithfully whatever work for God and the world may be appointed and apportioned to it by the Master of our being, the Spirit and Godhead self-fulfilled in Time and Universe.
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77. Remembering, remembering also that most marvellous form of Hari, great is my wonder, O King. I rejoice, again and again.

78. Wherever is Krishna, the Master of Yoga, wherever is Partha, the archer, assured are there glory, victory and prosperity, and there also is the immutable Law of Right.*

*Sanjaya was given by the great sage Vyasa the occult power of directly seeing and hearing from a distance all that transpired on the battlefield of Kurukshetra, so that he might report that to the blind king Dhritarashtra. This is the framework of the Gita and the author concludes by referring to it once more.

"The secret of action", so we might summarise the message of the Gita, the word of its divine Teacher, "is one with the secret of all life and existence. Existence is not merely a machinery of Nature, a wheel of law in which the soul is entangled for a moment or for ages; it is a constant manifestation of the Spirit. Life is not for the sake of life alone, but for God, and the living soul of man is an eternal portion of the Godhead. Action is for self-finding, for self-fulfilment, for self-realisation and not only for its own external and apparent fruits of the, moment or the future. There is an inner law and meaning of all things dependent on the supreme as well as the manifested nature of the self; the true truth of works lies there and can be represented only incidentally, imperfectly and disguised by ignorance in the outer appearances of the mind and its action. The supreme, the faultless largest law of action is therefore to find out the truth of your own highest and inmost existence and live in it and not to follow any outer
standard and dharma. All life and action must be till then an imperfection, a difficulty, a struggle and a problem. It is only by discovering your true self and living according to its true truth, its real reality that the problem can be finally solved, the difficulty and struggle overpassed and your doings perfected in the security of the discovered self and spirit turn into a divinely authentic action. Know

then your self; know your true self to be God and one with the self of all others; know your soul to be a portion of God. Live in what you know; live in the self, live in your supreme spiritual nature, be united with God and Godlike Offer, first, all you actions as a sacrifice to the Highest and the One in you and to the Highest and the One in the world; deliver last all you are and do into his hands for the supreme and universal Spirit to do through you his own will and works in the world. This is the solution that I present to you and in the end you will find that there is no other."

APPENDIX I

THE STORY OF THE GITA

The Mahabhatata, of which the Gita is a part, took its present form from the fifth to the first centuries B. C. The Gita occurs in it as one portion of the Bhishma Parva.

"Mahabharata" means literally "great India"; it is an epic narrative of the ancient Indians who saw the vision of a great India, one in culture and unified in political life, stretching from the Himalayas to Cape Commorin.

Kuru is the name of a leading Kula or clan of that time, and Kurukshetra was a vast field near their capital Hastinapur (modern Delhi) where the Kurus used to perform their religious sacrifices. When Dhritarashtra the blind king of the Kurus became old, he decided to give his throne not to his own son Duryodhana but to Yudhisthira, the eldest son of his deceased younger brother Pandu, as Duryodhana, being a man of evil propensities, was not fit to be the ruler of a dharmarajya (kingdom based on the principles of righteousness and justice, which was the ideal in ancient India); while Yudhisthira, being an embodiment of virtue and purity, was the fittest man. But Duryodhana by cunning and treachery secured the throne for himself, and sought by every means in his power to annihilate Yudhisthira and his four brothers.

Krishna, the incarnate Godhead, was the head of the Yadava clan, and a friend and relative of the Kurus. He tried to bring about a reconciliation between the two sections of the Kuru
family; on behalf of the five Pandava brothers (sons of Pandu) he asked only five villages from Duryodhana, but the latter sternly refused saying that without battle he would not give even so much earth as could be held on the point of a needle. So a war became inevitable for the sake of justice and righteousness. All the princes of India joined one side or the other. Krishna, as an impartial friend, offered the rival parties a choice. Duryodhana chose to take the mighty army of Krishna to his side, while Krishna himself went to the other side alone—and even then not as a fighter, but as the charioteer of Arjuna.

Drona, the common military teacher both of the sons of Dhritarashtra (specially called the Kauravas) and of the sons of Pandu (the Pandavas), went to the side of Duryodhana, as his ancient enemy Drupada had joined the other party. Bhishma, who was related as great-uncle both to the Kauravas and to the Pandavas, had observed lifelong celibacy and even in his old age was the strongest man of his time. He was the leader of the party which had tried to bring about a reconciliation between the Kauravas and the Pandavas. But when all peace efforts failed and war became inevitable, he decided to join the side of Duryodhana after a scrupulous consideration of his duty and obligations. He knew that Duryodhana was in the wrong, and if the battle had been confined simply to the two branches of the family, he would have remained neutral. But when he saw that, taking advantage of a family quarrel, the ancient enemies of the Kuru clan had joined the ranks of the Pandavas, he decided to fight on the side of Duryodhana for ten days only and then to retire for a voluntary death (brought about by non-physical means). Considering only the military strength of the two parties, that of Duryodhana was decidedly superior. But this was more than counter-balanced by the presence of Krishna on the other side.

Sanjaya, the charioteer of the old king Dhritarashtra, reports to him what is happening in the field of Kurukshetra where the two armies have assembled for a grim fight, in magnitude and importance unparalleled in the history of ancient India. This is the beginning of the Bhagavad Gita, literally "the Divine Song," so called because it is delivered by Krishna, the incarnate Godhead, and because it teaches man how to rise out of his ordinary human consciousness to a higher divine consciousness, thus realising the Kingdom of Heaven on earth and in the human body.

Of the five Pandava brothers the eldest Yudhisthira was the most virtuous and pure, sattwic, the second brother Bhima was the most strong, rajasic; while in Arjuna, the third brother, there was a balance of purity and strength, of sattwa and rajas, and he was chosen by the Godhead as
His chief instrument in that great war which was to determine a world-cycle, Yugantara, and as a disciple to whom was delivered the divine message which was to lead humanity to its destined goal of Immortality on earth.
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APPENDIX II

THE HISTORICITY OF KRISHNA

For the fundamental teaching of the Gita as for spiritual life generally, the Krishna who matters to us is the eternal incarnation of the Divine and not the historical teacher and leader of men. The historical Krishna, no doubt, existed. We meet the name first in the Chhandogya Upanishad. We know that Krishna and Arjuna were the object of religious worship in the pre-Christian centuries; and there is some reason to suppose that they were so in connection with a religious and philosophical tradition from which the Gita may have gathered many of its elements and even the foundation of its synthesis of knowledge, devotion and works, and perhaps also that the human Krishna was the founder, restorer or at least one of the early teachers of this school. The Gita may well in spite of its later form represent the outcome in Indian thought of the teaching of Krishna and the connection of that teaching with the historical Krishna, with Arjuna and with the war of Kurukshetra, may be something more than a dramatic fiction. In the Mahabharata Krishna is represented both as the historical character and the Avatar; his worship and Avatarhood must therefore have been well established by the time—apparently from the fifth to the first centuries B.C.—when the old story and poem or epic tradition of the Bharatas took its present form. There is a hint also in the poem of the story or legend of the Avatar's early life in Vrindavan which, as developed by the Puranas into an intense and powerful spiritual symbol, has exercised so profound an influence on the religious mind of India. We have also in the Harivansha an account of the life of Krishna, very evidently full of legends, which perhaps formed the basis of the Puranic accounts.

But all this, though of considerable historical importance, has none whatever for our present purpose. We are concerned only with the figure of the divine Teacher as it is presented to us in the Gita and with the Power for which it there stands in the spiritual illumination of the human being. The Gita accepts the human Avatarhood; but it is not this upon which stress is laid, but on the transcendent, the cosmic and the internal Divine; it is on the Source of all things and the Master of all and on the Godhead secret in man. It is this internal divinity who is meant when the Gita speaks of the doer of violent Asuric austerities troubling the God within or of the sin of those who despise the Divine lodged in the human body or of the same
Godhead destroying our ignorance by the blazing lamp of knowledge. It is then the eternal Avatar, this God in man, the divine Consciousness always present in the human being who manifested in a visible form speaks to the human soul in the Gita, illumines the meaning of life and the secret of divine action and gives it the light of the divine knowledge and guidance and the assuring and fortifying word of the Master of existence in the hour when it comes face to face with the painful mystery of the world. This is what the Indian religious consciousness seeks to make near to itself in whatever form, whether in the symbolic human image it enshrines in its temples or in the worship of its Avatars or in the devotion to the human Guru through whom the voice of the one world-Teacher makes itself heard. Through these it strives to awaken to that inner voice, unveil that form of the Formless and stand face to face with that manifest divine Power, Love and Knowledge.

APPENDIX III

SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS

A few words technically used in the notes in this edition require some explanation, as also certain metaphysical and psychological presuppositions.

Each plane of our being—mental, vital, physical—has its own consciousness, separate though interconnected and interacting. These can be said to be interconnected because there is a continuity from one end to the other, and interacting because all the psychological processes in man—mental, vital, physical—are mixed up with one another. To our outer mind and sense they are all confused together; for the purpose of analysis, however, they may be distinguished thus:—

Mind proper

The Mind proper is divided into three parts—thinking Mind, dynamic Mind, externalising Mind—the former concerned with ideas and knowledge in their own right, the second with the putting out of mental forces for realisation of the idea, the third with the expression of them in life (not only by speech, but by any form it can give). The word "physical mind" is rather ambiguous, because it can mean this externalising mind and the mental in the physical taken together.

Vital Mind
A similar ambiguity arises when one has to speak of the "vital mind"; for this is a comprehensive term for the mental vital and the vital mental. Vital Mind proper is a sort of mediator between vital emotion, desire, impulsion etc. and the mental proper. It expresses the desires, feelings, emotions, passions, ambitions, possessive and active tendencies of the vital and throws them into mental forms (the pure imaginations or dreams in which men indulge of greatness, happiness etc. are one peculiar form of the vital mind activity). There is a still lower stage of the mental in the vital which merely expresses the vital stuff without subjecting it to any play of intelligence. It is through this mental vital that the vital passions, impulses, desires rise up and get into the Buddhi and either cloud or distort it.

**Mental physical**

As the vital Mind is limited by the vital view and feeling of things, (while the dynamic Intelligence is not, for it acts by the idea and reason), so the mind in the physical or mental physical is limited by the physical view and experience of things, it mentalises the experience brought by the contacts of outward life and things and does not go beyond that (though it can do that much very cleverly), unlike the externalising mind which deals with them more from the reason and its higher intelligence. But in practice these two usually get mixed together. The mechanical mental physical or body-mind is a much lower action of the mental physical which, left to itself, will simply go on repeating the past customary thoughts and movements or will, at the most, add to them such further mechanical reactions to things and reflexes as come in the round of life.

**Vital physical**

The lower vital as distinguished from the higher is concerned only with the small greeds, small desires, small passions etc. which make up the daily stuff of life for the ordinary sensational man—while the vital physical proper is the nervous being giving vital reflexes to contacts of things with the physical consciousness.

The foregoing are only a selection from among the various possible subdivisions, which might be set out more systematically as follows:

---

I. THE MENTAL PLANE

---

*physical* is limited by the physical view and experience of things, it mentalises the experience brought by the contacts of outward life and things and does not go beyond that (though it can do that much very cleverly), unlike the externalising mind which deals with them more from the reason and its higher intelligence. But in practice these two usually get mixed together. The mechanical mental physical or body-mind is a much lower action of the mental physical which, left to itself, will simply go on repeating the past customary thoughts and movements or will, at the most, add to them such further mechanical reactions to things and reflexes as come in the round of life.
The mind proper is concerned with reasoning, formulation of ideas or mental forms, and the activity of the thinking will* (the dynamic mind). This is called the Buddhi (at once intelligence and will) as distinguished from the other parts of the mind which are called the Manas or the Sense-mind. Above the mind is the higher mind which organises all these functions; this higher mind again is itself the instrument of the supermind which organises and intuitivises the higher mind.

The mind itself has different levels, the mental proper, the vital in the mind, the physical in the mind. The emotions belong to the vital part of the mind. These are things of the vital plane which pressing upon the mind produce mental forms. They are not created by the mind itself. As examples of things belonging to this vital mental, one might cite imaginations of lust, cinematographic stories told to oneself of great adventures etc. of which one is the hero, and mentalisation of desires generally.

The physical part of the mind is the receiving and externalising intelligence which has two functions—first, to work upon external things and give them a mental order with a way of practically dealing with them—secondly, to be the channel of materialising and putting into effect whatever the thinking and dynamic mind sends down to it for the purpose.

II. THE VITAL PLANE

The vital plane is a realm of desires, not only sexual or physical desires, but desires for power, activity, ambition, pride. In the vital proper the life-force seeks to realise itself, to possess materials and to put its stamp upon them; but in its crude form this vital urge appears as lust, ambition, desire for possession, for money, for enjoyment of all kinds.

The mental part of the vital is the mental activity which accompanies the vital desires, knows and expresses them in mental forms and speech. Thus when Mussolini says, "Italy must have a place in the sun," this is not the result of thinking or reasoning, the desire rises from the vital being, though it may seek to support itself by the reasoning or the Buddhi. As examples of things which belong to the mental vital, one might cite the following: all mentalised impulses and emotions and sensations, thoughts of anger, despair, lust, hatred etc. These have a less imaginative character than the vital mental* and are more practical or mechanical, turning about something actual, e. g., some love affair, quarrel, disappointment,—they may be turned towards fulfilment of the feeling or impulse or turn round some memory of something done or enjoyed, try to repeat what has been felt or prolong it, etc.
The physical part of the vital wants to move in grooves and fixed forms, such as habits and instincts. It is necessary for realising the vital impulses in the actual world. There may be the urge but the physical part may not be equal to the task. Thus there are many poets who cannot express themselves well as the physical vital in them is not strong.

III. THE PHYSICAL PLANE

In the physical plane again there is the mental, the vital— and the material. The mental part of the physical is that which comes into contact with the physical world and sees only the physical aspect of things and nothing beyond it; it takes matter as being simply matter and nothing more, it does not see the consciousness inherent in matter. It depends on the material structure of the senses and is confined to them and to the material brain. The mind in the physical is thus a very small thing, it does not go far, but it is the thin end which is necessary for the work of the mind upon the physical world.

* It is not easy to distinguish mental vital and vital mental unless one has the necessary subtlety of observation or the habit of the differentiated experience.
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Sight, hearing, taste, smell, touch are really properties of the mind, not of the body; but the physical mind, which we ordinarily use, limits itself to a translation into sense of so much of the outer impacts as it receives through the nervous system and the physical organs. But the inner Manas has also a subtle sight, hearing, power of contact of its own which is not dependent on the physical organs. And it has, moreover, a power not only of direct communication of mind with object—leading even at a high pitch of action to a sense of the contents of an object within or beyond the physical range,—but direct communication also of mind with mind. Mind is able too to alter, modify, . inhibit the incidence, values, intensities of sense impacts. These powers of the mind we do not ordinarily use or develop; they remain subliminal and emerge sometimes in an irregular and fitful action, more readily in some minds than in others, or come to the surface in abnormal states of the being. They are the basis of clairvoyance, clairaudience, transference of thought and impulse, telepathy, most of the more ordinary kinds of occult powers,— so called, though these are better described $W$ less mystically as powers of the now subliminal action of the Manas The phenomena of hypnotism and many others depend upon the action of this subliminal sense-mind; not that it alone constitutes all the elements of the phenomena, but it is the first supporting means of intercourse, communication and response, though much of the
actual operation belongs to an inner Buddhi. Mind physical, mind supra-physical,—we have and can use this double sense-mentality.

The vital in the physical is the vehicle of the nervous responses of our physical nature; it is the field and instrument of the smaller sensations, desires, reactions of all kinds to the impacts of the outer physical and gross material life. This vital part of the physical (supported by the lowest part of the vital proper) is therefore the agent of most of the lesser movements of our external life. It is the life which is bound up with matter, with the nervous system; it cannot exist apart from a mate- rial body. But the vital proper is quite independent of matter, it is a universal force. There is force also in matter, but that is not life-force. The real life-force is something apart from the material world, it exists for its own sake and its possibilities are not bound down by material conditions. When Napoleon said that there was nothing impossible, that the term 'impossible' was to be erased from the dictionary, it was the vital which was speaking through Napoleon; to the vital nothing seems impossible.

The vital part of the physical is very important, it gives health and strength to the body. It knows what is beneficial or what is injurious to the system. If left to itself, it would have been the safest guide in regard to health. But in civilized persons it is seldom left unimpaired; the activity of the mind has created great confusion.

Lastly, the material in the physical is the pure material part of it which is the basis of the rest. The characteristics of the physical proper are inertia and conservation.

Thus there are the different planes, the mental, the vital,* the physical; the psychic is behind all these. The word "soul", as also the word "psychic", is used very vaguely and in many different senses in the English language. More often than not Europeans in their ordinary parlance make no clear distinction between mind and soul, and often even confuse the true soul, the psychic being, with the vital being of desire—the false soul or desire-soul. The psychic being is quite different from the mind or vital; it stands behind them where they meet in the heart. Its central place is there, but behind the heart rather than in the heart; for what men call usually the heart is the seat of emotion, and human emotions are mental-vital impulses, not ordinarily psychic in their nature. This mostly secret power behind, other than the mind and the life-force, is the true soul, the psychic being in us.

We can speak of a psychic plane also, but it is of a kind which cuts through all the other planes from behind, it enters into the other planes somewhat like rays. There is a direct
connection between the psychic being and the higher Truth. There is a psychic consciousness, but it is simple and direct, not like the mental consciousness. The psychic touch helps to bring out the deeper potentialities in the mental, the vital and the physical and make these more fit to receive the higher Truth and Power. Thus mental love is egoistic and depends on mutual interchange and enjoyment. By the psychic touch the love becomes nobler and purer, the egoistic element vanishes. *The "astral plane" of the Theosophists would appear to be essentially the same as what we have been describing as the "vital plane".
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GLOSSARY

(Proper names are given in capitals, words with English terminations in italics.)
abhayam—fearlessness.
abhyasa—Yogic practice.
acharya—teacher.
ahankara—the ego-sense, egoism.
ahinsa—non-violence.
akarta—a non-doer.
Akshara—the immobile, the immutable.
ananda—spiritual delight, the bliss of the Spirit.
anisha—not lord, not master of but subject to the nature.
anumanta—giver of sanction.
apana—the incoming breath.
artha—self-interest.
Asura—a hostile being of the mental world.
Asuric—relating to, of the nature of the Asuras.
Atman—the Self or Spirit.
avatara—descent or incarnation of God.
avikarya—free from all change.
avyaktam—the unmanifest.
bhakti—emotional devotion felt for the Divine.
bharta—upholder, maintainer of the nature.
bhava—subjective state or feeling ; becoming.
bhuta—any one of the five elements — earth, water, fire, air, ether—which form part of the list of tattwas.
bhutani—becomings, existences.
brahmacharya—sexual purity.
Brahman—the Supreme Reality that is one and indivisible and infinite, besides which nothing else really exists.
Brahmic—relating to Brahman.
buddhi—the reason, intelligence, mental power of understanding.
Chandala—pariah, outcaste.
chaturvarnya—the four orders—Brahmin, Kshatriya, Vaishya, Shudra — of the old Indian social culture.
Daivic—relating to, of the nature of the Devas.
dakshina—giving.

Danava—a Titan.
Deva—a god.
dhama—status, place.
dharma—action governed by the essential law of one's nature; right moral law.
dhirah—the self-composed.
dhriti—spiritual patience, persistence.
dhyana—meditation.
Dwaita—dualism.
dwandwa—duality, pair of opposites.
GUDAKESHA—an epithet applied to Arjuna which means 'one who has conquered sleep.'
guna—any one of the three essential modes of energy, of the three primal qualities that form the nature of things.
guru—spiritual guide and teacher.
HRISHIKESHA—an epithet applied to Krishna which means 'Lord of the senses.'
indriya—any one of the ten senses (five of knowledge and five of action).
Ishwara—lord; God, as lord of Nature.
jagat—world, universe (lit. "the moving").
JANARDANA—an epithet applied to Krishna which means 'one who has no birth and puts an end to the birth of other beings.'

jiva—the individual soul.

jnana—knowledge.

jnata—knower.

kama—desire.

karana—cause.

karma—action entailing its consequences.

karta—a doer.

KAUNTEYA—an epithet applied to Arjuna which means 'son of Kunti' (one of his mother's names).

KESHAVA—an epithet applied to Krishna which means 'one who has long hair.'

Kshara—the mobile, the mutable.

Kutastha—stable; high-seated.

laya—dissolution of the individual being in the Brahman.

lila—creation as the play of God.

manas—the sense-mind as opposed to the reason.

mantra—the revealing word.
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Maya—the lower Prakriti (as distinguished from the Para Prakriti).

Mayavada—the doctrine which holds that the world is unreal and that it is created by the power of illusion.

moha—delusion.

moksha—liberation from Maya.

naishkarmya—actionlessness.

NARAYANA—an epithet applied to Krishna which means 'one who has made the water his abode'.

nigraha—coercion of the nature.

nirguna—without qualities.

nishkama—free from desire, desireless.

nivritti—inaction.
niyamya—controlling.
niyata—controlled, regulated.
Param—supreme.
PARANTAPA—an epithet applied to Arjuna which means 'subjugator of all enemies'.
PARTHA—an epithet applied to Arjuna which means 'son of Pritha' (one of his mother's names).
    Pisacha—a hostile being of the lower vital world.
    Prabhu—master.
prakasha—light, illumination.
    Prakriti—Nature, creative energy (being more or less a synonym for Shakti).
    pralaya—dissolution.
prana—the nervous energy, the vital breath, the half-mental, half-material dynamism which links mind and matter; the outgoing breath.
pranayama—the Yogic exercise of the control of the respiration.
prasada—clearness and happy tranquillity.
pravritti—impulsion to works.
Purusha—Being or Soul as opposed to Prakriti which is Becoming.
Purushottama—the Supreme Personality.
rahasyam—a secret.
Rakshasa—a hostile being of the middle vital world.
rajas—the *guna* that drives to action.
*rajasic*—belonging to the *guna* of action and passion.
rasa—affection of the senses (especially of pleasure).
Rishi—Seer.

sadhana—spiritual self-training and exercise.
sadharmya—becoming of one law of being with the Divine; oneness in nature with the Divine.
sadrishya—a synonym for *sadharmya*.
saguna—with the qualities.
sahaja—innate.
sakshi—a witness, the soul as a detached witness of the actions of the nature.
salokya—dwelling in the Divine.
samadhi—the Yogic trance.
samagra—integral.
samata—equality of soul and mind to all things and happenings.
samipya—nearness to the Divine.
Sannyasa—(outward) renunciation.
sanyama—a spiritual control of the nature; a concentration or directing of the consciousness.
sat—Being, existence, good.
sattwa—the *guna* that illumines, clarity, intelligence.
sattvic—belonging to the *guna* of light and happiness.
satyam—truth.
sayujya—contact with the Divine.
shabda—sound, word.
shakti—force, energy; the divine or cosmic Energy (being more or less a synonym for Prakriti).
shastra—the scriptures, theory, prescribed rule.
shraddha—faith.
siddhi—Yogic perfection.
sloka—verse.
Sruti—revealed scripture (a general term for the Vedas and--the Upanishads).
sthiti—status.
sukha—happiness, pleasure.
swabhava—the nature proper to each being.
swadharma—one's own law of action.
tamas—the *guna* that hides or darkens, inertia, non-intelligence.
tamasic—belonging to the *guna* of ignorance and inertia.
tanmatra—any one of the five subtle energies which underlie the respective sense-experiences of smell, taste, sight, touch, hearing.
tapas—concentration of spiritual will force.
Tat—That.
tattwa—any one of the twenty-four principles of the cosmic Energy which are enumerated by Sankhya.
tejah—force, energy.
traigunya—the state of being bound to the three gunas.
turīya—the superconscient state.
tyaga—(inner) renunciation.
uttama—highest.
vairagya—distaste for the world and life.
vak—speech.
VASUDEVA—an epithet applied to Krishna which means 'son of Vasudeva'.
Vedanta—a general term for all the Upanishads; a monistic philosophy based on the Upanishads.
Vedavada—traditionary lore of the Vedic hymns and the Vedic sacrifice.
Vibhū—'the all-pervading Impersonal.
Vibhuti—divine power as manifested in the world.
vichara—reflective thought.
vidhi—order, rule.
vijnana—comprehensive knowledge.
vikara—deformation, distortion.
viveka—direct intuitive discrimination.
Yajna—sacrifice.
Yoga—union or oneness of the whole subjective being with the Supreme. Aishwara Yoga (the divine Yoga)—that by which the Transcendent is one with all existences even while more than them all and dwells in them and contains them as becomings of His own Nature.
Yuga—a cycle, age.
INDEX

(The reference is to the chapters and slokas of the Gita under which the subject is treated.)

Action—is done by Prakriti, XIII-30, III-27; three essential elements of, XVII-7; of the liberated man, XVIII-6, iof; of three kinds—Sattwic, Rajasic and Tamasic, XVIII-23f; the secret of, XVII-78. See Works.

Adhibhuta—VIII-4.

Adhiyajna—VIII-4.

Adhyatma—is swabhava, VIII-3.

Akshara—II; higher than the Buddhi, tll-43 ; the foundation of self-mastery and equality, VI-7f; XIV-23 ; the supreme Brahman, VIII-3 ; asceticism as the path of, XV-6. See the Immutable.

Ananda—spiritual delight, XVII-ig.

Arjuna—the symbolic companionship of Arjuna and Krishna, 1-20; the pragmatic man, 1-27, 11-4, V-l, XIV-2I; the dejection of, 1-46.

Aryan—Aryan society, II-n.

Asceticism—not the teaching of the Gita, II-58f, XVIII-49 ; the
way of the Akshara, XV-6; violent austerities condemned,
XVII-5. See Sannyasa.

Askesis—the threefold, XVII-i4f. See Tapas.

Asuras—as hostile cosmic beings, XVI.

Asuric nature—IX-I2; XVI-4f; XVII-5.

Avatar—1-14, 20; gives the world his own example, III-20;"
no Avatar gives the Truth in its entirety, Introduction;
the possibility and purpose of Avatarhood, IV, XI-44; the
rationalist's objections met by the Vedantic view of
existence, IV-5; the process of, IV-5, XI-44; the object of,
IV-7, 15; despised by the ignorant, IX-n.

Bhakti—essence of, X-I; the way of Bhakta, XII. See
Devotion.

Bhakti-Yoga—the idea of the Purushottama as the foundation
of, II; the aim of, XII-i; the high place the Gita assigns
to, XVIII-57

Bhishma—see Appendix I.

Bhutani—the five elemental conditions of matter, VII-8,
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Birth—bondage to, XIII-22, 23; XIV-4, 8.

Brahma—VII-I4; XI-37; XIV-17.
Brahmacharya—VI-i3f.

Brahman—the Supreme, identified with the Purushottama, II; of the Mayavadins, 111-3; established in sacrifice, III-15, IV-32; the union of the individual soul with, IV-13; "All this verily is the Brahman, Brahman is the Self," IV-24, V-6; the Immutable, IV-35; the Yogin soon attains to Brahman, V-6, VI-27; reposing works on, V-io; the equality of Brahman-knower, V-20; its touch and exceeding bliss, VI-28; not imprisoned in its own transcendence, VI-30; the knowledge of the Purushottama is the perfect knowledge of the Brahman, VII-28, 29; as the Akshara, VIII-3; both soul and nature are the, XIII-7; as the object of spiritual knowledge, XIII-i3f; becoming Brahman, what it means, XVIII-49f; in the Upanishads and the Gita, XVIII-50.

Brahma-nirvanam—see Nirvana.

Brahmins—the natural work of, XVIII-42.

Brahmi-sthiti (Brahmic status)—the perfect status, II-51, 56,68f, 72; III-i, 3f, 20; VI-3.

Buddha—I-i; IV-7.

Buddhi—one of the 24 tattwas, 111-42; the meaning of, 11-41; two kinds of, II-41; the process of liberation by, III-3.

See Intelligence.

Buddhism—rejects the idea of the Vedic sacrifice, 11-42; effect on Indian life, III-3; revival of. Introduction;

Mahayana, V-27.

Caste-system—different from chaturvamya, XVIII-43.

Causality—XIII-21.

Chandala—capable of spiritual perfection, XVIII-i8.
Chaturvamya—the fourfold order, IV-13; XVIII-43.

Christ—I-i; IV-7.

Consciousness—different planes of, III-29; the divine consciousness, IV-20.

Cosmic cycles—Indian theory of, VIII-17f; IX-17.

Cosmic Divine—XI-44f.

Cosmic energy—its recognition a remarkable feature of the Gita, III-5; manifests itself in the universal Karma, IV-32; working through the individual, V-6; manifests all existence in the Brahman, XIII-31.

Cosmic existence—the Vedantic image of the Ashwattha tree, XV-3.

Cosmic order—XVIII-I7.

Creation—the process of, IX-7, XIV-4; is eternal, XI-37.

Dana—giving, of three kinds, XVII-zof.

Death—a critical moment in the soul's journey, VIII-5; Yogic way of, VIII-I2, 13; God is death, X-34; XI-ig, 25, 31, 32; survival of, XII-3.

Desire—the root of evil, 11-58, 62; III-37; how to put an end to, 11-58; III-43; abandonment of desires leads to peace, II-7of;
desireless works, III-7; IV-20; V-i; XII-n; freedom from, essential to happiness, V-23; the Divine as desire, Kama, VII-n; destroys the inner knowledge, VII-20.

Detachment—as a condition of knowledge, XIII-g.

Determinism—III.

Devas—divine cosmic beings, ṚVintroduction; Deva nature, XVI-if.

Devotion—all-important for liberation, III-3; love for the Divine, V-27; VIII-io; IX-34; X-9; XI-54; XII-6,18; the climax of Yoga, VI-47; synthesis of devotion and knowledge, VII; necessary for the Karmayogin, VII-I5; four kinds of, VII-i6; the supreme Purusha has to be won by, VIII-22; synthesis of works, devotion and knowledge, IX; integral devotion, IX-I4, 25; leads to immortality in the Purushottama, XIV-26; supreme devotion, XVIII-54f.

Dharma—I-i; 11-7; the immortal Dharma, XII-20; as laid down in the Shastra, XVI-24.

Dhritarashtra—see Appendix I.

Divine, the—11-29; Yoga with the Divine leads to liberation, 11-50, 61; "All this verily is the Brahman", IV-24; VI-29; takes up all the works of the Yogin, VI-i7; not imprisoned
in its own transcendence, VI-30; loving the Divine in all
beings, VI-31; the integral knowledge of, VII-i; at the basis
of all sensory relations, VII-8f; the eternal seed of all
existences, VII-8; X-39; as desire, VII-8; is not in the
becomings, VII-12; self-enveloped in Maya, VII-25; the
manifestation of the Supreme Divine in the cosmos, XV-i2f;
VIII; attained by Yoga of constant practice, VIII-8; con-
stant remembrance of, VIII-28; works out the divine
birth in us, IX-3; the guiding spirit of cosmic cycles,
IX-8f; as the sacrifice, IX-8; accepts all offering, IX-26;
self-giving of the Godhead to the human being, IX-30.

See God.

Divine worker—IV (II); signs of, IV-i9f.

Doer—of three kinds, sattwic, rajasic and tamasic, XVIII-26f.

Dualism—of the Sankhya and the Vedanta, II.

Dualities—delusion of the, VII-27.

Duryodhana—see Appendix I.

Dwaita—see Dualism.

Ego—part of Nature, 111-29,42; XIII-6; exaggeration of,
XVI-4f; not the doer of actions, XVIII-i6.
Ego-sense—II-10; the knot of the bondage, III-9; bewilderment by, III-27; the renunciation of, XVIII-58f.

Energy—God is the infinite Energy, XI-40; the unmanifest Energy, XIII-6f. See Cosmic Energy.

Equality—is what is meant by Yoga, 11-48; the result of knowledge, V-i7f, VI-29; of the Brahman-knower, V-20; the cause of, VI-3; sign of the Yogin, VI-8,9; result of sattvic discipline, VII-28; several formulas of, XII-i3f, 18; XIV-22f; a condition of knowledge, XIII-10.

Ether—XIII-33.

Ethics—Necessity of graded ideals seen by Indian ethics, 11-37-

Evil—III-30; the release from, IX-3; responsibility for, XI-31; outward experience of the Purusha or Soul, XIII-22.

Evolution—the process of, III-42; an ascending evolutionary power, X-i9; of the soul, XVI-20.

Faith—IV-4of; VII-2I, 22, 24; IX-3; the three elements of, X-i4; the Supreme faith, XII-z; leads to knowledge and immortality, XIII-26; as the guide, XVII-if.

Fate—XVIII-14, 17.

Field—The Field and its Knower, XIII-af.

Food—three kinds of, XVII-7f.
Gita—an episode in the Mahabharata, see App.I; bearing upon a practical crisis—accepts battle as an aspect and function of human life, I-i; not an allegory, 1-14; not a mere gospel of war, 11-2; does not teach disinterested performance of duty, 11-4; one of the three recognised authorities for the Vedantic teaching, II (II); starts from the Sankhya analysis, one deviation of capital importance; synthetises Vedantic Sankhya with Vedantic Yoga, II; how it avoids the great defect of quietistic philosophies, 11-42; III-5; its doctrine of works, III-i, 7; III-20; its synthesis of knowledge, works and devotion, III-3; contains very little which is local or temporal, III-i6; the spirit in which we ought to approach it, *Introduction:* the synthesis of the Gita starts from the' Upanishads—the starting-point of a great future synthesis—*Introduction:* Gita's teaching about the Soul and Nature, III (II); constantly discourages quietism, III-zg; its distinction between the two Natures, the phenomenal and the spiritual, VII-5; the supreme word of, X; XVIII-64f; harmonises pantheism, theism and transcendentalism, X-2; the theism of, X-3, 4, 15; does not accept illusionism, XV-i6; the
Gita's philosophy of life and works, XVIII-48; restates the
body of its message in fifteen verses, XVIII-49f; the concep-
tion of Brahman in, XVIII-50; the message of, XVIII-78.

God—descended into humanity, 1-14; worshippers of the inte-
gral Godhead, VII-20; integral knowledge of the Godhead
as the foundation of life and action, VII-28; the transcen-
dental Godhead, IX-6; immanent, IX-10f; the Godhead
lodged in the human body, IX-n, 12; XI-42; love of God,
IX-34, see Devotion; illumines from within, X-II, 13; all
things are his powers, vibhutis, X-32; fulfils his purpose in
the world, XI-34; the Time-spirit, XI-32; the object of all
knowledge, XI-38; is the all, XI-40; the personal aspect of,
XVIII-57. See Divine.

Gods—worshippers of, VII-20; presiding over the cosmos, X-2;
cosmic godheads, X-2i; XI-15; God is all the gods, XI-39.

Good—duality of good and evil a practical fact, III-30.

Grihyasutras—11-42.

Gunas—essential modes of energy, sattwa, rajas and tamas; in
their interaction unrolling the cosmos, II (II); action done.
by, III-27, 28; bewilderment by, III-29; VII-I2; the divine
Maya of, VII-I4; the cause of bondage, XIV-5f; all things
are subject to the workings of; XVIII-40.

Happiness—True, VI-2I.

Hathayoga—Introduction; IV-30.

Hell—threefold doors of, XVI-2I.

Hereditary principle—XVIII-48.

Humanitarianism—not the teaching of the Gita, III-20.

Illusionism—not accepted by the Gita, XV-i6. See Maya.

Immanence—IX-io.

Immortality—preparation for, II-I3; what it means, II-I5;
XIV-if; the Master of, XI-36; the object of spiritual life
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XIII-i; comes by the knowledge of the Brahman, XIII-I3,
i9> 35.

Immutable, the—See Akshara.

Impersonality—IV (II); IV-24; V-I2; VII-I5; XII-If; XIII-23; XIV-23; XVIII-50.

Indra—the heavenward journey of Indra and Kutsa, I-20.

Infinite—the self and the universal, IX-6.

Intelligence—part of the mechanical energy of Nature, II,
XIII-6; firmly fixed in wisdom, II-54f; how obscured and
destroyed, II-62f.
Ishwara—II. See God.

Janaka—a king who attained perfection by works, III-20.

Jiva—the Lord by His nature becomes the Jiva, II; VII-5; XVIII-48; the individual soul, II; unified with the Purushottama, IV-14; VIII-28; provides a spiritual basis for the universal becoming, VII-5f; how becomes divine and perfect, VII-7; the swabhava of, VII-15; subject to the cyclic whirl of Nature, IX-8; an eternal individual, XV-7f.

Jnana—the essential, VII-1. See Knowledge.

Kali—the Mother, XI-36.

KARMA—the reactions of, III-30; how to be free from, III-43; the creative movement, VIII-3, 5; a power of evolution, XVI-20.

Karma—what is meant by, III-5; Niyatam karma, III-8. See Works.

Karmayoga—see Yoga of action.

Kartavyam karma—XVIII-2, 9.

Knowledge—essential for liberation, III-3; the sacrifice of, IV-33; IX-15; Yoga and knowledge, IV-37; knowledge and faith, IV - 40; lights up the supreme Self within, V-i6; leads to equality, V-i7f; integral knowledge, a rare
and difficult thing, VII-l, 19; synthesis of devotion and
knowledge, VII (II); synthesis of works, devotion and
knowledge, IX; knowledge of the integral Divinity,
IX-if; X-iz; XIII-I9 ; the Divine illumines from within,
X-io; God is the object of all, XI-38, spiritual
knowledge, XIII-7f; the supreme knowledge, XIV-i; of
three kinds, sattwic, rajasic and tamasic, XVIII-I9; highest
knowledge comes from highest bhakti, XVIII-55.

Krishna—the symbolic companionship of Arjuna and Krishna,
1-20; the Liberator within us, II-6l; the avatar, Introduct-

ion; the divine soul, IV-i, 4, 5, 7; Yogeshwarah, XVIII-
65!, 78. See App. II.

Kshara—II; is the Purushottama in his multiplicity, XV-6.

Kshatriya—his duty, 1-27; II-3I; his vital aim, 1-31; 11-32;
his nature, II-3I; the social aspect, II-3I; the natural work
of, XVIII-43.

Kshetra—XIII-2f.

Kurukshetra—battle as an aspect and function of life, 1-1,46.

Kutsa—the heavenward journey of Indra and Kutsa, 1-20.

Liberation—The object of Sankhya as of all Indian philosophy,
II; a process of recoil in the principle of Buddhi; liberated man, IV-19, 21; V-2f; VI-7; VI-30; the final outcome of the Gita's spiritual discipline, VII-z8, 29; the way to, IX-33; Vedantic view of, compared with that of the Gita; XII-i; foundation of, XII-i8; the meaning of, XIV-2; the path of Nivritti, XV-3f; is not dissolution according to the Gita, XV-7; the works of the liberated man, XVIII-6, iof.

Lila (cosmic play)—the whole of life as the Lila of the Divine.

*Introduction.*

Lokasangraha—XV-6; XVIII-I7.

Love—see Devotion.

Mad-bhava—XIV-iQ; XVIII-49.

Mahomed—a creative personality, I-i.

Man—divinised, III-20; must go back to his true spiritual personality, VII-I5; Purusha in Prakriti is his formula, VIII-5; the hidden meaning of human life, IX-I3, zof; the normal man, XVI-6; the asuric man, XVI-7f.

Manas—X-6; the sense-mind, III-42; VI-25.

Matter—from the spiritual point of view, VII-8; the five elemental states of, VII-4; XIII-6.

Maya—how it ceases, III-3; the lower imperfect Prakriti, III-zo;
VII-4; hides the Divine from us, VII-I3; hard to overcome,

VII-I4; bewilderment by, VII-I5; the Gita's view of, XV-

16; a mechanical shaping force, XVIII-48, 61.

Mayavad—not the thought of the Gita, Introduction.

Meditation—XIII-n, 25; as the means of self-realisation,

XVIII-51.

Militarism—not the teaching of the Gita, II.

Mind—the control of the mental consciousness, VI-i8f; the

emotive mind, VI-25; restlessness of, VI-34; mental nature,

XIII-7, 35.

Monism—pure monism not the thought of the Gita, Introduction,

Moksha—V-24; as dissolution of our being in the highest

Brahman, V-27. See Liberation, Salvation.

Naishkannya (actionlessness)—its real meaning, III-4; XVIII-49.

Narayana—Nara and Narayana, I-20; a humanised symbol of

Godhead, X-46, 49.

Nature—the process of evolution, III-42; the important distinc-
tion between the phenomenal and the spiritual Nature,

VII-5; XVIII-48, 49; the supreme divine Nature, VII-I5;

the modes of, XIV-5f; the transformation of, XVI- Int.
See Prakriti.

Nietzschean creed—not that of the Gita, 11-2; III-zo.

Nirvana—Gita's idea of, 11-72; V-24f; XVIII-58; Nirvana and works in the world, VI; the supreme peace of, VI-I5; founded on the Purushottama, VI-30.

Nishkama karma—III-7.

Nivritti—the path of, XV-3f.

Niyatam' karma—III-7.

OM—the foundation of all sounds, VII-8; concentration on OM at the time of death, VIII-I2, 13; a vibhuti, X-25; the symbol of the Brahman, XVII-23.

Pain—XIII-i, 21; caused by rajasic works, XIV-l6.

Pandavas—the sons of Pandu, see App. I.

Pantheism—X-2,10.

Parabrahman—XII-2.

Paradise—as the goal of sacrificial works, 11-42; IX-20.

Paramatman—XII-2.

Parameshwara—XII-2.

Perfection—the secret of, IX-6, 14; XII-I9; the highest.

XIV-if.

Personality—spiritual, VII-I5.

Pisachas—demoniac cosmic beings, XVI-J^.

Pleasure—XIII-i, 21; of three kinds, XVIII-36f.

Pluralism—of the Sankhya, II.

Pragmatism—the modern gospel of, XVII-3.

Prakriti—Interrelation with Purusha, II; III-29; the lower
Prakriti of the three modes, VII-4f; the Sankhya description-
of Prakriti as an eightfold Nature, VII-4; the Gita's
distinction of the lower and the higher Prakriti, a\textit{fara} and
\textit{para}, III-4f; VII-5f; XVIII-48, 49; Purushottama identi-

Pralaya—XIV-14.

Pranayama—IV-28; V-27.

Puranas—symbolic language of, 1-14; Puranic traditions
derived from the Tantra, \textit{Inf}.

Purusha—the interrelation of Purusha and prakriti as the
cause of the universe, III-ag; the triple status of, II (II) •
supreme over the intelligent will, III-42; has to give
sanction to the sattwic impulse, VII-15; the supreme
Purusha as described by the Gita, VIII-9, 10; the difference
between Purusha and Prakriti, XIII; the lover and
enjoyer of Prakriti, XIV-18; the two purushas distinguished,
XV-16f.

Purushottama—the highest Purusha II (II); provides the
complete divine ideal, III-22; IV-14, 23; revealed in the
type of humanity, IV-7; the Divine to whom we offer
everything as a sacrifice, IV-35; meant by Krishna by his
"I" and "me", V-27; VI-M; not imprisoned in its own
transcendence, VI-30; identified with para Prakriti, VII-6;
by his Nature becomes the Jiva, VII-5f; the knowledge of
the Purushottama is the perfect knowledge of the Brahman,
VII-28, 29; to be known in all aspects, VIII-i; the first
description of, VIII-9, 10; to be won by bhakti, VIII-22;
the abode of immortality, XIV-2; the supreme vision of
the Gita, XV-i6f; higher than the impersonal, XVIII-54.

Rajayoga—II; {II-Introduction}; IV-30; V-27; VI-9f.

Rajas—II; XIV-5f; rajasic nature, XVI, Introduction.

Rakshasas—as hostile cosmic beings, XI-36; XVI- Int.
Rakshasic nature—IX-12.

Reality—11-25; XI-41.

Reason—of three kinds, sattwic, rajasic and tamasic, XVIII-29f.

Rebirth—VIII-5, 14!.

Religion—IX-25.

Renunciation—V; of life and works, V-l; true renunciation, III-3f; VI-i; outward renunciation difficult and unnecessary, V-6; distinction between inner and outer, XVIII-i; the psychological foundation of, XVIII-49.

Kudra—the terrible, VII-I4; XI-36; XIV-17.

Sacrifice—the very condition of life, IV-31; Gita's ideas as distinguished from that of the Vedins, 11-42; to be the object of all works, III-7!; the Gita'-s theory of, III-9f, 16; the psychological character of, IV (II); different kinds and gradations of, IV-25f; the Divine as the sacrifice, IX-i8; of knowledge, IX-i5; sattwic, rajasic and tamasic, XVII-nf. See Yajna.

Sadharmya—III-20; XIV-if.

Sahajam Karma— XVIII-48.

Salvation—the true, XVIII-3.
Samadhi—its signs are subjective, test of; II-54f; as defined by the Gita, II-68, V-27; in the waking state, VI-7; Nirvana and Samadhi, VI-I5; salvation by, XVIII-3.

Sanjaya—the charioteer of Dhritarashtra, see Appendix I.

Sankhya—Sankhya Karika of Ishwara Krishna, the Sankhya of the Gitaisthe Vedantic Sankhya, III-i; III(II); Sankhya and Yoga are not fundamentally different according to the Gita, V-4′; the truths of Sankhya; liberation, the object of; the distinction of Sankhya and Yoga, III-3; the process of liberation by the Buddha, IIT-3; the Sankhya analysis of Purusha and Prakriti, III-29; XIII-25; the psychological order of Sankhya accepted by the Gita, III-42; renunciation of works, the principle of, V-i; the Sankhya description of Prakriti as an eightfold Nature, VII-4; the path of knowledge, XVIII-50.

Sannyasa—as a path of liberation, XV-5; distinguished from Tyaga, XVIII-i, 49; see Renunciation.

Sat—existence, XVII-26.

Sattwa—sattwic discipline, VII-15, 27; XVII-i4f; XVIII-I2; description of, XIV-5f; the mediator between the higher and the lower nature, XVI-Introductiion; sattwic principle of renunciation, XVIII-9.
Scepticism—its uses and limits, IV-42.

Scripture—a stumbling-block, 11-52; contains two elements, perishable and permanent, *Introduction*.

Self—11-26, 29; delight in III-17; V-2i; seeing all beings in the Self and the Self in all beings, III-20; VI-29; the real self and the apparent self, III-29; Self, Brahman and God, IV-35; self is the friend, self is the enemy, VI-5; practice of union with, VI-10f; is seen within, VI-20; equality as the result of self-vision, VI-29, 31, 32; the Supreme Self or Purusha as described by the Gita, VIII-9, 10; and universal existence, IX-6; the higher self and the lower self, XVIII-49.

Self-discipline—false notions of, III-5; the conquest of self, VI-7.

Senses—their vehemence, 11-59,60; can be controlled by Yoga with something higher, 11-5 *gi*; to be freed from reactions, 11-68; ten in number, III-42; XIII-6; true bliss is beyond the senses, VI-21; each sense in its purity is the Divine in his dynamic conscious force, VII-8.

Shakti—the original nature of the Spirit, para Prakriti, VII-5f,
14; the real doer of all work, XVIII-17.

Shaktism—X-I8. See Tantra.

Shankara—popularised ascetic illusionism, III-3.

Shastra—as the authority in determining 'conduct, XVI-zsf,..

XVII-Int. i. the science and art of works, XVII-6,7.

Shraddha—XVII-i, 28. See Faith.

Shudra—the natural work of, XVIII-44.

Sin—11-33, 38, 48; III-36; V-io; what is sin, IV-2I; VII-I5;
exclusion of sin indispensable for the higher divine life,

VII-15.

Space—a conceptual movement of God, X-20, 33.

Spiritual vision—XV-n.

Society—the Kshatriya ideal, II-3I; Aryan, II-ii.

Soul—transmigration of, 11-13; immortal, II-i6-25, 26-30; sub-
jection to nature, the real soul and the apparent soul, III-29;
the individual soul—see Jiva; the supreme goal of the soul's
movement in time, VIII-n, 14; the evolution of, XVI-20.

Sruti—criticised as a stumbling block, 11-53.

Stoic—stoic self-discipline as accepted by the Gita, 11-56.

Superman—who is the, 11-2; III-20.

Supreme, the—11-59, 68.
Swabhava—the Kshara, II; determines the primary law of all becoming and each Jiva, VII-7; is the essential quality, VII-8, 15; is called adhyatma, VIII-3; a power of evolution XVI-20; XVIII-48f.

Swadharma—III-35; XVIII-48f.

Tamas—I; XIV-5f; the tamasic man, XVI-6.

Tanmatras—VII-8.

Tantra—makes Prakriti or Shakti even superior to Purusha, III-5; the Tantric synthesis. *Introduction*; XVIII-49.

Tapas, Tapasya—XVII-10, 19. See Askesis.

Tat—indicates the Absolute, XVII-25.

Teacher, the—reverence given to, XIII-8.

Theism—X-2, 5, 15.

Time—a conceptual movement of God, X-ao, 33; God as the Time-Spirit, XI-32f.

Traigunyatitya—IV-22; XIV-5f; XVI-5.

Transformation—the secret of, *VI-introductiv*.

Transcendence—the transcendent aspect of God, IX-6; XI-44, 46' 54-

Truth—*Introduction*. 
Tyaga—distinguished from Sannyasa, XVIII-x, 51. See Renunciation.

Universe—an infinitesimal portion of God, X-42; extended by God, XI-38.

Upanishads—represent an epoch of pure spiritual searching, I-i; the great Vedantic synthesis. *Introduction*; speak of two Purushas, II; the conception of Brahman in, XVIII-50.

Uttama—II (II).

Vaishnavism—not the thought of the Gita, *Introduction*; the universal Ananda, X-18; the seed of Vaishnava bhakti in the Gita, XI-44.

Vaishya—the natural work of, XVIII-44.

Varna—the confusion of the Varnas, 1-40.

Vasudevah sarvam—VII-i, 19; VIII-22; XII-6.

Vedas—represent an epoch of pure spiritual searching, I-i; their language plainly symbolic, 1-14; Vedavada, 11-42, 43; Vedist and Vedantist ideals reconciled, III-17f; the spirit in which we ought to approach them, *Introduction*; the Vedic synthesis, *Int.*; Vedic rite as a powerful symbol, IX-i8f; the exoteric sense of the triple Veda, IX-zo; Sama Veda, X-22; the nature of the knowledge given by, XV-l.
Vedanta—II-ii; Gita one of the recognised authorities for, 11-2;

Vedantic Sankhya, II; III-I; III (II); relative dualism, II

(II); the process of liberation by the Buddhi, III-3; Vedist

and Vedantist ideals reconciled, III-I7f; Vedantic view of

existence supports Avatarhood, IV-5; "I am He", IV-24;

its description of cosmic existence, XV-i.

Vibhutis—X-i6f.

Vishnu—VII-I4; XIV-I7.


Vital—vital nature, XIII-7; Appendix III.
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Works—Yoga as the means of freedom from the bondage of

works, 11-39; peculiar sense of the word in the language of

the Vedantins, its wider significance in Yoga, III-5; 11-42,

47; as leading man from the lower to the higher nature,

11-447f; "let not the fruits of thy works be thy motive",

II-47f; as inferior to Yoga of the Intelligence, 11-48; as a

bondage of the Soul, 11-48; Yoga is skill in works, II-5o;

renunciation of works as a means of liberation, III-3; the

Vedantic Yoga of works, III-3; the doctrine of desireless

works, III-7; VI-i; not necessary for the liberated man,
III-17; to be done for the sake of the world, III-ig, 20;

the modern ideal distinguished from that of the Gita, III-zof;

the Gita's philosophy of works, IV-I3; culminating in knowledge, IV-33, 41; the cause of self-perfection, VI-3; of the Yogin, VI-I7; synthesis of works, devotion and knowledge, IX; XII-l; attachment to, XIV-io; renunciation of, XVIII-if; five causes of, XVIII-I3; the Gita's philosophy of, XVIII-48, 50.

Yajna—the sacrificial system, 11-42; different kinds of, IV-25f.

See Sacrifice.

Yoga—the Yoga of the intelligent will, II (II); Gita a practical system of, 11-2; Yoga of the Gita, III-3; IV-i; frees from the bondage of works, 11-39; delivers from the great fear, 11-40; equality as Yoga, 11-48 •; is skill in works, II-5o; XII-i6; the object of the Gita's Yoga, III-20;
speedily leads to the Brahman, V-6; ascending the top of, VI.-4; destroys all sorrow, VI-i6; the state of, VI-i8f; the winning of spiritual bliss—union with the Divine, VI-23; result of falling from the path of, VI-37; the seeker of Yoga goes beyond the Vedas and Upanishads, VI-44; all life as Yoga, VIII-28; IX-iz; the divine Yoga, IX-6; XI-4f
Yoga of action—III-7; Karmayoga of the Gita, IV-i; V-i
XII-n, 16; the offering of all action to the Lord, V-n
is true sannyasa or renunciation, VI-i; the aim of, XII-i
as a means of knowledge, XIII-25.
Yoga of devotion—See Devotion and Bhaktiyoga.
Yoga of knowledge—the aim of, XII-i; compared with the
path of the Gita, XII-5f; Yoga of the Sankhyas, XIII-25.
Yogaphilosophy—different from Sankhya, II (II); 39; III-3; V-4;
Yoga aphorisms of Patanjali, II (II); desireless works as
the principle of Yoga, V-i; the greatest Yoga, XVHI-6i.
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Yogic practice—XII-9f.

Yogin-who is, VI-i, 8; his works, VI-i;; enjoys the touch of
the Brahman, VI-28; the one law for the, VI-30; the
supreme Yogin, VI-32, 47 ; perfects himself through many
lives, VI-45; has two paths of departure, VIII-23.
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